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DEORBIT/ENTRY - ENTRY 6-14

DPS - OPS XTION/MODE RECALL 6-5

UNIV PTG/2011 3-20

PCMMU/PL COMMISPEC 62 4-11

OVERRIDE/SPEC 51 3-15

ASCENT/ABORT - ABORT
OMS DUMPS 6-9

DPS - OPS AND MAJOR MODE XTION 6-5

PCMMU/PL COMMISPEG 62 on

OVERRIDE/SPEC 51 3-15

ASCENT/ABORT - ABORT

OMS DUMPS 6-8

XXX MNVR YYY/2021 3-10

UNIV PTG/2011 3-20

UNIV PTG/2011 3-20

ON-ORBIT (OPS 2) 6-12

IMU ALIGN/SPEC 21 3-31

DPS - OPS AND MAJOR MODE XTION 6-5

OVERRIDE/SPEC 51 3-15

ASCENT/ABORT - MM104/105 6-9

DPS - GPC/CRT MANAGEMENT 6-4

SYS SUMM 1/DISP 18 3-23

ASCENT/ABORT - ASCENT (GEN) eT

ASCENT/ABORT - ASCENT (GEN) oy

ASCENT/ABORT - RTLS 6-8

ASCENT/ABORT - RTLS 6-8

ASCENT/ABORT - ASCENT (GEN) 6-7

DEORBIT/ENTRY - DEORBIT BURNS 6-14

ABORT OMS DUMP (GEN) 6-9

XXX MNVR YYY/1041,3011 3-11

PL BAY DOORS/2021 46

DPS - KEYBD/DISP MGT 6-5

PL BAY DOORS/2021 46

BFS HORIZ SIT/SPEC 50 5-14

DEORBIT/ENTRY - ENTRY 6-14

BFS OVERRIDE/SPEC 51 5-15
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VERVIEW

GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS)
SM MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS)
PL MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS)
GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (BFS)
SM DISPLAY SUMMARY (BFS)

OVERVIEW

DPS/ALL/GEN |



OPS

Seales
Saal

-

OVERVIEW

GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS)
FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARYMAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY. SPEC

From MM201, MM901 =

(001/004 o001/002 0001/ /o08
0001/ To MM201

GPC/BUS
GPG MEMORY MM301 | DPS UTILITY TIME STATUS

OPS 901 PRO =

ail

:
(901/000 9011/001 901/002 90117

1008 901/062
U PCMM

ag901 GPC MEMORY GPC MEMORY | DPS UTILITY TIME STATUS PLCOMM
OPS 0 PRO} (9011/10 9011/101 901/102 9011/104 9011/105

OPS 101 PRO
|, Spgo SENSOR RCS/RGA/ GND IMU TCS

GTS DISPLAY | SELF-TEST | ADTA TEST CNTUMON CNTL

OPS 9011/ /106 9011/110 9011/112 9011/11

101 1011/ got MANUALBUS/BTUGPC/BTU ACTUATOR

TERMINAL LAUNCH CONTROLSSTATUS VE CONTROL

COUNT TRAJ I

All SSME I>90% & SAB IGN

RTLSABORT8 10x1/000 10x1/001

102
mie ae

GPC MEMORY | DPS UTILITY

PRO & 10x4/ /006 10x1/023
SRB SEP GPC/BUS

STATUS RCS

BECONDSTAGE Lan.saBoRr 10X1/050 10X1/051
Ci qL

HORIZSIT | OVERRIDE

AUTO -Z or NOTE
XLATIONOPS 104 TomMeoi =| 101/053

Calling the FAULT display by page number blanks all messages.
COMPLETE PRO CONTROLSThis display should be called by FAULT KEY only if it is desired

ae
1041/i. To to clear the table. The FAULT display is available in all OPS via

rN XD a a >tieo2 the FAULT SUMMARY key.

OPS 105 PRO I OPS 301 @ XXXXxXX is ASCENT, ATO, AOA, or RTLS.

ts ai

PRO
@ XXXXXX is ASCENT, TAL, ATO, or RTLS.

OMS 2 XXXXX :

ns 2a wer, 2
XXXXX is OMS 1, AOA 1, or ATO 1.

OPS 301 XXXXX is OMS 2, AOA, or ATO 2. YYYYY is TRANS ifops 1osPRO
PRO AOA, otherwise EXEC.

1061/ ,

INSERTIONXXXXXQ =
> ©) XXXXX is OMS 2 or ATO 2.

AST MNVR COAST 301cos
Pro © ABORT=TAL will force OPS 3 to automatic advance

OPS 201 PRO

J To MM301 to MM304.

To MM201 _|

@ ABORT = AOA will force AOA targets to be loaded.

X0x1/ /018
Ni

SYS SUMM 1

DPS/ALL/GEN |



GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS) - Continued

OPS MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS. E SYSTEM SUMMARY

E From MM106, MM301,
or OPS 0

20x1/000 20x1/001 20x1/002 20x1/ /008
D GPC/BUS

GPC MEMORY UTILITY TIME STATUS

201 2011/ 20x1/20 '20X1/021 20x1/022 20X1/023ORBIT COAST
: DAP IMU S TRK/COAS

UNIVPTG OPS CONFIG ALIGN CNTL RCS

OPS 801]PRO ops eek 20X1/02520X1/033 20x1/034

PRO RM ORBIT REL NAV ORBIT TGT
2 To To

opso MM301

OPS 202 PRO

202
MNVR EXEC

See RET XOX1/ /018
MNVR EXEC

SYS SUMM 1

Ors201 XOx1/ /019
A GNC

SYS SUMM 2

8011/ 8011/000 8011/01 8011/002 8011/ /006FCS/DED DPS GPC/BUSDIS C/O GPC MEMORY UTILITY TIME STATUS
OPS 201 8011/023 801/040 8011/041 8011/042OFS 201/FAO Fee jad SENSOR | RGA/ADTA/

RCS TEST RCS SWITCH/SURF

'8011/043 8011/044 8011/045

CONTROLLERS} SWITCHES NWS CHECK

To MM301

DPS/ALL/GEN |



GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS) - Continued

OPS ____MAJORMODE ‘OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARY

From MM104, MM105, MM106, MM201, (2) ou

lr
'MM801, or OPS 0 7

301 3011/

PREDEORBIT DEORB ol
COAST MNVR COAST 3011/022

OPS 302 PRO or
OPS 201 PRO COA

TAL AUTO meee | » 10 =
Que

MM201

or
3° HEORB

DEORBIT

EXECUTION
MNVR EXEC

OPS 303PRO or

TAL AUTO ADVANCE And Burn not

303 '3031/ '30X1/000 30X1/001

PREENTRY DEORB

MONITOR MNVR COAST GPC MEMORY | DPSUTILITY

OPS 304 PRO a} 30x1/ /006 '30x1/021

TAL AUTO ADVANCE:
OPS 301 PRO

3041/
GPC/BUS STATUS | IMU ALIGN

ENTRY ey 30x1/023 301/050
30Xt/ 1018

3

3041/
RCS HORIZ SIT

sys SUMM4
ENTRY 1

ENT '30x1/05' 30X1/053

047 OVERRIDECONTROLS

ENTRY
TRAJ3

3041/

ENTRY
NOTE

TRAJ 4 @ ABORT = TAL from MM104 will force an automatic

3041/
advance to MM304.

ENTRY @®ABORT= AOA from MM105 will force loadin of AOA
nS targets in OPS 3.

y

TAEM | or OPS
INTERFACE q 305 PRO

305 '3051/

TAEMLANDING VERT SIT 4

3051/

VERT SIT 2

¥
OPS 901 PRO

=

To MM901 ie |

1-4 DPS/ALL/GEN |



GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS) - Continued

OPS MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNGTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARY

=
From

<
or MM103

= =

601 6011/

RTLS RTLS
SECOND STAGE TRAJ

AUTO -z | or 60X1/000 60x1/001
XLATION_ | OPS 602

COMPLETE | PRO GPC MEMORY | DPS UTILITY

ae ; 6021/ Boxy,f008,.
160X1/023 60x1/ /018

rom

GLIDERTLS1 —MM104~>)aan STATUS RCS SYS SUMM 1

VREL = 3200 tps | or 60X1/050 60X1/051

6 PEOens HORIZ SIT OVERRIDE

60X1/053
603 6031/

GLIDE ATLS 2 VERT CONTROLS
sit 4

HS30K ft

6031/
VERT
SIT 2

OPS 901
PRO

To MM901

;—

_

1-5 DPS/ALL/GEN |



SM MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS)

OPS MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARY

F 0001/ A 0001/001 0001/002 0001/ /006
GPC/BUS

a GPC MEMORY DPS UTILITY TIME STATUS

OPS 202

iE (402) OPS 201 (401) PRO a
Ri

[ 2011/(4011) OPS 000 PRO x0X1/000 x0Xx1/001 x0x1/002

OPTIONS ANTENNA GPC MEMORY | DPS UTILITY TIME

OPS 202 (402) x0x1/ /008 X0X1/060 x0X1/062

PRO GPUS SMTABLEPCMMU/PL han
+ COMM

SM SYS

202 2021/(4021) oxti0esGy X0X1/ /066 X0X1/ /067 SUMM 1

DOOROPERATIONSPL BAY DOORS Bes201 (401) CHECKOUT |ENVIRONMENT | ELECTRIC OA
x0x1/ 068 | XOXt/ /069 XOx1/ /076 SUMM2

2 (4) OPS 000 PRO CRYO SYSTEM] FUELCELLS | COMM/RCDR

XOX1/ /077 X0x1/085 X0X1/ /086
MASS MEMORY

EVA-MMU/FSSRW APU/HYD

x0X1/ /087 X0X1/ /088 x0X1/ /089

APU/ENVIRONPRPLT
HYD/THERMAL | =THERMAL THERMAL

X0X1/090/x0X1/094 x0X1/095,

PDRS PDR
PCS CONTROL| CONTROL OVERRIDE

X0X1/ /096 X0X1/ /097 XOX1/ /167

; - NOTE DOCKING

@ Bae transitions betweenOPS O, SM OPS 2, and PDAS FAULTS | PL RETENTION STATUS
SM OPS 4 are legal,incarcengthe 201 — — 401 and

MOXA TT
202 <-> 402 transitions which cannot be shown on this 68 XOX1//169

Poones
simplified flow chart. CRYO PALLET | PDRS STATUS. | Displays
SM OPS 4will be inhibited for flights with no OPS 4

payload requirements; attempting an OPS 401 PRO will

result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

@ Although SPEC 64 is availablein SMOPS 2 and SM OPS 4,
it is not normally used during on-orbit operations.

1-6 DPS/ALL/GEN |



eS
PL MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (PASS)

OPS MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARY

0001/ 0001/001 0001/002 0001/ /008

i< GPC/BUS
GPC MEMORY DPS UTILITY TIME STATUS

OPS 901 PRO

9011/ 9011/000 9011/001 9011/002 9011/ /006
MASS MEMORY GPC/BUS

RW GPC MEMORY | DPS UTILITY TIME STATUS

OPS 000 PRO 9011/085 9011/100 '9011/110 9011/1114
MASS MEMORY} BUS/BTU SL

FW GTS DISPLAY STATUS MEMORY DUMPPare
2slie

DPS/ALL/GEN |



GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (BFS)

OPS MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARY

i 0001/
° BFS MEMORY

OPS 101 PRO
BFS KYBD)

lf 101
NT

10X1/000 10X1/050

TERMINAL COUNT
5 po, 60 psia or A SSME Brauedony| HORI Sir

pk Sie
RTLS ABORT 10x1/051 10X1/ /018

102
ee

asresrr

OVERRIDE
GHESYS

FIRST STAGE ee
i

Paeecouleno
SUMM 1

eve)
10X1/055

tox1//018
OPS 103 PRO orSRB SEP YS

(BFS
of PASS

.
& SRB To

SESSIAIUS) SUMM 2

YBD (2) MM601

103 1031/ ABORT
SECOND STAGE DOOOORETRASPy ae

OPS 601 PRO

AUTO -Z (creor

Gh.
NOTE

XLATION or Calling FAULT display by page number blanks all
ops 104APR‘S or 9 play bypag: er blanks all messages.

COMPLETE PASS KYB! This display should be called by FAULT KEY only if it is desired
to clear table. FAULT display is available in all OPS via FAULT

RTLS ABORT SUMMARY key.

104 Ro,ere. mnieo21041/
;

OMS 1 |}__PROeFs__v > These tables show pre—engage case. Post—-engage case is

INSERTION sete
Mal {TeipassKY) identical except for ‘DK Listen’ transitions.

OPS 105 PRO (BFS KYBD @ XXXXXxX is ASCENT, ATO, or RTLS.

PEYBDG) | OPS.105 PRO wnt3o1 @ PASS KYBD entries will transition BFS
via

‘DK Listen.’KYBD@) (GFSoor
SS

ies wi ition via isten.

)
‘2

@ XXXXXX is ASCENT, ATO, or TAL.
301

1051/

ice XOOXXXMNVR (BFS KYBD) @ XXXXX is OMS 1, ATO 1, AOA 1.

INSERTION
nN

@ Titles are OMS 2 MNVR EXEC, ATO 2 MNVR EXEC, or AOA

Ops.106PRO
MNVR TRANS.

ir
1

evs)
.

© XXXXX is OMS 2, ATO 2.
Oo

nettten Loe mnyr
|{OPS990PRO MM301 @ ABORT = TAL will force OPS 3 to automatic advance to MM304.

COAST COASTIO)| CFS KvED) To OPS 0 @ ABORT = AOA will force AOA target to be loaded.

OPS$01PRO (BFS KYBD)
foMI as i

DPS/ALL/GEN |



GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (BFS) — Continued

OPS MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARY

a From OPS 000, MM104, MM105 >

or we
06

301 3011/

PREDEORBITDEORB MNVR

COAST COAST

i
OPS

sgPRO(BFS or PASS
SOx 000 Boxter)ee

Odpeas
BFS MEMORY | HORIZ SIT

302 3021/
oh

1

DEORBIT DEORB MNvA
[PASS KYBD bea

EXECUTION EXEC OVERRIDE

OPS 303 PRO (BFS or PASS 30X1/ /018
KYBD @))

30X1/055

GNCSys303 3031/ OPS 301 PRO (BFS or GPS STATUS 1

PREENTRY DEORB MNVR | PASS KYBD@)
30x1/ /019MONITOR COAST GNC SYS

[ees
304 PRO SUMM 2

(BFS or PASS KYBD @)
304 3041/

ENTRY

TAEM INTERFACE or OPS 305 PRO NOTE :

¥ (BFS or PASS KYBD @) @ ABORT = TAL from MM104 will force automatic

305 3051/ advance to MM304.

TREMPANDINGVERT SIT 1 @ ABORT = AOA from MM105 will force loading
of AOA targets in OPS 3.

@ PASS KYBD entries will transition BFS via ‘DK

le
VERT SIT 2 Listen.’

4OPS 000 PRO & ROLLOUT
FLAG (BFS KYBD) 4

To OPS 000

3051/

DPS/ALL/GEN |



GNC MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS AND DISPLAY SUMMARY (BFS) — Continued

OPS___ MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS Sa

From MM102 or MM103 a

601 6011/

RTLS RTLS TRAJ

SECOND STAGE 2

AUTO-z OPS602 PRO

Re’ (BFS or PASS KYBD @)
r

602
6021/ 60xX1/000 '60X1/050Fron

60x1/ /018

RTLS 1 —Pjee MM104 "| VERT SIT 1 BFS MEMORY | _HORIZ SIT SS
6

VREL < 9200 fps Seer
an

o*aNCSS
or

andnoETFASTSEP | or

(BFSor OVERRIDE ae

Jb 160X1/055

603 6031/ GPS STATUS

GLIDE RTLS 2DE ATE
VERT SIT 1

H<30Kft pee

6031/ @ PASS.KYBD entries will transition BFS via
‘DK Listen.’

VERTSIT 2

E

OPS 000 PRO and a

ROLLOUTFLAG
(BFS KYBD)

To OPS 000

DPS/ALL/GEN |1-10
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SM DISPLAY SUMMARY (BFS)
OPS MAJOR MODE OPS DISPLAY SPEC FUNCTIONS AND DISPLAYS SYSTEM SUMMARY

[ 0001/ 0001/00 0001/063 0001/ /078
PL BAY SM SYS

THERMAL BFS MEMORY DOORS SUMM 1

0001/168 0001/ /079
SM SYS

CRYO PALLET SUMM 2

DPS/ALL/GEN |
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SYSTEM SOFTWARE CRT DISPLAYS

PAGE

oO OPS(G001) GRE|MEMORVaeeitis via te Fhe ae Or Mebelite“TicFiat Sa Jee ie 2-2

SPEC1 DPSUTILITY........ bin eo=6
*SPEC2 TIME ............... 2-9

DISP6 GPC/BUS STATUS... 2-12

DISPISOMSEAUET Ae eee ee ee ee ee ae 2-13
DEU STAND-ALONE SELF-TEST eed

SOCKIPEMENU tee oer: nsAONSil ATcc. BSBndCainue 2-16
OPERATIONAL TEST PROGRAM ............ 20.0020ccceeeeveeeeeee 2-18

*Not available in OPS G1, OPS G3, or OPS G6

SYS
S/W

2-1 DPS/ALL/GEN |



SYS
S/W

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

9

2a

1

2

3

4

5

6

ay

Q.

(2)

x 0001/000/ Neh
MEM/BUS CONFIG READ/WRI

1 CONFIG XX(XX) DATA 20

2 6PC X& Xian a CODE 21

26 ENG

STRING ADD ID

28 XXXKX

30 XXXXX

Bye XIXixexee

Brae XiX/XEXIX

36 XXXXX

38 XXXXX

MEMORY D

Qe SENO) ew

LAUNCH 42 wos/

DUMP 4

(3)

123456789012369678901234567890
MEMORY

40 START ID

3

TLE XXX

x itu YE

x BIT RS

UNITS XXX

DESIRED

29 XxXXX

Sule XOXeA,

33° XXXX

35 XXXX

37 XXXX

39 XXXX

KX

it

T

x

22x SEQ ti

21G)X ge) RuleTse nee)

4 5

123456789012345678901

DDD/HH:MM:SS
ssDOD/HH: MM:

HEX 27X

ACTUAL

EXXXXKXXXKKXKX

EXXXXKXXXKXXX

EXXXXKXXXKKXKX

EXXXXKXXXKKXX

EXXXXKXXKKKK

EXXXXKXXXKXXKX

UMP.

ORDS

FRAME XXX

3

RXKKX

KEKKKK

STORE MC =XX

45 CONFIG XX

46 GPC X

STORE 47

MM

44 DOWN

ops oO

OPS 3

OMPTS aes)

UPLK 50X

Mubtip oy ERR LOG

y,
(8)

Ligu Ape

ENA 49

RESET 8

xk

x

oy
7) (5) (3)

GPC MEMORY display. This display is the format always associated with OPS 000 and
SPEC 000. The GPC MEMORY provides crew controls to: (2) review and/or modify the
Memory Configuration (MC) and string and bus assignment tables; (3) review and change
the value contained in any specified GPC MEMORY location; (4) provide the capability to

perform a main memory dump; (5) select the downlist GPC and control the non-prime
OPS 0 GPC downlisting; (6) perform a GPC freeze dry; (7) perform an error log reset;
(8) control and initialize OPS 3 overlay uplink to GPC in OPS 0; and (9) select Mass
Memory area for GPC Memory overlay.

MEM/BUS CONFIG. The desired MC is input (item 1) and the corresponding MC/GPC and
MC/STRG assignments and calling OPS number are displayed. The calling OPS identifies
to the user the OPS that must be called to initiate loading of the input MC. The OPS
number is indicated by major function (G, S, or P) and numeral. The MC/GPC assignmentsmay be modifiedby inputting the desired GPC in the appropriate location (items 2 thru 6).Deselection is done by inputting zero (0) in the appropriate location for each GPC. The
GPC/STRGassignments may be modified by inputting the desired GPC for each string via
items 7 thru10. The bus assignments may be modified by inputting the desired GPC for
each bus via items 11 thru 19.

G3Memory/Busassignment will be determined via the OPS 1 Memory/Bus configuration
during the OPS1toOPS3 transitionas long as item entries (2 thru 19) have fatsesriPerformed during OPS 1, which will alter the G3 nominal Memory/Bus configuration.

Memoryconfiguration selection controls are initialized to blank the first time the OPS/SPECis called; from then on, the display reflects the crew inputs.

READ/WRITE. Quantities stored in memory are display =

i ] yed as follows: The memo

ee of the parameters are input in the ADD ID column using items 28, 30, a4s 38.is di

AL column in the

DPS/ALL/GEN |



GPCMEMORY(Cont):
Definitions of the three-digit inputs for item 26 are on page 2-5.

For item 26 entries of 200 thru 210, the ACTUAL column displays a fixed EU format of

Q XXXXX.XXXXX. If the converted value is 100,000 or greater, the high order digits are not
displayed. In such a case, use of the HEX feature (item 27) is recommended to preventconfusion.

All changes to memory are done in an arm/fire manner. The parameters to be changed are

specified by displayingthe required memory locations as described previously byentering

annnew
value in the DESIRED column using items 29, 31, 33,... 39 and executing item 25

E).

Desired entries are in HEX only. The major function selected as the destination for WRITE
inputs is identified by the major function (MAJ FUNC) switch on the inputting CRT and is

displayed. The display is initialized with item 20 (DATA)selected so that WRITE operations
apply to unprotected areas of memory. Ifitem 21 (CODE) is executed, the word ‘CODE’
flashes and the next WRITE operation can alter protected areas of memory. After that
WRITE is completed, the mode switches back to DATA.

SET) and 23 (BIT RESET) to establish the required mode, displaying the parameter to be

changed, entering a 4—character hexadecimal word (MASK) in the DESIRED column,
identifying the bits to be set or reset, and executing item 25 (WRITE). Up to six parameters
may be changed with one WRITE. Parameters to be changed must be displayed in HEX.

|
i

Individual bits in the unprotected memory area can be set or reset by using items 22 (BIT
|

Items 20 and 21, 22 and 23, and 26 and 27 are mutually exclusive and the active item is

designated by an ‘*’ displayed next to the item number. Selection/reselection of item 26 or

27 clears the ADD ID, DESIRED, and ACTUAL data fields.

NOTE: When the GPC MEMORY SPEC is called, the READ/WRITE and MEMORY DUMP
sections are initialized to DATA, HEX, and all other fields blank. If GPC MEMORY

Q is being viewed as an OPS display and on another DEU driven by the same GPC

or RS the GPC MEMORY SPEC is requested, both displays will be initialized to the

default item selections previously described. In configurations where the GPC

MEMORY SPEC is available as the OPS display, view it as the OPS display by
resuming any other SPEC or display on the DEU when reinitialization is not

desired. Request SPEC 0 when reinitialization is desired. (DR 37516)

(4) MEMORY DUMP. Items 40 (START ID) and 41 (NUMBER WDS) define the main memory
|

data to be dumpedviathe downlist. The absolute main memory address, in hexadecimal,of

the start of the dump is entered in item 40, and the number of sequential 16-bit words of

main memory to be dumped is entered via item 41. If the sum of the starting address and
| the number of words exceeds the GPC address limit, an error message is generated.

item 42 (WDS/FRAME) defines the number of 16-bit words in the downlist frame to be used

for header and main or mass memory data. Entry of item 42 varies the length of the data
|

content of the downlist frame so that a subset of the total downlist frame can be used for the

64 kbps downlink frame. The item entry is in decimal.

Item 43 (DUMP) selects the dump. Upon entry of this item, START ID (item 40)begins
incrementing, NUMBER WDS (item 41) will decrement and at dump completion, items 40,

| 41, and 42 will be blank. If no data have been entered for items 40, 41, and 42, and item 43
|

is entered, an error message is generated.

(5) DOWNLIST GPC. Item 44 (DOWNLIST GPC) allows manual selectionof a GPC within the
common set (CS) for downlisting. The GPC currently commanding Pulse-CodeModulation

Master Unit (PCMMU) toggle buffer 1 (the prime downlist buffer) is displayed, so the ID of a

newly selected GPC will not appear until that GPC has taken controlof the toggle buffer.

IDs other than 1 thru 5 will be rejected and ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ displayed.

Oo Item 49 (OPS 0 ENA) provides the capability to alternately enable and disable the downlist

of a non-prime OPS 0 GPC. This itemis initialized with the downlist disabled. An ‘*’ is

displayed next to item 49 when this item is enabled.

2-3 DPS/ALL/GEN |



GPCMEMORY(Cont):
i

i i

PCi

e provided to allow the crew to loada desired MC into a target G
" beset a of the associated applicationsoftwareoperational sequence.

Item 45 (CONFIG) selects the desired memory configuration, item 46 (GPC) selects the

target GPC, and item 47 (STORE) initiates the load. When STORE MC equals the input

CONFIG, the load is complete.

:

id teeides the capability to reset the I/O error log, GPC error log, soft error counc 3gDEUIPLerror log; a the sync history log; and reset the Computer Annunciation

Matrix (CAM).
i

i i initiali.

PS 3 hasenables/disables the OPS 3 uplink and item 51 initializesthe GPC after OPS: Dearsana ttem 50 entry when the memory configuration is not an overlay, and item 51

entry when item 50 is deselected will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

2 thru 54 provide for the selection of Mass Memory area to be used by GPCMemory) ee Mass Nance!areas 1, 2, or 3 are selectedby PL, GNC, and SM Major
Functions, respective to the aforementioned item entries. The value of the selectedMass

Memory area will be maintained across the common set. Selectedarea numberdisplayed
beside the item number will initially reflect the copy used during IPL and will change after

item entry execution. Memory overlays will acquire data fromthe specifiedMass Memory
areas. Mass Memory area selections other than 1, 2, or 3, will be rejected, and an

‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will be displayed.

*PROGRAM NOTE

(1) Mass Memory Pre-position Failure. When a mass memory pre-position failureoccurs,

SPEC 0 does not appear on the DEU where the OPS request was made. During TAL abort

(G1 to G3), if the OPS 0 page is not displayed within 12 seconds, a mass memory
t

pre-position failure can be assumed. For other transitions, a 70-second wait is required.
An ‘/O ERROR MMU’ message may appear on the Fault Summary Page (FSP) and on the
CRT message lines when the failure occurs. (DR 25372)

(2) Stale NBAT Data. If the MC # displayed (item 1) is the currently active MC, the DEU
selections (items 12,13,14,15) will not reflect any CRT reassignments that have occurred
due to an MF change or GPC/CRT entry.

If the G3 NBAT is not updated in OPS G1, the active G1 bus assignment is carried over at
the OPS Gi to G3 transition as the G3 bus assignment. After the G1 to G3 transition, the
string/bus assignments displayed are stale data from the MC3 NBAT previously displayed in
OPS G1. Selecting item 1+3 on SPEC 0 after the transition to OPS G3 will update the
display with the current G3 NBAT. (DR 37506)

(3) Engineering Units ConversionProcessing. Processing of read/write information continues in
the software even if the GPC MEM SPEC is removed via a RESUME. If an improperengineeringunitsconversion is requested, GPC errors may occur if the SPEC is RESUMEd
without first doing an ITEM 27 EXEC to clear the read/conversion function.

-MEM Initialization. The ADD ID and DESIRED columns are blanked at OPS
transitionsor a fresh callupof SPEC 0, but not if SPEC 0 is active on another DEU or is
underlying a DISP when itis called. A DEU equivalent G-MEM in the latter situation could
Produce an erroneous write to GPC. memory. Reinitialization via an item 20 should alwabe performed prior to DEU equivalent G-MEM writes.

a
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Item 26 Inputs:

Digit 1

1 - 16 bit/fixed

2 - 32 bit/floating

Digits 2 and3

00 - Units in Memory (no conversion)

01 — NM from FT

02 - NM from KFT

03 - FT from NM

04 - KFT from NM

05 - FT/SEC? from Gs

06 - DEG/SEC from MR/SEC

07 - DEG from ARC SEC

08 - FT/SEC? from micro Gs

09 - DEG from Radians

10 - KFT from FT
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(1) DPS UTILITY. This display is the format associated with SPEC 001, available in all OPS.

DPS UTILITY provides controls to: (2) assign a major function to Mass Memory Units (MMU
1 and MMU 2); (3) provide the status (‘RDY’or ‘BSY’)for each MMU; (4) select the memory
source and bus for GPC reconfiguration; (5) and (6) enable checkpoint data retrieval from

the MMUs and provide Real Time Command inputs; (7) select primary or secondary ports
for strings 1 thru 4 and the PL MDMs; (8) select variable parameters for use in the downlist
format; (9) select uplink control; (10) mask IPL source select discretes; (11) enable load and
retrieve G3 archive program overlay; (12) maintain ground checkout operations.

(2) MMUASSIGN. Items 1 thru 8 are the controls to assign a prime MMU to each major
function. Only one MMU may be assigned to a major function. The display is initialized with

the GNC, PL, SM major functions, and OPS 0 functions assigned to MMU 1. ‘*’s are

displayed next to the item numbers to indicate the various assignments. These items should
not be executedif the CRT is assigned to a non-PL9 GPC and PL9 operations are in
Progress in anotherGPC. The PL9 mass memory utility process may use a Mass Memory
other than that assigned in the Mass Memory Major Function table, but does not ICC the
new selection to other GPCs. User selection of MMU assignments on the DPS UTILITY
SPEC from another GPC can interfere with th

i

ility.
(DR 37420)

i proper operation of PL9 MM Utility.

(3) MMU STATUS. The status of MMUs 1 and 2 is displayed as ‘RDY’ or ‘BSY.’

(4) MMU SOURCE/BUS. Items 9, 10, and 11 select the memo» 10, ry source (i.e., MMU or another
GPC) and data path for non-initial Program Load (IPL) memory EoNigicnone:
*

eonGeeyavailable using either available MMU bus as the path. If
i i

not in a GPC, the logic defaults to use the MMU. re
eee

B. MMU/MMU(item 10)
The available MMU (MMU 1 or MMU 2) using its data bus. When this control is
executed, the appropriate major function/OPS overlay

i i

2
c ly is retrieved from the MMU and

aon
into the assigned GPC, regardless of its Current contents (i.e., the load is Oo
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C. GPC/LDB(item 11

Any availableGPC using Launch Data Bus (LDB) as the path. If a GPC source for the

required overlay is not available, the request is rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’

message is generated. If item 11 is selected, there is no automatic reselection of

item 9.

Onlyone optionmay be active at any time; an ‘*’ denotes the latest selection. The display is
initialized with item 9 selected.

(5) CKPT RETRV ENA. Item 12 enables the retrieval of checkpoint data from Mass Memory.
This item is initialized INHIBITED. Enabling is a one-shot function in that checkpoint
retrieval is automatically inhibited at the completion of the retrieval function. Item 12

changes the checkpoint retrieval status to the opposite of the current (enabled or inhibited)
state. An ‘*’ beside item 12 indicates that checkpoint retrieval is enabled.

(6) RTC. Items 13 and 14 provide the capability to use the Real Time Command (RTC)
function. Eight hexadecimal characters which represent the components of an RTC are

entered via item 13. Item 14 executes the data entered by the RTC item. The user is

required to ensure that the major function controlling the GPC Memory SPEC has the data

buses over which the RTC is requested to be transmitted.

(%) PORT ASSIGN. Strings 1 thru 4 may be assigned to the primary port (Port 1) or the

secondary port (Port 2) of all Multiplexer/Demultiplexers (MDMs) on that string via items 15

thru 22. When the primary is selected, the lowest numbered FC bus of the pair is used to

drive the Flight-Critical Forward (FF) MDM, and the other is used to drive the Flight-Critical
Aft (FA) MDM. When the secondary is selected, the lowest numbered bus of the pair is

used to drive the FA MDM; the other is used to drive the FF MDM.

Similarly, the PL MDMs may be assigned ports via items 23 and 24. A primary assignment

provides access to MDM PL 1 - port 1, and MDMPL2 - port 2, via PL buses 1 and 2,

respectively. A secondary assignment provides access to MDM PL1
- port 2, and MDM

Oo
PL 2 - port 1, via PL buses 2 and 1, respectively.

Assignments are initialized to primary following IPL and remain in effect until a subsequent
manual input.

(8) VAR PARAM ID LIST. Variable parameters consist of a set of 10 memory locations (16-bit)
that may be selected for incorporation into the downlist. These parameters are initialized to

anominal set of parameters that can be overwritten with new parameters viathisSPEC or

special UPLINK LOAD. Items 25 thru 34 are used for this function. The new parameters

are defined by entering the absolute main memory address in hexadecimal. Onlymemory

core locations from 0000 to FFFF can be selected. Changes are effective when input and

remain effective until changed.

(9) ULCNTL. Items 35 thru 37 provide for the selection of manual or automatic enabling or

inhibiting of uplink. The display is initialized with item 36 (ENA) selected.

(10) IPLSOURCE SW. Item 38 is used to allow for control over software use of the IPL source

select discretes for non-IPL use of the MMUs. The entry is used to mask or unmask the

discretes. The presence of an asterisk indicates that the discretes are masked. If no

asterisk is displayed, the discretes are not being masked. When masked,the FCOSshall
ignore the status of the MMU1 IPL and MMU2 IPL select discretes in determining the

availability of an MMU to support a request for MMU I/O other than an IPL. The mask shall

be initialized to the unmasked state during primary GPC initialization except that the

initialization of memory configuration 1 (GNC OPS 1) shall set the maskto the mask state.
After MC1 initialization, the discretes can be unmasked by execution of item 38. Eachtime

the display is called, or upon execution of an item 38 entry, the item38 asteriskwill reflect
the actual status of the FCOS mask for the discretes. This capability is available to all

GPCs that are in the common set.
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(11)

(12)

ILITY,

ION. Items 48 and 49 provide enable/inhibit control of the G3

SF ee oad into GPC Uppermemoryduring the G9 to G1 OPS transition.

Item 49 (which is initialized disabled) controls the retrieval of the GPC memory overlay
during G3 transitions.

Toggling either item 48 or item 49 results in the selectionof the altemate control state. An
‘* denotes which item is enabled. Selection of item 48 is valid only in OPS G9; whereas
selection of item 49 is valid in G1, G2, G8, and OPS 0.

Once item 48 is enabled, item 49 is automatically disabled until the G9 to G1 OPS transition
is complete. If the G3 load function is successful, item 48 will be disabled and item49enabled. This change from load function to retrieve function enabled is a positive indication
that all of the participating GPCs have obtained the G3 archive program overlay.

GROUND OPS. Items 50 thru 55 are provided to facilitate launch site ground checkout of
orbiter vehicle functions. Item 50 (GSE POLL ENA) provides the capability to enable/disable
ground support equipment (GSE) polling. It is initialized disabled (no ‘®) and is
automatically disabled at SRB ignition. Item 51 (SM GSE INH) provides the capability to
inhibit GSE Polling upon entry to any SM OPS; the item is initialized to allow GSE Polling in
SM (no‘*’). Item 52 (SM C/O ENA) provides the capability to enable/disable the SystemsManagement checkout software function in SM OPS 2 or 4, while item 53 (GNC C/O ENA)
can be used to enable/disable the GNC checkout software. Both items are initialized
disabled (no‘*’).

Items 51, 52, and 53 are valid only in G9 and OPS 0, while item 50 is valid in OPS Gg, P9,and Post IPL OPS 0. The selected status of each is maintained Common Set-wide.Execution of these items in any OPS other than those Specified shall result in an
‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Items 38 thru 49 are implied. Execution of items 38 thru 49shall also result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’message.
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(4c) (48)

(1) TIME display. A system level specialist function (SPEC 2) available in all OPS sequences
except GNC OPS 1, 3, and 6. Includes: (2A) controls for MISSION TIME (MT) and the
(2C) CRTTIMER(CRT T) for all CRT displays; (3) controls to update the Master Timing Unit
(MTU - both Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and Mission Elapsed Time (MET)); and (4A)
controls to monitor and manage the GPC TIME sources.

(2) (2A) MISSION TIME. Item 1 selects GMT to be displayed as the MT on all CRTdisplays.Item 2 selects MET to be displayed. An ‘*’ is displayed opposite the selected source, and a
blank indicates that a source (GMT or MET) is not selected for driving MT. Display is
initialized following a GPC IPL with GMT selected. (Note: By using the MET A UPDATE
controls (see (3) ) the capability exists to make MET read in elapsed time from lift-off (or
any other time reference), or to read in any clock time, such as Central Standard Time
(CST), Central Daylight Time (CDT), etc.). Two alert tone controls are provided for MT

(see (2B) ).

(2B)* TONE. Items 3 thru 5 are used to enter a desired MT (hr:min:sec), at which an alert
tone sounds and the data field blanks. Items 6 thru 8 provide the capability to set an

additional MT, and work the same as items 3 thru 5. Items 20 thru 22 are used to enter a

desired CRT Ttime (hr:min:sec), at which an alert tone sounds and the data field blanks. If
a ‘~’ is loaded, the alert tone sounds prior to the CRT T reaching zero. If a‘+’ is loaded, the
alert tone sounds after passing zero. Values entered which are in the past relative to the
CRT TIMER will cause an immediate alert. The sign of the lowest item number entered
determines the sign of the set. Item 23 is used to designate the desired alerttone _

DURATION in seconds for all alerts. (Initial time duration is 1.0 seconds.) If item 23 is set

to zero, the tone is inhibited.

NOTE: An appropriate message (TIME TONE) appears on the Message Line to allow the

crew to positively differentiate between a tone caused bya detected fault and one

set with these controls.

(2C)* CRT TIMER. Items 9 thru 11 are used to load a time (thr:min:sec)in the CRTT. The

sign of the lowest non-zero item number entered shall determine the sign of the entire set.

If a ‘+’ is loaded, the CRT T will count up. If a ‘~’ is loaded, the CRT Tcountsdownto zero,
then up. Item 12, when executed, starts the CRT T, and blanks the fields of items 9, 10,
and 11. Item 13 is used to stop the CRT T. (TIMER zeroes when stopped.) Items14-16

are used to designate an MT (hr:min:sec) at which the CRT T will start counting from the
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ini
ing

is
initi

ini hru11 anded in items 9 thru 11. When counting is initiated,the fields in items 9 t

Pa ie 16 blank. Items 17 thru 19 are used to designate an MT, to which the CRT T

counts down. When zero is reached on the CRT T, thedatafieldsfor items17 thru 19 are

blanked. Whenever the display is recalled, the last ‘count to MET is displayed in items 17

thru 19.

(3)*

(4)

: T timer initiated and counting at the time of an OPS transition will continueto
‘Eel oe across the transition and inthenew OPS, even if the TIMEspecis not

available in that OPS. However, crew inputs for START AT mission time and alert

TONE DURATION will be nullified by overlay of a memory configuration that does

not contain this spec.

MTU. Items 24 thru 27 are used to load into the MTU a desired time correction (At) to GMT.

Items 28 thru 31 are used to load a desired time correction (At) to MET. The sign of the

lowest non-zero item number entered shall determine the sign of the entire set. Item 32

actually updates the MTU with the values (day:hr:min:sec.msec) loaded in items 24 thru 27

and/or items 28 thru 31.

NOTE: Due to hardware limitations, there is a time lapse of up to two minutes from the

time item 32 is selected until a GMT update actually takes effect. During this

period, OPS transitions, OPS mode recalls, I/O terminate switch changes,
accumulator selects, and /O RESETs should be avoided because they may induce

a GPC fail-to-sync.

The GMT/MET update item entries blanked following an execute of item 32. Items 24 thru

27 and 28 thru 31 are mutually exclusive. Entry of any one of items 24 thru 27 or 28 thru 31

blanks any input present in items 28 thru 31 or 24 thru 27, respectively. The value of the

update is rejected if the request is for more than 15 msec, except when the GPC is in OPS 0

and is the only common set GPC. Updates greater than 15 msec cause time reinitialization.
Item 33, MET RESET, resets the MET to0 in both the MTU and the common set GPCs
resulting in equalization of GPC and MTU MET.

(4A) TGPC TIME. A readout is provided of the actual GMT (day:hr:min:sec.msec) being
maintainedby each of the MTU accumulators (MTU ACCUM 1, 2, 3) and the internal GMT

beingmaintainedby the selected GPC. Results of the time management processor filter for
input source failures are displayed adjacent to each GMT readout, a

‘l’

to indicate a failure,
or an ‘M’ to indicate data loss.

partprimaryGPC time initialization, GMT and MET are limit checked against the following

days: 1-399 (0-399 for MET)
hours: 0-23
minutes: 0-59
seconds: 0-59

If either the GMT or MET fails these limit checks, the selected time source will downmode to
GPC time. Attempt to correct the problem by performing an initial GMT te foll
a TIME SYNC (item 38) to initialize GMT androcetMET.

—_

(4B) TRY. Items 34, 35, 36, and 37 are used to force all GPCs to, 35, 36,

: try to use MTU ACCUM
1, 2, 3, or the selected GPC, respectively, as their time source. The actual time source
being used by each GPC is indicated by displaying an identifier (A1, A2, or A3 for ACCUM1, 2, or 3, respectively; or G1-G5 for GPC 1-5, respectively).
When reselecting an MTU accumulator fora

i
i

¢ computer set which has defaulted to GPC time.the down arrow is blanked only for the specifi
i

selected. I the other azcumefatrs oA

Pecific accumulator which has been successfully
now working properly, ignore their down arrows or

ey reset each arrow by momentarily selecting each meet via its TRY item

(4C)* TIME SYNC. Item 38 is used t i
i

i

Gutmiveieaeln cece ooheee the time sources to the time source
:

es i€ common set having controlthe Flight Critical (FC) 1-3 buses. Followingthe time sync roa aay iene ee

ACCUM 1as the time source. Performing a
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time sync with GPCs split between accumulator and GPC time sources will cause a

fail-to-sync. In this situation, do an item 37 to get all GPCs on GPC time prior to

performing the time sync.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(2B) (2C) (3) Sign Convention for Item Entries. The sign of the lowest non-zero item entry value
determines the sign for the entire field. Since the S/W cannot interpret negative
zero, the user should enter the desired sign immediately preceding the first
non-zero entry (+ or -) or not use zero as the first digit in a series of entries to the
items. (DR 37504)

(3) GMT Update on GPC Time. If a GMT update is issued from either a redundant set

GPC or a nonredundant set GPC while on GPC time, there is a possibility that the
redundant set GPC could perceive different time than the non-redundant set GPC.
This could lead to a common set fail-to-sync of the non-redundant set GPC.

MTU Effects on GMT Updates. When a Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) update
(item 32) is executed, there is an interval of up to 2 minutes before the update
takes effect as indicated by the GMT A blanking on the display. The length of the

delay is a function of the Master Timing Unit (MTU) hardware, which can be

updated only at a whole minute. During the interval, while waiting for the update to

take effect, some user actions such as keyboard inputs may cause unexpected
results (e.g., a FAIL-TO-SYNC).

For GMT updates > 15 msec:

No user actions or keyboard inputs should be attempted until the update takes

effect. This type of update will force reinitialization.

For GMT updates < or = 15 msec:

Do not perform the following actions until the update takes effect:

Addition of a GPC to the CS
OPS transition request or mode recall

V/O reset

/O terminate switch change
Accumulator select (DR 29284/DR 40620)

(3) (4C) MTU Updates with FC Strings not in RS. If an MTU update or accumulator sync is

performed with Flight Critical Strings 1, 2, or 3 split between redundantset and

nonredundant set GPCs, it is possible to have two computers issuing an MTU

update. The effects on the MTU are unpredictable.
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(@) {++ o¢ 1s 25s is 4s 5s

4 MODE |XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX

Oa anaes atotres ix xx xx xx xx

6 STRING 1 FF xs xs xs xs Ras)

z FA xs xs xs xs xs

8 2 aahae xs Ks xs xs XS

as FA xs xs xs xs xs

10 shy xs xs xs xs xs

1 FA xs xs xs xs xs

2 acFik xs xs xs xs <aS

3 FA xs xs xs xs xs

4

5 Plo xs xs xis) xs xs

6 2 xs xs xs xs) xs

7 LAUNCH 1 xs xs xs xs xs

8 2 xs xis xs xs xs

9 CaRaT at xs xs xs Xs xs

20 2 xs xs xs xs xs

1 3 xs xs xs eS xs

2 4 xs xs gS xs Xs

3

4

: (xx)

~ Y)

(1) GPC/BUS STATUS display is a system level display (DISP 6) available in all OPS providing
the primary means for monitoring the GPC and data bus configuration and status.

(2) GPC. The configuration and status of a GPC are defined in the column below that GPC
number. A failed GPC is indicated by an ‘’.

NOTE: The ‘’ is derived from GPC FAIL votes. An item 48 on SPEC 0 may result in the removal
of this down arrow for a failed GPC.

(3) MODE/OPS. The MODE switch status for each GPC (i.e., HALT or RUN) is displayed.

OPS indicatesresident major functions and active OPS for each GPC. The major function
is indicated by G, S, or P for GNC, SM, or PL, respectively. The second character is the
OPS number. When a GPC is in HALT or STBY, the last active OPS (non OPS 0) is
displayed.

(4)* | STRING. The I/O configuration/status for each bus (string 1 thru 4 (FF and FA), PL,
LAUNCH, and CRT) is displayed.

An ‘*’ is displayed in the column of the GPC currently commanding a bus. FF and FA, and
PL 1 and 2 are commanded as apair. A failed or masked bus is indicated by an ‘.”

NOTE: The bus status data displayed on SPEC 6 may be misleading. The data displayed in
each column(per GPC)represents the most recent information received (via ICC) bythe GPC driving the display. Information for any GPC that has failed out of the common
set will be stale and may be invalid. This data is only validfor those GPC:

ining i

the common set with the GPC driving the SPEC CaBpEgE
eee oe
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Note:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

X ey)

Yi» iicates parameters are driven and displayed on the BFS displays only.

FAULT display. A system level display available in all OPS sequences. Includes up to 15

(20 for BFS) summary messages of faults (alerts or Caution and Waming (C/W)) which have

occurred. The messages are ordered so that the latest fault is at the top of the page. The

display is called via a dedicated key (FAULTSUMM). If the display is called via SPEC 099

PRO, the messages are cleared.

CRT ID. A three-character field identifying the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) page on which the

fault is displayed. The first character represents the major function (G for Guidance,

Navigation, and Control (GNC), S for Systems Management (SM), P for Payload (PL)), and

the last two digits are the display number. However, the CRT Identification (ID) is not

included in messages that are not referenced to a CRT display page.

FAULT. Text identifying the system experiencing the fault.

CW. Used only with C/W messages. The field displays an indicator (*) if a lower or an

upper limit was exceeded.

GPC. Identification of the General Purpose Computer (GPC) which detected and identified

the fault. The BFS display has a single column for indicating the BFS GPC identification.

TIME. The mission time (in day/hr:min:sec) at which the fault was annunciated.
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The display for the DEU Stand-Alone Self-Test is nonstandard, and this test is run independently of
other functions. The only contact with the GPC is polling, so that the test may be terminated. The
display does not include OPS, SPEC, or DISP page numbers. It does not include the standard title
line, the GPC indicator, the mission elapsed time, the event timer, the tutorial line, the fault line, or
the scratch-pad line. It cannot be overlain. This display is invoked via the IPL MENU display and is
available only during a GPC IPL.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(6)

DEU symbol elements.

(1A) The first linedisplayslower case Roman letters; the second line displays upper case
Roman letters; and the third line displays characters, all in normal size and intensity.
(1B) Numeralsare displayed in normal size and intensity. Mathematical symbols are
displayed at bright intensity and normal size.

A squarewithsides0.7383inch in length, oriented horizontally and vertically and drawn with
normal intensity. Within the square is a dynamic display of rotating vectors.

Displayof fourconcentriccircles in normal intensity. Three are drawn in solid lines and oneis drawnwithdashed lines.A capital letter X, at normal intensity, is written so its centercoincides with the largest circle at the top (0°). Another such capital X is on the largestcircle at the right side (90°). Within the arr jement of
ci i

ic di

rotating and revolving letters.
‘ang of circles is a dynamic display of

Two parallel lines run diagonally across the screen from the low:

:

s
)

er left corner to the upper
a corner. Both lines are of normal intensity; the upper line is dashed, and the lower line is

An area that should be blank unless the blankin
i ioni

seers
4

less 9 feature is malfunctioning. |f the letter

oe
is working, but the blanking is not, the followinglegend appears in this area: ‘BLK

An array of tick marks for checking focus and
i

i

jarks
iA resolution. The tick m are shline segments from the symbol generator character matrix.

eae
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16)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

STAND-ALONE SELF-TE: fs

Four-by-five array of upper and lowercase Greek letters, del (upside down capital delta),
Tacan symbol (an outline Y with all three arms of equal length and angle), diamond, and
plan and elevation outlines of the space shuttle.

An array of horizontal lines of varying brightness. There are ten horizontal lines spaced
vertically equidistant, and the right ends are vertically aligned and connected with a vertical
line. The five shortest of these ten lines are displayed at normal intensity and flashing. The
five longest of these ten lines are displayed with continuously varying intensity from zero to
maximum and continuously varying back to zero.

(9A) Asmall square (from the symbol generator character matrix) which travels

continuously back and forth in a horizontal line (between the center and the right edge of the
screen). The square is displayed in normal intensity and travels back and forth, a complete
cycle requiring approximately 18.62 seconds.

(9B) Asimilar vertically moving square. This square is displayed in normal intensity and
travels up and down, a complete cycle requiring approximately 4.63 seconds. Every fourth
cycle, this square coincides at the bottom of its travel with the horizontally moving square at

its rightmost position.

A spinning ‘bug’ consisting of 16 lines in a sunburst array, rotating about a center which
moves up and to the right. The pattern does not appear to be arolling wheel, but rather an

emblem at the center of a rolling wheel, with about four times the diameter. Immediately
following the upward transit, the bug reverses direction and appears to roll and slide down
the hill at the same rate it moved up. Then it starts up again. The complete cycle takes

approximately 26.48 seconds.

Text block containing the legend ‘KBUA’ followed initially by two ‘*’s and ‘KBUB’ followed

initially by two ‘*’s. These lines are for checking operation of the keyboard associated with

the display. If the display is on the center CRT, one line is used for each of the two

keyboards that may be connected to the CRT. The keys are coded from 00 thru 31, from

left to right and top to bottom. As any key is depressed, its number appears on the display
and remains until another key is depressed. This display of the codes goes on right along
with key sequences that activate the status test.

On the next line an encoding of the position of the major function switch is shown to the right
of the letters MF as ‘GNC’ or ‘SM.’ The position of the major function switch may be

changed for testing purposes.

Activation of the BITE test and an asterisk indication of when it is in progress. The BITE

test is activated by entering the key sequence: ITEM 1 EXEC.

To terminate the DEU stand-alone self-test display, the major function switch must be in the

same position it was in when the self-test was initiated while the RESUMEkey is entered. If

the major function switch is not set properly, the word ‘ERR’ appears beside the major
function indicator on the display and flashes. ‘ERR’ remains flashing untila key is

depressed on the keyboard or until the position of the majorfunctionswitch is changed; then

the error message disappears.

The word ‘STATUS’ appears, followed by a pattern of four groups of four hexadecimaldigits
indicating the status of the BITE register. The digits are initially blankwhile the condition of

the DEU is being assessed by the program. The status is then displayed. The normal

display is: 8200 8000 8000 0000. If the DEU has just beenreloaded,for such reasons as

initial startup or a power transient, the last group of four digits, instead of being 0000, will be

2000.
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XXXXIPL MENU Display Description

The InitialProgram Load (IPL) MENU display provides access to the GPC Self-Test Program (STP)
function and the Real Time Processor (RTP) function of the GPCIPL program during self-test
operation and the means to control and monitor memory purge operations for the DEU, MMU,
and/or GPC.

(1) The display consists of two pages. The title for page one is partially dynamic. During
execution of the GPCIPL program, the title will be GPCIPL MENU (1). If the control should
be passed to the Backup System Loader (BSL), the title will read BSL2IPL MENU (1). Page
two is displayed only while GPCIPL is executing. It provides additional self-test information
and is accessed via the SYS SUMM key.

(2) IPLelapsed time is maintained on the upper time readout and is started at GPCIPL
initialization. The lower time display is not initialized and is set to zero.

(3) The GPC driving the display is indicated.

(4) Items 1 thru 16 allow selection of the software to be loaded into the GPC following STP
execution. Nominally, item 1 or 2 will be used.

(5) Item 17 provides the capability of loading the DEU with a selected format load.

(6) GPC and DEU Self-Test initiation command capability is provided via items 18 thru 20.
DEU Self-Test is terminated by depressing the RESUME key or by positioning the DEU
initialization switch to LOAD, then releasing.

(7) ftems 24 and 25 provide self-test controls which are valid only when the STP(item 18) has
been initiated. Item 24 causes the self-test to halt at the first error. Item 25 allows the
self-test to continue despite errors, until 99 errors have been logged.

(8) Data provided during GPCIPL include: (1) the number of complete cycles through GPC

self-test or memory purge operations; (2) the latest error code to be encountered; (3) the

number of times the error code has occurred; (4) the total number of errors that have

occurred; and (5) the number of errors yet to be viewed.

(9) BITE status information is provided for the MCDS (DEU).

(10) | Onpage two (GPCIPL MENU (2)) the contents of the program status word, register sets

0 and 1, and the floating point register set are displayed for each error encountered. The

major cycle count, minor cycle count, minor cycle scheduler word, and clock 1 value, which

correspond to the currently displayed ERROR CODE, are also displayed.

(11) Item 26 inhibits the loading of IMU checkpoint data from mass memory into the BFS GPC.

(12) | Memory purge control is provided by items 27, 28, and 29. Item 27 selects the purge option
(1 thru 8) which is then started by item 28. Item 29 may be used to stop any option in

progress except during the final phase of option 8. The title is ‘MEMORY PURGE’ when an

option is not selected and ‘DEU ERASE,’ ‘MMU 1/2 OVERWRITE/ERASE/CHECKSUM,’ or

‘GPC ERASE’ when option1 thru 8is selected.
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The Operational Test Program (OTP) provides the capability to test/troubleshoot the Display
Electronic Unit (DEU) hardware and software. The testing does not require a GPC interface with the
DEU and is available whenever the DEU Control Program (DCP) is in control (i.e., anytime after a
successful DEU IPL).

(1)

(2)

Control of the OTP is available through the following keystroke sequences:

ITEM A EXEC - Initializes the DEU. This command acts in the same manner as cycling the
DEU power switch.

ITEM B EXEC - Displays the hardware BITE STATUS word 1, hardware BITE STATUS
word 2, and software BITE STATUS word (see (1) ). Nominal values are 8200, 8000, and
0000, respectively.

ITEM C EXEC - Clears the BITE registers. Functional only when the DEU is not being
polled by a GPC.

ITEM D + X X XXEXEC - Displays the contents of any DEU memory location or DCP
butferon the CRT(see (2) ). The address of the location desired must be entered as four

hexadecimal digits in the X X XX field. The first four-digit field on each line shows the
Startingaddress for that line. The following eight fields give the contents of eight memolocations starting with the given address.

ig ; : ¥

ITEM E EXEC - Exits the OTP and restores the CRT to wh
i

i

shown when OTP was initiated.
; GEE ae ae

ITEM F + X X EXEC- Displays one of up to 30displa i

A y backgrounds or skeletons stored inthe DEU Critical Format Butter. A two-digit integer input is required in the XXfield (seeCritical Format Table on followin
'

i
i

oneness nace
9 Page). The stored display background format will be

PLU BITE STATUS WORDS -Display associated with ITEM B EXEC keyboard entry. Firstfour-digit field is hardware BITE STATUS word 1:
i

word 2; third field is software BITESTATUSes field is hardware BITE STATUS

feo DISPLAY - Display associated with ITEM D + X X X X EXEC keyboard
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XX Critical Format

1 FAULT

2 HORIZ SIT

3 VERT SIT

4 XXXXX MNVR YYYYY

5 ASCENT TRAJ/RTLS TRAJ

6 GNC SYS SUMM 1

7 ENTRY TRAJ

8 GPC MEMORY

9-11 SPARE

12 S TRK/COAS CNTL

13 IMU ALIGN

14 OVERRIDE

15 CONT ABORT

16 RCS

17-30 SPARE
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NC CRT DISPLAY

) OPS G1 (ASCENT)
OPS 1011 XXXXXX TRAJ

OPS 1041 XXXXX MNVRYYYYY ..

DISP 18 GNC SYS SUMM1.... ... (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 23 ... (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 50 HORIZ SIT ... (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE

SPEC 51 OVERRIDE
SPEC 53 CONTROLS

OPS G2 (ORB!
OPS 2011 UNIV PTG
OPS 2021 XXXXX MNVR YYYYY

DISP 18 GNC SYS SUMM 1

DISP 19
SPEC 20 DAP CONFIG
SPEC 21 IMU ALIGN
SPEC 22 S TRK/COAS CNTL

SPEC 23

SPEC 25
SPEC 33
SPEC 34

OPS G3 (ENTRY)
OPS 3011 XXXXX MNVR YYYYY (SEE GNC, OPS G1, PAGE
OPS 3041 ENTRY TRAJ 1

OPS 3041
OPS 3041

OPS 3041
OPS 3041
OPS 3051 VERT SIT 1

OPS 3051 2

DISP 18 GNC SYS SUMM 1
SPEC 21 IMU ALIGN ae

SPEC 22 S TRK/COAS CNTL .. (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 23 .. (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 50 HORIZ SIT
SPEC 51 OVERRIDE (SEE GNC, OPS G1, PAGE
SPEC 53 CONTROLS

OPS G6 (ABORTS)
OPS 6011 XXXXXX TRAJ

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G1, PAGE
OPS 6021 VERT SIT 1

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE
OPS 6031 2

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE
DISP 18 GNC SYS SUMM 1

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 23 RCS

.- (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 50 HORIZSIT ... .. (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE
SPEC 51 OVERRIDE ..

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G1, PAGE
SPEC 53 CONTROLS .... (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE

PS G8 (ON-ORBIT VEHICLE
OPS 8011 FCS/DED DIS C/O
DISP 18 GNC SYS SUMM 1

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
DISP 19

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 23

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 40
SPEC 41 RGA/ADTA/RCS
SPEC 42 SWITCH/SURF
SPEC 43 CONTROLLERS
SPEC 44 SWITCHES
SPEC 45
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P: PREFLIGHT VEHICLE UTI

OPS 9011 GPC MEMORY ....--.-

SPEC 100 GTS DISPLAY .....--

SPEC 101 SENSOR SELF-TEST ..

SPEC 102 RCS/RGA/ADTA TEST ..

SPEC 104 GND IMU CNTL/MON ...

SPEC 105 TCS CONTROL .....

DISP 106 MANUAL CONTROLS
SPEC 110 BUS/BTU STATUS .

SPEC 112 GPC/BTU I/F ....--

SPEC 113 ACTUATOR CONTRI
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Note: [ ]denotestrajectorydependent data.

The XXXXXX TRAv title of this display is dynamic. It is LAUNCH TRAJ in MM101. InMM102 and MM103, it is ASCENT TRAJ unless abort is initiated. At TAL, ATO, or RTLSinitiations, it indicates the abort mode selected, In MM601, the title is RTLS TRAJ. Thisdisplay provides the crew with trajectory information following the SSME START commandand normally stays up until crew selection of a transition to OMS1 insertion major mode.During the powered flight Portion of RTLS phase, the display stays up until ET separation.

velocity at the time of first SSME failure confirmation is displayed. In addition, this displayallowsthe crew to manually initiate or terminate single engine roll control as well as enableor inhibit contingency yaw steering.
The central plot is an altitude vs. horizontal component of relative velocity profile from a lasttime abort. C urrent vehicle state is indicated by a moving triangle with the Predicted statefor 30 and 60 sec in the future indicated by circles.

This segment of the altitude vs. velocity line is for an engine out at lift-off RTLS abort.
This line representsthe nominal ascent profile. An abort after staging would origithisline but loft s : TSOewhat above it as the abort pro essed. Abort regions are indicatedalong the plot as RTLS and GO.

iis ae

Theq= 2 and q = 10 lines are the altitude vs. velocity lines; if the vehicle state is below theline, q will be greater than 2 and 10 PSF, resp cti . q= q=Separation constraints, pee: ae cetag =O RS aren
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7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Xx RAJ (Cont):

PRPLT is a digital readout of Present propellant remaining in the external tank in Percent.

ee the predicted time of MECO, in minutes and seconds, from lift-off. This field willnk whenever a contingency abort is initiated except for a contingenc: Abort M 5(RTLS RED ~ single engine RTLS completion).
7 cane

rv
‘SEP INH’ is displayed in MM102 if the SRB AUTO separation is inhibited and is blanked

pa Careicenigto MM103. ‘SEP INH is also displayed in MM103 if ET AUTO separationis inhibited.

‘PC < 50’ is displayed if the SRB Chamber Pressure drops below 50 psi.

The scale on the left is AH,which is navigation H minus a reference H (which is a function of

aperectAH is indicated by a moving, oversize, overbright triangle which flashes if
off-scale.

GUID indicates the status of the guidance solution Prior to a powered pitcharound. Prior to
RTLS selection (MM601), this field is blanked. Once RTLS is selected, GUID INIT will be
displayed until initialization is complete. As the vehicle progresses to the powered
pitcharound point, GUID displays the percent deviation of the predicted final mass from the
RTLS mass target. GUID INHB will be displayed if the powered pitcharound has been
delayed due to an attitude violation or if guidance is unconverged. Once the powered
pitcharound begins, GUID PPA will appear, and the field will be frozen.

‘CONT or ‘RTLS’ is displayed depending on the type of abort. The text will initiallydisplay
‘CONT on transition to MM101.

A color word is displayed describing the contingency abort mode region for the three engine
out (3 E/O) failure scenario. The text will initiallydisplay ‘BLUE’ on transition to MM101 and
update cyclically. There are two different ways of updating the 3 E/O color word dependingon whether or not the three engine out auto contingency logic is disabled pre-flight (via
|-load). If the auto logic is enabled, the displayed color word is based on trajectory
parameters such as dynamic pressure, angle of attack, and altitude rate to determine the
optimum ET sep maneuver for the given conditions. The color word will either be blank,
blue, green, orange, yellow, or red (Note: the 3 E/O red region can only be entered from a

3 E/O yellow contingency abort). A blank color word indicates that a three engine out

contingency abort is not required for the loss of all three main engines. If the auto logic is
enabled and MECO confirmed is set when the color region is not blank, the 3 E/O color word
will be displayed double overbright to indicate the automatic maneuver is actually being
performed. If the auto logic is disabled, the displayed color word is based on the pre-Ol-25
criteria and will be either blank, blue, green, yellow, or orange. In this case, the crew must

perform manual three engine out procedures for the loss of three main engines. There are

no plans to disable the three engine out auto contingency logic. This no-opt feature was

included in case a major problem was discovered after incorporation into the onboard flight
software.

A color word (blank, blue, yellow, orange, green, or red) is displayed describing the two

engine out (2 E/O) failure scenario. The text will initially display ‘BLUE’ on transition to

MM101.

Item 2 (ARM) allows the crew to arm the two engine out contingency abort. Item 2 is
initialized off (no ‘*’)and thereafter reflects crew input until an abort is initiated. Guidance

will automatically set item 2 if two SSMEs are confirmed failed and the 2 E/O abort mode

color word is red. When item 2 is selected, an ‘*’
appears to the right of item 2, the 2 E/O

abort mode region color word is displayed double overbright, and both the 2E/Oand 3E/0

abort mode region color words become static. When item 2 is deselected, the ‘*’ is blanked,
and the 2 E/O abort mode region color word is displayed at normal intensity. Item 2 is legal
only in MM102, MM103, and MM601. Execution of item 2 in any other major mode will

result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Attempting to execute item 2 when the CONT 2

E/O MODE is equal to Zero will also result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.
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XXXXX TRAY (Cont):

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

i

i

bort as indicated by
ABORT) allows the crew to invoke theautomatedcontingency abc

oO sceagatregion color word which is displayeddoubleoverbrightwhen armed
via item 2. An ‘*’ indicates selection of item 4; item 4is initializedblank in MM101.

Attempting to execute item 4 before item 2 has been selected will result in an ILLEGAL

ENTRY’ message.

i

ill automatically initiate a single engine RTLS completion contingency abort

ae (AILSRED)if two GMEare confirmed failed and the 2 E/O abort mode color word
is ‘RED.’

Once items 2 and 4 have been correctlyexecuted(either manual or auto),any further

attempts to execute items 2, 4, or 5 will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

NOTE: Once item 2 is executed, the software is lockedinto the displayedabort region. Ifa

significant delay transpires between executing item 2 and item 4, the vehicle may

transition to another abort region, but the maneuver to be flown will have been

frozen in the previous region. The crew should execute items 2 and 4 in close

succession.

Item 5 (YAWSTEER) allows the crew to enable (ENA)/inhibit(INH) contingencyyaw

steering. This item is initialized enabled in MM101. Item 5 is legal in MM101,MM102,
—

MM103, and MM601 only; attempting to execute item 5 in any other major mode will result in

an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Also, attempting to execute item 5 once items 2 and 4

have been correctly executed (either manual or auto) will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’

message. Once a contingency abort is declared, the yaw steering option cannot be

changed.

Item 6 (SERC) provides the crew with the capability to manually initiate or terminate single

engine roll control. An ‘*’ next to the item number indicates that the contingency SERC is

enabled. (OMS-RCS interconnect begins.) Item 6is illegal until transition to MM102. ‘ON’

will be displayed double overbright to the right of SERC when the ENA RCS CNTL discrete

is set to on (OMS-RCS interconnect is complete and jets will begin firing as needed for roll

control); otherwise, the character string is blanked. When a second main engine failure is

confirmed, the crew will not be able to terminate single engine roll control due to Ascent

DAP and Abort Control Sequence requirements even though the item entry will be accepted
on the display. Ifa first engine has failed or has had a data path failure, and sensed

acceleration drops below a threshold value during second stage, SERC is automatically
commanded.

The inertialvelocity after one main engine is confirmed failed is displayed in feet per second

below item 6 along with the character string ‘EO VI’. These fields are initialized blank in

MM101and remainblank until one of the three main engines fails. The character string and

velocity value will continue to be displayed until transition to MM104 and MM602.

The word“DROOP” and the predicted single-engine droop altitude (in thousands of feet),
assuming current thrust, will be displayed in MM103 and blanked at all other times. They
will flash if the predictionis below the minimum Iloaded droop altitude and/or be displayed
doubleoverbrightif the DroopControl Task software is commanding the vehicle’s pitch
attitude; otherwisethey will be displayed at normal intensity without flashing. Also note that
if double overbright is on, the low crossrange TAL target has automatically been invoked.
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Note:

(1)

(2)*

(12)

YY indicatesparameters are driven and displayed on the BFS displays only.

XXXXX MNVR YYYYY. This GNC display is used in OPS 1, 2, and 3 for insertion, on-orbit,
rendezvous, and deorbit maneuvers. It can be used to declare an AOA or ATO abort post
MECO or to override automatic target selection in OPS 1 and to burn off forward RCS

propellant and provide aerosurface hydraulic fluid thermal conditioning in OPS 3. Display
titles are:

OPS 1 MM104 OPS 1MM105 OPS 1 MM106
OMS 1 MNVR EXEC OMS 2 MNVR EXEC OMS 2 MNVR COAST

ATO 1 MNVR EXEC ATO 2 MNVR EXEC ATO 2 MNVR COAST

AOA 1 MNVR EXEC AOA MNVR TRANS

OPS 2 MM202 OPS 3 MM301/MM303 OPS 3 MM302

ORBIT MNVR EXEC DEORB MNVR COAST DEORB MNVR EXEC

OMS/RCS SEL/TV ROLL. Items 1 thru 4 provide the engine selection capability forthe bum

and the associated guidance computations — BOTH for both OMS,Lfor left OMS, Rfor right
OMS and RCS SEL for +X thrusters. These items are mutually exclusive and the selected

option is indicated by an ‘*’. When the display is first called up in MM104, BOTH is enabled.

Subsequent callups reflect the last option selected and this option is transferred across OPS

1, 2, and 3. Item 22, ‘LOAD,’ must be executed for guidance to recognize a selection. An

‘Lis displayed after L and R when predefined chamber pressure and delta velocity limits are

exceeded. When OMS RI is running (RM is reset by selecting OMS BOTH), it will remove
the ‘l’ during initialization. For BFS, the ‘l’ is only driven when OMS chamber pressure is

below the |-loaded value. An ‘J’ is blanked with reselection of the ‘L’ engine(s).

NOTE: If abad engine ID is uplinked as part of a target load, the maneuver display will

default to RCS +X thrusters in OPS 3 and to an indeterminable selection in OPS 1.

A proper engine ID uplink or a crew item number entry will correct this problem.
(DR38163U)

Item 5, TV ROLL, the desired local roll angle at ignition, comes from a compool (I-oad,
uplink, or crew input) and this item is used to update the displayed value (in OPS 2 only).

_

Upon reinitialization of the display, the latest value will be displayed in OPS 1, 2, and 3. This
item is not supported by BFS, but the I-loaded or uplinked value is displayed in OPS 1 and

3.
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. Engine gimbal trim angles (in degrees) computedby the DAP are

— Trees Gangtee6—pitch (P) for both OMS and items 7 and 8 — LY,RYfor yaw left

and yaw right, respectively. Current DAP valuesare on the display when it is called up.

Modification of trim angles requires execution of item 22 (LOAD).

;
a ‘i ;

ight (WT)
- Item 9 provides the capability to displayand change the DAP total orbiterweigh

Noes Thisvalue is calculated the first time the display is called and, if LOAD’is not

flashing, is updated as current mass is updated. WT can be updatedby ground uplink or

crew entry but ‘LOAD’ must be executed for a change to be recognized.

* T. Targeting information for guidance is displayed and is changeableby item entries
> eee in thessertionsThe TIG in mission time (day/hr:min:sec)is always requiredand

must be within 5 minutes in the past and 12 hours in the future. The PEG 4targeting is

done by specifying C1, C2, HT, 61, (OPS 1 and 3), and PRPLT(OPS3 only) (items 14, 15,

16, 17, and 18) which define the flight path angle coefficients (C1 in fps and C2 a

dimensionless value), target radius (HT) in nm, target centralangle (6T), in degrees, and
total propellant (PRPLT) in pounds to be used by the deorbit maneuver. The sign on PRPLT

defines which side of the orbital plane this quantity of fuel should be wasted. Also, an entry
of zero for item 18 when LOAD is not flashing allows the crew to terminate wasting during a

deorbit maneuver burn. Whenever PEG 4targets are entered and LOAD (item 22)
executed, the current LVLH components of velocity-to-be—gained (AVs) shall be displayed
and updated in the PEG 7 data fields (items 19 thru 21) (Not supported by BFS).

An external AV targeting option (PEG 7) is provided by items 19 thru 21. These are the

target delta velocities (feet per second) in the LVLH frame at ignition. Targeting inputs can

be made by onboard targeting, ground uplink, or item entries. Whenever the display is

called, targeting information for a previously executed maneuver will be blanked. Upon input
of any PEG 7target data, the PEG 4target data fields are blanked. Any data being
displayed in the PEG 7 slots will then be replaced with the entered data, and/or the latest

previous PEG7target data (Not supported by BFS). All targeting inputs are sent to

guidance upon execution of LOAD (item 22). After the LOAD item has been executed, any
data changed which require the LOAD to be executed for recognition causes the word

‘LOAD’ to flash. The burn is not enabled until item 22 is executed again and ‘LOAD’ stops
flashing. For the OMS 1 maneuver only, the LOAD is done automatically. Execution of item
23 initiates the CRT event ‘TIMER’ to count down to the TIG loaded in guidance (except for
OMS 1 where the timer starts automatically when MM104 is initiated). If TIGis more than5

minutes in the past, execution of item 23 causes an error message and the item will be

ignored.

NOTE:Anattempt to execute LOAD while targeting is still active from a previous command
will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

NOTE: If targeting is active in MM105 or 302 when a PRO to MM106 or 303 occurs, target
parameters will be displayed on the Coast MM display when they should be blank.
In addition,for the MM302 and 303 case, the I-LOAD entry interface attitude will be

overwrittenby the targeting attitude and the ADI error needles will reflect this new

attitude. Manual entry of the entry interface attitude would resolve this last

problem.In general,avoid any major mode transition except 301 to 302 while
targeting is still computing burn numbers. (DR 36015)

NOTE: Ifa transition to 301 from 303 occurs just after a state vector update (whole or

delta) has been performed, target data entry rejection and CRT timer anomalies
may be observed for several seconds while a targeting module finishes execution.
Whenthe module completes, item number entry will return to normal and the CRT
timer will return to crew control. (DR 36479)

In MM202, the rendezvous guidance optiM202,
I

¢
ption chosen by the ORBIT TARGETING

oe
isdisplayedin text. Discrete (1) is set and ‘LAMBERT’ is displayed for this

option. The discrete can be reset (0) by ground uplinking or by crew retargetingto external AV(viathisor thi
.

7 ae

displayed.
( r the ORBIT TARGETING display) and ‘EXT AV’ will be
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(7)*

(8)*

(9)*

(10)

BURN ATT/MNVR.Items 24 thru 26 show the roll (R), pitch (P), and yaw (Y) angles (in
degrees)in inertial coordinates at ignition computed by guidance for MM104, 105, 202, 301

and 302 in response to execution of LOAD (item 22). For MM303 an |-load-desired
| '

attitude, a ground-uplinked attitude (may be changed in OPS 2, MM301, or 302), ora
crew-entered attitude is displayed. In MM301, 302 the crew may enter a desired BURN

ATTITUDEprior to executions of LOAD or override a guidance-computed one after
execution. In the override case, LOAD must be executed again to display the BURN

ATTITUDE.BURNATT R, P, and Y are only enabled for data loading in MM301, 302, and

303. The bum attitude stops updating upon MM transition. Item 27 ‘MNVR’ provides for
initiation of an automatic maneuver (PASS only) to the desired attitude if DAP AUTO is

selected. An ‘*’ is displayed next to item 27 while the DAP is maneuvering to the pre—burn
attitude, and while holding about the pre—burn attitude (OPS 1 and 3 only). If the current
attitude is within 8 deg of the desired attitude when item 27 is executed, no ‘*’ will appear
even with DAP AUTO selected; however, the orbiter will move slowly to the desired attitude.
In MM202 the ADI error needles are referenced to BURN ATT when item 27 is executed.
Execution of item 27 terminates/inhibits the three universal pointing options available via
UNIV PTG display in OPS 2. This item is not supported by BFS.

REI/TXX. Orbiter range in nautical miles from 400k feet to the landing site is shown next to
REI in OPS 3. Time—to—next-apsis (for OPS 1 and 2) or Time-to—400k feet for OPS 3 is

provided, in minutes and seconds, next to TXX. In OPS 1 and 2, time to apogee (TTA)or

time to perigee (TTP), whichever is closer, is displayed unless apogee and perigee differ by
less than 5 nm. In this case, the title becomes TTC (Time—to—Circularize)and the time field
is blanked. During OPS 3, TXX becomes TFF (Time—to-400k feet). In MM303, REI and
TFF are recomputed whenever the state vector is updated by uplink or HSD entry. If

guidance does not converge following a LOAD, these fields will be zeroed (OPS 3).

GMBL. This selection shows the pitch (P) and yaw (Y) gimbal angles for left (L) and right
(R) OMS engines. The status is normally blank but will display a

‘L’

adjacent to a failed

actuator on the selected system or an ‘M’ for missing data (last valid gimbal data are

displayed). Items 28, 30 and 29, 31 allow selection of either primary (PRI) or secondary
(SEC) drive systems for the left or right engines, respectively. Items 32 and 33 allow a

powerdown of the left or right drive systems. These items are mutually exclusive. An ‘*’ is

displayed by the item number of the system selected. When the display is first called up,

primary drive systems are selected unless a different selection was made automatically
during ascent. The last selections in OPS 1 are initialized in OPS 2, 3, and 6 when

transitioning from OPS 1. Item 34, GMBL CK, allows an automatic TVC check of each

active drive system. Display is initialized with item 34 deselected.

BURN DATA. The upper right section of the display contains a dynamic character field

where ‘EXEC’ flashes from TIG —Z seconds (Z is -loaded, typically 15 seconds) until KYBD
EXEC is performed (‘EXEC’ then disappears), the guidance prediction of the total change in

velocity (AVTOT)of the targeted maneuver in feet per second, the time to go (TGO) in
min:sec (predicted burn time before TIG, or remaining burn time after TIG),the velocity (feet

per second) to be gained in body coordinates (VGO X,Y,Z), and the predictedpost bum

(TGT) and current (CUR) apogee (HA) and perigee (HP) values in nautical miles. KYBD
—

‘EXEC’ must be performed after TIG —Z to enable the maneuver to start. In OPS 1 and 3, if

guidance does not converge following a LOAD, targeted apogee and targeted perigee will be

zeroed, and BURN ATT will be blanked. Also, if a transition is made out of maneuver

execute modes MM104, 105, 202, or 302 while a bum is enabled or in progress, the burn

will be canceled/terminated.

ABORT TGT. Item 35 provides a method of selecting an AOA or ATO abort and the target
set. Itallows an upmode or downmode of the abort desired. It is legal in MM104 and 105
only, with an ABORT TGT ID of 0 displayed initially in MM104 and entries of 1, 3-5 available
thereafter in 104 and 1-12 in MM105. Any deviation from these TGT IDs in MM104 or 105,

or item 35 execution outside these modes results in an‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.
_

Automatically selected IDs from the dedicated abort switch or the OMS 2target associated
with an OMS 1 target set, appear on this display (upon transition to MM105 for the OMS 2

target), but these targets may be overridden by entry of a new target setID. ‘ILLEGAL
ENTRY’ message results if an ID entry is attempted while an OMSbum is enabled or in

progress. If AOA is selected in MM105, ‘OPS 301’ will flash to indicate when targetingfor
the AOA OMS 2 bum is complete. The crew can then execute ‘OPS 301 PRO.”Manual
changes to the targeting data entered in MM105 will be carried across the transition to
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(11)

(12)

MM301 without the crew having to perform an item 22 (LOAD).

f 36 thru 38 provide the capability to initiate,via ARM and DUMP in that i

ae oot burnoff of raid RCS propellants in OPS 3by executingOFF.An *is

displayedby each item number as it is executed. Execution of ‘OFF’ removes the ‘*’s from

ARM and DUMP.

ility to initiate and terminate aflight control surface drive function
As, carey:“Nyand40 (OFF). Thisfunctionprovidessimultaneousmotion of

all aerosurfaces for hydraulic fluid thermalconditioningin OPS 3 only. An ‘*’ is displayed
next to the selected item number. Display isinitializedwith item 40 selectedand selection of

item 39 occurs in MM301. SURF DRIVE remains ON to MM304 when it is auto deselected.
Execution of these items in OPS 1 and 2 results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(2)

(3)

(5)

Use of BOTH to Clear OMS Down Arrows. If an engine indicates a failure (down arrow)

during a burn, subsequent to the burn the arrow cannot be cleared by selecting the BOTH

item number. The down arrow will be automatically cleared by OMS RM at TIG—15 seconds

for a subsequent OMS burn regardless of engine selection. (DR 55314)

Stale OMS Trim Angle Data. During maneuver operations in MM 104 thru 106, 202, 301

thru 303, the OMS trim angles remain static during and after a burn until the next item entry
or display recall. Perform an item entry or display recall to update the OMS trim angles,
repeating for each DEV. (DR 39371)

Timer Countdown Terminated Unconditionally on MM301 Init. or MNVR Target Item Update.
Any CRT timer countdown initiated by the crew or the software will be terminated upon entry
to MM301 or upon update of a MNVR target item by keyboard or uplink. The crew may
reinitiaté the countdown using items 22 (LOAD) and 23 (TIMER). (DR 37591)

Guidance Convergence Indications. Subsequent to execution of the LOAD item number, the

only positive indication of guidance being unable to converge on asolution will be the display
of zeroes for BURN ATT (blank or non—zero when converged) and TGT HA and HP

(non-zero when converged). (DR 37573)

Item Entries During RCS BURN. During an RCS maneuver, entries from the KEYBOARD
will be accepted by the software. This is the case whether the maneuver was initially
planned +4X or whether both OMS engines have failed during the maneuver. If any target
set related entry except propellant-to be—depleted (i.e., trims, engine select, TIG, or targets)
is made during the maneuver, target solution values (i.e., T@O, VGOs, burn attitude, etc.)
are blanked and a flashing LOAD appears. The same applies for any such target entry prior
to burnenable. Do not make target item entries (except for propellant-to-be—depleted)
during an RCS maneuver. If an entry is inadvertently made, a new LOAD will be required to
reestablish the guidance solution. The TIG for the LOAD must be in the future. Also, the
THETA target must be adjusted if TIG is changed (in OPS 3 only) or an REI miss will result.
(DR 37564)

UnsupportedAOA/ATORequests in MM105 after OMS 2. If an AOA or ATO abort is
requested in MM105 followingOMS-2 burn completion:

A. The AOA/ATO targ7

jeting function is not sched
i

z

niahyi gen
g uled so MNVR target items are not auto

B. When a crew manually ent
i

i

CORD eee
ly enters a desired MNVR target (item 10-17), followed by the

targeting
i

:
Pace Se ,

be done in MM301).
geting is correct; however, AOA targeting is incorrect (it should

C. For AOA, subsequent transition t i
i

MMe Gib ata n to MM106 causes the MNVR title to be unreadable in
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(6)

”

(8)

(9)

No Flashing ‘LOAD’ for BFS on Major Mode Transitions. After transitioning from MM104 to

MM105,MM104 to MM301, or MM106 to MM301, ‘LOAD’ will flash on the PASS Maneuver
Display but not on the BFS Maneuver Display. Additionally,‘LOAD’ will not flash for the BFS
OPS 0to OPS 3transition, but will flash on the PASS Maneuver Display after the OPS 2 to
OPS 3 transition. The flashing ‘LOAD’ does not appear for the BFS since there are no valid
target data to be loaded. It will appear when an uplink or keyboard entry of target data is
performed.

For both the PASS and BFS, ‘LOAD’ must be flashing before item 18 (PRPLT) on the
Maneuver Display can be entered with a non-zero value. Because of the flashing ‘LOAD’
difference between PASS and BFS, a non-zero item 18 could be entered on a PASS
keyboard and displayed on the PASS Maneuver Display while being rejected by the BFS
without an ILLEGAL ENTRY message. (DR 108559/B20611,45749)
No Burn Att for Yaw Near +90°. If a PEG 4 or PEG 7 target solution results in a desired
preburn yaw attitude near +90°, the desired BURN ATT will not be displayed on the MNVR
display. This is a display problem only; guidance will still function normally and ADI error

needles are still valid. (DR 37585)

Attitude Maneuver to Unknown Attitude. If an auto maneuver is in progress in OPS 2 and
item 22 (LOAD) is entered, a new burn attitude will be computed and displayed; the vehicle,
however, will continue to maneuver to the old burn attitude. Mode the DAP to any manual
mode and back to auto to avoid confusion regarding the attitude to which the vehicle is.

maneuvering. The crew could also reexecute item 27 with the DAP in auto (once the burn
attitude values are displayed) to begin the new maneuver. (DR 48348)

TFF/RE! Blanking. The maneuver display parameters TFF and REI do not get computed for

perigee altitudes above 55 nm (an I-load) on any LOAD situation in OPS 3. These

parameters are blanked on the display when this occurs and therefore an REI/TIG adjust (as
called for in the ASCENT CHECKLIST) is not possible. These parameters may therefore
not be computed for AOAs with large MECO underspeeds. (DR 37573)

Actuator Deselection. If both the primary and secondary actuators are deselected, the P
and Y gimbal angles for that engine show astatic display of the last valid gimbal data prior
to OFF execution (item 32/33). Transition to OPS 3 in this case may result in erroneous

;

gimbal data being displayed. Manually reselecting either primary or secondary gimbals will

reinstate dynamic data. (DR 37123)

Gimbal Drive Check. The GMBL CK item can be executed during an OMS bum and will

cause the check to be performed, overriding OMS TVC flight control commands. (DR
37561)

Abnormal OMS Termination/Keyboard Lockout. Multiple failures during an OMS maneuver

may lead to control problems and a subsequent guidance divergence requiring manual OMS

cutoff. The proper crew response is to terminate OMS thrust with the ARM PRESS

SWITCH. The absence of OMS cutoff commands (in the software) causes KEYBOARD

lockout.

If TGO stops counting down, the auto system probably will not achieve cutoff and the proper
crew response is a manual OMS cutoff.

The chance of a KEYBOARD lockout in this situation should be recognized and, if it results,

the procedure for manual setting of the cutoff commands should be used.

In the case of a keyboard lockout, release is effected by an OPS XXX PRO to the next

OPS (MM104—105, 302-303). Note that MM105-106 terminates OMS burn capability in

OPS 1 since MM106-—105 is not permitted.
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OVERRIDE. This display is used during OPS 1, 3, and 6 and provides the following
capabilities: selection of the desired switch mode for (2) ABORT, (11) ET SEP, (12) ET UMB
DR, and (9) ENTRY ROLL MODE switches; (3) enable/inhibit the OMS/RCS ICNCT
function, the OMS dump, and the (4) AFT and FWD RCS dumps; (5) select the elevon
schedule, body bending filter, and the entry atmospheric model in OPS 3 and control the
SSME drag chute repositioning sequence; selection/deselection of (6) an IMU LRU, (7)
hydraulic system (PRL), or (8) ADTA; (10) oper/close vent doors during OPS 3 and 6; (13)
overrides any RCS MANF VLV microswitch dilemma which causes RM to set the MANF
VLV status to CLOSED; (14) status and control of wraparound FCS mode.

ABORT MODE. Items 1 and 2allow the crew to select a TAL abort in MM103 and MM104
or an ATO abort in MM102, MM103, and MM104. These items are mutually exclusive and

the selectedmode is indicated by an ‘*.’ The abort sequence is initiated by execution of
item 3 and is indicatedby an ‘*.’ Execution of item 3 must be preceded by selection of item
1 or2. The displayis initialized with all three items deselected (no ‘*’). Execution of item 4
changes the maximum SSME throttle level by guidance from 104 percent to 109 percent
(I-loads)and rescales the SBTC to the new level. Once executed, it is latched and an ‘*’ is
displayed next to the item. Item 4 is legal only in MM102, 103, and 601.

PRPLT DUMP.Items 5 thru 9 allow the crew to enable, inhibit, and control manual or
automatic abort dumps in OPS 1, 3, and 6. Item5 (ICNCT) is used to enable (ENA)/inhibit(INH)the OMS/RCSinterconnect function. The interconnect is initialized enabled in OPS 1
and inhibited in OPS 3. If @manual dump is initiated, the status of the OMS/RCS
interconnectwill be determined by item 5. If item 5 is enabled when an intact abort is
selected,item 5 will be Set to an |-loaded value by the Abort Control Sequence. If item 5 isinhibited when the abort is selected, item 5 will remain inhibited. Whenever the AbortControlSequenceor OMS/RCSInterconnect Sequence terminates the OMS/RCS
interconnect,item 5 willbe reset (INH). In MM 304/602, if the OME_ONLY_FLAG is set,

attemptingto execute item 5will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message,and the item will
t ee Item5 does not Operate when the Single Engine Roll Control (SERC) flag is setin OPS1/6. The interconnect is automatically enabled by the Abort Control SequenceExecution of item 5atthis time will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

;
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“‘CPLT will be displayedto the right of ‘XXX ICNCT 5’ when the OMS/RCS interconnect iscompleted and will return to blank when the return to normal configuration is completed.

Items6 (ARM)and 7 (START) allow the crew to manually initiate a dump. Item 8 (STOP)inhibits or terminates an automatic dump, or terminates a manual dump. An ‘*’ indicatesselection. The display is initialized with items 6, 7, and 8 reset (no ‘*’). Execution of item 6arms the dump and blanks the STOP *. Item 7, which can only be executed when item6 isshowing an ‘*’, starts the dump. Executing item 8will blank the ARM and START asterisksand stop the dump in progress. Any automatic dumps associated with an abort selection willbe inhibited if an ‘*’ is present next to item 8.

When the crew manually initiates a contingency abort from the XXXXXX TRAJ display, thePROPLT DUMP ARM and START discretes are set ON, and an ‘*’ is displayed next to
items 6 and 7.

Item 9 (QUAN/SIDE)allows the crew to enter an amount of propellant to be dumped,measured in percent of quantity per side. Item 9 is initialized in OPS 1 toa softwarecalculated quantity based on a manual dump I-load; thereafter, item 9 reflects crew input. If
an intact abort is selected, the OMS dump time will be set to an |-loaded value by the Abort
Control Sequence, based on the abort selected, and item 9 will be computed and displayedas a function of this |-load. In OPS 3, item 9is initialized to the last value from OPS 1, orto
an automatic dump value based on abort selection.

If a new value is entered into item 9 while any OMS dump is in progress, the dump will be
based on the new value. If the quantity entered via item 9 exceeds MAX QUAN ENTRY, the
entry will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will be displayed.

Items 5 thru 9 are not legal in MM104, 105, and 106; attempting to execute these items in
these major modes will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.
OMS DUMP TTG (time—to-go) displays the amount of time remaining, in seconds, to dump
OMS propellant, whether or not a dump is in progress. In OPS 1, the OMS dump time is
initialized to the manual OMS dump time I-load value; any changes thereafter to OMS
DUMP TTG will be a function of quantity input by the crew via item 9, an |-loaded value
based on the intact abort selected, or the completion of an OMS/RCS interconnect. The
OMS DUMP TTG value reflects dump time using a scale factor based on a two OMS engineflow rate. During an OMS/RCS interconnect with RCS jets commanded on, the OMS DUMP
TTG computation will be adjusted by a scale factor to reflect the additional RCS flow rates.
OMS DUMP TTG decrements as dumping occurs until it reaches zero at which time the
dump is terminated.

Items 13 and 15 are used in OPS 3 and 6 to enable (ENA)/inhibit (INH) the aft and forward
RCS dumps, respectively. The dumps are initialized enabled, and thereafterwillreflectcrew
inputs, except in OPS 3 when the TAL flag is not set, where dumps are initialized inhibited.Items 14 and 16 are initialized with |-loaded dumptimes in seconds in OPS 1 and3(if the
TAL flag is set). In OPS 6 they carry over the last values from OPS 1. Dependingon the
number of jets involved during a dump, these times will decrement accordingly. In OPS 3
with the TAL flag not set, the times are initialized to 0. MM304 RCS dumps may beenabled
by putting in a nonzero dump time via items 14 and 16, and enablingthe dumps via items 13
and 15, respectively. The display fields of items 15 and 16 will be blankedduring a

Contingency Dump, and will cause an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message if executed.

ENTRY FCS. Items 17 and 18 allow the crew to command the aerojet DAP to use an

AUTO or FIXED elevon schedule. The display is initialized with the AUTOschedule
selected. The FIXED schedule will be used for aero PTIs. For flightswithno scheduled
PTIs, the aft schedule will be |-loaded into the FIXED slot for use during a no yaw jet entry.
Items 20 and 21 can be used to choose the nominal (NOM) or alternate (ALT) bodybending
filter. The display is initialized with the NOM filter selected. However, ifOPS3is entered
from OPS 1, the ALT (item 21) body bending filter will be selected. An

‘*'

indicatesselection

during operation in OPS 3 only. Items 17 and 18 are mutually exclusive as are items20 and

21; selection of one automatically deselects the other. In OPS 1 or OPS 6, the **’ is blanked
as the elevon schedule and the body bending filter are I-loaded independentof crew input.
These items are legal in OPS 3 only, and will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message if

executed in any other OPS.
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(6)

”

(8)

(9)

(10)

ai
ae

oF
REPOS) allows the crew to enable (ENA)/inhibit (INH) the repositioningof

ESsci nateautomatically in MM304. The SSMEREPOS is initializedblank

until OPS 3 when it is set to ENA; thereafter, the status fieldwill reflect crew inputs. Item 19
is legal in MM301, 302, 303 and 304 only and will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message if a)
executed in any other major mode.

4 allow the crew to select the atmospheric model used by entry navigation.

Leche Res with the nominal model selected, item 22 (NOM). Items23 (N

POLE) and 24 (S POLE) select north polar and south polar models, respectively. These

items are mutually exclusive, with an ‘*’displayednext to the currently active model. These

items are legal in OPS 3 only; execution in OPS 1 or 6 will have no effect.

tus column is provided after each LRU ID number. The column is |

bankrorsokailpili or chenlaysa
‘V’

for an RM-declaredfailure or IMU deselection

by RMorthe crew, a ‘?’ for an RM dilemma, or an ‘M’ for missing data. The STAT column

displays output from the Built-In Test Equipment (BITE) and is eitherblank(normally)or

displays ‘BITE’ for a detected LRU problem. The ATT column displays which Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU) is selected for use and whether the IMUdata are good or not. Bad

data are indicated by ‘RGA.’ Items 25 thru 27 allow reselection/deselection of the LRUs,

and are blank initially.

Priority Rate Limiting (PRL). For each of the three hydraulic systems, two item numbers are

provided to allow the crew to manually override/reselect automatic systems management
and to deselect/select a hydraulic system. A system which has been automatically
downmoded (declared unavailable to PRL) will display a ‘L. The ‘failed’ system may be

forced back into PRL availability by executing its AUT item entry which blanks the
‘V’

and ‘*’

in the AUT column and establishes manual systems management. A repeat execution of

the AUT item entry restores the automatic systems management and puts an ‘*’ in the AUT

column. The DES item entry allows the option of instructing the Hydraulic SOP to declare a

system failed and removes automatic systems management (i.e., drives the ‘Y,’ blanks any
‘* in the AUT column, and drives an ‘*’ in the DES column). A repeat execution of the DES

item entry toggles the manual deselection (i.e., blanks the ‘L,’and blanks the ‘*’ in the DES

column). The items are mutually exclusive and initialized in the AUTO mode. A status

column is provided for each system to display a blank for normal or upmoded manual 0
system operation, a ‘?’ for an RM dilemma (as declared by a miscompare of the remaining
two transducers in any one hydraulic system), or a ‘L’for a failure or downmoded system. If

any of these items are executed in MM104, 105, 106, 301, 302, or 303, an ‘ILLEGAL
ENTRY’ message will occur. When a manual system override (AUT or DES) is executed in
OPS 1, a transition to OPS 3 will clear the manual selections made in OPS 1 and return to
auto systems management. Manual systems management will only resume if the manual
override is reexecuted in OPS 3.

ADTA. Foreach of the four ADTA LRUs, the ADTA-derived altitude in feet (H),
ADTA-derivedangle of attack in degrees (a), and ADTA—derived Mach number (M) are

displayed. The parameter status column after the LRU IDs is blank (normally), displays a ‘l’
foran RM declared failure or crew deselection, a ‘?’ for an RM dilemma, or an ‘M’ for
missing data. Items 34 thru 37 allow deselection/reselection of an LRU. ADTA data are
blanked during OPS 1. These items are legal in MM304, 305, 602, and 603. Execution of
these items in OPS 1, MM301, 302, 303, or 601 will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’
message.

ROLLMODE.Astatus of where RM determines the position of the ENTRY ROLL MODE
switch to be is displayed as L GAIN,NO YJET, or AUTO. Should this switch fail, item 42

seveeen, afueeae Position which will result in an ‘*” being displayed and the
‘

rea . Theitem is initialized deselect
inputs. Item 42 is legal only in MMs 304, 305, 602 geen

Peteon veer

VENT DOOR CNTL. Items ( EN) and (CL SE)provi
iliR 43 (OP 44 (CLO: ‘ovide manual capability to

command the forward and aft com artment nding orthe major mode these i iP ent vent doors, and/or all vent doors depending
D

re executed in. These items are mutually exclusive.
Attempting to execute a command while an oj

ion is i il inal

‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ meseage
peration is in progress will result in an

An asterisk is displayed immediately adjacent to an item after
it is ei

fter it is either manually executed

piled re pa auto control sequence. An ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ character string is displayed oO
wil GSntings ie5 oe, after the executed sequence has completed. This character string
BanCeaents

© displayed until a subsequent item is commanded, at which time it will be

Blandi 9 a manual or auto sequence, the ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ character String field will be
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Item 43 (OPEN) is legal only in OPS 3 and MM602 and 603. Item 44 (CLOSE) is legal only
in MM301 through304 and 602 and in MM305 and 603 after the ROLLOUT FLAG is set
true. Execution of these items in any other Major Mode will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY® message; in addition, the attempted command will be rejected.

A manual CLOSE (item 44) executed in MM301 will cause all doors to becommandedclosed. Subsequently, left vent doors 1/2 and 8/9 will automatically be reopened. In MM302
and MM303, executing an item 43 or 44 will command all vent doors open or closed,
respectively. A manual OPEN (item 43) in MM304 will cause only the left vent doors 1/2 and
8/9 to open; in MM602, all doors will open. A manual CLOSE in MM304 (or MM602) will

command all vent doors closed. All vent doors are commanded closed, regardless of their
configuration, at the transition to MM304 (or MM602). Finally, a manual OPEN (item 43)
executed in MM305 will command all vent doors open.

(11)* ET SEP. Items 38 and 39 allow the crew to select the ET SEP AUTO mode or to initiate
External Tank (ET) separation. An ‘*’ is displayed when either item is selected, and both
items are deselected initially. These items are legal only in Major Modes 102, 103, 104, 105,
106, and 601.

(12) ET UMBDR. Item 40 provides a backup to the dedicated switch for closing the ET umbilical
doors. This item is legal only in Major Modes 104, 105, and 106 and is deselected initially.

(13) | RCS RM. Item 41 allows the crew to override an RCS MANF VLV microswitch dilemma
which has forced the RCS RM to set the valve status to CLOSED. Execution of this item
causes RCS RM to set the valve status to OPEN on any valve in dilemma, and puts the
Reaction Control (RCS) jets (those without previous ON, OFF, or LK failures that have not
been failure overridden) back in the jet availability table.

(14) | WRAP MODE. Item 45 allows the crew to enable or inhibit the flight control system
wraparound mode. Execution is allowable only in OPS 3 and at any other time will result in

an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. The status field to the right of item 45 is blank until OPS 3

® transition, after which it toggles between ‘ENA’ or ‘INH’ based on crew selection. If a TAL

abort has been declared, it will be initialized to INH. When the wrap mode is active, ‘ACT’
will be displayed.

*PROGRAM NOTE:

(3) Possible Contingency Dump Lockout if Second Dump Request Pre-MECO. In an abort

situation which causes an automatic Pre-MECO OMS dump (MM103), if an additional OMS

dump is requested during the OMS engine purge process, the dump does not occur, and

subsequent requests for contingency OMS dumping are not honored. The same

contingency dump lockout can also occur in MM103 when requesting another crew initiated

contingency dump during the purge process of a previous contingency dump. Therefore,

contingency dumping should only be requested prior to completion of the original OMS

dump or after OMS purge completion. (DR 55217)

ropell D Termination Vi re
i

. If the OMS ARM/PRESS

switches are tumed OFF during a contingency dump (MMs 102, 103, 601, 602), OMSRM

will fail vote the OMS engines. Attempts to reactivate the dump will also fail. Terminate a

dump sequence using item 8 rather than the ARMW/PRESS switches. An MM104, MM201, or

MM301 PRO allows the OMS engines to fire again. (DR 55306)

(4) RCS Dum Mi han Inhibit in MM: 602. In MM304 or 602, when dump
start initiation conditions are met, the user may see the forward and/or aft RCS DUMP

STATUS (items 13 and 15) change from ‘ENA to ‘INH.’ This occurs if the dump duration

(I-LOAD or crew entry) is a negative number.

The negative dump duration allows the dump to remain enabled but not started. The crew
may then start a dump during a TAL or an RTLS by entering only one item entry (entering a

* positive dump duration) instead of two (dump duration and dump enable). (DR 101386)

(11) | ET.SEP Switch Default. In OPS 1, if the ET SEP switch defaults to ‘MANUAL,’ ET SEP

AUTO (item 38) is used to override the function back to AUTO. In OPS 6, default is to

‘AUTO,’ so item 38 is not needed.
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UNIV PTG. A GNC OPS display available in OPS 2 (OPS 2011). This display provides data and
controls for auto attitude options and monitoring attitudes, errors, and rates. See table for units and
limits.

(1) CUR MNVR COMPL. This field shows in hrs:mins:secs of MET the estimated completion
time of the current inertial maneuver (MNVR) or tracking (TRK) option, or the execution time
of the current rotation (ROT) option. This time is frozen when the attitude is within a given
tolerance of the DAP attitude deadband about the desired attitude, or when the DAP LVLH
mode is selected during a maneuver. The time remains unchanged if a maneuver is not in

Progress and the CNCL, DAP MAN, or LVLH option is selected. Time is reset to zero when
CNCL is selected during a maneuver.

START TIME(items1 thru 4) is designated in days/hrs:mins:secs (MET) for the selected
control option. Display is initialized with the time at zero.

(2) MNVROPTION(items5 thru 7) provides selection of roll, pitch, and yaw components of the
desired final inertial attitude. Display is initialized with inputs at zero.

(3)* | TGTID (item 8) provides selection of target identification for the TRK option.

TGT ID LINE-OF-SIGHT TO:
1

Orbiting vehicle
2 Center of Earth
3 Earth relative target4 Center of Sun
5

Celestial target6 to 10
Unassigned11 to60
Navigation stars, OPS 2,3, and8

Navigation stars, OPS 2 and 8
Display is initialized with 2 selected,

61to 110OPS
G2

(ORBIT)
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)*

RA, DEC (items 9 and 10) show right ascension and declination for selected celestial targets(TGTIDsof 4, 5, and 11 to 110). When TGT ID of 5 is selected, the RA and DEC data flash
indicating an option is available to change the data via keyboard. Flashing stops when new
data are entered, a control option (items 18 thru 20) is selected, or the TGT ID is changed.
Anattempt to change data when TGT ID is not 5 results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.Display is initialized with items 9 and 10 set at zero.

NOTE: Errors in the Universal Pointing solar ephemeris |-loads result ina 1/2-degree error
in the center of Sun target vector (ID = 4).

LAT,LON,ALT (items 11 thru 13) showthe latitude, longitude, and altitude of an Earth

relativetarget. When TGT ID of 3 is selected, these parameters flash indicating an option is
available to change the data via keyboard. Flashing stops when new data are entered, a

control option is selected, or the TGT ID is changed. An attempt to change these

parameters when TGT ID is not 3 results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Display is
initialized with items 11 thru 13 set at zero.

BODYVECT (item 14) selects the body vector pointed along the line-of-sight for the TRK
option and along the axis of rotation for the ROT option.

Body Vector Identifier Axis

+X
-X

-Z
-YST

SelectablearwoOn—
Displayis initialized with item 14 set at 1.

P, Y (items 15 and 16) show pitch/yaw components corresponding to the selection made in

item 14. When BODY VECT of5 is selected, the pitch and yaw parameters flash indicating
an option is available to change the data via keyboard. Flashing stops when new data are

entered, a control option is selected, or item 14 is changed. An attempt to change these

parameters when BODY VECT is not 5 results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Display is

initialized with items 15 and 16 set at zero.

OM (item 17) selects Omicron angle for the TRK control option. Entry of any defined TGT

ID (item 8) blanks the OM value. Subsequent selection of TRK control option maintains OM

blanking which indicates selection of two axis tracking. If an OM value is entered,

subsequent selection of the TRK option initiates three axis tracking. If an OM has been

entered previously, execution of item 14 (body vector identifier) causes the OM value to

flash, indicating an option is available to change the data via keyboard. Flashing stops when
a new value is entered or a control option is selected. Entry of an OM value outside the limit

range results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Display is initialized with OM set at zero.

START MNVR, TRK, ROT (items 18 thru 20) provide selection of the maneuver, tracking, or

rotation control option, respectively. Initiation of a control option depends on the START
TIME entered in items 1 thru 4. If the START TIME is current or in the past and DAPis

AUTO, the control option is initiated upon selection, an ‘*’ appears momentarily in the FUT

(future) column next to the selected option, then moves to the CUR (current) column next to

the selected option, and any other option is deselected (no ‘*’). If the STARTTIME is in the
future, the selected control option is initiated at that time and in the interiman ‘*’

appearsin
the FUT (future) column next to the selected option. The selected option in progress (“*"in
the CUR column) drives the REQD attitude, ERR, and the ADI error needles. Control option
initiation must be preceded by DAP AUTO. Ifa future start time is within 30 seconds of

current time and AUTO was not selected, a Class 3 alert and ‘SELAUTO’message are

generated. Data may be entered for a single future control option during executionof the;

current option. An ‘*’
appears in the FUT column next to the applicable option while the ‘*

remains in the CUR column next to the current, active option. Whenthe STARTTIME

entered for the future option equals current time, the ‘*’ in the FUTcolumnis blankedand is

displayed in CUR column. If the previous control option is active, it is deselected (no ‘*’). If

a future option has been selected and then data related to that particular option are changed
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(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

it ure start time via keyboard inputs, the future option will be deselected (no 7);

tale ae Se maintain anoption.The crew must repeat selection of the
desired future option. The three control options are terminated/inhibitedby: (a) selecting
MNVR (item 27) on the ORBIT MNVR EXECdisplay; (b) selectingMANor LVLH; (c) taking
a powered RHC out of detent; or (d) selecting the CNCL option. Providing that CNCLhas

not been executed, a control option is reinitiated by: (a) exiting MM202; or (b) selecting

AUTO DAP.

CNCL (item 21) deselects both current and future control options and initiatesinertial
attitude hold at the current attitude. No ‘*’ is displayed upon execution . Display is initialized

with item 21 selected. When in DAP AUTO and CNCL is selected, attitude errors are _
displayed with respect to the current attitude when the CNCL option was executed. This

attitude reference is maintained in a subsequent selection of a MAN maneuver and return to

AUTO DAP. Reselection of the CNCL option zeroes these attitude errors. Errors are then

displayed with respect to the current attitude regardless of DAP configuration.

MON AXIS (item 22) selects the coordinate reference or attitude monitor axis for display of

attitude angles, errors, and rates. Executing ‘1’ with item 22 gives a display of ‘1 + X.’ The

attitude monitor quantities are then displayed relative to standard orbiter body axes.

Executing a ‘2’ with item 22 givesa display of ‘2 — X.’ The attitude monitor quantities are

then displayed relative to the coordinate system rotated 180 deg about the Z axis with

respect to standard orbiter body axes. Display is initialized with ‘1 + X’ selected.

ERR TOT, ERR DAP (items 23 and 24) select total attitude error or digital autopilot attitude

error to be displayed by the ADI error needles and the attitude monitor parameters. ‘*’

indicates selection. Display is initialized with ERR TOT selected.

ATT MON displays current and required attitudes, errors as selected by item 23 or 24, and
attitude rates. The final required attitude and attitude errors will be displayed while in DAP
MAN if a current or future option is selected. Whenever DAP LVLH or CNCL is selected, the

required attitude is set equal to the current attitude and attitude errors are set to zero.

Display is initialized with required attitude equal to current attitude.

NOTE: Thedisplayed pitch angles will be incorrect for yaw angles near 270 degrees. Ifthe

displayedcurrent or required attitude angles are needed in this case, the indicated
pitch up should be a pitch down of the same magnitude. (DR 58926)

*PROGRAM NOTES

(3) (9)

(9)

nableRNDZNAV bef farget Tracking.Execution of the target tracking option (item 19)
with TGT ID (item 8) = 1 when rendezvousnavigation is not enabled will cause divide by
zero GPCerrors. RNDZ NAV (item 1, REL NAV display) must be enabled each time GNC
OPS 2 is entered, before attempting to track another orbiting object. (DR 53101)

Disable Target Trackingbefore OPS Transition. Target tracking of another orbiting vehicle
should be stopped via item 21 before executing an OPS transition or mode recall, or the
target state vector may be lost. (DR 58374)
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ITEM ENTRY LIMITS TABLE

ITEM

NUMBERS CRT NAME UNITS LIMITS

® MNVR OPTION

5 R deg, M50 0.00 to 359.99
6 P deg, M50 0.00 to 359.99
Y/ vi deg, M50 270.00 to 359.99

and 0.00 to 90.00

TRK/ROT

8 TGT ID 1to 5, 11 to 110

(see text)
9 RA deg, M50 0.000 to 359.999

10 DEC deg, M50 —90.000 to +90.000

(+ =North, — = South)

11 LAT* deg —90.000 to +90.000

(+ = North, — = South)
12 LON* deg —180.000 to +180.000

(+ = East, — = West)

13 ALT* nm —3444.0 to 20,000.0

14 BODY VECT 1 to 5 (see text)

15 P deg 0.00 to 359.99
16 Yi deg 270.00 to 359.99

and 0.00 to 90.00

® 17 OM deg 0.00 to 359.99

ATT MON

22 MON AXIS 1 to 2 (see text)

*LAT, LON, and ALT are referenced to the Fischer Ellipsoid.
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GNC SYS SUMM 1 isa GNC display (DISP 18) available in all GNC OPS via the SYS SUMM key.
Digital and/or status information which supports RCS manifolds, aerosurfaces, controllers, data

processing system (DPS), flight control subsystem channels (FCS CH), and navigation subsystems
is displayed. oe
PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGE M1? a

RCS MANF F(L,R) 1-4 JET FAIL text blank, ‘ON,’

aL es aleu
ISOL VLV text ‘OP, ‘CL’ M |?

F(L,R) 5 JET FAIL (1) text blank, ‘ON,’
AUS ola

ISOL VLV text ‘CL,’ ‘OP’ M | ?
[3] SURF: L(R) OB(IB) POS deg D36.5 to U21.5 ae

MOM percent ~99 to +99 i

RnIes deg L5.0 to R5.0

BY‘OS deg 127.1 to R27.1
D BRK POS percent Oto 100

BDY FLP POS percent 0 to 100
[2] text See Remarks

CNTLR: RHC L(R)1-3 4 u|? v
AI-3 4 M|? 1

THE 11-3 4 MI? i
A1-3 4 MI? JSBTC L(R)1-3 3} M |? L

DPS: GPC 1-5
MDM FF 1-4 iM iFA 1-4 ‘ i

FCS: CH1-4 [6] M iy
NAV: IMU 1-3

ACC 1-4 7 My 2 + |
RGA 1-4 6

Mae q &TAC 1-3 | M1? Y
-

MLS 1-3 3
My)? +

| Rotates f3 Male i
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REMARKS

1] OPS 2 and 8 only.

[2] The data field below BDY FLP POS indicates
for an RM-detected change in body flap Position when no command is present: ‘HOLD 1’
when ‘HOLD 2’ fails to correct the change in body flap position; ‘CYCLE’ indicates that
neither ‘HOLD 2’ nor ‘HOLD 1’ fixed the problem; ‘FAIL’ indicates body flap direction is not
following the command.

[3] OPS 3 and6 only.

pilot valve status: ‘blank’ for normal; ‘HOLD 2’

[4] OPS 2, 3, 6, and 8 only.

[5] OPS 1, 2, 3, 6, and 8.

[6] OPS 1, 3, and 6 only.

PROGRAM NOTES

When an FCS channel switch is moved between the AUTO and OVERRIDE Positions, a

momentary down arrow may appear on GNC SYS SUMM1for that channel. This occurs
because the switch is of the break-before-make variety causing a momentary loss of power to
the ASA during switch movement.

Although RHC LRU fault annunciation is possible in OPS 1, the RHC LRU status fields are

blanked in OPS 1 preventing display of RHC failure, dilemma, or comm-fault status

(DR 104639)
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4 5 XXX XXaS 5 XXX xeXeS
5 (xx)

6 y,
Note: ZZ indicates parameters are driven and displayed on the BFS displays only.

GNC SYS SUMM 2 is a GNC display (DISP 19) available in PASS OPS 2 and 8 and in BFS OPS 1,
3, and 6, via the SYS SUMM key. A summary of RCS propellant, manifold, and jet status data anda ®@summary of OMS quantities, pressures, valve positions, and fuel injector temps are provided.

PARAMETERCHARACTERISTICS
DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS

CRT NAME UNITS ANGER Iinlacinliisa ical eel

OMS: AFT QTYL(R) OXID,FU [1]] percent | 0to30.1 |M L
FU INJT LR degF | -75to+300 | M T

RCS: F(L,R)HEP OXID, FU psia O0to4000 |M|HIL L
TKP OXID,FU  [2]] psia Oto400 |MJHILI TIL
QTY OXID, FU percent Oto 100 M +

MANF1i-4P OXID,FU  [3]]  psia 0to1000 | M
JET FAIL[3] [4] | text | blank,‘ON.

‘OFF, ‘LK’
ISOL VLV[3][5]| text ‘OP; ‘CL |M

OMS: TKP HE LR psia 0to5000 |M +
OXID LR psia Oto400 |M Til

ale ag LR psia O0to400 |M Te

ee
LR psia 0to5000 |M +

a
LR psia 0 to 500 M TIL
LR text ‘OP; ‘CL |M

ENG INP OXID LR psia O0to400 |M
FU LR psia 0 to 400 M
VLV1(2) LR percent 0 to 100 M
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GNC SYS SUMM 2 (Cont):

REMARKS

{1] AFT quantities of oxidizer and fuel are displayed in percent remaining; for missing data (M)the last value of OMS quantity remaining will be displayed until the condition is cleared.
Down arrow (ly displayed in PASS only.

[2] The RCS TK P OXID, FU reflects the outlet pressure of each tank. The RCS TK POXID,FU indication on PASS SPEC 23 and on the TK P meter reflects ullage pressure.

[3] RCS MANF5(Vernier Jets) is not supported in BFS.

[4] The JET FAIL status indications for BFS are ‘ON,’ ‘OFF,’ or blank; leak is not supported.
[5] BFS will display ‘M’ or blank for RCS manifold isolation valve status post-engage. Not

supported pre—engage.
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The DA

ay
P CONFIG display provides the capability to review and change On-Orbit DAP parameters.

A table of 30 DAP loads is stored in GPC memory for use by the orbit DAP. This table is split into
fifteen DAP A loads (A1 through A15) and fifteen DAP B loads (B1 through B15). One DAP A load
and one DAPBload are designated and stored as the selected DAP loads. Each DAP load consists
of nineteen parameters (rates, deadbands, pulse sizes, etc.) which produce the desired control
characteristics of the orbit DAP. The parameters of the selected DAP A and DAPB loads shall be
displayed on the DAP CONFIG display by items 10 through 28 and 30 through 48, respectively. The
crew can modify these selected DAP load parameters, or select a different DAP load from the DAP
table which is pre-flight configured via |-Loads. The crew uses the dedicated DAP A or B PBI to
specify
DAP.

(1)

which of the selected DAP loads (A or B) is active and is actually being used by the orbit

DAP A andDAPB (items1 and 2) permit the two DAP loads to be selected from the DAP

tableand displayed.An integer value of 1 through 15 can be entered for either item to

indicatethe desired DAP load. A leading zero is optional but shall be displayed. Any entries
outside this range will result in an illegal entry.

Whentransitioning from OPS 0,1, or 3 to OPS 2, the selected DAP A and B loads shall be
initializedto A1 and B1, respectively. Thereafter, the DAP load shall be determined by crew
entries. When a DAP load is selected from the DAP table in GPC memory:

a) the selected DAP load ID (integer 1-15) shall be displayed and

b) paeeecedDAP load parameter values shall be displayed by iterns 10-28 or items

There is always a selected DAP A and DAP B|
i

5

AP load, even though items 1 and 2 may be

ae en
1 or 2is blankedif items 10 through 28, or 30 aah 48 are modified,pectively. Modification of items 10 through 28 or 30 through 48 changes the selected

een but does not affect the DAP table parameter values stored in GPC

Th
indi

foe ,if ae DAP ID (DAP AXX or DAP BXX)is displayed double overbright if it is
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DAP CONFIG (Cont):

(2)

(3)

(4)

DAP A EDIT and DAP B EDIT (items 3 and 4) are mutually exclusive items whi i

crew to review the DAP table without affecting the alectenDAPs and edit ieee
parameters. An integer value of 1 through 15 can be entered for either item to designate thedesired DAP load to be displayed. A leading zero is optional, but shall be displayed. Avalue of zero can be entered for either item to indicate cancellation of the editing. A valueother than 0 through 15 for items 3 or 4 shall result in an illegal entry.
At OPS2 initialization,blanks shall be displayed for items 3 and 4 and the display fields
associated with items 50 through 68 are blanked. Only crew item entries can initiate the edit
Process. When Item 3 or 4 is executed with a value of 1 through 15:

a) the designated EDIT DAP ID (integer 1-15) shall be displayed,
b) the other EDIT DAP ID shall be blanked, and

c) the designated DAP parameter values shall be displayed by the edit parameter
set (items 50-68).

Whenitems3 or 4 are executed with a value of zero, both EDIT DAP ID's shall be blanked,
the display fields associated with items 50 through 68 shall be blanked, and the LOAD next
to item 5 shall be displayed at normal intensity and not flashing.

Once the crew has entered an EDIT DAP ID (item 3 or 4), they can change the DAP table
values by modifying items 50 through 68. These EDIT DAP changes to the DAP table are
not implemented until the LOAD (item 5) is executed. If the EDIT DAP ID is the same as

one of the selected DAP ID's, then when the EDIT DAP changes (items 50 through 68) are

implemented by executing item 5, the selected DAP parameters (items 10 through 28 or 30

through 48) will be set to the new EDIT DAP parameter values. If the selected DAP
parameters are modified using items 10 through 28 or 30 through 48, the EDIT DAP
Parameters are not affected.

LOAD (item 5) is used to implement the EDIT DAP changes made to the DAP table via
items 50 through 68. When any of these items are modified, the LOAD shall be displayed
double overbright and flashing until item 5 is executed. The EDIT DAP changes are not
stored in the DAP table and do not affect the selected DAP parameters until item 5 is
executed. If both EDIT DAP A (item 3) and EDIT DAPB(item 4) are blank, execution of
LOAD shall result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ CRT message and rejection of the input.

LOAD (item 5) shall be displayed at normal intensity and not flashing at OPS 2initialization,
after item 5 is executed, after item 3 or 4 is executed with a value of zero, and after item 3 or

4 is executed with a value of 1 through 15 but before any item 50 through 68 is executed.

The parameters defined by items 10 through 28 for the selected DAP A and items 30

through 48 for the selected DAP B and items 50 through 68 for EDIT DAP Aor Ballow for
the display and modification of the DAP load parameters as determined by the DAP item
entries (items 1 and 2) and the EDIT DAP item entries (item 3 or 4). The jet indicator, PRI

or VERN or ALT shall be displayed double overbright to indicate which jets are selected to

provide control of the vehicle. A brief description of each DAP parameter is given below.

ROT RATE (PRI and VERN). The rotation rates (also called discrete rates) for primary jets
(items 10, 30, 50) and vernier jets (items 23, 43, 63) determine the desired rotation rates to

be achieved for a DISC RATE manual command or auto maneuver. The ROT RATE values

are specified in degrees/second.

ATT DB (PRI and VERN). The attitude deadbands for primary jets (items 11, 31, 51) and

vernier jets (items 24, 44, 64) determine the width of the Orbit DAP phase plane. The same

deadband value shall be used for all attitude maneuver axes. The ATT DB values are

specified in degrees.

RATE DB (PRI and VERN). The rate deadbands for primary jet (items 12, 32, 52) and

vernier jets (item 25, 45, 65) determine the upper and lower boundaries of the DAP phase
plane. The same rate deadband value shall be used for all maneuver axes. The RATE DB

values are specified in degrees/second.

. The rotational pulse size for primaryjets (items 13,33, 53) and

vernier jets (items 26, 46, 66) determine the rotational rate resulting from a single manual

rotational pulse command. The ROT PLS values are specified in degrees/second.
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DAP CONEIG (Cont):

(8)

(6)

COMP (PRland VERN). The rotational compensations for primaryjets (items 14, 34, 54)
and vernier jets (items 27, 47, 67) determine the allowable rotational rate for a given axis

resulting from a rate command about another axis. A zero value specifies no compensation

is desired. The COMP values are specified in degrees/second.

P and Y OPTION (PRI). The pitch option (items 15, 35, 55) and yaw option (items16, 36,

56) for primary jets only allow selection of one of three control modesfor the pitch and yaw

axes; nose and tail jets, nose jets only, or tail jets only. As any of the item numbers are

executed, the display field cycles through the three mode choices (ALL, NOSE, and TAIL).

TRAN PLS (NORM). The translational pulse size (items 17, 37, 57) determines the desired

velocity delta resulting from a single manual translational pulse command. The TRAN PLS

is specified in feet/second. A zero value may not be entered.

RATE DB (ALT). The rate deadband alternate (items 18, 38, 58) determines the upper and
lower boundaries of the DAP phase plane and shall be used for all axes. RATE DB ALT is

specified in degrees/second.

JET OPT (ALT). The jet option alternate (items 19, 39, 59) allows for selection of one of two

control modes, nose and tail jets (ALL)or tail jets only (TAIL). Selection of nose only is not

available. When the items are executed, they shall toggle between the two control modes

(ALL and TAIL).

# JETS (ALT). The number of jets alternate (items 20, 40, 60) provides selection of the

maximum number of primary jets (1,2, or 3) allowed to be fired simultaneously while in

Alternate Primary Mode.

ON TIME (ALT)and DELAY (ALT). The on time alternate (items 21, 41, 61) and delay time

alternate (items 22, 42, 62) determine the maximum duration of each jet firing and the

minimum time delay between jet firings, respectively, while in the Alternate Primary Mode.

Both the ON TIME and DELAY shall be specified in seconds.

CNTL ACC. The control acceleration (items 28,48,68) is used to select one of ten sets of
|+load or uplinked mass properties that will be used to calculate the mass property
dependent acceleration data for the on-orbit DAP. The control acceleration is also used to
select a set of notch filter parameters. The nominal or default orbiter configuration is

represented by value 0, while values 1 thru 9 are used for alternate orbiter/payload
configurations.

Decimal data entriesfor items 10 through 28, 30 through 48, and 50 through 68 may be
entered to six (6) significant digits total.

Thenotch filterenablefunction (item 6) allows the crew to enable or disable the DAP notch

filterCapability,subject to possible override by the DAP, when a non-zero control
acceleration is selected. An asterisk (*) is displayed when the notch filter capability is

enabled.Item 6is initialized per the state of the ENABLE_NF flag from the Orbit DAP. The

ee filterparameters control the number of filters active in the DAP state estimator and the

requenciestheyattenuate. The DAP initializes the notch filter capability to the enabled

stateoa
time a new, non-zero control acceleration is selected (via items 28 and 48),

oe a ine
the associated notch filter parameters permit it (number of filters greater than

ay ie Seren then disable/enable the function as desired. The DAP disables the

aoa
er capability if the control acceleration is zero or if the number of filters associated
control acceleration value is zero. The crew cannot override this deselection.

The principal axis inertias are shown in the lower right corner. The X, Y, and Z axes inertias
(items 7, 8, 9) are used to com

i
inerti

»8, pensate the TVC gains. The inertia values
ified i

megaslug-ft®. Items 7—9 are carried over OPS enone oyog UG
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DAP CONEIG (Cont):

(7) ImpliedItem Numbers. Item numbers 29 and 49 are im;
display. If either of the item numbers is executed, an

rejected, and the ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ CRT message is

ITEM ENTRY LIMITS TABLE

plied and are not legal for use on this
operator error results, the input is
displayed.

ITEM AFFECTED
NUMBERSCRT NAME

RCS MODES UNITS LIMITS

1 DAPA ALL 1-15 (seetext)2 DAP B ALL 1-15 (see text)

DAP EDIT

3 DAPA ALL 0— 15 (see text)
4 DAPB ALL 0-15 (see text)

INERTIA

7 IX ALL megaslug-ft? | 0.750- 1.100
8 lY ALL megaslug-ft? | 6.000-— 9.000
9 IZ ALL megaslug—ft? 6.000 — 9.000

PRI

10, 30, 50 ROT RATE PRI, ALT deg/sec 0.0500 — 2.0000

11, 31, 51 ATT DB PRI, ALT deg 0.10 —40.00
12, 32, 52 RATE DB PRI deg/sec 0.10-5.00

13, 33, 53 ROT PLS PRI, ALT deg/sec 0.04 — 1.00

14, 34, 54 COMP. PRI, ALT deg/sec 0.000 — 0.999

15, 35, 55 P OPTION PRI (see text)
16, 36, 56 Y OPTION PRI (see text)
17, 37, 57 TRANS PLS PRI fl/'sec 0.01 — 5.00

ALT

18, 38, 58 RATE DB ALT deg/sec 0.050 — 5.000

19, 39, 59 JET DPT ALT (see text)
20, 40, 60 # JETS ALT 1-3 (see text)
21, 41,61 ON TIME ALT sec 0.08 — 9.99

22, 42, 62 DELAY ALT sec 0.00 — 99.99

VERN

23, 43, 63 ROT RATE VERN deg/sec 0.0020 — 1.0000

24, 44, 64 ATT DB VERN deg 0.010 — 40.000

25, 45, 65 RATE DB VERN deg/sec -010-—.500

26, 46, 66 ROT PLS VERN deg/sec .001 — .500

27, 47,67 COMP VERN deg/sec 0.000 — .999

28, 48, 68 CNTL ACC VERN, ALT 0-5 (see text)
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(1) IMU ALIGN. A GNC SPEC (21) available in OPS 2 and 3. The SPEC provides the

capability to monitor and control the on-orbit IMU hardware and software mode status and

alignment submode. This display is also used to mask IMU BITEs.

(2)* IMU. A status parameter is displayed beside each IMU number. An ‘Mis displayed if its
data are missing. A

‘J’

is displayed whenever RM declares an IMU failed or an IMU is
deselected automatically by RM or manually by the crew via item 7, 8, or 9. A ‘?’ is
displayed by each IMU participating in the voting logic for an RM dilemma. The status

(STAT) of each IMU is output as ‘BITE’ (double overbright), ‘OFF,’ or blank. If the
temperature status discrete indicates all temperatures (TEMP) are within tolerance, ‘OK’ is
displayed; when the temperatures are out-of-tolerance low, ‘LO’ is output; and when
temperatures are out—of-tolerance high, ‘HI’ is output (double overbright). The HI indication
takes precedence. For any IMU, STBY and OPER modes are mutually exclusive. An ‘*’ is
displayed next to the currently active mode.

Items 21 thru 23 provide controls to select the standby (STBY) mode of operation.

Items 4 thru 6 allow selection of the operate (OPER) mode. Ensure that the asterisk
appears by the OPER item before selecting an IMU for use. The asterisk is indicative of
internal IMU Operate Sequence completion.
Items 7 thru 9 provide controls to select or deselect the IMUs for the selection filter. An ‘*’

beside the appropriate item number indicates that the IMU has been deselected or declaredfailed by RM

(3) ACC. The accelerometer outputs from all IMUs are transformed into M50 coordinates.

(4)

Acceleration is displayed i

ANG. Outputs (X, Y, Z) are displadegrees, as computed for
used to determine the RA
is equal to the RA and the

n feet per second squared.

each IMU in
and DEC pointin

ed representing the body to M50 Euler angles in
the Z, Y, X Euler order. The Z and Y angles can be

g angles of the spacecraft +X axis. The Z angle
C

‘

minus Y angle is equal to the DEC. The delta angles (AX,AY.

a oedisplayed in degrees as the difference between the desired Cree aisG ;

‘ation and the present cluster-to-M50 orientation. The delta angles are updated fordisplay once per minute. Therefore, it is i i i.

, necessary to wait 1 minute or until the angles areobserved to change to ensure that they reflect fheseectedstar pair.
:
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IMU ALIGN (Cont):

(5)

(6)

(7)

ALIGNXXX. Items 10 thru 12 used to select or deselect the IMUs to be aligned. An ‘*’ is
driven next to the option (1, 2, or 3) currently selected. An attempt to change the IMU to bealigned while alignment is in progress will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

Item 13. STAR ALIGN option, used in Conjunction with a star tracker or COAS, causes the
realignment of the selected IMUs (items 10 thru 12) to the desired orientation indicated bythe delta ANG display. ENA is driven after the word ALIGN when the star tracker modulehas determined that sufficient star sighting data are available to perform an alignment. The
firsttime the display is called it will be initialized with this item selected and remains active
until the crew selects another mode. Note: Execution of this align option with less than two
sets of selected star sighting data available for the alignment will result in an ‘ILLEGAL
ENTRY’ message and rejection of the input.

Item 14. The IMU/IMU align option is used to input an IMU number (1, 2, or 3) asa
reference IMU with which to align the other IMUs selected by items 10 thru 12. This item is
reset by the crew's selecting another align mode or automatically upon completion of
alignment.

Item 15. MATRIX align option causes the alignment of the selected IMUs (items 10 thru 12)
to its current cluster—to-M50 orientation. This item is reset by the crew's selecting another
mode or automatically upon completion of alignment. Note: Execution of this align option
with less than two sets of selected star sighting data available for the alignment will result in
an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message and rejection of the input.

If an alignment is in progress (items 13 thru 15) when the display is dropped, the align—
ment continues to completion. Upon completion of the alignment, the STAR ALIGN mode
will be automatically reselected. If an alignment mode other than STAR ALIGN was
selected but not initiated (item 16 was not executed) and the display is dropped, the last
selected mode will be retained upon recall of the display.

Item 16. EXEC is the functional control used to cause the alignment submodes to be
executed. An attempt to execute this item in any of MMs 302, 303, 304, or 305 after
selecting either STAR ALIGN (item 13) or MATRIX ALIGN (item 15) will result in an

‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message being displayed. An ‘*’
appears next to item 16 when an

alignment mode is active and is reset (blank) when the alignment is complete.

Item 17. Execution of item 17 (TERM) terminates any selected alignment option and
reselects the STAR ALIGN option. Items 16 and 17 are mutually exclusive.

IMU BITE MASK. Items 24 thru 26 allow the crew to mask any BITEs present on IMUs 1, 2,
and 3. An ‘*’ is driven next to the item number selected. Execution of these items masks

only those BITEs already present; in order to mask any new BITEs, masking must be
terminated and then reactivated. The data displayed under BITE reflects the current BITE
status — not the mask status.

Item 18. NAV AV THRESH allows crew selection during OPS 2 of the IMU NAV accel—
eration threshold (in micro g's) above which navigation uses IMU delta Vs for state

propagation during FCS C/O, on orbit, and rendezvous operations. An |-loaded value is

initially displayed but thereafter reflects crew inputs. For transitions between OPS 2 and
OPS 8, the latest threshold value will be retained.

Item 19. Execution of item 19 (MM READ) causes IMU calibration data to be read from

mass memory for the IMUs selected by items 10 thru 12. An ‘*’ is displayedwhen READ is

in progress. ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ will result if item entries are attempted during MM READ.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(2)

(5)

MU Operate Mode Indication. It is possible for the IMU LRU to be in the operate mode (as
indicated by an OPER asterisk) but for the software to still be in an IMUSTBY state. The

ACC and ANG data for that IMU will be indicating zeroes in this situation. The problem can

be corrected by executing the OPER item number for that IMU. (No DR)

Unexpected ILLEGAL ENTRY when Selecting IMUAlignment. If the Bite Test 4 MDM

initialization read is bypassed at OPS 2 or 3transition, the output discrete thatindicatesthe

IMU is ‘In Operate’ is set to zero. Any IMU to IMU alignment entry (item 16) withan IMU

whose ‘In Operate’ output discrete is zero fails with an ILLEGAL ENTRY.If this occurs,

select item 4, 5, or 6 (OPERATE) to set the ‘In Operate’ output discrete for the reference

IMU and repeat the alignment. (DR 100520)
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(1) S TRK/COAS CNTL. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 22) available in OPS 2 and 3. If SPEC 22 is

requested in MM302 thru 305, an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will occur and any pages
overlaying the OPS display will be canceled. The SPEC provides a means of monitoring
and controlling star tracker operation and moding. It also provides the data and controls @necessary to perform COAS sightings and calibration.

(2) S TRK CNTL. Items 1 and 2 allow selection of the SELF-TEST mode for the -Y and -Z
star trackers, respectively. Items 3 and 4 select the star track (STAR TRK) submode of
operation. Both the -Y and —Z trackers can track simultaneously. An ‘*’

appears next to the
item number of the active S TRK CNTL mode and remains until another selection is made.
Items 5 and 6 select the target track (TGT TRK) mode (-Y or —Z, respectively) for
rendezvous. Execution of items 7 and 8 forces the star tracker to break track (BREAK TRK)
with the current star and begin tracking the next star encountered in the search pattern.Execution of items 9 and 10 (T!ERM/IDLE)terminates all star tracker processing except that
requiredto obtain BITE and to support display requirements. An ‘’ is displayed next to the
item number when it has been selected.

(3) STRK. Items 11 and 12 (REQD ID) allow input of the ID of a desired star to be tracked. A
Zero entry allows automatic star selections. (Valid star IDs are 11-60 in OPS 3, 11-110 in
OPS 2 and 8.) TRK ID outputs a code indicating which star or target is currently beingtracked. In the absence of a valid star or target ID, the ID field is zeroed. The star present(S PRES) location outputs an ‘*’ whenever a star is being tracked by the star tracker. The
delta angle (AANG) in deg output is the angle between the expected star line-of-sight andthe actual measured line-of-sight.
Items 13 and 14 allow in ut of a magnitude th ing.

id i

reOmioior a! arate ignitude threshold (THOLD) for startracking.Valid inputs

Foie HUTTERposition for each star tracker is shown as ‘OP’ for open or

;

‘or closed. Execution of items 15 and 16 (MAN OP) either forces the shutter open orrel ae
shutter control to the automatic mode. An ‘*’

appears next to the appropriate itemnumber when the shutter is being forced open. While the shutter is forced open there is no

pee Protection. If the Sun or the sunlit Earth enters the tracker FOV, there is a

STPASSrAd ie beseellgSTATUS of the star tracker is output as ‘ST FAIL,’
: eee ee oat

erate @ihe state ine ieee display BIT
RATE,’ ‘NO TARGET,’ or blank. The line below

indicate that a failure has bees “salescee overbright) when any of the BITE discretes

3-32
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S TRK/COAS CNTL (Cont):

(4)

(5)*

S TABLE. Data are displayed in three columns where the far left column (1) represents the
current or most recent data. Columns 2 and 3 represent progressively older data. Track ID
(TRK ID) is a code associated with each star in the table. A MIN shows how old each inputis in minutes. The angular difference (ANG DIF) output displays the measured separationangle between the two stars. Angle error (ANG ERR) is the difference between the ANG
DIF computed from the star catalogue and the ANG DIF computed from the star tracker
measurements. Items 17, 18, and 19 (SEL) allow selection of the star pair used to compute
the alignment data. ‘*’s next to the item numbers indicate the star pair selected. The item
numbers act as flipflops. Item 20 clears all data from the star table for both star tracker
and COAS sightings.

COAS. Item 21 (REQD ID) allows input of the star or target on which COAS marks are to
be made. The ADEG X and Y output parameters display the equivalent -Z COAS offsets of
a star or target being tracked by the —Z axis star tracker. (These X and Y offsets are aligned
with the orbiter X and Y body axis coordinates; that is, +X toward the nose and +Y toward
the starboard wing). Item 22 selects the COAS SIGHT MODE in which the ADI ATT REF
button performs the COAS mark function and is disabled from its ATT REF function. Item
23 (ACCEPT) accepts the COAS mark and allows processing of the ‘mark’ data (applies to
COAS STAR SIGHT MODE only). Item 24 selects the COAS calibration mode (CAL
MODE). Execution of item 25 deselects (DES) COAS operation and causes an ‘*’ to appear
next to the item number. Items 22, 24, and 25 are mutually exclusive. Items 26 and 27
allow selection of the mounting location (POS) of the COAS (either +X or —Z, respectively).
The calibration (ABIAS) in deg outputs the angular difference between the loaded COAS

line-of-sight and the measured calibration COAS line-of-sight in NAV BASE coordinates.

Items 28 and 29 (UPDATE) are used to incorporate a new COAS bias.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(5) COAS ACCEPT without Mark. Current software makes no check to ensure a COAS mark

has been taken as a condition for processing an ACCEPT item selection. Therefore,
erroneous data could go into the star table. This might only be apparent to the crew after a

second (valid) star is sighted and the ANG DIF shows asignificant error from the expected
angular separation. If an ACCEPT command is inadvertently entered withouta mark,

complete current processing by entering the second ACCEPT command, reinitialize by
entering a star table clear (item 20), and then perform the normal sight mode procedure.
(DR 35151)

COAS Operation from AFT Station in OPS 3. Marks from the aft station are not detected by
flight software in OPS 3 because switch processing does not occur in OPS3for the aft

station. COAS operations should only be performed at the forward station during OPS 3.

(DR 35151)
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(1) RCS display. Available as a GNC SPEC (SPEC 23) in OPS 1, 2, 3, 6, and 8, it provides the

capability to select the desired RCS module for display of RM and system data, monitor and

control the RCS RM, and control the RCS crossfeed and RCS/OMS interconnect

operations. ®
(2) RCS FWD, L, R. Items 1, 2, and 3 are used to select the desired RCS pod for data display.

Item 1 selects forward (FWD) RCS pod data to be shown; item 2 selects aft left (L) RCS pod
data; and item 3 selects aft right (R) RCS pod data. Item 1is initially selected and thereafter

reflects crew selection. An ‘*’
appears next to the selected item number.

(3) PRIJET FAIL LIM. Item 4 allows the crew to input the number of failures which can cause

jets to be removed fromthe table of available jets, by RM, for each pod. The limit applies to

primary jets only and is initially |-loaded and thereafter reflects crew inputs.

(4)* | OMS PRESSENA. Item 5is used to initiate gauging of OMS propellant used by RCS and

automaticOMSullage pressure maintenance for the left (L) OMS. Item 6 is used to perform
a similar function from the right (R) OMS. Item 7 terminates the gauging and ullage

pressuremaintenance.Item 7is initially selected and thereafter reflects crew inputs. These
three items are illegal in OPS 1, 3, and 6.

(5)* | OMS RCS QTV. Digital readouts of left and right OMS propellant used by the RCS system

oloer in percent of total OMS quantity when the OMS-to—RCS interconnect is

(6) JET. Table of RCS jet RM status and controls.

The JET ID is a three—character field which rey
j i

acter
presents RCS pod (F, L, R), jet manifold (1, 2,

3,4, 5), and JET exhaust direction — L (left), R (right), U (up), D (down), F (forward), A (aft).
(For example, JET F1D is FWD RCS, M

i i

Pls ims ached) oa ANF 1, fires DOWN.) The JET column will appear
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RCS (Cont):

PRIMARY JETS

® JET RCS POD ITEM
DIRECTION |FWD/LEFT/RIGHT |NUMBERS

FIL L4l RAR| 989

Y
3L aL 2R 10,11

hee Sl 3R 12,13
4R AL 1R 14,15

Fiu Lau R4U| 16,17
3U  2U  2U| 18,19
2U 1U 1U! 2021

Zz FIDL 22,23
3D 4D 4D| 2425
2D 2D 2D| 2627
4D 3D 3D| 2829

FIiF L3A RIA 30,31

xX 3F 1A 3A 32,33
2F 34,35

VERNIER JETS

Vv F5L L5L R5R 36,37
Sho ee oD) 38,39

FAIL RM status is shown in the FAIL column. An ‘ON,’ ‘OFF,’ or ‘LK’ (leak), as appropriate,

® appears in the FAIL column if RM detects afailure. In the event of multiple failures in a

single jet, JET FAIL status will show the last detected failure. The DAP priority (1-4) for

each primary jet in the selected pod is displayed below PTY. Vernier jet PTY status is

blank. MANF 5 status is not supported in OPS 3.

Items 8, 10, 12,...38 (DES INH) may be used to prevent automatic deselection of a failed

‘OFF’ or ‘LK’ jet (RM does not auto deselect a failed ‘ON’ jet.) When a DES INH item entry
has been executed from not inhibited to inhibited, an ‘*’ will appear next to the item number,

RM will continue to annunciate failures, but will not automatically deselect the affected jet.
In addition, the priority (PTY) of the affected jet will be changed to the lowest priority for that

jet group. The priorities of other jets in the group which were lower than the affected jet will

| be moved up by one. (Priority changes are reflected in the PTY column.) The second

| execution of a particular DES INH item (i.e., ‘toggle RM’) blanks the associated ‘*’ and

clears jet fail status flags. If that particular jet is subsequently reselected, its RM auto

| deselect capability is active for subsequent failures. Reexecuting the DES INH item (from
inhibited back to not inhibited) has no effect on the jet’s priority.

Items 9, 11, 13, .. .39 are used to select or deselect (DES) jets from use by the DAP. The

items work as flip-flops. If the jet is selected, executing the item deselects the jet; and if it is

deselected, executing the item selects the jet. The ‘*'s indicate when ajet is deselected. A

jet can be automatically deselected by RM for ‘OFF,’ ‘LK’ failures or a manifold STAT= ‘CL,’

and manually reselected via items 9, 11, . . .39 entry if the manifold valve STAT is ‘OP.’If
reselected, the failure indication will continue to be displayed, the RM failure monitor will be

unable to annunciate any subsequent occurrence of the original failure for that jet, the‘*’will

be blanked and the jet will be returned to the availability table with no change in priority.
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RCS (Cont):

systems data for both fuel (FU) and oxidizer (OXID) is on the right
® ft eyriecatashown on the display are: helium pressure (HE P), propellant

(PRPLT) tank pressure (TK P), temperature (T),quantity (QTY), manifold (MANF) pressures

(P), forward, left and right 1, 2, 3, 4, and isolationvalve (MANF VLV 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) positions ©
(‘OP’for open and ‘CL’ for closed), as determined by RM. Items 40 thru 44 allow the crew

to override the manifold isolation valve status. Executionof any of these item numbers

causes the software status of that manifold valve (as indicatedin the STATcolumn) to _
switch to the alternate state (OP to CL, or CL to OP). The manifold status is notconstrained
to remain in the overridden state and will reflect software reevaluation ofthe valve status if
the software detects a subsequent status change.Parametercharacteristics and status

indicators for the data provided in this portion of the display are as follows:

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS

CRT NAME UNITS |" Rance MwA TLCITTT II?

HEP psia Oto 4000 | M uy
PRPLT TK P psia O0to400 |M ay

T degF 0to160 |M aly

QTY [1]] percent} Oto 100 L

MANFP(1,2,3,4) psia Oto 1000 | M

MANF VLVS 1-5 text ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ | M ?

XFEED P psia Oto 1000 | M

REMARKS

1] The nominal displayed range is not restricted to 0 thru 100 and could be somewhat lower

(negative) or higher.

(8) JET RESET. Item 45 allows the crew to manually reset all failed jets that have not been

automatically or manually deselected and also resets all fail counters to zero. Execution of
item 45 clears the fail column for those jets which have not been automatically or manually
deselected, provided the associated manifold isolation valve is open. ©

(9) mreee
P. Selection of item 1 (FRCS) will result in the field being blanked in both OXID and

U.
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CS (C

JET GROUP 1 2|13 4 5 6 ti 8 9

TRANS,ORBIT,1)F1F]F3L] F4R] F3U | F4D(R) | F3D(L) |R3A [L3a | LiL

AEROJET/GRTLS, 3| F3F F2u L4L
DAP

£3
(©)

>

She>
SL)

R

A

N

Ss

L

A

ly

|

°

N

JET SELECTION TABLE

i | 12 | 13 | 14

LIU | R1U|L3D | Ra
2) F2F) Fil) F2R| F1U | FeD(R)| F1D(L) | R1A | LIA | L3L L4U | R4U | L2D Aap

L2U | R2U|L4D | R4D
4 Lat

1f2) | 112)

118]| 113)

(OPS 1) 2{5] | 2[5) 35] | 3{5]

(OPS 2,3) 1 1 2 2

Table applies to single axis maneuvers in each of the three DAPs — TRANS, ORBIT, and
AEROJET/GRTLS. For each maneuver, the number of jets which will be commanded to fire within
each jet group is shown. Within each jet group, the I-loaded priority for selection is top to bottom.

NOTES: [1]
[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

No translation capability exists in the AEROJET/GRTLS DAPs.
In the TRANS DAP, for a +PITCH rotation, groups 5 and 6 are both removed from the

table if both jets in either group are deselected.
In the TRANS DAP, two jets are used in groups 7 and 8.

In the ORBIT DAP, a HIGH +Z translation utilizes three jets from each of groups 4, 11,
and 12.

A single jet deselection in any group will cause all groups to be downmoded by one

jet.
AEROJET DAP roll reversals use 2 jets minimum.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(4) (5) Incorrect OMS/RCS Quantity Display. If OMS to RCS quantity gauging has been

enabled via item 5 or 6, and then the interconnect is switched to the other OMS pod
(L or R), the crew should select OFF (item 7) prior to selecting the new OMS pod
via item 5 or 6. If this is not done, the quantity display for the newly interconnected

OMS pod will initialize with the last quantity displayed for the previously
interconnected pod. (DR 46500)
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(4)

uy

RM ORBIT display. A GNC specialist function (SPEC 25) available in OPS 2. Includes
means to monitor and control the selection filters for the Translational and Rotational Hand
Controllers (THC and RHC), and to inhibit/enable Switch Redundancy Management (SW.
RM).

Commands from the left (L) and aft (A) THC transducers are displayed as a ‘+’ or —’ (in
controller axes) under TX, TY, or TZ, depending on the direction of THC deflection. A blank
indicates no sensed command.

RHC left (L), right (R), and aft (A) commands are displayed in percent of full deflection. The
‘+’ and — outputs are displayed as ‘R’ and ‘L,’ respectively, for RHC roll and yaw
commands, and ‘U’ and ‘D,’ respectively, for RHC pitch commands. The directions are
referenced to the controller axes. A ‘00’ indicates no sensed command.

Status indicators next to each command display are driven as a blank for normal, ‘M’ for
missing data, “?’ for a dilemma condition, and a ‘J’ for RM or manual deselection.

Items 1 thru 15 are used to mani

be used by their associated selection fi
ually select and deselect the THC and RHC commands to

ters. Repeatedly executing an itemalternatelyresults in selection and deselection. An ‘*’ next to the item number signifies deselection.SEL/DES status is maintained across OPS transitions. (See Section 6, GNC).
Item 16 is a toggle item entry that allows the crew to inhibit the GNC Switch RM. When
executed, switch outputs are no lon
filter). Additionally,the Switch RM

item 16 is executed again (toggleithe inhibit action are not put back j
Anasterisk is displayed aft
first time the display ts call
will reflect the crew inputs.

3-38

ger accepted by the Switch RM processor (selection
Processoroutput is “frozen” as a constant output until
inhibit off). Contacts which had been deselected prior to

into the selection filter when this item number is executed.
er the item number to indicate when the inhibit is in effect. The

led, the Switch RM will be enabled (i.e. no asterisk), and thereafter
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RM ORBIT (Cont):

*PROGRAM NOTES

(2) AFT THC Data Display. The physical orientation (rotated 90 degrees clockwise) of the AFT

m
THC causes crew commands to be displayed as follows:

THC CMD

PUSH

PULL

DOWN

UP

STBD

PORT
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1 (1x170337 REL NAV xX

TOS Ea re sy
; RNDZ NAV ENA 1X SV UPDATE

4 KU ANT ENA 2X ROS» v4.4 a292s AVG G ON 5x

5 MEAS ENA 3X VEL Xxx Xx AVX EPOX enXeX

6 NAV
AVY EXX.XX

7 SV SEL 4 XXXX ROR, XOXERIX AVZ EPEXEX:=XIX

8 RNG XXXXLXKX RNG XXXX.LXXXS AVTOT MOKa XX

9 R EEXOXKUXSeKGXR EXXXX.XXS RESET COMPNT 6

10 8 XPXXusexexEL 2XXX.XS ToT 7

1 Y SKK EAA AZ tXXX.XS SV TRANSFER

2 Y XX XieXt @IP) #XX XS FLTR MINUS PROP

3 NODE XX:XX:XX_OR =XX.XS Pos XX .XX

4 FILTER VEL XX.XKX

5 S TRIK)  fe2ux RR 13X COAS 14X Riba wu Whe te 8X

6 STAT XXXXXXXXX OFFSET X +X.X PROP wo Bihuy 9x

7 KeKoKX YT = Xiepx ORB TROP TeGaT) 10X

8 SLOW RATE 15x agli TO ORB 11x

9 COVAR REINIT 16X MARK HIST EDIT OVRD

20 RESID RATIO ACPT REJ AUT INH FOR

1 RNG SX XeXEX Kenx XXX XXs 17x 18x 19x

2 R SSXIXEEEXEX:XX aeexXEXTX XXS 20x 2x 22x

3 V7 cELayaN)eaASeXGX Xe X XXX XXS 23x 24x 25x

4 HisFAVZo/XiamenXeeaXax XienX XXX XXS

5 (xXx)

oN Y

The REL NAV display is a GNC specialist function (SPEC 33) available in OPS 2 which provides
data and controls for rendezvous navigation operations, thrust monitoring, state vector management
and Ku-band antenna enabling.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

STATUS INDICATORSCRT DISPLAYEDNAME UNITS RANGE MI? 1710

[1] SV UPDATE: POS kft
VEL f/sec FulAnes

NAV: SV SEL text ‘PROP’ or FLTR’
RNG

Bi kft Full RangeR [2] [3 f/sec Full Range
6 {2} deg 0 to 360

Y. (2) [4] kft Full Range
vi [2] [4] ft/sec Full Range
NODE time hr/min/sec
RR: [5] text See Remarks

RNG kft Full Range M L
R 3] fsec Full Range M L
EL 6 deg —90 to +90 M L

AZ { deg =180to+180 | M +
@P [6] | mr/sec -99.9to +99.9 | M +
oR 7] | m/sec 99.910 +99.9 | M 4

AVG G: AVX, Y,Z 8) fsec Fa} Bi] Ree | Euisres
SV TRANSFER:FLTR MINUS PROP. POS [10] kft Full Range

VEL f/sec Full Range
FILTER:

OFFSETN 1 text See Remarks
RESID: RNG

oe) ees EON ania
: eee | baneul ange

Maoh deg Full Range
RATIO i fray} | °° SeeeMARK HIST: peg pl

eles fame Ss
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REL NAV (Cont):

REMARKS

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[8]}*

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

The POS and VEL data fields show the changes made to the position and velocity state
vectors by the rendezvous nav filter between the last and current computation cycle.
These parameters will be blanked if RNDZ NAV is not enabled.

Sign convention is positive for opening rate, negative for closing rate.

Positive sense for Y and Y is along the negative angular momentum vector of the target.
The Radar System (RR) status field displays ‘COMM’ when the mode switch (S13) is in the
COMM position or it displays ‘GPC,’ ‘GDSG,’ ‘ATRK,’ or ‘MSLW’ reflecting the position of
the Ku-band rotary switch (S7). The S7 switch position indications are, however, overridden
by ‘STST’ when self-test is in progress.

The oP and EL data fields display pitch inertial angle rate and pitch position (elevation),
respectively. Positive sense for each is antenna motion toward the +X orbiter axis.

The oR and AZ data fields display roll inertial angle rate and roll position (azimuth),
respectively. Positive sense for each is antenna motion toward the —Y orbiter axis.

The AVX, AVY, and AVZ data fields show the accumulated total velocity gained along the
respective X, Y, and Z body component axes. These register increment/decrement
according to the sense of the velocity change.

The AVTOT field shows the total of all body axis velocity changes regardless of sense and
only increments.

FILTER MINUS PROP POS and VEL data indicate the difference between the propagatedand filtered state vectors. Once the NAV filter has converged, these parameters can be
used to determine when to update the propagated state with the filtered state.

The STAT field is blank or displays ‘NO TARGET,’ ‘FALSE TRK,’ ‘OUT FOV,’ or ‘HI RATE’ to
indicate the status of the Star Tracker (-Y or -Z) currently selected to the Target Track
mode on the S TRK/COAS CNTL display. The secondary status field displays ‘BITE’ when
a failure has been detected for the selected Star Tracker.

OFFSET data represent the displacement of the target being tracked by the -Z Star Tracker
in the -Z COAS FOV. This field is blank except when the -Z STAR TRK or TGT TRK mode

(item 4 or 6) on the S TRK COAS CNTL display is selected.

Residual (RESID) data are the calculated difference between the NAV estimate of the
relative position of the orbiter and target and the observed (sensor) measurement. RATIO
data are computed by rendezvous navigation software and used for editing bad data. The
RATIO data field will be blank if valid data are not presented to the filter. Sensor data are

used to update the state vector and covariance matrix if they pass the residual edit test, but

RESID and RATIO data are displayed whether or not this test is passed. These data are

blanked any time RNDZ NAV is inhibited.

MARK HIST data reflect the number of NAV marks which have been accepted
(ACPT)/rejected (REJ) by the NAV filter for each data type. A‘ is driven in the REJ column
when an I-loaded number of sequential marks is rejected and removed when the mark is

forced or an I-loaded number of sequential acceptable marks occurs. The ACPT/REJ

counters are reset to zero when a state vector (target or orbiter) is changed (or transferred
via item 9, 10, or 11), a covariance matrix is reinitialized (item 16), rendezvous navigation is

enabled (item 1), another sensor is selected (item 12, 13, or 14), or after a dual or single
engine OMS burn (an RCS translation will not exceed the threshold).
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REL NAV(Cont):
ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS

ITEMS 1 thru 3

ITEM 4

ITEM 5

ITEMS 6 and 7

ITEMS 8 thru 11

ITEMS 12 thru 14

ITEM 15

ITEM 16

NA/KU ANT ENA/MEAS ENA—used to alternately enable/dis-A ee navigation software, enable/inhibitGNCAnglePointing
data ICC between GNC and SM major functions and enable/inhibit naviga-
tion from incorporating external sensor measurements (RR, ST, COAS) in

MM202. An ‘*’ is displayed after each item when it is enabledand each
:

iter/function is disabled/inhibited when the displayis firstcalled. Item 3 is

legal only in MM202 and when rendezvousnavigation is enabled. Upon
return to MM201, this item is set to inhibit.

SV SEL - used to control the source of relative state data. ‘PROP’ is dis-

played for a navigated state vector that is not updated by the RNDZ NAV

filter. ‘FLTR’ is displayed when the state vector being used incorporates
RNDZ NAV filter data. This display is initialized to ‘PROP.’

AVG G ON - used to initiate/terminate powered flight navigation for thrust

monitoring (MM201 only). An ‘*’ is displayed next to the item whenpowered
flight navigation is enabled/on. It is ON in MM202 whenever the display is

called and is initialized ON each time MM201 is entered.

RESET COMPNT/TOT — used to reset to zero the AVX/Y/Z velocity gained
registers (item 6) or the AVTOT registers (item 7). All four registers are

zeroed when the display is initially called up, but current values of delta

velocity are reflected thereafter.

SV TRANSFER - used to transfer and overwrite state vectors, FLTR TO
PROP, PROP TO FLTR, ORB TO TGT and TGT TO ORB, respectively. An
‘*’ is displayed next to the item when it is executed and remains for one

NAV cycle while the transfer is in progress. These items are mutually
exclusive; execution of any of these items while a transfer is in progress is
illegal. In addition, these items are legal only when rendezvous navigation
(item 1) is enabled. Also, items 9, 10, and 11 cause a covariance matrix
reinitialization when executed.

S TRK/RR/COAS —used to select the angle sensors for rendezvous naviga-
tion. Upon initial display callup, S TRK is selected (‘*’at item 12). These
items are mutually exclusive, however, and subsequent selection of a differ-
ent item deselects the old item and moves the ‘*’ from the old to the new
selection.

SLOW RATE — used to switch the rate at which rendezvous navigation pro-
cesses marks (i.e., a flip-flop). An ‘*’ is displayed next to this item when
navigation is processing marks at the slower rate. This display is initialized
withthe slow rate selected. If rendezvous navigation is not enabled, execu-
tion of this item is illegal. Current I-loadscauseboth rates to be the same.

COVAR REINIT — used to reinitialize the covariance matrix. An ‘*’ is dis-

playednextto this item for one NAV cycle while the covariance matrix is
beingreinitialized. If rendezvous navigation is not enabled, execution of thisitem is illegal.Covariance matrix is also reinitialized each time item 1
(RNDZ NAV)is enabled or item 9, 10, or 11 is executed.
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REL NAV (Cont):

ITEMS 17 thru 25 EDIT OVRD — used to select the auto (AUT), inhibit (INH), or force (FOR)option for range (RNG), range rate (R) and angle (V/EUY)data utilization in
the NAV filter. Only one option at a time can be selected for each parame-ter set (i.e., RNG, R, V/EL/Y) and that option is indicated by an ‘*’ under® AUT, INH, or FOR. The INH option is automatically selected for all three
parameter sets (‘*’ next to items 18, 21, and 24) when the display is initially
called up and reflects crew selection thereafter.

The AUT option allows automatic processing of data in the NAV filter. The
INH option inhibits data from being used by the filter to update the state vec-

tor or to increment the reject counter but allows these data to be used to

generate residual and ratio data for display. The FOR option causes the
edit test criterion to be relaxed, allowing data to be processed when the cur-

rent residual passes the new edit test. (For angles from COAS marks, the
FOR option incorporates the most recent COAS mark taken within the last 2
minute period). The FOR option stays in effect only for the next data point
after which control reverts (‘*’moves) to the previously executed option
(AUT or INH).

*PROGRAM NOTES

[8] Flight data has shown the AVX, AVY, and AVZ accumulated velocities are extremely noisy
and should not be used as an indication of orbiter AV. Use either R—dot or count the THC

pulses.
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Orbit Targeting (ORBIT TGT) is a GNC specialist function (SPEC 34) available in OPS 2. It is used
to predict and choose a two-impulse maneuver sequence prior to and during rendezvous or during
the execution of a standoff type maneuver. On initial callup, the MNVR, PRED MATCH, and
INPUTS displays show zeroes (except items 21 thru 24 which are initialized to |-loaded values) and @thereafter these fields reflect crew inputs.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTI

Cans DISPLAYED STATUS

UNITS RANGE INDICATORS

Mi/?]7T] JL

MNVR:XX [1] 1 to 40
x (2 blankor ‘*"

TIG BI time day/hr/min/secAVX [4] f/sec -999.9 to +999.9

a AVZ 2 f/sec -99.9 to +99.9

fl/sec -999.9 to 4999.9PRED MATCH (6) ft 0 to 9,999,999

INPUTS:TGTNO (1) 1-40T1TIG
mt ib oy day/hr/min/sec

000.0 to359.AX/DNRNG,AY, AZ/AH [9] kit -999.99see9.09
rene

Doevez I] | sec -999.99 to +989.99

[10] time day/hr/min/sec
aT es tnt min -300 to+300

AY, 1 kt 999.99t :BASE TIME [13] time BaienevesoteORBITER STATE:

SOIMEXKEKIK 114] time day/hr/min/secNY, [15] kft -99999.999 to

VX,VY,vz [16] kttis -29,999500to

99.999999
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ORBIT TGT (Cont):

REMARKS

[1] Target set number on which the maneuver is based.

[2] ‘*’ indicates that the TIG is in the past.
[3] The impulsive ignition time of the maneuver in MET.

[4] LVLH external delta V components of each maneuver.
[5] Total delta V of the maneuver.

[6] Distance to which the on-orbit predictor was matched in targeting.
[7] Impulsive ignition time (MET)of first maneuver of a two-impulse set. If T1 TIG is in the

past, a COMPUTE T1 (item 28) will cause T1 TIG to be set to current time plus an I-load A
time and the targeting performed using the navigated state.

[8] Elevation angle measured from the orbiter, Positive up, to the target. If EL + 0 then an
elevation angle search is performed and the TIG determined; if EL = 0, input TIG is used.

[9] These data show the orbiter relative position and velocity at T1 TIG.

[10] _ Impulsive ignition time (MET)of the second maneuver of the two-impulse set. If AT is not
Zero, a COMPUTE T1 (item 28) will cause T2 TIG to be calculated and displayed in these
locations along with targeting outputs. If the T2 TIG is in the past when a COMPUTE T2
(item 29) is done, it will be reset to current time plus an |-load A time and the maneuver is
computed using the navigated state vector at the new T2 TIG time.

[11] Transfer time between first maneuver time (T1 TIG) and second maneuver time (T2 TIG). If
AT is blank, it will be computed based on the T2 and T1 TIG times when a COMPUTE 71 is
executed. If AT is negative on execution of a COMPUTE T1, both AT and T2 TIG will be
computed based on an algorithm used in orthogonal braking and will be displayed.

[12] Desired orbiter relative position at T2 TIG.

[13] Time from which subsequent maneuvers are calculated.

[14] | Current Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT).

[15] | Current M50 orbiter position.

[16] | Current M50 orbiter velocity.

ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM 25 Transfers the T2 TIG of the previous maneuver sequence to the T1 TIG slot
of the current maneuver sequence. While either T1 or T2 computations are

in progress, entry of any item on the display is illegal.

NOTE: This capability allows sequential execution of two—impulse
an

targeting sets where only the first maneuver is executed and it is

desired to target a new two-impulse set with the T1 maneuver

being at the previously defined T2 TIG.

ITEM 26 Loads data from the INPUTS data field (except item 1) into the associated

data slots for use by the targeting software. The word ‘LOAD’ will begin|

flashing next to item 26 when an item 2 thru 24 entry is made. ‘LOADwill

continue to be displayed, but flashing will cease when item 26 is executed.

Execution of item 26 also overwrites the previous (or I-load)target set val-

ues so that the new values will appear if that maneuver set is again

requested via item 1.

NOTE: Item 26 is illegal unless any of items 2 thru 24 have been changed.
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ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS (Cont):

ITEM 28

ITEM 29

Calculates the first maneuver solution of the specified two—impulse set.

The calculated results are displayed in the MNVR section of this display and

are also output to guidance for display on the ORBIT MNVR EXEC display.
Also, all of the items in the INPUTS section of the display will fillin. An ‘*’

will be driven beside item 28 until the calculations are complete. As soon as

the T1 computation is complete, the GNC CRT timer will start counting
down on the next unexecuted maneuver TIG.

NOTE: Item 28 is illegal if RNDZ NAV is not enabled or if no target set has

been selected.

Calculates second maneuver of a two—impulse set. An ‘*’ is displayed until

computations are complete. The maneuver solution computed is that

required to null relative velocity at T2 TIG. If T2 TIG is in the past, it is set

to current time plus a predefined delta time and the maneuver is computed
using the navigated state vector. When the calculations are complete, the

required AVs are displayed in the MNVR section of this display and are

passed to guidance awaiting execution. Also, the GNC CRT timer will start

counting down to the next unexecuted maneuver TIG.

NOTE: While either T1 or T2 computations (item 28 or 29) are in progress,
entry of any item on the display is illegal.

Item 29 is illegal if RNDZ NAV is not enabled or if no target set has
been selected.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

[4]

65]

(6]

(7)

(3) (8A)

{ ] denotes trajectory dependent data.

(7A) (78) (13)

ENTRY TRAJ 1. A Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) Operational Sequence (OPS)
display of entry conditions with relative velocity from 24 kfps to 18 kfps. Called via OPS
transition from MM303 to 304 (crew keyboard entry ‘OPS 304 PRO’). Includes (2) Angle of
Attack («) tape scale and symbols; (3) drag (D) tape scale and symbols; (4) trajectory
guidelines; (5) nominal altitude rates; (6) constant nominal drag acceleration lines; (7) the
orbiter’s current location and previous locations; (8) the orbiter reference location and
previous locations computed by guidance; (9) phugoid scale; (10), (12), (14), and (15)
Parametric data; (11) and (13) control items, and (16) PTI status indicator.

ec. Dynamic symbols representing commanded (>) and actual « (>) move along the «

tape scale (scale range is loaded). The symbols flash when they reach the off—scale
Position, and the ‘>’ flashes if actual and commanded < differ by more than two degrees.
D. Dynamic symbols representing commanded D (<), and actual D (J) move along the D
tape scale (scale range 0 to 50 fps).

Nominal trajectory guidelines (solidlines).
Nominal altitude rates corre:

between the guidelines wh
value.

‘spond to the altitude rates required to guide the shuttle trajectoryen the actual drag acceleration is matched to the nominal drag

Nominal constant drag acceleration lines (dashed lines) are labeled at the top with the dragvalue the line represents.

(7A) The dynamic orbiter symbol (A, ) is located oto 18 Kips) and RANGE (~4000 to 1000ue
(7B) Trailers (V) are |
the actual trajectory.

in the plot using relative velocity (~24

left by the orbiter every 28.8 seconds on the plot to show the trend of
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ENTRY TRAJ 14 (Cont):

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(8A) The dynamic guidance symbol (0) is located on the plot using relative velocity and
range computed by entry guidance. When the guidance has converged to a good solution,
the <4 willbe inside the 0.

(8B) Trailers (e) are left on the plot by the 0 every 28.8 seconds to aid in monitoring of the
convergence of the primary guidance (15.36 sec for ENTRY TRAJ 3, 4, 5).

Phugoid scale. Displays roll error based on achieving a biased reference drag.
D REF and q. Data are displayed for the biased reference drag (D REF) in fps? and
dynamic pressure (q) in psf.

Item 1 provides a data entry to bias the reference drag (D REF).

NY, NY TRIM, AIL, RUD, H BIAS, H REF, ROLL REF, and ROLL CMD. Data are displayed
for lateral acceleration (NY) in g's, lateral acceleration trim (NY TRIM) in g’s,ailerontrim
(AIL) in deg, rudder trim (RUD) in deg, guidance—computed altitude reference term (H BIAS)
in fps, reference body roll angle (ROLL REF) in deg, and commanded body roll angle (ROLL
CMD) in deg. (‘AIL’and ‘RUD’ values will not be displayed when BFS is in the preengaged
state.)

Execution of item 2 zeroesthe H BIAS computed by guidance.

Item 3 enables contingency abort TAL low-energy entry guidance. This item is initially
inhibited and may only be enabled by crew item entry. Once enabled, subsequent entries of
item 3 will alternately inhibit and enable this function. Status is shown by the character

string ‘INH’ or ‘ENA’ next to item 3.

The character string ‘LO ENERGY’ is initialized to normal brightness. Once low-energy
guidance is enabled by item 3 and activated by entry software, the string is displayed
double—overbright. If the entry software subsequently deactivates low—energy guidance
(i.e., if the energy situation improves enough), ‘LO ENERGY’ will return to normal brightness
and item 3 will return to its inhibited state.

AAZ is a digital readout of the heading error in degrees with respect to the HAC tangent
point and is displayed only in the PASS.

‘PTI’ is displayed beneath ‘AAZ during a PTI maneuver. If the maneuver is inhibited (by
automatic criteria or manual control), it will flash until the maneuver starts. It is blanked

when the window is exited, the maneuver is complete, or an AOA or TAL abort is in

progress. ‘PTI’ data are only available in the PASS.
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ENTRY TRAJ 2. A GNC OPS display of entry conditions with relative velocity from 19 to 14 kfps
(approximately) and range—to—go from 1500 to 500 nm (approximately). See ENTRY TRA 1 fora

description of the data on the display.
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ENTRYTRAJ 3.

i rae A *
(approximatosae nee of entry conditions with relative velocity from 14 to 10 kfps

description of the data on the eae!
700 to 350 nm (approximately). See ENTRY TRA 1 fora
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ENTRY TRAJ 4. A GNC OPS display of entry conditions during the high-energy portion of the

transition phase. It is forced up automati

OPS 3, or a PRO is performed from the EN

a description of the data on display.

ically when the ENTRY TRAJ 3passes out of range in

TRY TRAJ 3 display in OPS 3. See ENTRY TRAJ 1 for
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ENTRY TRAJ5. A GNC OPS display of entry conditions during the low-energy portion of transition

phase. See ENTRY TRAJ 1for a description of the data on the display.
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Note: [ ] denotes trajectory dependent data.
:

Ys: indicates parameters are driven and displayed on the BFS display only.

(1) VERT SIT 1. A GNC OPS display forced up automatically, or when the crew performs an @OPS 305 PRO or OPS 602 PRO in OPS sequences 3 and 6, respectively. Includes (2)
display of vehicle state and altitude dissipation rate; [3] q limit line; [4] max Lift-to—-Drag
(L/D) limit line; [5] nominal profile line; (6) and (7) energy-tape scale; (8) and (9) digital data;
and [10] alpha/mach transition and lower limit lines.

(2) The orbiter ( 4 )altitude is plotted versus range—to—go to waypoint 2 (WP2) via waypoint
1 (WP1). Altitude is scaled from 100,000 to 30,000 ft (approximately). Range is scaled from
70 to 10 nm (approximately). The orbiter symbol is rotated to indicate the current altitude
dissipation rate.

[3] The leftmostlimitline limit) represents the minimum range the vehicle can fly without
exceeding the qlimit using full SPD BK. This line assumes that no winds are present.

[4] The rightmost limit line (max L/D limit)shows the max range profile, SPD BK closed. The
corresponding Equivalent Airspeed (KEAS) in knots is labeled under the line. This line
assumes that no winds are present.

[5] The nominal altitude profile is labeled
i

with associated KEAS at various ranges. This line
assumes that no winds are present.

(6) The current shuttle energy state is displayed as ‘<1’
scale. If the shuttle energy state is above the S-Tu
Minimum Entry Point (MEP) requested energy level,
the symbol flashes to show that the guidance shoul
retargeting).The nominalenergy state and the en
The minimum desirable E/W level for an overhead approach is indicated by the OTT |eee energy state symbol (<--). If E/W is below this level, a class 3 messagec Arey IN’) is generated and‘OVHD’flashes on SPEC 50, calling for a downmode to a

|

auaig
-in (STRT)approach(via item 6 on SPEC 50). The ‘<—’ blanks when the range to »€ runway is less than the minimum Fange at which the downmode calculation is performed.

on the right side of the vertical tape
rm (STN) energy level, or below the
and the minimum range criterion is met,

id be S-turning (or requesting MEP
ergy limits are displayed as tick marks.
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VERT SIT4 (Cont):

NOTE: For GRTLS, guidance does not begin to compute the current vehicle energy state,the nominal energy state (tick mark), or the energy limit until alpha transition begins
(about 2 minutes into MM602). Prior to this time, these indicators will appearoff-scale low and the energy triangle will flash.

(7) The current shuttle pitch attitude (8) is displayed as ‘D>’ on the left side of the vertical tape

Pee on relative velocity is less than an |-loaded limit. This symbol will flash when
off—scale.

(8) Actualspeed brake (SPD BK) and commanded speed brake (CMD) positions are displayed
in percent. ‘CMD’ is blanked after TAEM for BFS.

(9) The lateral acceleration (NY) in g's, lateral acceleration trim (NY TRIM) in g's, aileron (AIL)
trim in deg, and rudder (RUD) trim in deg are also displayed. Forthese Parameters, positive
is indicated byR (right) and negative is indicated byL(left). (AIL and ‘RUD’ values are not
displayed when BFS is in the preengaged state.)

[10] Alpha/mach transition and lower limit lines (used in MM602 only). The orbiter symbol
indicates the current alpha/mach state and flashes when alpha is outside I-loaded limits.

(11) | BFS—computed roll, pitch, and yaw errors are displayed prior to BFS engage for comparison
with PASS—driven ADI error needles. Each error value is preceded by one of the following
characters: ‘U,’ ‘D,’‘L,’ or ‘R.’ These indicate the fly-to direction of that error. If the roll
error is 100 degrees or greater, an overflow indicator of ‘R > >’ or ‘L>>’ is displayed for a

right or left fly-to error, respectively.

When in an NZ command phase (MM602 NZ-hold, MM603, and MM305), the pitch error

field displays G error to the nearest tenth of ag. The G error (NZ error) is also a fly-to error

(‘U’ or ‘D’)and may be used as a cross—check for the PASS ADI pitch error needle.

These errors and signs are not displayed after BFS engage.

(12)* ‘NZ’ is displayed overbright during RTLS whenever guidance is in the constant NZ phase.

(13) —A pull out normal acceleration (NZ) value is calculated in GRTLS TAEM Guidance in MM602
and displayed in (g’s) in MMs 602 and 603. This field is not supported or displayed by BFS
and is available in OPS 6 only.

(14) Inthe PFS only, the character string ‘BAILOUT is displayed double overbright and flashing,
one space in to indicate that the TAEM Guidance Abort Bailout mode has been armed, but
not engaged. When both pitch and bank axes of the FCS have been moded to AUTOwith
the bailout mode armed, the character string ‘BAILOUT is displayed double overbright and
not flashing, indicating that the bailout mode has been engaged. Otherwise, the character

string is blanked.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(12) Alpha—Recovery/NZ-Hold Transition. A subphase transition from alpha—recovery to

NZ-hold in MM602 requires one of the following conditions:

either,
A. NZ>1.8G (I+load)
or

B. For intact abort only,
:

ALPHA >45 degrees (I-load) in a guidance cycle, and
ALPHA <45 degrees in a subsequent cycle.

Furthermore, the pitch error needle on the AD! displays:

1. The alpha error during the alpheceaoverysubphase, and

2. The NZ error during the NZ-hold subphase.

Normally, Case A takes place and transition to NZ—hold subphase occurs automatically.
Case Bis normally forced by CSS takeover.

The crew should monitor VERT SIT 1 during MM602 and wait fordisplay of an overbrightNZ
which appears when guidance transitions to NZ-hold phase (either Case A or B). The pitch
axis of the ADI error needle will display NZ error in NZ—hold subphase. The crew may then

null the NZ error manually. (BO7339A/DR 46515)
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Note: [ ] denotes trajectory dependent data.

Yds, indicates parameters are driven and displayed on the BFS display only.

VERT SIT 2. A GNC OPS display forced up automatically in OPS sequences 3 and6. The
information shown on the display is described under VERT SIT 1. Altitude is scaled from
30,000 to 8,000 ft (approximately). Range-to—go to WP2 via WP1 is scaled from 25 to 5 nm

(approximately).

Left end points are connected to show all three profiles end up in the same EAS condition.

The text ‘A/L’ is displayed and flashed when the TAEM guidance termination flag is set.

BFS—computedroll, pitch, and yaw errors are displayed prior to BFS engage for comparison
with PASS-driven ADI error needles. Each error value is preceded by one of the followingcharacters: ‘U,’ ‘D,’ ‘L,’ or ‘R.’ These indicate thefly—to direction of that error. If the roll
error is 100 degrees or greater, an overflow indicator of ‘R > >’ or ‘L> >’ is displayed for a
right or left fly-to error, respectively.

Whenin an NZ command phase (MM602 NZ-hold, MM603, and MM305), the pitch error

fielddisplaysG error to the nearest tenth of a g. The G error (NZ error) is also a fly-to error
(U' or 'D’)and may be used as a cross—check for the PASS ADI pitch error needle.

These errors and Signs are not displayed after BFS engage.
A pull out normal acceleration (NZ) value is calculated in GRTLS TAEM guidance in MM602and displayed (in g’s) in MMs 602 and 603. This

field i
i

andlis available in OPS'6 only is field is not supported or displayed by BFS

In the PFS only, the character stringmoe ‘BAIL
is di

i
i

to indicate the TAEM Guidanee ae
OUT is displayed double overbright and flashing

¢
tt Bailout mode has been armed, but not engaged.

ee ee and bank axesof the FCS have been moded to AUTO with the bailout

nieaenan, the character string ‘BAILOUT’ is displayed double overbright and not flashing,indicatingat the bailout mode has been engaged. Otherwise, the character string is

The static heading ‘ACCEL’ is not displayed by BFS.
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HORIZ SIT display before start of Heading Alignment Phase
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HORIZ SIT display after start of Heading Alignment Phase
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lay. A GNC SPEC available in OPS sequences 1, 3, and 6. Includes
0 ty aiecrnnbeposition and headingrelativeto heading—alignmentcircles;

5
(3) altimeter setting control; (4) TAL site, RTLSsite, contingency abort site,

aa ad
TACAN designation controls; (5) approach indicators and control;(6) entry point in

a or
and control; (7) and (8) NAV update controls; (9) navigation filter displays and controls;

(10) air data to Guidance and Control (G&C); (11) Programmed Test InputControland @
indicators, (12) HUD format selection; (13) Speedbrakecontrol; (14) display of time to

|HAC initiation or crosstrack error; and (15) display of altitude error.

(2) The graphic portion of the display contains a fixed orbiter symbol, three dynamic—position
predictors, Heading—Alignment Circle (HAC), runway touchdownpoint (circle),and a linear

extension from the touchdown point to the circle—intersection point. The predictor symbols

represent the orbiter position predicted 20, 40, and 60 secondsin the future. TheHACs and

runway symbol move relative to the orbiter symbol while the orbiter symbol is fixed on the
display. The data next to the orbiter symbol are the current value of normal acceleration in

g's (total load factor in MM304, NZ in MM305, 602, and 603). The data and the orbiter

symbol flash when normal acceleration exceeds an I-loaded limit.

(3) Item 9 is used to input the barometric altimeter (ALTM)setting corrected to Mean Sea Level

(MSL).

NOTE: The five underscores for this display field are offset one space to the left. Data

entry and processing are not affected.

(4) Item 40 (text is 40 TAL SITE X X; appears above item 41) allows selection of the TAL

landing site in OPS 1. The display is initialized with the primary (I-loaded ) TAL site

selected and thereafter reflects crew inputs (possible index of 1 to 25). If a TAL abort is

declared, item 40 will blank; the TAL site index will appear next to item 41; and the
associated primary and secondary runways and TACAN data will appear next to items 3, 4,
and 5. Item 40 is available in OPS 1 only. Execution in any other OPS or following an

RTLS, TAL, or contingency abort selection will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.
Entry of a TAL site that has not been designated as a TAL site will result in the message
‘TARGET ERR TAL’ being generated.

Item 41 allows the selection of the landing site in OPS 1, 3, or 6 froma possible index of 1 to «
25 landing areas. Each site consists of one primary (PRI) and one secondary (SEC)
runway, two TACANs, and an MSBLS (where available).

Inaddition, MECOtargets are associated with each of the designated RTLS and TAL abort
sites. The landing site index is displayed next to item 41 with the associated runway and

TACANchanneldata displayed next to items 3, 4, and5. The display is initialized in MM101
withthe primary (|Hoaded)RTLS site selected. In OPS 1/6, ‘RTLS’, ‘TAL’, or ‘CONT’ is
displayednext to item 41 to indicate the availability of RTLS, TAL, and contingency abort
site selection. ‘RTLS’ is displayed throughout OPS 1 and 6 unless a TAL or contingency
abort is selected. If a TAL abort is declared in OPS 1, ‘TAL’ is displayed until either a

transitionto OPS 3 or a contingency abort is selected. Ifa contingency abort is declared,CONT is displayedthroughout the remainder of OPS 1 and OPS 6. Analternate RTLS site
can be chosen (which alsospecifies the RTLS MECO targets) up until powered pitchdown in
MM601. Afterpowered pitchdown, the RTLS landing site can be changed, but the MECO

oes will not be updated.Entry of an erroneous RTLS site will result in the message
oe ERRRTLS'being generated. If an erroneous RTLS site is selected prior to RTLS

a
Selection, the item entry will be rejected. If it is selected after RTLS abort selection,€ error message is still generated; however, the nav data is accepted and guidance willSteer to that site (although the new MECO target line data will be rejected).

When a TAL abort is declared the data associ
ith i

i

: ) ociated with items 41, 3, 4, and 5 will
automatically change to reflect the TAL si

ja i

"Pinte

‘

changes boththectat Meecae
ite selected via item 40. Entry of a TAL site

eS)! S and landing site; an alternate TAL site can be chosen

poyea kortwaeee Seconds). Afterfine countdown, the TAL landing site

mallireeuninnte NeceeedARESO targets will not change. Entry of an erroneous TAL
;

ERR TAL’ bei :
:

accepted by the display and NAV, but not byGee,generated:the erroneous target will be

®
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HORIZ SIT (Cont):

When a contingency abort is declared, items 41, 3, 4, and 5 will remain the same. However
any of the 25 possible landing areas can be selected, and no TARGET ERR messages willbe generated. The MECO targets associated with the site selected via item 41, if any, will

> be ignored by Powered Contingency Guidance.
j

In OPS 3, ‘LAND’ is displayed next to item 41. Any of the 25 possible landing areas can be
selected, and no TARGET ERR messages will be generated.
Items 3 and 4 allow selection of either the Primary or secondary runway of a selected
landing site. The IDs of the primary and secondary runways are displayed next to items 3and 4, respectively. Primary is automatically selected (indicated by an ‘*’) once a landingsite is specified. Items 3 and 4 are mutually exclusive.

Item 5 provides the capability to select either of 2 TACANs associated with aselectedlanding site. When a landing site is selected, the primary TACAN is automatically selected,and subsequent executions of item 5 alternately select the secondary and primary TACANs.
The channel ID of the selected TACAN is displayed next to item 5.

(5)* _ Item 6 designates the HAC to be used for targeting during entry or RTLS. ‘OVHD’ or
‘STRT is displayed next to item6 to indicate an overhead or straight-in approach. The
display is initialized in OPS 1, 3, and 6 with OVHD selected and it remains selected unless
downmoded by crew selection of the alternate HAC. When a new landing site (item 41) is
selected, the approach will be reinitialized to OVHD and if the energy level is too low but the
Tange to the runway and the required turn angle are within |-loaded limits, OVHD will flash
and a class 3 message will be generated. The flashing terminates when STRT is selected.
Indicators ‘L’ and ‘R’ are also displayed at G&N and HSI to identify whether the left or right
HAC is the target point. These indicators are initialized upon transitioning into MM304, 601
after MECO (G&N), or 602 (HSI) and will be blank prior to that time. Item 6 is legal only in
MM101, 304, 305, 602, and 603.

(6) Item 7 (XEP) allows the crew to alternately select the nominal entry point or the minimum
entry point for guidance targeting. Selection is indicated by NEP or MEP, respectively. The

oO indicator is initially driven to NEP. Item 8 (AIM) allows the crew to alternately redesignate
the glide slope ground intercept point between nominal and closest to the runway (for high
head winds) until TAEM/Autoland Interface. Selection is indicated next to item 8 by NOM
and CLSE. The display is initialized with NOM selected.

(7) NAV DELTA. Items 10 thru 15 are used to enter position (AX,AY, AZ) and velocity (AXDOT,
AYDOT, and AZDOT) deltas in runway coordinates. Item 16 is used to update the NAV
state with the deltas entered by items 10 thru 15. Item 17, corresponding to the state vector

transfer item in the BFS, is illegal in the PASS. Execution of item 17 in the PASS or item 16

during an uplink state update will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

(8) Item 18 provides the capability to update state vector downtrack errors by means of adding
or subtracting a delta time in seconds. The update is performed after a time is entered via
item 18 and is followed by the execution of item 16 (LOAD). The delta time display fieldis

zeroed when the display is first called and will be rezeroed upon completion of a delta time

update by Entry Navigation. Item 18 is legal in OPS 3 only; executing this item in any other
OPS will cause an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message to be generated.

(9) (9A)* Navigation filter displays and controls for Tactical Air Command and Navigation
System (TACAN) azimuth (TAC AZ) and range (RNG), drag altitude (DRAG H), and Air

Data Transducer Assembly altitude (ADTA H) are provided. For each parameter, the output
from its selection filter minus the composite NAV state vector estimate of that data forms the

residual (RESID). For each parameter, the ratio (RATIO) of actual residual to the maximum

allowable residual is displayed in the RATIO column. Items 19, 22, and 25 are used to allow

navigation to select data to be used if it passes the edit test. If the RATIO is less than one,

the data pass the update edit test and are incorporated into the state vector. A status

column to the right of the RATIO contains a ‘L’ when the parameter has failed the update
edit test a specified percentage of times (I-loaded). The ‘L’ disappears when a certain

@ percentage of the data passes the edit test. Items 20, 23, and 26 inhibit (INH) the

incorporation of measured data into the state vector. Items 21, 24,and 27 force (FOR) the

navigation filter to use the data if the data are being processed. An ‘*’appears next to any
item (19 thru 27) that has been selected. The display is initialized with items 20, 22, and 26

selected. Items 19 thru 21, 22 thru 24, and 25 thru 27 are mutually exclusive. The residual

and ratio data fields are blanked for a parameter if its data are not being processed.
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HORIZ SIT (Cont):

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

* ‘AN channel of the ground station that TAC 1, 2, and 3 are locked onto or

ee ae onto is cicciayersTACAN azimuth and range are displayed for the

TACANs in either absolute or delta values as selected by item 34 or 35. Items 34 and 35
are mutually exclusive, and an ‘*’ will be driven next to the item selected. The display is

initialized with item 35 selected. A status column is providedfor the azimuthand range for

each TACAN. A blank in the column indicates normaloperation. A Lvisdisplayedif the

parameter is declared failed by RM. An ‘M’ is displayed if data are missing. A ‘?’ is

displayed if a dilemma is declared by RM. Items 31 thru33 allow a failedTACAN to be

deselected/reselected. The word ‘TEST is displayedif the self—test is being conducted. Ifa

TACAN should lock-on while the other two units are in self-test, for the remainder of the
test all three TACANSs will show ‘?’. This is a display confusion factoronly;TACANRM is

|

aware of which two are actually in dilemma and will not use the third unit until the self-test is

complete.

Items 28 thru 30 provide control over the source of air data parameters input to GNC.

Item 28 (AUT) provides auto transition from NAV—derived air data to default NAVto ADTA.
Item 29 (INH) inhibits the ADTA data and enables either default NAV or NAV—derived data.
Item 30 (FOR) forces the use of ADTA data. In ‘AUT,’ MACH must be less than2.5to

process ADTA parameters, while in ‘FOR’ no such MACH number constraint exists. These
three items are mutually exclusive and an ‘* is driven next to the selected item. The display
is initialized with item 29 selected.

!tem 1 (PTI) allows the crew to alternately enable (ENA) or inhibit (INH) programmed test

input maneuvers in MM101, 102, 304, and 305. However, there will be no PTIs performed
during ascent. The display is initialized with PTIs inhibited. PTIs are also
inhibited/terminated manually by going to the CSS mode in the DAP or, in OPS 3, by taking
the RHC out of detent. PTI maneuvers are enabled/reenabled by reestablishing the auto
mode in the DAP and executing item 1. The maneuver to be performed is indicated next to
INDEX by ‘0’ for OPS 1 and by 1 to 25 in OPS 3. ‘PTI’ is displayed oversized and overbright
below the INDEX data field during a maneuver. ‘PTI’ flashes if in the PTI initiation window
and the maneuver is not active. It is blanked and the PTI window is incremented when the
maneuver is terminated or, if no maneuver is performed, when the window is exited. It will
be blanked in OPS 1 and throughout a TAL or AOA.

Items 37 and 38 (HUD) provide format selection capability for the left and right HUDs,
respectively,in MM304, 305, 602, and 603. An attempt to select a format in any other major
mode will be rejected and will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. The HUDs initialize
in format 0 (blank) in MM304 or 602. At transition to MM305 or 603, the HUDs automaticallymode to format 1 (approach and land). Selection of format 2 will result in ILLEGAL ENTRY.

Item39 (S/B) provides the capability to select one of two modes of speedbrake control logicduring OPS 3 and 6. Upontransition to MM601 or MM301 if a TAL abort has not been
declared, the display will be initialized to the nominal mode, displaying the text ‘NOM’ to the

leftof the item number.In MM301, if a TAL abort has been declared, the display isinitialized to the short field mode. Subsequent executions of item 39 alternate the choice
betweenNOM and SHORTmodes. The short field mode is indicated by displaying the textSHORT double overbright.Execution of item 39 is legal down to the transition to the
Approachand Landing(A/L) Guidance phase. An ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will result ifitem 39 is executed either after the A/L Guidance transition, or anytime during OPS 1.

The time to Heading Alignment Cone (HAC) initiation
is

di i j

i

T
ion is displayed in Major Modes 305 and6030

a horizontalscale duringthe TAEM Acquisition or Sturn phasesA downwardpointing triangle becomes visible 20 seconds prior to HAC initiation. This symbol appearson the right (left) end of the scale for a left
(ri

i

flashingintl do sermons eh
left (right) turn onto the HAC and remains there

0 second tickmark, the crew should ex indicati<,
the. pect the ADI roll error needle to deflect indicating theeTonto the HACis being commanded. Time to HAC initiation is also displayed on theADIoll rate pointer if the ADI RATE switch is in the MED position.
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HORIZ SIT (Cont):

Once the Heading Alignment phase has begun, the horizontal scale changes from time to
HAC initiation to a crosstrack scale. During the Heading Alignment phase, radial distance
from the HAC is displayed with a full scale deflection of 5,000 ft. During the Prefinal and
Approach and Land phases, the vehicle's distance from the extended runway centerline
(Y position in runway coordinates) is displayed with a full scale deflection of 2,500 ft. A
shuttle symbol is used in both cases for this display to indicate that it represents the
vehicle’s actual location with respect to the HAC or runway centerline rather than a “flyto”indicator. The symbol will flash when at full scale deflection. Crosstrack error is also
displayed on the ADI yaw rate pointer with the same full scale deflection but in a“fly—to”sense when the ADI RATE switch is in the MED position. In addition to radial distance and
Y position, the ADI yaw rate pointer displays heading error in a “fly-to” sense prior to the
HAC if the ADI RATE switch is in the MED position.

The horizontal scale, tickmarks, labels, and symbol blank at an altitude of 7,000 ft to indicate
that the ADI rate pointers no longer display position error information when the ADI RATE
switch is in the MED position (the ADI rate pointers stow at 7.000 ft and revert back to rates
after a 3 second delay).

(15) The altitude error computed by guidance based ona spiral HAC is displayed in Major Modes
305 and 603 on a vertical scale with a full scale deflection of 5,000 ft prior to the Prefinal
phase or afull scale deflection of 1,000 ft during the Prefinal and Approach and Landing
phases. A left pointing arrow is used to indicate that altitude error is displayed in a “fly-to”
sense. The symbol will flash when at full scale detection. Altitude error is also displayed on

the ADI pitch rate pointer with the same full scale deflection when the ADI RATE switch is in
the MED position.

The vertical scale, tickmarks, labels, and symbol blank at an altitude of 7,000 ft to indicate
that the ADI rate pointers no longer display position error information when the ADI RATE
switch is in the MED position (the ADI rate pointers stow at 7,000 ft and revert back to rates

after a 3 second delay).

*PROGRAM NOTES

(5) OVHD to STRT Toagle in MM101. Item 6 cannot be used to toggle back to OVHD once
STRT has been selected in MM101. The desired landing site can then be reselected (item
41) which will reset OVHD. (DR 42650)

(9A) Possible Display of Invalid Bearing Data. Due to the timing between RM,SOP, and display
software modules, it is possible for TACAN bearing data flagged as ‘invalid’ by the TACAN

SOP to be displayed if a TACAN is alternately achieving and breaking lock at about 1 Hz.

An intermittent ‘M’ on the display will usually occur in this situation. (DR 37577)

(9B) Repetitive TACAN Self—Test. If a dilemma exists between two TACAN units and self-test is

unable to resolve the dilemma, there is a possibility that the software could get into a loop
which would continue to command self-test every eight seconds. Deselecting one of the

units or moding the units to T/R will be required to clear up the problem. (DR 37693/45703)
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CONTROLS is a specialist function (SPEC 53) available in GNC OPS 1, 3, and6. This

display provides the capability to control secondary actuator checks and deselection/
reselection of AAs, RGAs, and aerosurface position feedback transducer strings. This
display also allows the crew to monitor the status of the aerosurface and SSME actuator

secondary ports.

SEC ACT CK. Items 1 thru 4 select actuator channels 1 thru 4 for testing and item 5
(START) initiates testing of the aerosurfaces on the selected channel. An ‘#’ is displayed
next to items 1 thru 5 when selected. Execution of item 5 without a channel selected will
result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Execution of item 6 terminates testing and blanks
the ‘*’s next to items 1 thru 5. If a second channel is selected during testing, the ‘*’s next to

the previously selected channel and next to item 5 will be blanked and an ‘*’ will appear next
to item 6. Item7 (NEG STIM ENA)changes the polarity of the secondary actuator check.
An “*’ next to item 7 indicates negative polarity; a blank indicates positive polarity. Items 1
thru 7 are legal in MMs 301, 302, and 303 only. Items 1 thru 5 and 7 are initialized blank (no“*’s); item 6is initialized with an ‘*’ next to the item.

The aerosurfacePort status (AERO PORT STAT) for each channel is shown as blank (no
bypass), ‘l’ (bypassed), or ‘M’ (missing data). Aerosurfaces which do not show ‘J’ duringtesting can be checked by placing the appropriate FCS channel switch (on panel C3) in theOFF Position.All ports in the off channel should then show ‘’ on the display. These ‘l’s will
remain even if anew SEC ACT CK channel selection is made, until the switch is moved

HelOFF. Items 8 (BYPASS)and 9 (RESET)are used to bypass and reset, respectively,
ie enue secondaryactuatorport specified by the ID entered below ACT/CH. Legal
es

are those shownin the table in Paragraph 8, FCS/ DED DIS C/O display (OPS 8011).oe IDs are initializedat zero and entry of an ID for either item causes the other to be

ro : Whenitem 8is used, the selected ACT/CH(s) will remain bypassed even if the FCSchannel switch on PNL C3 for that channel is in ‘OVERRIDE.’ Item 9 will reset any selectedport(s) that may have been bypassed with item 8 and will
i

also taril tport that may have been bypassed due to a failure.
ia

iaig
iguanas tecacs
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CONTROLS (Cont):

(3) LRU AA/RGA/SURF FDBK. Items 10 thru 13, 14 thru 17, and 18 thru 21 provide for
deselection/ reselection of accelerometer assembly (AA), rate gyro assembly (RGA
aerosurface feedback (SURF FDBK) transducer strings as candidates for the selection filter.
An

‘*’

next to an item number (10-21) indicates that the corresponding LRU/stringhas been
deselected by the crew or, for AAs and RGAs (items 10 thru 17), deselection can be
triggered by RM fail detection. The deselect status of items 10 thru 21 is carried over whentransitioning from OPS 1 to OPS 3/6. In MM101 through MM106/601, items 18 thru 21
select/deselect body flap transducers only. Execution of any item, 10 thru 21, with an

‘”’

present, reselects the corresponding LRU and blanks the **.’ The status column for each
item (10 thru 21) displays an ‘M’ when a comm fault is declared, is blank (normal condition)
or, for items 18 thru 21 only, displays a ‘L’ when RM declares one or more transducers in the
string to be failed.

), and

(4) SSME PORT STAT. The port status for each channel on the SSME TVC actuators is shown
as blank (no bypass), ‘L’ (bypassed), and ‘M’ (invalid data).
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ORS GOTT MOOCCOOGTIRA rere see ssee seeiellericn ccc. (SEE GNC, OPS G1, PAGE 3-4)
ORS GOAt VERT SW lice ices es serene caso 8s (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE 3-52)
OPS 6031 De ee arses otto dex (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE 3-54)
DISPHISm GNC SYS'SUMMilise: sareaceciene--cs. -c (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE 3-22)
SUES) Le hoe bor eucSeCocoer cenGace6Soarueeerom(SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE 3-34)
SREC SOM EO RIZSiler saeeatcteseattle letsteletetote=cil (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE 3-55)
SPEC Si OVERRIDE 2. cecre settee reece c-- (SEE GNC, OPS G1, PAGE 3-12)
SPEC Som GONTHOLG epee sae eee eel (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE 3-60)
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® OPS G8 (ON-ORBIT VEHICLE UTILITY)
OPS
G8

(ON-ORBIT
VU)
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a ae
FCS/DED DIS C/O. A Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) Operational Sequence
(OPS) display available in OPS 8 (OPS 8011). It provides an interface to initiate and
monitor the Dedicated Display checkout (DED DIS), the Mode Light test (MODE LT), the
Aerosurface Drive test (SURF DR), and the Secondary Actuator Check (SEC ACT CK). If
this OPS is overlaid with a Specialist Function (SPEC), any tests that are active continue;
however, when the OPS is terminated by calling another OPS, all tests underway are
terminated in an orderly fashion.

DED DIS. Items 1 and 2 select forward station displays (FWD) and aft station displays
(AFT), respectively, and are mutually exclusive. The display is initialized with the FWD
selected.The selected station is indicated by an ‘* next to the appropriate item number.
Thecapability exists to drive the Attitude Direction Indicator (ADI), Altitude/Vertical Velocity
Indicator(AVVI),Alpha/MachIndicator (AMI), Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI), and
Surface Position Indicator (SPI) with high and low values as well as present all error flags.Items 3 thru 6 allow the mode selection for HIGH, LOW, FLAG, and OFF, respectively. Theyare mutually exclusive, and the active item is indicated by an ‘*’ next to the number.

MODE LT. This allows the General Purpose Computer (GPC) interface with the AUTO,Control Stick Steering (CSS),DIR, AUTO/MAN,and FCS MODE Lis to be checked.Controls for the MODE LT interface test allow tuming the lights ON (item 7) and turingthem OFF (item 8). Items 7 and 8 are mutually exclusi e.
ive item is indi

an‘*’ next to the item number,
'y exclusive,and the active item is indicated by

SURF DR. A SURF DRis available to check the GPC capability to drive thand to warm the hydraulic fluid. The controls for the S|
y tthe START

(items10)URF DR allow the START (item 10)and STOP (item 11) of the aerosurt:
i

i

eminent a jace drive function. Items 10 and 11 are mutually
exc

Ois mutually exclusive with items 1 . Theactiv
i

indicated by an “*’ next to the item num
May ie enh horton

ber. The display is initialized with neither item

po An output command (CMD)and selected Position (POS) feedback are displayed
dispiaee (SURF).Outputsfor the elevons (ELEV) and rudder (RUD) are

(downyfortheELE.a Cee aoe apterepaipalleln lads pte
outputs andcaine a (right)forthe RUD; speed brake (SPD BRK)
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The port status for channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 onall appropriate aerosurfaces is displayed as
blank (no bypass),

‘!’

(bypass), or ‘M’ (data missing).

BODY FLP VLV. Controls and status of the body flap pilot valves (BODY FLP VLVs) are

presented for each valve. An ‘ENA’ (Enable) or ‘INH’ (Inhibit) is displayed corresponding to
the state of the enable signal. Each BDY FLP VLV may be selectively inhibited by executingitem 12, 13, or 14. An ‘*’ next to the item number indicates that the DES (deselect)command is active. Execution of item 12, 13, or 14 when the “*’ is present enables the item
and removes the ‘“*.’ These controls are enabled when the display is initialized in OPS 8,
but the current state is maintained across other OPS transitions.

SEC ACT CK. Secondary actuator check (SEC ACT CK) tests the bypass feature of the
actuators by issuing a command on one channel of different magnitude than the other three.
This command is maintained for a time duration adequate to cause ports to bypass (at least
140 msec). Controls are provided for actuator channels CH1 thru CH4 (items 15 thru 18).
Execution of item 19 (STOP) terminates the test. Items 15 thru 19 are mutually exclusive,
and items 15 thru 18 are mutually exclusive with item 10. An ‘*’

appears next to the active
item number. Resetting the channels is accomplished by using the Flight Control System
(FCS) channel switches. The displayis initialized with item 19 selected. Item 20 (POS
STIM) changes the polarity of the secondary actuator check which is performed when items
15 thru 8 are executed. An ‘*’ indicates positive polarity; a blank indicates negative. The
display is initialized positive each time it is called.

AVGG. Item 9 tums powered flight navigation (AVG G) on or off. ‘ON’ results in an ‘*’ next
to the number. This display is initialized with AVG G ON and thereafter reflects crew inputs.

SEC ACT. Entry of an aerosurface secondary actuator channel ID at item 21/22 causes a

command to be issued to bypass/reset that channel. Channel ID is defined as ‘XY’ where
‘X’ is the desired aerosurface and ‘Y’ is the actuator channel (see table, below). Bypasses
and resets initiated in OPS 8 are the initialization data for any subsequent OPS cyclic /O.
The display is initialized with items 21 and 22 as zeroes.

Actuator Channel ‘Y’

1 2 3 4

AEROSURFACE - ‘xX’ Item 21/22 Data Entry ID

LOB ELEVON 1 1 12 13 14

LIBELEVON 2 21 22 23 24

RIBELEVON 3 31 32 33 34

ROB ELEVON 4 41 42 43 44

RUDDER 5 51 52 53 54

SPEEDBRAKE6 61 62 63 64

*PROGRAM NOTES

(4) (6) Run ADT Prior to SEC ACT CK. The SURF DR (ADT) test should be run prior to the SEC

CK because SURF DR leaves the surfaces far enough from the hardstops to ensure a valid

SEC ACT CK. (DR 35572)

ADT Fault Annunciation. An ‘AERO DRIVE’ fault message and associated down arrow are

generated when the SEC ACT CK (channel 1) is run. This is expected and can be cleared

by MSG RESET on the MCDS keyboard. (DR 46503)

ActuatorBypassDownArrows. Actuator bypass down arrows will not appear as expected if

more than 2 channels are bypassed before resetting. Bypassed channels should be reset

before bypassing the next channel. (DR 44250)
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SENSOR TEST. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 40) available in OPS 8. It provides a means of

initiating, monitoring, and terminating the self-tests of the Microwave Landing System
(MLS),Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN),Radar Altimeter (RA), and Accelerometer Assembly
(AA) sensors. It also provides control of the SFs for each of these sensors. Execution of a

DES item number changes the selection as a candidate for the SFs of the corresponding
sensor. An ‘*’

appears next to the item number if the corresponding sensor is deselected as

acandidate. The SF configuration from this display is carried over into OPS 3. A status
indicator beside each test parameter can show the following:

‘we
—
«p
blank

(1)

data missing
test value too high
test value too low
normal

(2) MLS. MLSstatus (STAT) is output as ‘BITE,’ ‘OFF? or blank. ‘BITE’ will be displayed when
self-test is active, and the elevation-sign bit, range-sign bit, elevation-validity bit, or

range-validitybit indicatesa failure. When MLS self-test is not active, only the elevation or

Frange-signbitswilldrive the ‘BITE’ indication. If the ‘BITE’ indicator is set, it will be blanked
if the Conditionis corrected. MLS STAT is run at 2 Hz. Range (RNG) in nautical miles,
azimuth (AZ) in degrees, and elevation (EL) in degrees are displayed for each MLS.

TAC (TACAN). TACAN STAT will be output as ‘BITE,’ ‘OFF,’ or blank. If the BITE indicat
is set, ‘BITE’ is displayedonlywhile the test is in progress and blanked if the condition is
corrected. RNG in nautical miles and AZ in degrees are displayed for each TACAN.

RA. RA STAT will be output as ‘BITE,' ‘OFF: or blank. If the BITE indi
is

: ae y ? icator is set, theBITE’ is latched, andreset initiati

.

e indi et, the|

displayed for each RA.
upon the initiation of self-test STOP. Altitude (ALT) in feet is

AA.No STAT column
(Z) in feet per second

(3)

(4)

(5) is provided for AA. i

Lateral acceleration and normal acceleration
Per second are displayed for each AA. oO

er ene. Executionof item 13 (START)initiates self-testing of all displayed sensors.

convientnext to item 13 while testing is in Progress and is blanked upon test

aoe neeee item 14 (STOP) after test completion removes all self-test stimuli,
peaneiee a e

tus indicators,blanksRA STAT, enables cyclic update of sensor

Schelpe
on displaysan

‘*’ next to item 14. Execution of item 14 while self-test is(* at item 13)is illegal; items 13 and 14 are initialized blank.
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RGA/ADTA/RCS. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 41) available in OPS 8. It provides a means of

initiating, monitoring, and terminating the self-tests of the Rate Gyro Assembly (RGA) and
Air Data Transducer Assembly (ADTA) sensors, controls of the SF for each of these

sensors, and controls for performing the RCS DRIVER TEST (trickle current). Execution of
a DES item number changes the selection as a candidate for the SFs of the corresponding
sensor. An ‘*’

appears beside the item number if the corresponding sensor is deselected as

acandidate. The SF configuration from this display is carried over into OPS 3. A status

indicator next to each test parameter can show the following: an ‘M’ for missing data an ‘L’
for test value too low, an ‘T”for test value too high, or blank. When an ‘Mis displayed, the

last valid value of the parameter is displayed.

RGA. RGA STAT is output as ‘SMRD’ or blank. If the Spin Motor Rotation Detector

(SMRD) indicator is set, the SMRD display will be latched and reset if the error condition is

corrected or upon execution of STOP (item 11). Roll (R), pitch (P), and yaw (Y) in degrees
per second are displayed for each RGA.

ADTA. ADTA STAT is output as ‘BITE’ or blank. If the BITE indicator is set, the ‘BITE’

display will be latched, and reset if the error condition is corrected or upon execution of

STOP (item 11). Static Pressure (PS), Center Alpha Pressure (PC), Upper Alpha
Pressure (PU), Lower Alpha Pressure (PL) in inches of mercury, as well as Total

Temperature (T) in degrees Celsius are displayed for each ADTA.

TEST. Items 9 and 10 initiate either the HIGH TEST or the LOW TEST for RGAs and

ADTAs. An ‘*’ appears next to the appropriate item number to indicate the selected test.

Items 9 and 10 are initialized blank. Item 11 stops the self-test on all sensors. An ‘*’

appears next to the item number to indicate that the tests have been stopped. Test results

are evaluated visually.

RCS DRIVERS. Items 12, 13, and 14 allow selection of the ReactionJet DriversForward,

Aft-group A, or Aft-group B (RUDF, RJDA-A, or RJDA-B), respectively. These items are

mutually exclusive. An ‘*’
appears next to the item which has been selected. TEST is a

status indication that will be output as ‘FAIL’ for a malfunction or a comm fault,‘RUN’ for a
test-active, and ‘CPLT for a test-complete. The jet alpha-numeric ID (JET) is output during
an error in the test to identify the jet and is blanked after the execution of CONTINUE (item
16). TEST EXEC (item 15) begins the test. CONTINUE reinstates a suspended test. The
test is suspended upon each error detection. An ‘*’ appears next to the item which is active.

STOP (item 17) deselects RCS testing (i.e., deselects the jet driver group, blanks the

asterisks by item 12, 13, or 14 and item 15 or 16, and blanks ‘CPLT’). Item 17 is legal only
when RCS DRIVERS TEST is blank or ‘CPLT.’
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(1) SWITCH/SURF display. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 42) available only in OPS 8. It includes FCS

CH switch contact outputs and controls to select and deselect the switch contacts as
selection filter (SF) inputs; FCS MODE switch contact outputs and controls to select or
deselect the switch contacts; SURF position deflections for each transducer and controls to
select and deselect the transducers as inputs to the SFs. The DES configuration is
maintained across all OPS transitions for initialization of SF processing.

(2)* | FCS CH. An ‘*’
appears in the ORIDE column when any of the redundant contacts of the

fourFCS CH switches is sensed to be in the ORIDE Position. A status discrete (‘M’for
missing data, blank for okay) may appear adjacent to the switch contact discrete. Items 1
thru 12 are used to select or deselect the switch contact outputs as inputs to the SFs. An ‘*’
next tothe item number indicates deselection. Executing the item number again causes the“* to disappear and indicates selection.

(3) FCS MODE. The outputs of the triply-redundant pitch (P), roll/yaw , SPD BK, and
BDYFLP switch Contacts for both the left (L) and right (R) FestMOUEoyitehisearedisplayed. An ‘*’ is shown under the switch Position Auto (AUT), or CSS for P and R/Y, AUTorMANfor SPD BK,and AUTfor BDY FLP, when the switch contact is sensed to be in thatPosition. A status discrete is provided for each Output as described in (2). Items 13 thru 18are used to select or deselect the switch contact outputs as inputs to the SFs in the samemanner described in (2) for items 1 thru 12. DeselectionFCS MODE switches to be deselected.

Caine.

(4) SURF. The SURF position deflections sensed by each of four transducers for the LOB
, LIB,Be and ROB elevons; SPD BKand BDY FLP are displayed in the lower section of theisplay.ELEV and RUD deflectionsare displayed in degrees. SPD BK and BDY FLPdeflectionsare displayed in percent (0-99). Adescribed in (2). Items 19 thru 22 are used totransducers are SF candidates in the same mEach item causes the Specified transducer f

Status discrete is provided for each output as
Provide manual control over which

lanner described in (2) for items 1 thru 12.
lor all surfaces to be selected or deselected,
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SWITCH/SURF (Cont):

*PROGRAM NOTES

(2) FCS Channel Switch Comm Fault Status. In OPS 8 (only), comm faulted FCS channel

9 switch contacts are not removed from contact selection filtering as they should be. If FF 1,
2, or 3 failures or ‘BCE STRG 1 (2,3) B’ bypasses occur, switch status should be closelymonitored via the SPEC and ground downlist to ensure that erroneous OVERRIDEcommands do not occur. (DR 30526)
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1 CONTROLLERS display. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 43) available in OPS 8. It includes means
a

to monitor commands from the Translational Hand Controller(THC), SPD BK controllers,
rudder pedals (RUD PED), BDY FLP slew switches, Rotational Hand Controllers (RHC), and
RHC and panel (PNL) TRIM switches, as well as controls to select and deselect the
controller output for the selection filters (SFs).
NOTE: The followingapplies to all the data fields describedin the followingParagraphs. A

Status discrete to the right of each data field contains an ‘M’ ifdataare missing, and
a blank if data are present. Additionally,for THC and RHC, a ‘J’ is displayed ifRedundancy Management (RM) has isolated a failure. RM cannot resolve failuresin certain 2-LRU operations (miscompare), and displays a‘?’ for both elements inthis case. Items 1 thru 39 are used to manually select and deselectcontrollercommands to be used by their associated SFs. An ‘*’ next to the item number:Signifies deselection. Repeatedlyexecuting an item altemately results in selectionand deselection. The SFs are active only for THC and RHC in OPS8. However,the DES configuration is maintained for transition to OPS 3for initialization of allassociated SFs.

(2)* | THC. Commands from the left (L) and aft (A) THC transducers are displayed as a ‘+’ or ‘~’(in controller axes) under TX, TY, or TZ depending on the translation deflection.
(3) SPD BK. Commands are displayed in percent (0 to 100) of SPD BK extension.
(4) RUD PED. RUD PEDL and R commands are displayed in percent (0 to 100) of Lor R RUDPED deflection.

(3) BDYFLP. BDYFLPLand R switch (SW)contact outputs are shown as ‘*’ under UP or DNwhen that position is sensed as commanded by the switch contacts.

(6)* RHC.RHC L, R, and A commands are displayed in percent of full deflection for Pitch (P)‘U’or ‘D,”Roll (R) ‘L’ or ‘R?orYaw(Y)‘L’or‘R.’Note: The U/D/L/Ris referenced to thecontroller axes. (See Section 6, GNC.)
(7) RHC TRIM and PNL TRIM. Land R RHC and Punder R and P for RHC TRIM and R, P, and Y fcolumnsCorresponds to a right or left comm:

NL TRIM switch commands are displayedfor PL TRIM. ‘R’ or ‘L’ under the R and Y
and. ‘U’ or ‘D’ under the P
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column corresponds to an u

sensed trim command.

9 *PROGRAM NOTES

p or down command. A blank under any column indicates no

(2) AFT THC Data Display. The physical orientation (rotated 90 degrees clockwise) of the AFT
THC causes crew commands to be displayed as follows:

THCCMD | TX TY TZ

PUSH

PULL

DOWN

UP

STBD

PORT

(6) RHC Contact Deselection. When RM automatically deselects an RHC channel, it places a
down arrow by the axis that experienced the failure but not by the other two axes on that
channel. An asterisk will appear under the ‘DES’ column for that channel to indicate that all
axes on that channel have been deselected.
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SWITCHES display. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 44) available only in OPS 8 which provides the
capability to monitor and control the selection filtering of the ENTRY MODE switch.

Items 1 thru 4 are used to alternately select or deselect ‘ENTRY ROLL MODE’ redundant
contact sets 1 thru 4 to be used as inputs to RM selection filtering. An ‘*’is displayed at the
item number to indicate deselection (DES) or in the ‘LOW GAIN’ or NO Y JET (‘NOYiS’)columns to indicate that the closed position is sensed. An ‘M’ is displayed for each contact
whenever data for that contact are missing; otherwise, the status parameter is blank.
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NWS CHECK. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 45) available only in OPS 8 with the improved NWS
avionics mod kit. This display provides the capability to control the Enable and Position
commands to the Nose Wheel Steering (NWS) system, perform checks on the nose wheel
feedback and steering position transducers, monitor the NWS system discretes and

electro-hydraulic servo valve electrical current, and annunciate (Class O) out-of-tolerance
conditions during the on-orbit FCS checkout.

STIMULI. Items 1 thru 3 are used to initiate checks on the selected NWS system mode.
Item 1 (ENABLE) sets the NWS Enable commands A and B to true. Item 2 (RIGHT TURN)
sends apositive position steering command (I-LOAD) to the NWS control box, and item 3

(LEFT TURN) sends a negative steering position command (I-LOAD) to the NWS control
box. Item 4 (STOP) halts all stimuli to the NWS. An ‘*’

appears next to the item (1-4)
currently selected. However, because these items are mutually exclusive, only one may be
selected at a time. Execution of any item automatically deselects the item previously
selected, and an ‘*’ should appear by the new item. When the display is initialized, item 4 is

automatically selected, whereby the NWS position command is set to zero volts, and the
NWS Enable commands are set to false.

NOTE: Parameter status indicators (PSIs) are displayed directly to the right of most of the

respective data fields described below. An ‘M’ is displayed if data for afield is

missing or has been comm faulted. A ‘l’ is displayed if data for a field is outside of

a predefined tolerance or is unexpected. The PSI field is blank if the data

Parameter is within its predefined limits or if it is an expected value.

SYS SEL. An ‘*’ by NWS1 or NWS2 indicates the selected position of the NWS mode
_

switch on panel L2. If the switch is in the OFF position, both fields will be blank. An ‘M’is
displayed in the adjacent PSI field if the data field path has been comm faulted by the flight
control operating system (FCOS); otherwise, the PSI field is blank. An anomalous condition
exists if an ‘*’

appears by both SYS SEL fields, although the display will not annunciate an

out-of-tolerance condition for this case.
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i atus of the NWS steering engaged valve (hydraulicpressure@ oaieayialpamentad|oyGataHithe two HYD PRESS HIGH fields. Selection of the NWS

mode switch determines which contacts of this valve switch will be tested. During normal
NWS operation, hydraulic pressure downstream of the ENABLE valves causes the steering
engaged valve to actuate; the switch contacts on the valve then close, providinga high

(active) signal to the Nose Wheel Position SOP, andgroundingthe NWS Failed Discrete and
Fail Light. However, because hydraulic pressure is isolated fromthe NWS actuator on orbit,

this valve should not activate during the OPS8 check. An *’

in either of the HYDPRESS

HIGH data fields indicates that the valve is in its actuatedposition,or that it has incurred a

switch contact failure. An ‘M’ displayed directly to the right of either of these data fields

indicates that the respective data path has been comm faulted by the FCOS. For all other

conditions, these two PSIs will be blank.

JABLE. Item 1 (ENABLE) sets the NWS Enable commands A1(2) and B1(2) to true,ie caperon Te Coeaeasaeof NWS. (NWS1 and NWS2 modes are selected by the
NWS mode switch.) By executing this item, the GNC GPCs transmit the appropriate enable
commands (A1, B1 or A2, B2) to the NWS control box avionics and pilot valves, using the
same flightcritical MDM channelization as used during rollout. Upon execution of item1, an
‘* should appear next to this item. Good enable command paths are verifiedif an ‘*’

is
displayed in the appropriate NWS ENABLE fields. ForeachEnablediscrete,an ‘M’will be

displayed in the PSI field if the expected data are missing, or a ‘l’ will be displayed ifthefunction is failed. The PSI field will be blank for good data. The selected mode of NWS is

NO-GO unless both enables are good, since both enables are required to satisfy the NWS
pilot valve logic, and thereby enable hydraulics to the actuator.

(6) CURRENT. The electro-hydraulic servo-valve excitation current for the selected NWS
mode and stimulus is displayed in milliamperes (mA). If the NWS switch is selected to 1 or
2, and the display is initialized (item 4 selected) or item 1 is selected, the NWS positioncommands are set to zero volts (null command). The NWS actuator feedback transducers
are nominally biased -0.44 volts (about +1° in the stowed and locked nose wheel position),so that transducer null failures may be detected on orbit. Therefore, prior to sending a
RIGHT TURN (item 2) or LEFT TURN (item 3) command, the indicated electrical current is
the current associated with this transducer bias. An ‘M’ in the PSI field indicates that the
data path for the servo-valve current has been comm faulted. A ‘l’ will be displayed if the
Current is outside of its predefined limits. The PSI will be blank if the Current is good and the
data path has not been comm faulted.

(7) POSITION.Thesteering position transducer (SPT) signals, conditioned by the steeringPosition amplifiers (SPAs),indicate the true stowed nose wheel position in degrees (zerodegrees).The SPTs are biased similarlyto the feedback transducers. However, the nosewheel is stowed and locked on orbit and does not change position even when a RIGHT
TURN(item 2) or LEFTTURN (item 3) command is executed. Therefore, the SPT/SPAsignals should remain constant throughout FCS checkout. In order to preclude a 0°transducer reading at the Stowedposition from masking a null failure of one ofthesetransducers,the SPTs are biased -0.42 volts (about +1° at the stowed and locked nosewheel position). A scale factor is appliedto the SPT/SPA signals to convert the readings

one
; then, a bias is addedto compensate for the built in -0.42 volts

ie lucer off-set. The results are displayed in the position field, in degrees. If the absolutevalue of any position is >0.75°,al’ will appear in the respective PSI field, directly to theright of the value. An ‘M’ in a PSI field indicates that the data Path for that value is missing(e.g., /O error, LRU failure, etc.). A blank PSI field
j

ition i

ihe Ueda one piles, eld indicates that the position is good, and
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General Test Support (GTS) display is a specialist function (SPEC 100) available in OPS 9 in GNC
or PL major functions. Includes (1) control of Housekeeping Data Acquisition( HDA) and (in G9 only)
PCMMU/PL data acquisition, (2) Computer Status Lights (CSL) and RM Logic testing, (3) downlist
format selection, (4) testing of dedicated displays, (5) use of critical master events controller (MEC)commands, (6) elevon position limit, (7) GSE polling, (8) one-shot PASS/BFS transfer, (9) RJD
toggler, and (10) Spacelab Communication (SL COMM)control and monitoring.

(1) ltems 1 and 2 enable and inhibit, respectively, housekeeping data acquisition. An ‘*’

indicates the item selected. Selecting item 1 blanks the ‘*’s beside item 40 in OPS G9 and
P9 and beside item 41 in G9 (an ‘*’ is always displayed beside item 41 in P9). Selectingitem 2 puts an ‘*’ beside item 40 in G9 and P9, and beside item 41 in G9.

Items40 and 41 control collection of PCMMU and PL data, respectively, during HDA
Processing in G9 only. Both are toggle items which, when selected, cause associated I/O to
cease and an ‘*’ to appear next to the selected item. The next selection of that item restarts

the VOand blanksthe‘*’. Upon transition to G9 both items 40 and 41 are initialized withtheir ‘*’s blanked, indicating that PCMMU and PL data are being acquired. If either item isattempted inG9 with item 2 (HDA INH)active, or in PL OPS 9, an ILLEGAL ENTRY
message will result.

OPS
G9

(PREFLT
UV)

(2) Items 3 thru (UF1 -5) select GP! thru (voting
i

-

2) 3 7
1 Cc 5 GPCs)UFAILlightrow of the CAM.Item 8 (IFA) selection causes the IFAIL (di nal) li for the GPC selected in item 9 to tumon. Items 3 thru 8 toggle, and selecti

( agonal) ightfo | i

:
eae n(s) is (are) indicated by an ‘*’ (item8 is mutually

ee Heeitems3 thru7 and 9). Item 9 plus inputs of 1 to 5 select the GPC to be voted

yo ei eclareitself failed)whichdetermines the CAM column light. Item 10 initiates

hero eae by selectionsmade in items 3 thru 9. Item 11 execution deselectsReeSPEC/OPSi soleeneaos ofoe lights remainon until item 11 is executed or

10 is blanked upon execution=e
on of item 10 or 11 is indicated by an ‘*’. An ‘*’ by item

any item i

‘® by
i

i

upon execution of any item a thre an
3 thru 9, or item 11. An ‘*’ by item 11 is blanked

(3) ttem 12 +X X EXEC selects downlist format ID XX for loading.
ttem 13 loads format XX.
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GTS DISPLAY (Cont):

(4)

(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Items 18 thru 24 control dedicated display testing. A set of selected values drives the ADIs,
AMIs, AVVIs, HSIs, and SPls through the FORWARD (FWD)DDUs (item 18) and AFT
DDUs (item 19), respectively. High value, low value, and flag tests are initiated by selectingitems 20, 21, and 22, respectively. Item 24 selects the drive test values and item 23
terminates any test in progress. Items 18, 19, and 20 thru 23 are mutually exclusive.

Items 25 and 26 enable and inhibit, respectively, TCS critical commands to the MEC.

Items 27 and 28 select HORIZ or VERT elevon position low limits and drive rate limit for a

horizontally or vertically positioned vehicle. Item 29 provides an additional set of elevon
Position high/low limits and drive rate limit to be used with the Orbiter Weather Protection
System (OWPS). Items 27 thru 29 are mutually exclusive and the display is initialized with
item 29 selected.

Item 14 enables GSE polling.

Item 15 enables a transfer of initialization data from the PASS to the BFS. Must be
used with the BFS MEMORY display (BFS, OPS 0).

ltems 16 and 17 send RJD TOGGLER CMD A ON or OFF commands to all RCS jets
simultaneously (in GNC OPS 9 only). Items are mutually exclusive and ‘*’ indicates
selected item.

Items 30 and 35 (CH A ENA) initialize polling of the Spacelab Subsystem Computer (SSC)and the Spacelab Experiment Computer (EXC), respectively, using Channel A. Items 31
and 36 (CH B ENA) perform the same function, respectively, using Channel B. Items 32
and 37 (DSBL) terminate polling for the SSC and EXC, respectively. Items 30 thru 32 are

mutually exclusive for the SSC and items 35 thru 37 are mutually exclusive for the EXC. An
‘*’ is displayed next to the currently selected item number for each computer. Items 33 and
38 allow an MDM retum command header word test to be performed on the SSC and EXC,
respectively. Test results are displayed as ‘FAIL’ or blank if good. Items 34 and 39 (RTRN
MSG) allow an MDM retum message test to be performed on the SSC and EXC,
respectively. Test results are displayed as ‘FAIL’ or blank if good. The contents of the
COUPLER status word (STATE, ERR CD) are displayed to indicate if communication has
been achieved with the SSC/EXC computers. The text displayed for STATE is ‘BUSY,’
‘RSET (reset), ‘HALT,’ ‘BITE,’ or ‘CPLT’ (complete). Error code (‘ERR CD’) outputs are

displayed in decimal.
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SENSOR SELF-TEST is a specialist function (SPEC 101) which is available in GNC OPS 9. This

display provides the means to enable self-testing of the Microwave Scan Beam Landing System
(MSBLS), the Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN),the Radar Altimeters (RA), and Accelerometer
Assemblies (AA).

Execution of items 1 thru 12 enables LRUs for testing. Any number of these sensors may be

enabledat once. An ‘*’ is displayed beside those items selected for testing. The Test Status (STAT)
is displayed for LRUs except AA as follows: blank for normal, ‘OFF’ for power off, and ‘BITE’ for

internalhardware failure. ‘BITE’ is blanked whenever the condition is cleared. A status indicator

besideeachtest parameter will show one of the following: blank for normal, ‘’ for data exceedinglow limit, and ‘T’for data exceeding high limit.

(1) Items1 thru 3 enable an MSBLS for self-test on range (RNG) in nautical miles, azimuth
(AZ) in degrees, and elevation (EL) in degrees.

(2) ioe
4 thru 6 enable a TACAN for self-test on RNG in nautical miles and azimuth (AZ) in

rees.

(3) Item 7 or 8 enables an RA for self-test in altitude (ALT) in feet.

(4) ttems 9 thru 12 enable an AA for self-test in lateral acceleration (Y)in fee! t persecond persecond and normal acceleration (Z) in feet per second per eo) s a

(5) TEST CONTROL. Item 13 (START)initiates sett
i

Sree
i '-testing on the enabled sensors. If none

=eoe this item will do a Search,then complete. Selection of item 13 drives aneri ich blanks when testing is completed. Item 14 (AUTO SEQ) initiates self-testingnot. Item 15 (TERM) terminates testing and
nsors f Execution ofitem13 or 14

wi ing ii

or after test completion is illegal unless item 15is enteredfirst.
gee erat

(6) Item 16 (INH ALL) inhibits all tw: i i
i

aedaee eagerde
elve sensors from self-test. Execution of item 16 when item
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RCS/RGA/ADTA TEST is a specialist function (SPEC 102) which is available in GNC OPS 9. This
display provides the means to enable testing of reaction jet drivers, rate gyro assemblies, and air
data transducer assemblies.

RCS DRIVERS

(1)
selected at one time (when STAT shows blank or ‘CPLT).

(2)
done serially.

Item 5 continues testing that has halted because of jet driver failure.

Items 1 thru 3 select a group of reaction jet drivers for testing. More than one group may be

Item 4initiates testing on the selected group or groups of reaction jet drivers. Testing is

(3)

Item 6 terminates testing, deselects all three groups of jet drivers, and blanks all asterisks
and other parameters associated with RCS DRIVERS. Item 6is legal only when an asterisk
shows beside any item 1 thru 4 and STAT shows ‘FAIL’ or ‘CPLT.’

STAT shows: ‘RUN’ for testing under way; ‘FAIL’ for failure of a jet driver under test, or a

comm fault; ‘CPLT’ for completion of testing on selected groups; or blank.

JET shows: _ the jet identification that has failed when STAT shows ‘FAIL.’ The first
character designates the general location of the failed jet as F (forward),L
(left), or R (right); the second character is a numeral giving the jet manifold

number; the third character describes the thrust direction as L(left), R

(right), U (up), D (down), F (forward), or A (aft).

STEP shows: the number following step indicates the point at which the test failed.

SENSORS

The test data for each sensor are listed. More than one sensor, items 7 thru 14, may be in
the enabled state at one time. The sensor test status (STAT) is displayed as follows:

blank -—- normal
‘BITE’ -— intemal hardware failure (for ADTA only)
‘SMRD’ - spin-motor rotation detection error (for RGA only)
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RCS/RGA/ADTATEST(Cont):

(4)

(5)

(6)

A status indicator beside each parameter will show one of the following:blank for normal,
“) for data exceeding low limit, and ‘T’ for data exceeding high limit.

Items 7 thru 10 enable a Rate Gyro Assembly (RGA)for self-testing on roll rate (R), pitch
rate (P), and yaw rate (Y). Rates are displayed in deg/sec.

Items 11 thru 14 enable an Air Data Transducer Assembly (ADTA)for self-test in Center

Alpha Pressure (PeC), Static Pressure (PS), Upper Alpha Pressure (PeU),Lower Alpha
Pressure (PL), and Total Temperature (TT). Pressures are displayed in inches-Hg and

temperatures in degC.

TEST CONTROL. Item 15 initiates self-testing with high values on the enabled sensors

(items 7 thru 14, marked with ‘*’s). Item 16 initiates self—testing with low values on the
enabled sensors. If no sensors are enabled, this function will do a search, then complete.
Item 17 initiates self-testing with both high and low values on all eight of these sensors.

Execution of item 15, 16, or 17is illegal when testing is in progress or after a test has been

completed unless TERM (item 18) is entered first. Item 18 inhibits testing all eight of these
sensors (blanks all ‘*’s beside items 7 thru 14). Item 18 is legal only after test results have
been displayed for all sensors selected for testing.

Item 19 inhibits all of the sensors (items 7 thru 14) with regard to self-testing. Its selection
causes the ‘*’ to appear beside 19 and to be removed from items 7 thru 14. Item 19 is legal
only when item 15, 16, or 17 is not selected.
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GND IMU CNTL/MON isa specialist function (SPEC 104) available in GNC OPS 9. This displaySupports IMU ground calibration, attitude determination, platform positioning, gyrocompassing,
inertial, and TERM/IDLE functions. In addition, this display provides for a Mass Memory Read or

O- Write of calibration parameters.

(1) Entry of values for items 1 thru 9 (in degrees) provides Euler angles defining the NAV-base
to cluster transformation for Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) 1, 2, and 3 to support the
platform positioning function.

(2) Display of outer (O), middle (M), inner (1),and inner roll (IR) gimbal angles (in degrees) for
each IMU; individual accelerometer delta velocity (AVX, AVY, AVZ)) in feet per second persecond in cluster coordinates for each IMU; and RSS delta velocity (AVRSS) in feet per
second per second for each IMU.

(3) BITE status words in hexadecimal for each IMU.

(4) Power-on status for each IMU; blank indicates power off while an ‘*’ indicates power on.
VO status for each IMU; blank for normal and ‘M’ for missing data.

(5)* —_Execution of items 10, 11, and 12 places IMU 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in thestandby(STBY) mode. Execution of items 13, 14, and 15 places IMU 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in the

operate (OPER) mode. An ‘*’ is displayed beside any executed item.

(6) Execution of items 16, 17, and 18 selects IMUs for calibration/alignment and mass memory
read/write. An ‘*’ is displayed next to any executed item.

¢9) Execution of items 19 thru 26 initiates the calibration/alignment procedures. An
‘*’ is

displayed beside any executed item, and any ‘*’ displayed beside any other of items 19-26
is blanked. Under item 24, ‘FAIL’ is displayed if the alignment-goodness test fails;‘CPLT is

displayed when the velocity and tilt test is completed. Execution of item 27 terminates

calibration/alignment procedures.
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(8)

(9)
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Execution of ‘ITEM 28 +1 (2,3) initiates a mass memory writeof calibration parameters for

selected IMU(s). Item 29 initiates a mass memory read of calibration parameters for all

selected IMUs. Items 28 and 29 are valid only when item 27 is selected. MM STATUS will

show ‘IP’ (in progress), ‘FAIL’ (checksum fail or /O fail), ‘CMPT’ (complete error free), or

blank. IMU calibration data will not be updated by the MM read if MM STATUS is ‘FAIL.’

Execution of ITEM 30 +1(2 thru 9) causes predefined IMU SITE dependent data from a

look-up table to be utilized by the IMU software. ITEM 30is only valid when the IMUs are in

TERMIIDLE (‘*’ beside item 27). The ACTUAL site selected is displayed below SITE SEL

(entries 1 thru 9 are associated with sites 39A, VAS, OPF, JSC, PMD, DNY, 39B, LC6, and

OMG, respectively). An ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will be generated if an attempt is made

to enter a value other than 1 thru 9 or execute item 30 when the IMUs are not in

TERM/IDLE.

*PROGRAM NOTES

IMUCommands during BTU Testing. Execution of items 13 thru 15 during BTU level 2

testing (ref. SPEC 112, item 26) will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message and all IMUs
will remain in the STBY mode.

(5)
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(xx)sS S
Test Control Supervisor (TCS CONTROL) display is a specialist function (SPEC 105) available in
GNC OPS 9. This display supports the calling, execution, and interactive control of predefined test
sequences which are mass memory resident.

® (1)

(2) MM READ. Item 2 reads and executes the sequence identified in (1). An ‘*’ isdisplayed
next to the item while the read is in progress. ‘CPLT’ is displayed when the sequence
begins executing.

SELECT ID. ITEM 1 +X X EXEC selects sequence XX for execution, where 1 < XX < 64.

NAME. The name corresponding to ID number XX is displayed here.

(3) STEP. The number of the main sequence step currently executing is displayed (next if

currently stopped).

STATUS. The following status indications are displayed when the indicated conditions are

met: ‘RUN’ if sequence is currently executing; ‘SPND’ if sequence is stopped for an
__

explicitly coded program (ECP) or TCS error or TCS stop operation; ‘END’ after item 5 is

executed or a TCS end operator is encountered.

(4) ERROR CODE. The error code number is displayed if the sequence has stopped for an

error condition. This field is blanked at the start of a new ECP or upon keyboard entry of
item 5 (CANCEL)or item 6 (RESUME).

BITE. The hexadecimal representation of the BITE registers is displayed if the sequence
stops for an error condition.

TIME. The time of the error stop in hr:min:sec is displayed.

(5) STOP. Item 3 causes execution to stop at the end of the current step.

@ (6) STOP AT. ITEM 4 +X X X X X EXEC causes execution to stop at step XXXXX (main
sequence only).

(7) CANCEL. Item 5 terminates the sequence and clears it from the display and the buffer.
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(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

NTROL

RESUME. Item 6 resumes a suspended sequence with the next step (at the step number

shown at STEP, if the stop is within the main sequence).

RSM AT. ITEM7 +X X X X X ENTER resumes a suspended sequence with the main

sequence step numbered XXXXX.

CLEAR MSGS. Item 8 clears out all the text messages on the display together with their

associated time tags.

TEXT. Execution of a text operator within the sequence (with CRT as the designation)
causes the text to be displayed. A maximum of 34 characters is allowed. Latest message is

on top; others roll down to make room; 15 maximum; any excess message drops off the

bottom.

TIME. The Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), in hr:min:sec, associated with each message is

displayed.

ECPERROR.The decimal equivalent of the Explicitly-Coded Program (ECP) error code
will be displayed when a call program error is encountered. The error code is blanked upon
the start of a new ECP.
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3
Su ax, 5X 2X

4

5
(xx)ey J

(4) (5)

MANUAL CONTROLS isa display (DISP 106) which is available in GNC OPS 9. This display is
used to test the switch contacts and transducers associated with the trim switches, body-flap
Switches, rotational hand controllers (RHC), translational hand controllers (THC), speedbrake thrust
controller (SBTC), and rudder pedal transducer assembly (RPTA). These controllers are

disengaged from their normal functions when this display is active.

(1) ROTATIONAL HAND CONTROLLERS. Roll (R), pitch (P), and yaw (Y) axes displayed in

percent deflection. Three channels each for left-hand, right-hand, and aft stations. (See
Section 6, GNC.)

(2) SPEED BRAKE THRUST CONTROLLER and RUDDER PEDAL TRANSDUCER
_

ASSEMBLY. Three channels each for left-hand and right-hand stations displayed in

percent deflection.

(3) TRIM SWITCHES. R, P, and Y axes. Two channels each for left-hand and right-hand
panel switches for left-hand and right-hand RHC switches. (No RHC yaw trim switches.)

(4) BDY FLP. Two channels each for left and right stations.

(5)* | TRANSLATIONAL HAND CONTROLLERS. X, Y, and Z axes. Three channels each for
forward and aft stations.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(5) AFTTHCDataDisplay. The physical orientation (rotated 90 degrees clockwise) of the AFT

THC causes crew commands to be displayed as follows:

THCCMD | TX TY TZ
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XXXxX/110/ BUS/BTU/STATUSQxx x DoD/HH:MM:SS
BT OO P BT 0 P ODDD/HH:MM:SS

FiRi1Pee eXteeX eXoeX@er alee. Keakoene x Bou. 0 2

MODE X 1s XS ee XK gk 1s X EXE RX. XE PMU XaXe Xx xX

MC x 2P XXX aXe LAYep X 9Xp ery XE EDU A xX gxex xX
MF XX 2s: X OHNE OK NK ES RON Ky EK 18 XP aXe X KR

KX SP xX X XOX PANee, X eX eX Xs 1c X GX xX x

cPU XX ai xX X X gh 1s X aX; XX 10 XX XX

ape XOX XOX Eee XT EK EXE KX 2A KreK TeX XK

FF4aS x XxX Ke 1s KieeXe EXE X 2B KOK THX

fm PIRTySie Ce  AGLIP. KPOX AKOGK 2p X kek % 2c XR: EX” ak

PORTS Ls, KK 5K ak eno Xie EK KE eR 20 X XOX X

2P Xv aXe XX _L-R WEP. XX «xeXx 3A X AXP xX xX

PORT <25X 2s KIRA 1s RISK, OKURK 38 XO RX

SEC 2X 3 XP eX i 2P a XX X 3¢ X RX XxX

335 XiGX Xe Xx 2s XG xem Xiu XeE) 1) Ul)D) X, ax X X

aP XG Xe Xo Xe MiGadaD) XG XXX WE CHA K LGR OX

FA4S RK KK 18 KX PKS x:

MMU1 ROX AK OR ED TUR xe Xe RO aX’ 1c xX Mex x

2 Ke OX kee Se Xe Xo 2X 8x 10 X MAX X

DEU1 XX Ko XP Eee XP XE Xe OX 2A XO WKS X XxX

2 x Ky Ky -X ey x xX xX X 2B X oKEX xX
<} i ea aa eX ‘ees Xi WXg aXe eX: 2c X axe x xX

4 K ek = Xt OX. Af? Roni Ako Kk,SNE: Creed, K RK X Xx

(xx

E
BUS/BTUSTATUS.A vehicle utility SPEC available in PL 9 and GNC 9. Provides real-time

statusingof the digital data BTUs interfacing with a simplex GPC only. If the SPEC is called ona
CRT assigned to a nonsimplex GPC, the CRT will momentarily display the SPEC and then return to
the base display.

(1) Selects primary or secondary ports on the BTUs interfacing with the GPC. Thi 1
affects only those BTUs with dual ports.

a an

(2) Mode has the possible values of ‘R’ for Run and ‘S’ for Standb'
i

f y. Memory Configuration
(MC)can display6 or 9 for PL 9 and GNC 9. Major Function (MF) can have ciiher‘@’ for

Guidance,Navigation,and Control (GNC), or ‘P’ for Payload (PL). The Central ProcessingUnit (CPU) can display duty cycle values ranging from 00 thru 99 percent.

(3) VO error count values range from 0 to 9. These /O
i

r

. error counters count incrementally fromOtog

ondhavethe abilityto overflow and count up from 0 to 9 again. ‘B’ = digital datbuserrors; ‘T’= BCE initial timeout errors; ‘0’ = Output errors; and ‘P’ = program errors.
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1 MDM OUTPUT 27x (6)
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3 CONTINUE 29

4

c 26

(2)

The GPC/BTU I/F display is a GNC specialist function (SPEC 112) available inGNC OPS 9. This

display provides control and monitoring of GPC/BTU interface testing during ground checkout. All

tests are executable in a redundantGPCconfiguration except the PCMMU (item 12) which is limited

to a simplex GPC configuration.

(1)*

(2)

(3)*

BTU SELECTION. Items 1 thru 10 select a Multiplexer/Demultiplexer (MDM) for testing.
More than one of these may be selected at one time. Item 11 selects all ten of the above

MDMs for testing. Items 12 thru 23 select a non-MDM Bus Terminal Unit (BTU) for testing.
If one of these is selected, no other BTU may be selected at the same time. An ‘*’ is

displayed next to the selected item(s), 1 thru 23. Item 24 deselects all BTUs. Deselection is

indicated by an ‘*’ displayed next to item 24. Items 1 thru 10 are mutually exclusive with

items 11 thru 24 and items 11 thru 24 are mutually exclusive with each other. An attempt to

select items 11 thru 24 while any test is in progress or suspended will be rejected and results

in an error message.

PORT SEL. Items 31 and 32 are used to select MDM ports for testing. This selectionhas

no effect on MDM ports used for other traffic. An ‘*’ beside the appropriate item indicates

the selected port.

LEVEL. Item 25 initiates level one (interface verification) testing which is applicable to all

selectable BTUs. The item number of the BTU being tested is displayed next to ‘BTU

ITEM.’ An ‘*’ is displayed next to the selected item, and ‘ACT is displayed under TEST

STATUS.’ Item 26 initiates level two (internal operations) testing on the selected MDM,

PCMMU, MCIU, EIU, MEC, CMD, and SRB BTUs.

NOTE: Execution of item 26 when an IMU has been commanded to operate will generate
an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message and exit the test.

Item 27 initiates MDM output testing which is applicable to all selectable MDMs. Item 28

terminates testing in progress, or suspends it in an orderly manner. Item 29 continues a

suspended test or causes the MDM output test to go on to the next step.

NOTE: Execution of item 25, 26, or 27 while in the redundant set shall result in an

|‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.
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GPC/BTUI/F(Cont):
i

is initi

ion i

figured but
T STATUS. Blank until a test isinitiatedor after BTU selectionis recon’

0 oleweaiertest is initiated; ‘ACT (Active), when a test is running or suspended
because of an error; ‘CPLT’ (Complete) after the test is completed or terminated.

0
i

i
i i

1-21. For
BTU ITEM. The item number corresponding to the BTUbeing tested for items

item 22 (CMD), a 31, 32, or 37 is displayed, corresponding to command decoderMDMs
LF01, LAO1, or LMO1 respectively. For item 23 (SRB), a 33, 34, 35,or 36 is displayed
corresponding to SRB MDMs LL01, LLO2, LRO1, and LRO2,respectively.

STEP. The number (decimal) of the current step in the current test.

RDW. The value of the Response Data Word (RDW) (in hexadecimal) in error if the test is

suspended for a miscompare.

BCE STAT RG. The value in the Bus Control Element (BCE)statusregister(hexadecimal)
when the test is suspended for a miscompare. Four hexadecimal digits represent each

16-bit half of the register.

(5) MODULE. The number (decimal) of the module within the MDM (BTU item number) being
output tested.

ANALOG OUTPUTS. The outputs (decimal) of the test module if it is analog; blank
otherwise.

DISCRETE OUTPUTS. The outputs (hexadecimal) of the tested module if it is a discrete
module; blank otherwise.

(6) Execution of item 30 initiates BTU cyclic Built-In Test Equipment (BITE) processing. An ‘*’

is displayed next to item 30 when the processing is active. Cyclic BITE processing
continues until item 30 is executed again or an Operational Sequence (OPS) transition
occurs, at which time processing stops and the ‘*’ is blanked. The display is initialized with
cyclic BITE processing disabled.

e*PROGRAM NOTES

(1) (8) MCI vel for 11. The level 2 MCIU test will fail if run after level 1
because of the ‘FOFO’ pattem set by the level 1 test. Also, with no arm selected on the D&C
panel and MCIU Power in primary, the BTU readiness test will generate an ‘S’ bit /O error
on the firsttransactionafterMCIU power on. Initiation of the level 2 test for the first time
should be terminated (item 28) after the /O error and reinitiated a second time. Initiation oflevel 1 testing should then cause the display to de ict the bit setti ‘esulting from |
and level 1 testing. (DR 41008)

ae : oan vel?
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ACTUATOR CONTROL is a specialist function (SPEC 113) available inGNC OPS 9. Itprovidescontroland monitoring of the Positioning of aero Surfaces,SSME,OMS, and body flap actuators

output; the replacement of position limit values for SRB, elevon, and speedbrake actuators; thelimitingof the multiple actuator test (MAT)plateau segment duration and modification of the RFGrate limit.

(1) Items 1 thru 6 provide individual aerosurface actuator selection (indicated by an ‘*’) asfollows:

Item 1: | Speedbrake (SB) Item 4: Right inboard elevon (RIE)ltem2: Rudder (RUD) Item 5: Left outboard elevon (LOE)Item 3: Left inboard elevon (LIE) Item6: _ Right outboard elevon (ROE)
Items 7 thru 12 provide individual Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) actuator selection
(indicated by an ‘*’)as follows:

Item7: SSME 1 pitch (1P) Item 10: SSME 2 yaw (2Y)
Item 8: SSME 1 yaw (1Y) Item 11: SSME 3pitch (3P)
Item 9:  SSME 2 pitch (2P) Item 12: SSME 3 yaw (3)

Items 13 thru 20 provide individual Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem (OMS) actuator
selection (indicated by an ‘*’) as follows: AhItem 13: Right OMS pitch active (RPA) Item 17: Left OMS pitch active (LPA)

Item 14: Right OMS pitch standby (RPS) Item 18: Left OMS pitch standby (LPS)
Item 15: Right OMS yaw active (RYA) item 19: LeftOMS yaw active (LYA)
Item 16: Right OMS yaw standby (RYS) item 20: Left OMS yaw standby (LYS)

Item 21 allows selection of the body flap (BF) actuators (all three actuators are used). Items
1 thru 21 are initialized deselected.
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ACTUATORCONTROL(Cont):
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)*

(6)

The commanded and actual positions for each actuator (except body flap)are

Sean degrees to the left of the actuator item select. The position values actively

reflect current values all the time while the command values (except for body flap) show
current values only after an Al Mode 1 has been executed in G9. The command position for

body flap will indicate the direction of the commanded deflection; i.e., UP, DN, or blank (no

drive).

FAIL. The status of the feedback /O channels for the aerosurface and SSME actuators is

displayed to the right of the actuator item select. A down arrow ‘l’ is displayed forhardware
channel failure, an ‘M’ for commfault (missing data), and blank for normal operations.

Al MODES. Items 22 thru 28 are used to select and start (indicated by an ‘*’) an actuator

initialization mode function as follows:

Item 22: Al MODE zero (0 SAFE) initial position for all actuators, except SRB and

nosewheel.

Item 23: Al MODE one (1 MDM) MDM preconditioning option for all actuators except
SRB and nosewheel.

Item 24: Al MODE two (2 FERY) ferry positions for all applicable actuators.

Item 25: Al MODE three (3 RAIN) rain positions for all applicable actuators.

Item 26: Al MODE four (4 GRAV)gravity positions for all applicable actuators.

Item 27: Al MODE five (5 NULL) null positions for all applicable actuators.

Item 28: Al MODE six (6 TURN) turn around positions for all applicable actuators.

NOTE: Items 1 thru 28 are mutually exclusive. Execution of any of items 22 thru 28 will

blankthe actuator direction of movement display and deselect any previously
selected actuator or Al mode, and blank ITEM 31 (START) status indicator (*).

ACTUATORGIMBALING. Items 29 thru 34 are used to control and monitor actuator

gimbaling. The rate of movement (RATE) in degrees per second and the final position
(FIN POS)of each actuator can be specified using items 29 and 30, respectively. Rate input
range is from +00.00 to +99.99, and final position input range is from -99.99
to +99.99.Entry of item 29 or 30 without an actuator selected for positioning will
result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Item 31 (START)is used to initiate Positioning
oftheselected actuator. An ‘*’ is displayed upon execution; the selected actuator’s

directionofmovement is also displayed to the right of the asterisk once an actuator and a

finalPositionhave been selected. The direction of the arrow (up, down, left, or right
Pointing)willreflect movement whenviewing the orbiter from the rear. The speedbrake uses
@ combination of arrows indicating opening (< —) or closing (— <). Execution of item 32
(STOP)halts the movement of the selected actuator or selected Al mode and drives an ‘*’

besideitem32. If item 31was the last item selected, the selected actuator will stop movingand the afteritem 31 will be blanked. Item 31 cannot be executed again until reexecution

etttem 32, which blanks the ‘*’ next to item 32, and blanks the RATE and FIN POS data

EEE,Al a sbi pepeyedAtlete Konselected, execution of the selected Al
cease. lems ru 28is inhibi

il i i
i

removes the ‘*’ next to the selected Al mode and Ms2.
Hae” Beretereeted, which

For actuator movement or Al mode, the STATUS fi
ill

di:

le, ield will display RUN (in progress orexecuting), CPLT (complete, terminates normally), STOP (annkciesee or BUSY(request rejected because a non-SPEC initiated ECP is active). Any error encountered bythe TCScalling program during actuato i

monitor is displayed next to EGPERR.Thisfieldie’MAS one yoriene
22-28 (Al MODES),item 31 (START),

ttem 34 (Al SRB/NW)is used t i

and nosewnas| S lo enable commanding of the SRB

roaieanaseeare MDMs in Al modes zero (0 SAFE) and one (1 MDM). An ‘*’

HYD PR. The h
i

i

ae
'ydraulic supply pressure Afor orbiter systems 1, 2, and 3 is displayed in
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(7) ME ISO V. The position of the main engine/thrust vector control isolation valves for orbiterhydraulic systems 1, 2, and 3 is displayed. A ‘C’ displayed after a number indicates the

@
valve is closed; blank indicates the valve is open.

(8) FC LIM CHNG. Items 35 thru 44 are used to alternately select/deselect certain checkfunctions and limit value replacements. An ‘*’ beside the item number indicates its
selection. Item 35 (R/SB MAT)is used to bypass the rudder/speedbrake interference checkin the MAT function. Item 36 (R/SB RFG/FRT) is used to bypass the tudder/speedbrakeinterference check in the RFG and Frequency Response Test (FRT) functions. Item 37
(MAT P40 MS) is used to set the MAT plateau duration at 40 milliseconds. Item 38 (NOPCA RFG) is used to bypass the collision avoidance and SSME 1/OMS pods clearance
checks in the RFG function. Item 39 (NOP CA FRT) is used to bypass the collision
avoidance check in the FRT function.

Item 40 (NOP OMS) is used to inhibit output of the OMS power discretes by the actuator
ECP functions and inhibit the resultant out-of-tolerance error codes from the Al functions
for OMS actuators. Item 40 is initialized to the inhibit state (*) during the OPS G9
initialization process. Item 41 (SRB S/S LIM)is used to cause the SRB software stop limits
to replace the high and low position limits for the SRB actuators. Item 42 (EL POS LIM) is
used to replace the elevon high position limits. Item 43 (S/B POS LIM)is used to replacethe speedbrake low position limit. Item 44 (R RATE.5 PCM) is used to set the RFG function
rate limit at 0.5 PCM counts. Execution of items 35-44 is illegal if any ECP, except BFM, is
active.

*PROGRAM NOTES

(5) ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ Error Conditions. Execution of item 31 (START) without an actuator
selected (items 1 thru 21), rate entered (item 29, except for OMS and body flap), and final
position entered (item 30) is illegal. Execution of item 32 (STOP) without an active process
Is illegal. All item entries except 32 (STOP) and 33 (BF MON) are illegal when non-Al
SPEC initiated actuator positioning is in progress.
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The ANTENNA displayis an operations sequence (OPS X011) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which
allows control of GPC sequences fortheS-band and Ku-band antenna systems.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTI

STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME Nits | DISELAYED
C

RANGE MJH|[TLITTI
KUBAND: SIGSTR 1] | volts 0toS M

ANT EL
GMD deg -99.9 to +99.9

di -99.9t0+99.9 | M
ANT AZ

GMD deg298-9to +999.9
-999.9 to +999.9 | M

SCAN WARN text ‘ON’ or blank
TDRS [2]| text | ‘EAST or ‘WEST’

SBAND: SIGSTR 1] | volts Oto+5 M
ANT ELEC text | 1,2,‘OFFblank | MANT QUAD 13] [4] } text See Remarks | M L
ae

HEMI [41] text ‘UP’ or ‘LO’ M if

DRS 2
tact EAST

a
weer

-
‘

ee

ars

STDN [6] | text See Remarks
Pictorial Section [71] text See Remarks

REMARKS

[1] Parameters are a measure of received signal strength.
[2]

forward (FWD) or aft (AFT).
a wv

4-2

Adjacent to EAST/WEST designation, TGT is displayed when a GNC target is tracked.

[3] First data field denotes selection of upper ri
lower left (LL) Quad antenna; second data

Gee ee a ome a
field denotes selected Switch Beam Position -

denotes a miscompare between GPC command and actual antenna selection.
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ANTENNA (Cont):

[5] Mode displayed is TDRS, S-LO (low power), S-HI (high power), and SGLS.

®
[6] A three-character designation of STDN/SGLS site used in automatic antenna pointing

1OS - Mahe (Seychelles) MAD - Madrid NHS - New Hampshire
VAN - Vandenberg (STDN) BDA - Bermuda MIL - Merritt Island

HTS - Kaena Point (Hawaii) GTS -Guam VTS - Vandenberg (SGLS)
DGS - Diego Garcia CTS - Colorado Springs CAN - Canberra (Australia)
DFR - Dryden GDX - Goldstone OTS - Oakhanger (England)
DKR - Dakar (West Africa)

Note: SGLS site location identifiers end with an ‘S’.

[7] Look angles to target (TDRS, STDN, etc.) relative to orbiter coordinates. West TDRS
denoted by ‘W’; east TDRS by ‘E’; STDN site by ‘S.’ Orbiter’s -Z axis at 0.0 on plot; +X axis

at 90.0 on plot. For Ku-band system only, background lines denote line-of-sight blockage
by the orbiter. Actual Ku-band antenna ‘A’ position denoted by a ‘L..’

ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS

ITEMS 1 and 2 RDR RNG - used to control the range estimate output (AUTO or MIN) to

the Ku-band Rendezvous Radar/COMM A system. An ‘*’ is displayed next

to the selected item and initialization is in AUTO.

ITEMS 3 and 4 RDR THOLD - used to select FXD for heavy clutter environment or VAR for

normal state low clutter. An ‘*’ is displayed next to the selected item and

initialization is in VAR.

ITEMS 5 and 6 SCAN WARN - used to select ENA mode which enables Ku-band transmit

power only when the antenna beam is outside the vehicle obscuration zone

®
or OVRD mode which enables Ku-band power regardless of antenna beam

direction. An ‘*’ is displayed at selected item and initialization is in ENA.

ITEM7 SELF-TEST - used to select or terminate the radar self-test function. An

‘*’
appears next to item 7 when the self-test is selected. After the 3-minute

test is completed, item 7 must be reexecuted to deselect the self-test func-

tion and blank the test results (displayed on the Range meter on panel A2).

ITEM8 VO RESET KU - used to initiate communication between SM GPC and Ku-

band. An ‘*’ is displayed next to the item when the interface is enabled, an

‘M’ when disabled.

ITEMS 10 and 11 TDRS KU PRI WIE - item 10 allows the SM Antenna Management (AM)
sequence of the Ku-band COMMAantenna to select TDRS Wfor primary
pointing if it is in view. If item 10 is selected and TDRS W is not in view but

TDRS Eis in view, the TDRS E will be utilized for pointing. Item11allows
the SM (AM) sequence to select TDRS Efor primary pointing if it is in view.

If item 11 is selected and TDRS Eis not in view but TDRS Wis in view, then

TDRS W will be utilized for pointing. An ‘* is displayed next to the selected

item and initialization is in TDRS KU PRI W.

ITEMS 13 and 14 TDRS S PRI WEE - these items perform the same functions for the AM se-

quence of the S-band antenna as items 10 and 11 do for the Ku-band
COMM Aantenna AM sequence. An ‘*’ is displayed next to the selected

item and initialization is in TDRS S PRI W.

ITEMS 15 and 16 STDN AUT/NEXT - item 15 (AUT) causes the S-band AMsequence to

select as the current site the first enabled STDN/SGLS site in the site loca-
tion table that is in view of the orbiter. (The sites are tested in the order in

@ which they are stored in the site location table.) Once a current site is

selected, it remains until no longer in view or until item 16 (NEXT)isse-
lected. Each time item 16 is executed, the next enabled site in the location
table (which is in view of the orbiter) will become the currentsite. An‘*' is

displayed next to the selected function and initialization is in AUT.
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ANTENN:

ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS (Cont)

ITEMS 17 and 18 GPC ANT CMD ENA/INH - used to enable (ENA) or inhibit (INH) the GPC

AM sequence for the S-band antenna. An ‘*’ is displayed next to the

selected function. ENA is selected when initialized.

ITEM 19 TDRS MODE OVRD - used to force the S-band antenna management soft-

ware to the TDRS MODE and remain there. An ‘*’ is displayed next to the

item when it has been enabled via an item execute or uplink. Reexecution
of the item will toggle to inhibit override function. The display is initialized
with item 19 inhibited.

PROGRAM NOTE

S-band Antenna Selection. When using the ANTENNA S-BAND PM rotary switch (panel C3),
allow at least 2 seconds at each intermediate position.
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lf X021/063/ PL BAY DOORS XG

DIPLOHAHELHNs9S:5S2
WO ODD/HH=MM:SS

3 AC POWER OINNE fi1kx

4 OEER 2xeeeaP-BDM stWeix-xKikx,s
5 AUTO MODE SEL 3x MICRO-SW STAT
6

LATS DOORS7
MAN OP/CU AUTO cCcoo cRRRO

8 CENTER LATCHES SEL SEQ ABAB ABC
9 Scie 4x} xxs x XXXX

10 9=12 Six XeX.S x XXXXK
1 1- 4 6x} xxs x XEXIXEX
2 13-16 TE XCXES x XXXX
3 STBD

4 FWD LATCHES | 8x} xxs x XOXEXEXOM XEXIXOXEX
5 AFT LATCHES | 9x xxs x XXpOXes OXXXX Xx6 DOOR 10x} xxxs x

7 PORT

8 FWD LATCHES /11x1 xxs x XEXOXEXmEXCXUXIXEX,
9 AFT LATCHES j12x} xxs x XPXEXEXX X XXX
20 DOOR 13x xxxs x

1

2 OPEN 15X

3 PBD SW BYPASS 14X STOP 16x

4

(CHO)STEROL72x

5
(xx)

Pe aif
Note: ZZ indicates parameters are driven and displayed on the BFS displays only.

The PL BAY DOORS display is an SM operational sequence (OPS X021) available in SM OPS 2
and 4 and BFS OPS 0 as SPEC 63, which allows the crew to monitor and control Payload doors and
associated latches opening/closing. Termination of this OPS mode or SPEC (in BFS) with panel
R13 switch or item 16 not in the STOP mode will result in an ILLEGAL ENTRY message.
PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYEDSTATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGE MIHTLITITIOT?

PBD SW [1] text See Remarks | M
OP/CL: LATCHES [2] [3] text See Remarks | M 2

(8 Parameters)
DOOR [2] [4] text See Remarks | M

(2 Parameters) i,
AUTO SEQ [5] text blank or ‘l’
MICRO-SW STAT [6] text Oorl

REMARKS

[1] Text reflects position of lever-lock switch on R13 as ‘OP,’ ‘STOP,’ or ‘CL,’ and, for switch
contact failures, ‘FAIL.’

[2] ‘OP’ indications proceed top-to-bottom in open auto-sequence; ‘CL’ goes bottom-to-top in

close auto-sequence.

[3] In a transition period, the field is blank. For a 100 percent successful sensing, ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ is

displayed. For dilemmas, ‘?’ is displayed.

[4] In a transition period, the field is blank. For a 100 percent successful sensing on both STBD
and PORT doors, ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ is displayed. For dilemmas, ‘?’ is displayed. For both doors

having two of three microswitches indicating ready-to-latch, ‘RDY’ is displayed.
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PL BAYDOOR: :

[5]

[6]

«)’ denotes a door or latch failed to reach commanded position in required time; the

sequence stops at this point. AUTO sequence only.
A‘1’ denotes a positive condition (e.g., closed, open, ready). A ‘0’ denotes an indeterminate

condition (e.g., not-closed, not-open, not-ready).

ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS

ITEMS 1 and 2 AC POWER ON/OFF - mutually exclusive, apply/remove AC power to/from

motor control assemblies. ‘*’ indicates current status.

NOTE: The AUTO sequence includes an ‘out-of-sequence’ configuration
check. If an improper configuration is sensed, the AUTO sequence
will automatically remove AC power from the MCAs, mode the ‘*’

to OFF (item 2), and issue a class 3 alert.

TEM3 AUTO MODE SEL - enable/disable automatic sequencing of the doors.
Enable is an illegal entry unless doors are in stop mode (by either panel R13
switch or item 16).

ITEMS 4 thru 13 MAN SEL - enable manual door operations. Enable is an illegal entry
unless doors are in stop mode (by either panel R13 switch or item 16) or if
the automatic mode is selected (item 3).

ITEM 14 PBD SW BYPASS - used to bypass/enable the switch on panel R13. When
bypass is initiated, items 15, 16, and 17 become operative with item 16
(STOP) selected.

ITEMS 15, 16, and 17 OPEN/STOP/CLOSE - mutually exclusive, used to control door opening,
closing, or to stop the doors. Illegal entries unless item 14 is in bypass
mode.

PROGRAM NOTES

Payloaiid Bay Door Auto Open Sequence (PASS). The PLBD auto sequences continuouslymonitorthe state of all door and latch microswitches and should automatically halt whenever anyone of the door configuration checks fails. The PASS AUTO OPEN sequence fails to recognizethe combination DOOR NOT CLOSED plus READY TO LATCH as a condition for sequenceStop. The PASS AUTO CLOSE sequence and both BFS sequences function properly.

PayloadBayDoorTalkback.Whenthe BFS is taken to RUN, the Payload Bay Door positionindicator on panel R13is initialized to barberpole, regardless of the true state of the doors. Toshow the true state, call BES SM SPEC 63. (B08246)
BESPayload BayDoorOperation. PLBD operations cause

uni

fdisplays in BFS. The BFS Operates as ‘cane Ce ae

1. RESUME, MF switch, display, and SPEC requests operate
i i

:

, h per the normal interaction ofStructures requirements when a PLBD OPEN or CLOSE sequence is not inprogress.
2. RESUME, MF switch, display, and SPEC requests o

i i

<

, A perate per normal interaction ofStructures requirements as long as there is more than one CRT with the PLBD SPEC active.
Hfonly one CRT has the PLBD SPEG active, a resume of the PLBD SPEC is illegal if either:
@ PLBD SW BYPASS (item 14) is on

the STOP position, e ) is not selected and the PLBD CONTROL switch is not in

b. PLBD SW BYPASS (item 14) is selected and the STOP item (item 16) is not selected.
4. Achange of MF

i:

i

is itseriesape ii while a PLBD OPEN or CLOSE sequence is in progress and the

5. APLBD OPE c
a

:
.

5PLEDera
or CLOSE sequence will continue if a SPEC or display is called on top of the

6. ASPEC may overlay the PLBD SPEC, but if anOPE isi

and that CRTi fs hs an N or CLOSE sequence is in ProgressSPEC.(B03926)°only CRT with the PLBD SPEC active, a resume will retum to the PLBD
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1 ( XXXxX/060/ SM TABLE MAINT xx x

Te2 SM COM BUFF xxx
DDD/HH:MM:SS

3 PARAM KaXIXNENX
4 Pet ORLY Xouxy,
5 VALUE= [4]XXXXXXXXS
6 LIMITS
7 ALERT BACKUP C&W
8 Low HI Low HI
9 2 xXGXXXXKXKK3 TUAAXXX- XX 1XK AKXXKKX 12 TUXXXXXxxx
10 4 XEXXXXXXKX BLP IX XeXeX eeex
1 6 X[4IXXXXXXXX DEaTEDXOXIXEXOGeXOX.
2 Bie EASA THETRI XOX, 13) GUL TER 82x
3 ENA 9x ENA 14x
4 INH Lox INH 15x
5

6 CONSTANT

7 dyGueaTDi GXaXXOX XX
8 17 VALUE [4)XXXXXXXAKAKAALK
9

20 CHE C,KiPi TemesWX,XX/1XXusuKiXesXX FDA

1 INITIATE 18 ENA 19X

2 STATUS XXXXx INH 20x

3

4

5
(xXx)aN e

The SM TABLE MAINT display is an SM specialist function (SPEC 60) available in SM OPS 2 and 4
which allows control of the SM software.

PARAMET! HARACTERISTI

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGE Talia atantictaled.

SM COM BUFF [1] text ‘RDY’ or ‘BSY’
XXXXXX (uplink) [1] text blank or

‘UPLINK’
PARAM VALUE eng. units fullrange |M}]H]L]T
CHECKPT XXX/XX:XX:XX [2] | mission time |} D/H:M:S

REMARKS

[1] “‘BSY and ‘UPLINK displayed flashing. When flashing, keyboard entries will be rejected.
‘BSY’ denotes that another crewmember is using a function which addresses the SM
Common Buffer. ‘UPLINK’ denotes that the ground is uplinking a Table Maintenance Block

Update.

[2] CHECKPT time is that of last valid checkpoint.

ITEMENTRYCHARACTERISTICS

ITEM 1 PARAM ID - 7-digit, decimal entry. Upon successful entry, PARAM ID and

VALUE fields are filled, as are applicable fields for LIMITS (items 2 thru 15).
If PARAM ID is illegal, all associated data fields are blanked.
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T Al

Use the following table to convert function MSID to parameter ID; e.g., PO3K1027 = 6031027.

Ben char
i

br rted to numeric.Numeric (First character of MSIDmust e conve!:

“ 0 Fourth character of MSID is dropped.)
A 1

B 2

E 3

F 4

G 5

P 6

U 7

U 8

L 9

IS 2 thru 7 LIMITS ALERT LOW/HI - used to change low and/or highFDAlimits.Theig x

active limit set is denoted by an ‘*’ next to the ‘LOW’ limit. Multiple sets are

applicable only to limits that are preconditioned. (See PROGRAM NOTES.)

Input of +99999.99 as the LOW/HI limits will effectively disable the FDA for
that parameter.

TEM 8 LIMITS ALERT FILTER - used to change the number of consecutive out-
of-limits samples required to get an FDA alert.

ITEMS 9 and 10 LIMITS ALERT ENA/INH - mutually exclusive; used to enable/inhibit the
FDA alert. An ‘*’ denotes enable/inhibit status. The ‘T, J, H, L’ indicators
are retained with selection of item 10 (or item 15).

ITEMS 11 thru 15 BACKUP C&W- item entries similar to items 2 thru 10, except used for
Backup C&W.

ITEM 16 CONSTANT ID - 7-digit, decimal entry. Upon successful entry,CONSTANT ID and VALUE fields are filled. If entry is illegal, both data
fields are blanked.

ITEM 17 CONSTANT VALUE - used to changea calculation constant. Input of inte-
ger type constants that exceed the range of -32768 to +32767 will result in
an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message

ITEM 18 CHECKPT INITIATE ~ used to initiate an SM checkpoint of TM constantsand FDA status (limitand filter values, inhibit/enable state). The CHECKPT

eS field blanks upon initiation, and ultimatelydisplays ‘GOOD’ or

ITEMS 19 and 20 FDA ENA/INH -

mutuallyAn ‘*’ denotes status. Th:
item 20.

exclusive;used to enable/inhibit allFDA alerts.
 ‘H, L’ indicators are retained with selection of

PROGRAMNOTES
SPEC/TMBUInterlock.Table Maintenance Block Update (TMBU)via uplink and SPEC 60 areinterlocked such that (a)TMBU loadsare rejected if SPEC 60 is Medpie(b) if a TMBU is inProgress and SPEC 60 is Called, all items will be ‘ILLEGAL ENTRIES.’ (DR 37572)

parameter will be The out-of-limit state for a discretea +0, +1, ini

ithe +2 atate ie one ae or +2 entered in item 2. The 42 state Causes FDA to be bypassed.
mestagewatesen

for a discrete parameter with Only one limit set, an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’
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BITE WORD Xxxxx
1h/) OF@iR’E35)Extme8ixex

FMT
BRIATAESSWIO)RIDMEXEXEXxSEL FXD 1xs SMASEDIE COMMex

PEM 2xs TO TeSE1 FiMr, aimeex
PEM ID 64 Xxx

TOFAND ele XeXEXCX
IVZISEXIXEX eZee SiEs DeereW PIUIT Rex:

SS) ELeerDi XeXIX LOAD 13
LOAD 4 Xxxx DECOM INPUT FMT

1 x XXS
1/0 RESET

2 x XXxS
PCM 5XX 3 x Xxs

4 x Kx S|
5-FPM XaxeX

PSP PL INTRG DECOM ENA ENA
1/0 RESET 1 CHANNEL XxXx5S FIOVA 1 1a Xs 16 xX
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PS]EC EXC LHIASE MMOCKK MX CXS SIG TRL MGIC SET) x
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The PCMMU/PL COMM display is an SM specialist function (SPEC 62), available in SM OPS 2 and
4 and GNC OPS 9, which allows control and monitoring of the Pulse-Code Modulation Master Unit

(PDI), and Payload Signal Processor (PSP), and displays
rameters. If this SPEC is called during a TFL/DFL uplink, the

(PCMMU),Payload Data Interleaver
Payload Interrogator (PL INTRG)pai
request will be rejected and a class 5 error message will be generated.

PARAI RACTI |

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME UNITS RANGE MIHTLTT To

SM COM BUFF [1] text ‘RDY' or ‘BSY’

PCMMU: BITE WORD [2] | hexadecimal hex
FMT SEL FXD, PGM text blank or ‘M’ M

PGM ID64 text 1 to 127
128 text 128 to 254

PDI: BITE WORD [3] | hexadecimal hex M
SEL DECOM [4] text 1to5
SEL FMT, DECOM 1-4 [5] text Oto31

5-FPM [5] text 1 to 999
SEL INPUT [6] text Oto6
DECOM INPUT FMT [7]| hexadecimal hex io

PSP: SYNC BIT text yes, no, blank
FRAME text yes, no, blank

LOAD [8] text See Remarks

PL INTRG: CHANNEL [9] text 1, 2, blank
PHASE LOCK [9] text yes, no, blank
PHASE ERR [9] kHz -85 to +85
XMIT PWR [9] watts 0-16, blank
PLSIGSTR [9] volts 0-5, blank

©
DOWNLIST: SEL FMT ID text 24, 26
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PCMM'! L_ COMM

REMARKS

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[8]

EM.

TEMS

TTEM3

ITEM 4 LOAD- used to im

TTEM5

‘BSY is displayed flashing to denote thatthe SM Common Buffer is in use. Keyboard
entries will be rejected when ‘BSY’ is displayed.

inal values are FFFC, FFFD, FFFE, or FFFF. A BITE anomalywillnot annunciate a

Sm User must refer to a PCMMU BSR table or description to interpret these

data.

User must refer to MAL to interpret these data. When an I/O error has occurred on the BSR

read element, an ‘M’ is displayed overbright.

Entries 1 thru 4 are decommutator channels; entry 5 is Fetch Pointer Memory (FPM).

Entries 0 thru 31 are legal with decommutator channels 1 thru 4 only, and entries 1 thru 999

are associated with FPM only.

Entry 0 designates no input, entries 1 thru 5 select one to five payloads, and entry 6

designates operative PSP.

This field displays the current payload inputs assigned to each decom and the last loaded

format of the decoms and FPM. If SMis re-IPLed after loading, the format display will show
all zeroes even though the PDI decoms are operating properly. If adecom fails and loaded
format data are lost, ‘T’ is displayed next to the associated decom format (FMT) data field.
If an I/O error occurs while reading the MM or PDI during the load process, loading will be
terminated. Additionally, /O or checksum errors incurred while reading the PDI will cause

the last successfully loaded DFL or FPM format ID to be blanked on the display and set to
zero.

First status field displays ‘RJCT for rejection of a PSP command, ‘INCP’ for an incomplete
command load, or blank for nominal PSP operations. Second status field uses double
overbrighttext to identify which PSP command issuer is the source of the rejected/
incomplete load: ‘TEC’ (Time Executed Command), ‘PCS’ (Payload Control Supervisor),‘ITEM’ (Cargo Control Spec Item Entry), ‘U/L’ (Uplink), ‘GNC’ (Guidance, Navigation &
Control), ‘MULT (more than one source), or blank for nominal operation.
This data field showsthe last commanded CHANNEL selection, the PHASE LOCK and error
(ERR) status, interrogator transmit power (XMIT PWR), and received payload signal
strength (PL SIG STR) in SM OPS 2 and 4 only. These displays are bl kfiinterrogators and in OPS G9.

, iid ea

HA 1

1and2 FORMAT FXD/PGM - mutually exclusive, used to select either the fixed
(FXD) or programmable (PGM) downlink formatter. Certain classes of BITE
anomalies show an ‘M’ status.

SEL ID - used to designate a Programmable format. Format not imented unless item4initiated actin aad

NOTE: TFL item entries are ignored when entered while a load is in
Progress and a class 5 error (‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’) message will
result. ttems should be reentered when load is compl
SM common butfer is ready.

rae oer

[ plement item3designation. Text readout is ‘RUN’
whi

load in progress and ultimately‘CPLTor‘FAIL.’
maaan

NOTE: If an OPS transition is initiated while an item 3, 4 format load is in
Progress, the load will fail. Hfthi

init
i

Leaner
iS OCCurs, reinitiate the load via

VO RESET PCM - used to enable communication with the PCMMU. An‘*’displayed when no BCE b: ists; ‘M’ di i

This item is illegal in GNC Ope,PaesM displayed during BCE bypass.
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PCMMU/PLCOMM(Cont):

ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS (Cont):
,

NOTE: An‘M is also displayed after item 5 when the PDI is Powered® down. Execution of item 5 will only cause momentary blanking of
the ‘M’ in this case. The FAULT display may be checked if the user

suspects that some other PMU transaction has been bypassed.
(DR 55003)

ITEMS 6 and 7 PSP V/O RESET - used to select PSP 1 or 2 for communication with Pay-load interrogator/attached payloads. Items are mutually exclusive.

NOTE: An attempt to reselect PSPs while a load is in Progress or while
Polling is active with either PSP results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’
message. The current PSP should be powered down and become

nypaserd(‘M’comes up) before powering up and selecting the
new ,

ITEM 8 PDI I/O RESET - used in SM to restore a bypassed PDI switch matrix read
element. Overbright ‘M’ displayed when read element is bypassed: an ‘*”

otherwise displayed.

Used in G9 to restore a bypassed PDI switch read matrix element or BITE
Status register read element. Overbright ‘M’ displayed if either element
bypassed; an ‘*’ otherwise displayed.

ITEMS 9, 10, 12 SEL DECOM/FMT/INPUT - used to select decommutator channel or FPM,
and format and input, respectively. Execution of item 10 or 12 without a

legal item 9 entry causes an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

ITEMS 11 and 13 LOAD- used to initiate selections made in items 10 and 12, respectively.
Text readout is ‘RUN’ while loading is in progress and ultimately ‘CPLT or

@ ‘FAIL.’
ITEMS 14 thru 17 DECOM ENA- used to altemately enable/disable FDA for the loaded input

source to DECOMs 1 thru 4. An ‘*’ is displayed next to the item when FDA
is enabled; this field is blanked otherwise. These items are in the disabled
State when SM software is first called and the current state is maintained
across each OPS transition in which the SM major function is not overlayed.
These items are not legal in OPS G9.

ITEM 18 TFL GPC SEL - used to select the GPC which is to perform both the write
to the PCMMU and the 64 and 128 KBPS read for telemetry format loads in

OPS G9 only. (This field is blank in other OPS.) The GPC selected must be

a member of the redundant set or the GPC for a simplex configuration.

ITEM 19 SEL FMT ID - used only in orbit S2 to select the desired SM downlist for-
mat (FMT 24 and 26). The format number appears in the data field to the

right of the item when the format is loaded. The item entry is initialized to 24

upon entryto S2. [tis blanked along with its associated data field in S4, G9,
and S2 SM Ground Checkout. If a format other than 24 or 26 is requested
in S2, or if an item 19 is requested in any of the formats in which it is

blanked, an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message results.

PROGRAMNOTES
Erroneous FormatLoadIndications. PCMMU and PDI formats loaded on a G9 GPC (prelaunch)
are not reflected on an SM-driven SPEC 62. Power-cycling the PCMMU or PDI erases the
stored formats, but not the SPEC 62 indications. SPEC 62 displayed formats are blanked after
an SM GPC is re-IPLed on orbit even though the loads are not changed. (no DR)

0 SM2PDIFaultMessageInterpretation. When the PDI is powered in SM2, but a payloaddata

stream is not being DECOMed, PDI fault annunciation may occur without a PD! failure.
Annunciations caused by payloads which are not in configuration for PDI data processing
(deployed payloads, those for which lock has been lost, etc.) do not necessarily indicate PDI

failure. (DR 55302)
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SM ANNUN 5x x

/_———— ndowNnLIsT

6) SE Leer NT xXx

LOAD 7x

lyaun aesPRIMUSwedOLOMLNS)

SOFT STOP/REACH

TURNAROUND 8x

REINSTALL 9x

SINGULARITY 10x

JOINT

RATE LIMIT 1x

eZee O/O}Y/NT:aSiEi Unewx:

LSA TATE NMI xox

14 ARM SELECT ux

OPS ACTIVATE 1X

L aN :
(6)

The SM GROUND CHECKOUT display is a Systems Management (SM) specialist function (SPEC
64) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which allows the ground checkout user to modify certain SM
processes to enhance vehicle tumaround and test processing. All inputs to this spec are rejected
when the SM ground checkout discrete is disabled (item 52 on the DPS UTILITY display with no ‘*’).

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

This field will display ‘INPUTS INHIBITED’ when the SM ground checkout discrete is
disabled. It will be blank at all other times.

ltems 2 and 3 are provided to enable or inhibit FDA Processing. Items 4 and 5 are toggle
entries to enable/inhibit the annunciation of payload or orbiter messages from the FDA
function. An ‘*’ indicates the current selection.

DOWNLIST.Items 6 and 7 allow for the selection and loading of downlist formats. This isvalid in OPS S2 only. If the format ID is not valid, or if requested in OPS S4, the data fieldwill blank and an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message displayed. Item 6 will display the selectedformat ID, and item 7 will display an ‘*’
upon execution.

RMSTOOLS. Items 8 thru 10 provide for selection of Predefined RMS table values forvehicle tumaround or arm Teinstallation.Item 8 selects/deselects tumaround values for the

ieenestops and reach limitsof the arm. Item 9 selects/deselects reinstallation values for

: asSoftware stops and reachlimitsofthe arm. Items 8 and 9 are mutually exclusive. ItemSelects/deselects the singularity joint bias value for the arm. All three are toggle items.An ‘*’ is displayed to indicate selection of the
i

is di:

original values are being used.
item, and a blank is displayed when the

tem 11 allows selection of the checkout Coarse
joi

imi

fem 1

t
f arse joint rate limits on the unloaded arm for allSix joints. Reexecutingthis item restores the

orici

i

selection of a joint (1 thru 6) and
Dales Cane eethe input and/or display of the attenuation limit (0 thru 15)for the selected joint. Item 14 is used to select

joint bi
i

ct(201, 202, 301, 303) for use by RMS software.
Fone Tenonibe ey selocted
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SM GROUND CHECKOUT (Cont):

(5) PROCESS INH/ENA. Item 15 is used to inhibit/enable th
following functions:

9 1. Antenna Management
ies Fuel Cell Purge

3. Hydraulic Fluid Temp Control

4. Standby H2O Coolant Loop Control

@ Special process outputs of the

An ‘*’ indicates these outputs are inhibited.

(6) OPS ACTIVATE. Item 1 is used to resume scheduling of SM processes for the SM OPS.
Execution of this item (indicated by an ‘*’)will complete activation of the SM OPS.
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123.856.789.4112.916516716.519101214140516.7/9)9/oLiezssiale(enie (ol0FucusiausteWAevo10L)
TRONMENT Xx X DDD/HH:MM:SS

_ Se uo bbeaeetine5°

3 CABIN AV BAY 1 2 3

o ap/avt +.XXS CABIN wr XX -Xesiieaie XGXXEXESMeXEROXEXS XXX X'S
5 PPO2 AIREK @p XX).XS)/MRUAGN (APYIXWAwXUXES wmaXERUXUXS —XE=OXEXES)

6 A .X.XX/S FAN AP) Xeaxaxgs SUPPLY H20

7 B OX.XXS HX OUT XOXiKIS)| QTV AUEXEX NES, PRESS XXXS

8 Co AXceKiXSaC AB RIEN: XeXEXeS) B XXXS DIMEPILIN™ TAX X X'S
9 PAPICLO 2a XeXiseX'S: CEXEXGXIS NOZ TiRAMIX: XOXES
10 2 2 D_XXXS BUXXXS

1 0.23 2F DW XieaXes: Xe Aas: WASTE H20

2 REG P XeXiXiS XX)X5S1|CONTVan eEXEXEXES PRESS xeXeXaS

3 N2 FLOW XiepXiS))_suXTeuKES DYMiPyeeINT) eXexeXeS:

4 REG P XXXS XXXS NOZ TAUEXIXCXGS

5 O12/Ni2)SCANTgLamVelev) aexeX:S) XiXeS) Be XOXXAS,
6 H2)0) eTke eNi2p aR XXXS XiX-XeS CA Nr SG

7 WZ. Oct, XUXEX"'SXXXS CrOl2 CANTLER 1Xxs 2xs

8 EMER, s02 107:7: XXXS Foie TeeeROne. K.XXS

9 REG P XXXXS PPCO2 KIX)XS)
20 TEMP XXX.XKS

1 A B c aP BED A PRESS X-XS XX.XS

2 IMU FAN K?S: X'S. 3x8 K.XxS 3 RESS M2 SID IO6 5248
3 HUMID SEP KS Xs AP »§ 6.5259) 96698099
4 VEINS TE 5 K.XS

5

Nw (xx

The ENVIRONMENTdisplay is an SM display (DISP 66) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which
Provides data on cabin atmosphere, cabin pressure control system, IMU fans, avionics bay thermal
Status, water system characteristics, and regenerative CO2 removal system (RCRS).
PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

CRT NAME ne DISPLAYEDSTATUS INDICATORS
MH E fi +

CABIN: dP /dT imi

psi/min +0.45 to -0.55 M H iE

ae AB,C (1) psia 0tos MH aie L

Peco2 mm Hg 0to30 MIT H{IL]T
Aint psia Oto 20 MTH]I LCI TIL
PAINE _

psid ~20 to +20 MIT HILITTY

oles in HO 0108 Me ee ete ee
CABIN degF +45 to +145 M H L

degF 432 to +122 MPHIL] T02 FLOW
bmv/hr 0105 MIT HI LITREG P

psia 0 to 300 MITH] LIT
N2 FLOW

brvhr O0to5 MIH CaeREG P

psia 0 to 300 MITHI LIT] SL
O2/N2 CNTL VLV

text ‘02 or ‘N2’ M
H20 TK

i

—

N2P

Psig Oto 20 MIT HITL 4

TNEROEG
[4] b 0 to 460 MI HIL L

TY
REG P b 01075 MIH L L

-
psia Oto 1500 MI HI LIT

ran
EG 121} oft/on blank or” | M L

<a
in H2O 0107.0 M]H (L, Ti L

—
SE 131] offfon blankor®” | M DYT

une _degr +45t04145 [M]H | LT?
in H2O 0105 M/H]I LIT] LH20: SUPPLY

PRLegBC0 percent Oto 100 MIHITLI TT]?
DMP LNT psia Oto 50 MH LIT]?
NOZTAB degF 25to 130 Ae esl ee

degF 0 to 400 M]HIL | T

4-14
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ENVIRONMENT (Cont):

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS (Cont)

CRT NAME UNITSDISPLAYEDSTATUS INDICATORS

MH et +

WASTE: QTY 1 percent 0 to 100 Me ae

PRESS psig 0to30 MI]H en t
DMP LNT degF 25to 130 MIH Eat L
NOZTA,B degF 0 to 400 M H L T
VAC VT NOZT degF -75 to +300 M H Ec

FILTER AP in H2O Otos Meet
PPCO2 mm Hg 0to30 MIH L ati
TEMP degF 32 to 133 M H L
BED A PRESS psia Oto 20 M H E

B PRESS psia O0to20 M H L
AP in H2O0 OtoS M H L

VAC PRESS. mm Hg OtoS M H L ft L
CO2 CNTLR 1,2 5) off/on blank or ‘*” M

REMARKS

[1] PPO2 ‘C’ has no ‘1’ or ‘l’ indicators.

[2] Status shows an ‘l’ if appropriate IMU fan is ‘on’ and speed drops below fixed value. If no

fans are ‘on,’ all three fans show an ‘l.’ ‘Blank indicates the IMU is ‘OFF’; an ‘*’ indicates

that the IMU fan has been selected.

[3] Status shows an ‘l’ if appropriate humidity separator is ‘on’ and speed drops below fixed

value. ‘Blank’ indicates the humidity separator is ‘OFF’; an ‘*’ indicates that the humidity
separator has been selected.

[4] At OPS 2 transition, the N2 Quantity computation is configured either by the crew (SPEC
60) or by the ground (TMBU) to reflect the specific N2 tank configuration flown. If the

configuration is performed by the crew, reference ECLS SSR 14.

[5] Parameter is a multidiscrete indication that requires AC power and DC power ‘ON’ discrete.

An ‘* indicates that the system is powered, but not operating. An ‘J’ will appear for only 6

seconds from time of failure. Controller FAIL light on panel MO51F will remain latched

during shutdown.
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The ELECTRIC display is an SM display (DISP 67) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which providesdata on electrical power distribution and control.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

5v4 3 4

12346567890123456789012365678901234556789012345678901
X DDD/HH:MM:SS

le x/067 EME ciTiRINIC xx
Se ee

DDD/HH:MM:SS

pc 1/A 2/8 H/C AC 1 2 3

VOLT FBGe KX XoS)| XX XS XX RES DA XXXS REXKES, KEKKES)
WW XX. XuS)XOX - XS RXeKexES OB XXXS XXXxs XEKINES|

PICA “FWIDP XX . .XUSMXIX XS XEXieXaS (DC MeMMNXEX’X¢S eMLEXGXEXESTENERXUXOXES,

AFT XX. XS)XX KIS”XIXXSI ANP AUeXIXt=XS AXUXTEEKESHEEXIX =XS

ESS KIX)oUxeSaeXEXE.XIS| XEKIERX’S Bl XX) =XISMEXIXI STXESIE XTXX'S

= B =", YC XIXTeXSIXX eX S)EXEXEEXES)

CINT/Lp DIXIXiXdeaXsSIXeXEXie XESHXXeXeemXeSEg]CONVLD) Kx'S XxS OS

2XXK . XSKRKE XSKXX S KO ieay: XXs XiXES, KeKES)

BiXiXX « XUSEXRyKs. XISEXXoXan

AMPS ro XXXS XX Xess XXXS PAYLOAD DC AMPS

FWwo + Ey XK ES, XXXS AFT eB: KXiKwowKeS

MID XXKS XXX S XXXS c XiXpuesd as)
AFT SRXXS: VRS SKK

TOTAL AMPS XXX XS

KW LVING

ae ey

[2]

[3]

STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME DISPLAYED |S
UNITS RANGE MIHTLIT TT) &

DC: VOLT: FC volts 0 to 40 MIHILITI] 2MN volts Oto 40 MER Pe th | stPCA FWD volts Oto 40 MI HYIL
AFT volts 0 to 40 MIHITLESS volts 0 to 40 MIHIL LCNTL1 [1] ] volts 0 to 40 MIHIL L

2 Jed 9to 40
, H]L +vol to 40 H EAMPS: FC amps 0 to 500 MPH PL] Ty) Ll

EwD amps 0 to 250 MIHIL

Ao amps 0 to 100 MI HTL
[2] | amps 0 to 175 MI HTL

TOTALAMPS amps Oto 1500 MI HIL

yy
kW. 0 to 60 MIHIL

> V: PA,OB,OC volts 0 to 140 MIH|I LITai PA,DB,DC
Bie a

0
i oe ‘i Hales

Ljank’ or
‘OL’

O/UV
131] text ‘blank or ‘OU’ | M

PAYLOAD DC AMPS: AFT B amps Oto 75 MIHILCc amps Oto 75 MIHYTL
REMARKS
[1] Each parameter isPreceded/followed by an RPC trip status indicator. These indicators areora eee as elle Carane:they read ‘*’ if the associated RPC is

= 5 1/CA1 = se

both the left and right A: Mare ABS ee ap produces an ‘*’ for CNTL 1 under
ic “=f .MNC BC3/CA3 = OFF produces an * for CNTI'S faaeeee.

lor CNTL 2 under the B;
‘Transducer range is
seen in fight

-325 to +175 to accommodate GSE power; only positive values will be

Parameter 7sanemer ne Over/under-voltagesensing of AC Bus Voltage Sensor. IfPerate properly, C/W alert ‘AC VOLTAGE’ wouldmessage (S67 sat would also have a CRTbe Gene:AC VOLTS), an ‘1’or | by one or more ‘AC V’ Parameters, and ‘OU’ would
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123456789012345678901234567890123456789012346567891
Ly XXXX/XXX/068 CRYO SYSTEM XX X DOD/HH:MM:SS
2

eee ee
9 3 TK

4 02 1 2 3 4 5

5 ? XXX XSIKXXKSIXXXX S|XXXXSIKXXXS
6 Thies XXXXSIXXXXSIXXXXSIXXXXSIXKXXS
7 QTY XOXEXES|e XEXX S| XOXOXSS| IX XX SHEIKX X'S:

8 T EX XX S|EXXK SEX XX SEX XX SEX KXS

9 HOR ae LEX XX SJEXXX SEX XX SEX XX S|EXXXS
10 2)£XXX S|HXXXSEX XX SEX XX S|EXXXS
1 HST Rae UA s | s 5 s

2 Clk mel B s S| s| 4/5 s

3 SSR 2A s s| s s s

4 28 s S| s} 4/5 s s

5 MANE P IXXXXSIXXXXS

6 Veey MEKES LX

7 H2

8 P XEXEXIS HEXOXIXES|e KUXEX:S|IXXIX)S|MIXEX! XS

9 Tht XPXOXES EXEXIXES|/EXIXEX S| KeXIX'S|IXIX’X S
20 Qty XEXUXES| MOXEXOXISIIMXEXEX’S| IXXOX’S|BIXEXX'S

1 T EX XX S/EXXK SEX XX SEX XX S]EXXKS
2 HTR T |£xxxSlexxx slexxxsltxxxsltxxx5
3 MANF P | XXXSI XXxxs

4 VaTAV | eexXeXCS| nXOXeS|

5 (xx)

oN S

The CRYO SYSTEM display is an SM display (DISP 68), available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which

Provides detailed status information on the cryogenic (CRYO) subsystems.

Oo PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGEEe Ie

OQ2TK: P [11] psia 515to1015 | MJ HILT | L

TKP 1] psia 0 to 1200 MIH/ILIT] L

QTY percent Oto 104 MI HL
T degF | -425t0+475|M]H]L
HTRT 1,2 degF | -425t0+425|M|H]L]T] +

HTR CUR SNSR 1A,1B,
2A, 2B [21] onfrip | ‘blank orl’ | M iMANF P psia 0to1200 |M]|H]L

tVLV text ‘CL or ‘OP’ | M

H2TK: P [1] ia 14510305 |MJH]LIT{¢
TKP [1] a Oto400 |MJHILIT]¢L

QTY percent 0to 105 M/IH/JL

Uy degF | -425to+475|M]HI]L
HTRT degF | -425to+475| MJ] H]|L t

MANF P psia 0 to 400 M]HIL ‘VLV text ‘CL or ‘OP’ | M i

REMARKS

[1] ‘P’ is the tank pressure used by the tank heater controller. This pressure also appears on

the SM SYS SUMM 2 display as ‘O2(H2) PRESS.’ On OV-102, tanks 4 and 5 share a

common pressure sensor. The common tank 4 and 5 heater control pressure is displayed
as TK 4 P. TK5 P will be displayed OSL. ‘TK P’ is measured at approximately the same

point as ‘P’ but is not used by the heater control unit. ‘TK P’ pressures are also displayed on

oO
panel 02.

, [2] ‘L’ reflects that tank heater current was excessive, and that the appropriate heater has been

inhibited. If five cryo tanks are present on an OV-102 mission, then HTR CURSNSRs 1A

and 2A will indicate status for tank 4 and HTR CUR SNSRs 1B and 2B will indicate status

for tank 5.
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123:4567899123465678901234567890123656789012345678901
1 XXXX/XXX/069 FUMES REX DOD TPEELTIEDO.Sa DDD/HH:MM:SS

3 FC

4 1 3

5 V/0)Ceres) XX.XSIXX.XS/XX.XS Hi200) RC Ee Cale Eee1 XXXS

6 AMPS SOONG] DOKG] LORE NOZ T A XXXS

7 B EXGXES

8 FLOW 02 |xixterx’s|Xoueexisixpxieexes| HTR SW XXXS

9 H2 XieXiS|NixieX'Sexexc5| PURGE LN 02 T XXXS

10 REAC 02 X'S | uneeeXeS) enmeXUXES| H2 71 XeXpXaS

1 H2 XX Sex XS eX XS| T2 PS

2 H20 LINE PH XeXaS

3 STACK T |£XXXS|EXXXS/EXXXS|

4 EXoloT) em XIXixiS| EXOXEXIS) EGXIXES|

5 coo. fT XOXKis]EXTXIX)SI MEXEXOXES| FC

6 P X/XIXIS] NEXOXOXIG MNIXEXPXES 1 2 3

7 PUMP MEG] cers]  koxg PH XXS XeX1S exe

8 H2 PUMP X =)X1S|xuexes) aexeeexes| AY SS cS |) Loma mans

9 READY KIKOXES| EXOXIS| EXIXIX«S| SESi2|(eXiX’ XiSHHNEXIXIXIS| HEXEXIXES

20 ISIS/SIEXEXUXES || eXEXIXES| eIXEXEXES)

1 #20 A AMPS |#xxxS]#xxxSlt xxx
2 PRI LN Til XX xS|exexisimixexxss

3 VALS Via XOXXSIMEXOXOXtSIMEXEXEX

4 ALT UN Tilexxxsleexixexsimxexeas
5

Xx

Ae uy
The FUEL CELLS display is an SM displa
detailed status information on the fuel cell subsystem.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

y (DISP 69) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which provides

STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME UNIT.DISPLAYEDSi
RANGE “llr te

FC: VOLTS volts 0 to 40 MJH/ILIT] YL
AMPS amps Oto 500 M/IH]JLITIL
FLOW 02 lb/hr 0to 15 MIH|L]IT

H2 lb/hr 0 to 2.5 M]JH/]L{TREAC 02 text ‘CL or ‘OP’ | M L

eran
H2 text ‘CL or ‘OP’ | M L

Ea
K

t degF -75t0+300 |MJ/H|ILI TIL

boa degF Oto 250 MiH]I LIT] LS

x degF Oto 250 MIHIL

bu psia Oto 100 MIJH{I LIT] L

A text ‘AP’ or ‘blank | M 4

eee volts 0to5 MIH{IL]IT
hoor sate

text. | ‘OFF or‘RDY’ | M L

FR! LN1 degF Oto 250 MIHILI TIL

ALT LNT degF Oto 250 MIHILITI]L
H20 RLF LINE fee ee ME tale

NOZTS a degF Oto 250 MIJH]ILITI]L
Oro, degF Oto 450 MIHILI TI] L

PURGE eT
text. | A,B, A/B, OFF | M au

H2, 1, T2 deg Ota0 miait t+ ’

io

ae LINE PH [11] text | ‘blank or ‘PH’ M Fed
L

AV SS 1,2,3
iy

ms moeSpainM

im
am

fo MIHILAAMES (21| amps | -so0to500 | M tI
REMARKS

[1] ‘PH’ and ‘’ appearwhen is

outsid[2] Fuel Cell DeltaAmieareease SOE normal range.
FC2, and FC1 from FC3. The differe ing the currentof FC2 from FC1, FC3 from
and 3, respectively.

NCe, positive or negative, is displayed as AAMPS 1, 2,
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The COMM/RCDR display is an SM display (DISP 76) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which provides

XXXX/XXX/076 COMM/RCOR XX X DOD/HH:MM:S$
S-BAND PM

DODO/HH:MM:SS
XPND XOXS KU-BAND

MODE XXXXKS PA) & AP ex kX S

FREQ KXS G6MBL TEMP Ageex XX S

PREAMP KXXS B eEexx xs

PWR AMPL GYRO TEMP EXXXS

OPER XXXS PWR OUT XXS

STBY XXXKS FR SYNC XXXS

PWR OUT 1 XXXS MODE XXXXS

2 XXXKS TV CAM OVRTEMP XXXS

TEMP 1 XXXS G6CIL CONFIG XXXKS
2 XXXS RECORDERS

NSP O;PiSven ee 0)PS) (2 Pals

Bevan/FaReeSpYoNiGael eax:XXuS) meXeXOXeS: MODE XXXXS XXXXS XXXXKS

ZREXUX XGSE XEKTXRS! TRK XXS XXS XXS

PAG SAGE XXKXS DIR KXXS XXXS KXXS

DATA XMIT XXS S&STAPE XXXS XXXS Sikes

RCV XXS TAPE XXXX XXKX Rex xX
UL DATA XXS TEMP XXKXS XXXS KXXS

CODING XMIT KXXS BITE XXS XXS KXS

RCV KXXKS RCDR INPUT XXXXS

BITE 1XXXXS COMS EC BITE HD eXX XXES

2XXXXS C2) PESOS

(xx)

J

data on the configuration and condition of the communications system.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYEDSTATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGE ST nTaTaisfinan titi

S-BAND PM: XPND text ‘OFF,'1or' 2 | M
XPND MODE [1] [2]] text See Remarks | M

FREQ text ‘LO’ or ‘HP M

PREAMP text ‘OFF,'1'0r'2 | M

PWR AMPL OPER [3]] text See Remarks | M

STBY [3]] text See Remarks | M
PWR OUT1,2| watts 0to 150 MI] H]L L

TEMP1,2 degF $2to266 MIH/]IL|T

NSP: BIT/FRSYNC 1,2 text ‘YES’or‘NO’| M
FAIL SAFE [4]| text ‘ENA or ‘INH’| M
DATA XMIT [5]| text ‘LO’ or ‘HI M

RCV [5]| text LO’ or ‘HI M
UL DATA [5] | text ‘Sor KU M
CODING XMIT text ‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M

RCV text ‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M

BITE 1,2 text ‘GOOD’ or ‘FAIL’ | M

KU-BAND: PA TEMP degF -7t+300 JMIHILI TIL
GMBL TEMP A,B degF -%+300 |M|HI LIT
GYRO TEMP degF -7%t+300 |M|H| LIT
PWR OUT watts 0 to 30 MI H]IL

FR SYNC text ‘YES’ or ‘NO’ | M

MODE text ‘RDR’ or ‘COMM’| M
TV CAM OVRTEMP [6]} text 'YES' or ‘NO’ | M v

GCIL CONFIG i] text ‘PNL’ or ‘CMD’ | M L
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COMM/RCDR (Cont):

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS (Cont)

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12] _ Input can be data only or data plus voice.

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGE [M[H|[L]71] 2

: MODE [8] text See Remarks | MREE var [9] text 1 to 14 M

DIR text ne ey, aTAPE used

TAPE ae ‘STOP’ or ‘RUN

TEMP [10] | degF 0to 140 M Til

BITE [11] text FL or blank =| M

RCDR INPUT [12] text ‘DATA or ‘D/VO' | M

COMSEC BITE 1,2 text ‘GOOD’ or ‘FAIL’ | M

REMARKS

[1] Text reads ‘S-HI,’ ‘S-LO,’ ‘SGLS,’ or TDRS’ indicating the current configuration of the

operating transponder.

A blank data field implies that both LRUs are unpowered.

‘OFF in both ‘OPER’ and ‘STBY’ fields means both power amplifiers are unpowered. Text
for STBY reads ‘OFF,’ ‘1,’ ‘2,’ or ‘1/2.’ Text for OPER reads ‘OFF,’ ‘1,’ or ‘2.’ A blank
indicates a malfunction-induced undefinable state.

Indicates current status of the Ku-band to S-band automatic uplink switchover logic.

A blank data field implies that both network signal processors are unpowered.
Determination of which CCTV is over-temp is via CCTV monitors.

‘CMD’indicates that the GCIL is configured to control the S-band, Ku-band, and TV power
functions; ‘PN’ indicatesthat the functions have been defaulted to Panel control. Initial
GCIL power-up, multiple GCIL power supply failures, or multiple electrical bus transients
Cause ‘PNL’ to be displayed (overbright) with a ‘L.’

oereas<Iey ee teihe(record, input A), ‘RCDB’ (record, input B), ‘RCDP’
» Parallel inputs), ‘PB’ (playback , serial output),‘PB-P’(playback,parallelo1 uts),‘LOOP’ (loop mode), and ‘STOP.’

ae a
i‘ wee

A blank data field implies that a recorder is unpowered.
Indicates tapehead temperature.
Normal status is blank, indicating hi ‘FL is

di Ls

tomer eeee
k, ing healthyrecorder(s). ‘FL’ is displayed for an out-of.

A blank implies no input is selected.
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1 2 3 412 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123656789)1
7 XEXEXEXO/AXEXEX/ON7007; EVA-MMU/FSS XEXinEX

ODETTE2

ODD/HH:MM:SS

9 3 MMU/ESS
4 TEMPS PORT STBD
5 VOGOLE Why EOS. (ho cS er eG
6 RY EAXEXIXES”  F2xix.xis
7 MMU L £XXXS £XXXs
8 Rome XOX/XeSe MELIXIXOXES
9 GN2 TANK BARREL L £XXXS 4#Xxxxs5

10 RIMIENX XIX’SMnPEIXOXOXS
1 CINGTAEACAEICTVANS)SAY EXXXS 4xxxXs
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

20

1

2

3

4

5
(xx)6X J

The EVA-MMU/FSS display is an SM display (DISP 77) available in SM OPS 2 and 4. Itis used for
thermal monitoring of the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) and its associated Flight Support
Station (FSS) prior to operational use and during reservicing of the GN2 propulsion system. The

9 crew may also view the display as a result of an FDA alert/CRT message.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS Rance” ili Tera

TEMPS: TOGGLE VLVFSS L,R degF | -75tox175 |MJHIL]|T] L
MMU L,R degF | -75to+175 |MJHIL{I TIL

GN2 TANK BARREL L degF | -75tox300 |MJ/H{|L]T]L
R degF | -75to+175 |MJH|LIT]L

CNTL ELECT ASSY degF | -75to+175 |M|H|L|T] J
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5

5553ablegrievedinalslelseivialolSavziavaisi6i7lelolblaletsiatsiertetoloniziststel71191011
1 XXXX/KXX/078 SM SYS SUMM 1 XX X DDOD/HH:MM:SS

2 ic DDD/HH:MM:SS

3 SMOKE 1/A 2/8

4 CABIN XiXterXGs) Dc VOLTS 1/A 2/8 3/¢

5 L/R FD XX.XS XK_ XS FC XX.XS XX.XS XX.XS

6 AV BAY 1 XX.XS.XX.XS MAIN KOX@eeX!S OXUXEDX15)XIXS-X'S)
7 2GXX. XS OXEXENXIS ESS KIX.XISHXX-X'S XX. XS

8 3 X(X . XiS 7 UXEXEAKES ee Oe C A

9 CABIN CINITALS| BIMBXEXOXTCAUSXEXEXMEOX)SPXIXOX, -1X:SEX
10 PRESS XIXiepxis 2B XPXEXE= X45)XUXIX= X19)X_XEXT=)X SEX

1 oP /dT-EQ £.XXSHX.XXXKS 3) PXEXIXIETXIS oXOXEXY.ESIXIXIXD.UXUSEX
2 O2 CONC XX .xXsS AC

3 PPO2 KTSIXUXISOXeNXOXES VOY Qe XEXOXESa mEXOXIXES mmXEXOXES

4 FAN AP 5 18345 oe XGXUXiS)emUEXeXXESXOX!XS

5 nes OW ye BOOS ec XXXS  XXKS XXKS

6 02 FLOW XX.XS XX.XS IAMIP)S NOVAWRRSXEXi=-XES)BaiXeXicuXuSmeeXoXieaXeS)

7 Ni2M airsSO] iieemXEXGenXiS)oXpXie7X)S OD BMoxS BMERG MWWons

8 IMU FAN  AXS BXS CXS OG BRokS Ki skS BrwonS

9 MECC Le Eres GUGE CBiL

20 SiS) eX/XoXES) UXXEXES MEXOKOXES! AMPS XOXEXES EXXeX,Si EEXIXOX!S|
1 SS) 2) WXIXEXES) OXIXOXISIX OXI) REAC VLYV XXS XxS XxS

2 S7S1B) PXeXXES| XIXEXTS eXEXOGS, STACK T £XXXS HXXXS XXX

3 TOTAL AMPS XXXXS Byity y XEXEXES  eXX9X0 SIemIEXOXIK]S|
4 KW XXs BOOK —D IXPXUXES a meXPXEXESSu EXEXOXGS)
5 PUMP XXS XxS XXS

RN (xx
The SM SYSSUMM1 display is an SM display (DISP 78) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 and in BFS
OPS 0 which provides summary data on emergency, atmospheric (cabin), and electrical power
distribution and generation parameters.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

CRT NAME UNITS | DISPLAYED RANGE
|-SIATUS INDICATORS

M[H|[LIT] I
SMOKE: CABIN [1] | mgmve Oto 15 MJHILIT

UR FD [1] | mgm? 0to15 MIH{ILITAV BAY 1,2,3 [1] | mgm 0to 15 MIHIL|T
CABIN: PRESS i

psia 0 to 20 MIH]JL]JT] 2

Cae [21] psi/min +0.45 to -0.55 MJHIL

a con [3] |
-

psi/min ~2.000 to +2.000 MIHYL L

oe
iC [4]} pet 0 to 100 M]H Mi

PANG _psia Oto5 MIJHILITIL

cae
in H2O 0tos MTHT OCP Py lt

Caen degF +45to +145 Masia stats

Nien lbnvhr Oto5 MIHILIT

—

Ow lbnvhr 0to5 MIHIL

~
‘AN A,B,C [51] text blank or ‘*’ M L

$1.23
mvde 0 to 500 M{H|[L[T

TOTAL:AMES amps 0 to 1500 M

Dc oe — eee x
:

Rci volts Oto 40 MIH/ILIT] oe
ESS oe p2an Mens hed

<—=

CNTL 1,2,3 [6] volts 0 to 40 M H c i
‘Vee

MRSAeee ae pte 140 aes
FUELCELL: AMPS

amps = = : - Tfe M1) text ‘CL or ‘OP’ M i
EXITT degF ~-75 to +300 MIH]JLITIL
EOOr | eee ee aeMIHYILPUMP

text ‘AP’ or blank M i
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REMARKS

1] The hardwired smoke emergency alert can also be initiated by smoke rate-of-increase (not

9 shown on CRT). There is no software triggered emergency alert for smoke rate of increase.

[2] The dP/dT hardware status field shows an ‘H’ for an off-scale pressure leak (greater than
-.5 psi/min).

[3] EQ dP/AT is the equivalent dP/dT at 14.7 for the current Cabin Pressure and dP/dT. The
EQ dP/dT field format range is 2.000. If either Cabin Press or dP/dT is missing, the last

computed values of EQ dP/dT and ‘M’ displayed.

[4] The O2 CONC calculation automatically disregards PPO2 A, B, or C inputs which are

missing ‘M.’ The crew can manually remove a PPO2 input from the calculation by disabling
the corresponding PPO2 ENABLE constant on SM SPEC 60. If all three PPO2 inputs are

disabled, ‘NOK’ (not OK) is displayed. If all enabled PPO2 inputs are missing or if Cabin
Press is missing, the last computed values of O2 CONC and ‘M’ are displayed. O2 CONC
values greater than 100 percent can be displayed.

[5] Status shows an ‘l’ if appropriate IMU FAN is ‘on’ and speed drops below fixed value, or the

IMU FAN speed sensor is unpowered or failed. ‘Blank’ indicates that the IMU FAN is ‘off’ or

the ‘on’ discrete is failed. The ‘*,’ powered by phase Aof the respective AC bus, indicates
which IMU FAN has been selected.

[6] Each parameter is preceded/followed by an RPC trip status indicator. These indicators are

located under the alpha column headers (A-B-C-A); they read ‘*’ if the associated RPC is

ON (blank otherwise). Examples: AB1/CA1 RPC = ON produces an ‘*’ for CNTL 1 under

the leftmost A; BC1/CA1 RPC = ON produces an ‘*’ under the rightmost A.

[7] Either H2 or O2 valve closed causes an ‘l.’
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1 2

1234567890123456789012345
3 4 5

67890123456789012345678901

1

Se
Su SYS) S.UIMIN 2 XxX X DDD/HH:MM:SS

2
DDD/HH:MM:SS

3

4 CR YO;aniKuomel 2 3 4 5 MANF1 MANF2

5 2 uPIREENSSUMMEDXEXRSE XEXINISTXUNXS NPXOXENESIRBXEXIXES KXXOXOSX IXIX).S

6 02 PRESS XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS XKXKS XEXUXCRISINEXEXOX OX:S

7 HTR Tl SXXKS CHXXXS EEXXXS PSX KAS EeXS

8 T2 EXXXS FXXXS EXXXS FXXKS EXXXS

9

10 APU 1 2 3 HYD 1 2 3

1 TEMP EGT XXXXS XXXXS | XXX XS OPRE SS UXIXIXXiS XIXXOXa XIXIXUXES

2 B/UMEGT XXX XS)XXXK SHKX XN SERSVeRee eeXDEATS)XEXOXES exeXXG)

3 OIL LN XOXXSee BXOXXS eeeIXeXTS Pp xx x's XEXOXtS eX,XEXsS
4 OWT ©XXX's OXXKS BXEKEX'S: QTY Xxxs XEXIXtSemEXEXX'S
5 SIPYETE’D © MyPAMX'XKIS@ PIXOXIXIS!="BXXEXtS) W/B

6 FUIEDU WQiTay” PXNixes xoxXiSPmexX0X1S) | Hi2/ ONO, YauexexeXu) XEXEXES emEXUXEXS

? PAMIP eeKm) meXiXes, XXxs X KOS!|MB!YIP MMRVILEVIEPXUREXES KEXEX)SteX XIX'S

8 OES OUT MPEXXIxis: XXXS XEXOXES,

9 THERM CNTL 1 2

20 AV BAY H20 PUMP P XEXEX'S SEXEX|XIS

1 TEMP KIXX'S) “WUXEREX’STS (KOOKS PEAREFOIN,TELCO XXXXS XXXXS

2 FAN AP X2XXS XEXXS Xx XS MEMVIANPH MOUNT eer KUXEXES/meXEXIX,S

3

4

E (xx)
6 © oy

The SMSYS SUMM 2 display isan SMdisplay (DISP 79) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which
provides summary data on cryogenics, auxiliary power units, hydraulics, water boilers, thermal
control, and avionics cooling.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

Cane UNITSPetree STATUS INDICATORS

NGE MIHILI +] 2
CRYO TANK: H2 PRESS (1]]_ psia 145to 305 MITH/I LIT] L

02 EBs [1]]  psia 515t01015 JM} HI LIT] L

im le 425101475 | MT HI LIT] L

MANF 1,2: H2 PRESS os oe 130°M i c
r t

O2 PRESS psia 0 to 1200 MI HIL L
APU: TEMP

ee degF 0 to 1500 MI HTL

Ae degF 0 to 1500 MIHILIT

IN degF 0 to 500 MIH]I LIT

span degF 0 to 400 MIHI LIT

FUEL QTY percent Oto 167 MIH E

PMP LK P percent 0 to 100 MIH E

CCCs
[21] psia 0 to 50 MI HIL

—
Psia 0 to 200 MPTHILIT]L

Fae mmo| “oss [WELLMIHIL L
HYD: PRES ;

Boge Psia 0to4000 IMIPHIL T
a degF -75t0+300 |MJHIL L
fe psia 0 to 250 MJHIL L

WES TOGTY
percent 0 to 100 MI] HYIL L

"By percent 0 to 100 MPVLV
text ‘BYP’ or ‘WIB' | M

eae ,

or‘blank’
THERM CNTL H20 PUMP P psia Oto 150 M T

Eee lbmv/nr 73002700 | M H c i
degF 25 to 130 MIH]ILITI]L
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MSY. MM nt):

REMARKS

(1)

[2]

These pressures also appear at ‘P’ (O2/H2) on the CRYO SYSTEM (DISP 68) display and
are used by the tank heater controller. On OV102, tanks 4 and 5 share a common pressure
sensor. The common tank 4 and 5 heater control pressure is displayed as TK 4P. TK5P
will display OSL.

Measured at fue! pump drain line and is representative of leak rate.
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(20)

1

aa)2y
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

a

8

9

20

1

2

3

4

5

6

The MASS MEMORY R/W display is the mode dis
function in SM OPS 2 and 4(
(MERGE/WRITE)data on bo’
dump either MMU and to co.

(1A) (1B) Items 1 thru 39 are used to enter the desired
block, starting at the OFFSET defined by item 45.

(2A)
selected in hexadecimal.

(3) CHECKSUM represents the ch

(4)
writes.

() Item 42 (S/W SYSTEM)is used

DPS/ALL/GEN |

(2A) (ag) @B)
3 4 5neuiaisisizebitn siaisienialthieslelsienieblih/sehiceeen bein iaein

SPEC 85). It includes the control:
ith Mass Memory Units (MMUs).

mpare one to the other.

9011/085/ ¥ wee”EE ave
xx Xxcae eee:(™: COM BUFF XXX : :

DESIRED ACTUAL DESIRED ACTUAL

2
1

XXX XXX 21 XXKX XXXK SELEC
os

(4)
2) XIX XXX 22 XoXKXa XUXeXeX MMU 4

POM ODOR 23 XXX XXXEX MIMUre! 41x bos)
MX XikeX XUXUKEX,DeAmEXOX XEN, XXXX 42 S/W SYSTEM

aySia XIKXIK, gXERIIX 2S XIXiXeXG  aXIX0XeX) 143 PIHVALSIE xeXI
(J SOOOS SOC BG OC SOOO. O80 ROAD BLK

er)Ta OXeKKEK XXXX DT XUXeKeX XXXX OS OFFS 2 XXXX*X (8)
IB eXaXeXex mE XEXEXT 218) XOGXIXE SX XXEX 416 NUM BEWR &x

1 (9)
XXX Xen XEXOEN BOO OC 7 PAVE TH xxxx41 (9)

MO) EXaXGXOXo EXGXEXEX SiO} OXEXPXsX mEXEXOXEX VIOLATE XEXEX(a1)LL PXeXiXXeneXaXIXEX 31 XXXX  XXXX READ LOAD BLK 48 xa
Dei XiXGXi Xo RXGXIXEX FOTO OR | MERE Bee Wie)DES aXIXOXiX aXEXaXTX 33. XXXK XXKX WRITE LOAD BLK SOxw]

aaas GXEXIXGX EXXaXex JM OORS FOO COLRARE 51x
15 XK XIXIX 35 XXXX XXKXX STATUS XXX (4)
16) XeXOXEXT ee eXEXEXIX 3) OEXIX]KiKemX XIX ERROR CODE

XW (as)D7) WOXEXEXIX.  EXIXEXIX SJ] WOM Oe NEARSTER A

ee (16)
BRS 9XXEXIX EXEx Bie xixXeXEXXOxgX 8 XEXEXEX(17)LOOX XX XUXEXx 39 XXXX XXXX MM VERSION Xk KKw27 XeXIXIX XEXIXIX CHECKSUM XXXX DUMP VIA DL 5 2x Ps)

(19)

ae oy
(3)

play in PL OPS 9 (OPS 9011) anda specialist
Is to display (READ) and modify
In addition, it provides controls to

contents (DESIRED) for an MMU load
Entries are made in hexadecimal.

(2B) The actual values (ACTUAL)are displayed representing the contents of the load block

|
ecksum (in hexadecimalload block and is updated to the new checksum when item 49 is selected.

) that came with the reading of the

Items40 and 41 select MMU 1 or 2 from which to obtain the load block and perform the

load block will reference as folliOws:

to enter the desired software (SM) system ID which the

ltem 42 value Load Block

OWONOUAWN
0 ([nitialized)
1 Display Text & Graphics

PASS 1

PASS 2

PASS 3
BFS
DEU
SSME
TCS SEQUENCE
Not Supported
Not Supported
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A

(6)

”

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

a7)

(18)

(19)

(20)

EM

ttem43 (PHASE) and item 44 (LOAD BLK)define the phase and load block, respectively, in

decimal.A phase entry of zero causes the Revision Patch Log (RPL) to be retrieved for the
display. Fields for items 1 thru 39, 45 thru 47 blank when item 43 or 44 is entered.

a es(OFFSET) defines the offset (in decimal) into the load block for which items 1 thru

apply.

ltem 46 (NUMBER) defines the number (in decimal) of contiguous changes that are made at
the current offset (max 39). A corresponding number of desired items must be made prior to
the acceptance of a merge request (item 49).

Item 47 (PATCH ID) is the PATCH ID which must be logged on RPL as part of the merge
and write request. Input is in hexadecimal.

Violate - A remote text which indicates the following:

‘YES’ indicates that a patch ID of zeroes has been used in the write of a patch or that an

uneucceasiytPatch write was pending when an OPS transition or SPEC termination is

processed.

‘NO’ indicates that no violations are present.

Item 48 (READ LOAD BLK) causes the designated load block to be read from the user-

selected MMU into the load block construction buffer. An ‘*’ is displayed adjacent to the

item when entered and is blanked when ‘STATUS is blanked.

Item 49 (MERGE) overlays the desired data into the load block construction buffer, making
the DESIRED and ACTUAL columns equal. An ‘*’ is displayed adjacent to the item when

entered and is blanked when ‘STATUS is blanked.

Item 50 (WRITE LOAD BLK) causes the GPC to write data from the load block construction

buffer to the selected MMU. The PATCH ID (item 47) is written to the same MMU as part of

the write sequence. An ‘*’ is displayed adjacent to the item entered and is blanked when

‘STATUS’ is blanked. The first item 50 causes data to be written to the MMU and system ID

selected for the initial read-merge operation. Reselection of the MMU, system ID, and

patch ID followed by another item 50 cause the same data to be written to an alternate area

on the same or alternate MMU.

ltem 51 (COMPARE) causes the GPC to perform a word-by-word comparison of the

specified load block between MMU 1 and MMU 2. An error condition is displayed in

accordance with error definitions provided for ‘STATUS.’ An ‘*’ is displayed when a compare

function is in progress and is cleared upon completion of the compare process. Item 51 may

be reentered if I/O errors are encountered.

STATUS is an indication of the state of a process. ‘IP’ indicates in progress. ‘CPLT’

indicates that a READ (item 48), MERGE (item 49), WRITE (item 50), COMPARE (item 51),
or DUMP (item 52) process has been completed without error. ‘ERR’ indicates an error has

occurred during a process.

ERROR CODE is a decimal code indicating what type of error has occurred during a

process.

REGISTER A and REGISTER Bcontain the selected MMUs latest status registers A and B

from systems software COMPOOL. Displayed in hexadecimal.

MM VERSION indicates the MM version as stored in the RPL and is updated each time the

RPL is read.

Item 52 (DUMP VIA DL) causes a dump of the selected load block via downilist.

SM COM BUFF. ‘BSY’ is displayed flashing when the SM COM BUFF is in use. ‘RDY’ is

displayed nonflashing otherwise.
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er Te ee

3 4 5

123456789912345678901234567890123456789012345678901
1 XXXX/XXX/086 APU/HYD XAXMX DDD/HH=MM: SS\Le DDD/HH:MM:SS
3 APU 1 2 3 HYD 1 2 3

4 B/U ENG) TLuXUXOXEXSIX XIAISIRIX XIX SeBIZaU PUNEXUXEX X'S9 XIXIXEXIS EEXX,XXiS

5 —EGT IXIXIXEXSIXIXEXEX(S XOXRS | TREOAVAR T XXXS XXXS XXXS

6 SPEED % IKEXPRIS!  XPREXUS) OXEXPXES) P XXXS XXXS RRS

7 FeULEPLsumed(0TY ngaXOXEXTSETIXEXIXISEXEXIRIS QTEYG MPXEXEXISHPLAIKEXIST X XX: S
8 TeKi} Pie XIUKESeX!’KOSAKeXIRESIMVATORCIU, MERTEDMEXEXOXEXUS TRRIKOXEXEXGSEPXEX!XX'S
9 OVUIT, P © iXeXIX'S XUX/XiSIEEX@CIKES)

10 TK, Ave A XEXESH)| OXIXSPemPXGXNS)

1 (ACT TINEXARUKES UXEXIST EXOXEXES

2 B XX S -=Xx/SMaMEXIXIS

3 Bi 1 ) XXIKS XIXEXSHEXIXIX!S) aw)/7B 1 2 3

4 OIL T 7 XIX SHBXIGXIST OxIX'X’S

5 OUST TB UXIKOKES| XPKIXES OXIXS mECANTELIR Xoxex XXX XEXEX

6 DYUNTRPIPNS EXOXOX'SPheXEXOXSexoKeX1S INI210 MMORT: MmeXOXEXES MEEEEXOXEXES)EXEXIXCS

7 6 BX PIP MPEXORAKES?XEXEX'S MeXEXN SPIN! PIMUXOROXOXES MMXEXOXEXES.| EXEXEXXS

8 Ni2® (P) PSOXaXeXiS| EXiXeKiSmexiXeXS Ti 0) XEXEXISMMMEXEXOXESIY= XiXOXES,

9 BURG) T BixiCXiS “XixixisieexexrXiS i aRIENG PX XEXES CeXOXEXES |X XEXES)

20 GG BED  T HXX'S XiXOXISMEXIXEXCS MUBYIPeenyIn VimmexXOXESIIMEEXEXENTS, 1X! XIX'S
1 PUMP/VLYV WVEGNiTpauSaUpaseXGX UXSEEXOXOXUSTREEXEXIXS
2 PIMIP) OT XIXEXIS =XPXIX'S) XIKIX' S|MRTPAINIK: Wem MEXEXOXTSUMEXEXX'STOMEX(X'XAS
3 VELVET XEXIX/SPeXEXIXISIEXIXIX’S) BOR’ Tiere XEX:XS) eEXUXEX SheeEX.X(XES
4

:
(xx)ened S

TheAPU/HYDdisplayis an SM display (DISP 86) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which provides data
on the AuxiliaryPower Unit (APU) and Hydraulic (HYD) subsystems.

PARAMETERCHARACTERISTICS
STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME UNITS DISPLAYED

RANGE RAD eee fc

APU:BOECT degF Oto 1500 M/ITHIL]T

Spooner degF Oto 1500 M]H E

FUEL OTY percent 0 to 167 M H L

hye Percent 0to 100 MI HTL L

Ne Psia 0 to 500 MEIGH Stain hd

OU mee psia 0 to 500 MI HTL

Lene EN degF 0 to 250 M/HI LI] Tt
oer

¥ text ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ M

ae degF 0 to 500 M/H]IL]IT
f degF Oto 400 MITHILIT IL

ae psia Oto 200 MEL Hetesaten) | ob
herp psia 0to30 MI] HIL L
BRG T psia 010300 M/HIL

degF 0 to 500 M/IHI LITGG BED T
PUMPIVLY degF 0 to 500 M/HIL +

PMP T

degF 0 to 250 M/IH] LITVLV T

degF 010 250 M/IH]I LIT
HYD: B/UP

=

RSVRT psia Oto 4000 M/HIL L
P degF -75to +300 MIT HTL +
Oty psia 0 to 250 MI HTL +

ACCUM P pete bBo100 MI HIL +
to 4000 MIHIL LWe: CNTLR tj text ‘A’ B, AB,

H20 QTy SOF E:N2P Percent 0 to 100 MIT HTL +
T psia 0to3500 MI HTL L

REG P degF 32to 221 M/HIL
BYP VLv psia 01075 MI/H]I LIT

text ‘BYP’ or ‘WB’ | M

VENTT or blank’
TANKT [21] degF 122 to 185 MIHIT LIT
BLRT

t degF 3210221 MITHIT LITT YL21) _degF 3210212 M nce

4-28
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APU/HYD(Cont):
REMARKS

{1] ‘AJB’ displayed for CNTLRP/HTR position indicates that both ‘A’ and ‘B’ CNTLR/HTR status
indicators are on, which in turn indicates a possible MDM or CNTLRV/HTR switch failure.
CNTLR ‘A’ QTY and temperatures are displayed.

[2] Parameters blank when APU/HYD BLR CNTL PWR/HTR switch is OFF and are

momentarily blank when switched to ‘B.’
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3 4 5123656789012345678901234567890123456789012345678951
x )DOMIESTETIEESDDD/HH: MM:

CONTROLPUMP

1

axxxs
tXXXS

2XXXS

2xxxs

axXXxs

txXxxs

txxxs

txxxs

2tXXXS

2XXXS

2

axxxs

ax XXxXs
2XXXs

axXxxs

ax XXxs
txxxs

EXXXs

txXxxs

axxxs

tx xxs

axxxs

tXXXS

ss

3

aX XXs

axxxs

ax xxs

axxxs

axxxs

2XXXS

tx xxs
2xxxs

axxxs

tx xxs
axxxs

ax xxs
4XXX5S

HXXXS

4AXXXS

XXXS

4XXXS

1 XEXRENGZKERR,OFS HYD THERMAL xXx

14
3 CIRC
4 HYD 1 2 3 LINE TEMPS

5 CIRC PMP PI XXXS| XX XS] XXXS/ELEVON LoB

6 PMP BOY TtXxXxXS/txxxs/txxx5 LIB

7 RSVR TEX XX Sptxxxs/txxxs RIB
8 ACCUM PIEXXX S}EXXXS/EXXXS| ROB
9 HX IN THEXXXS|HXXXS/tXXXSIRO/SBPDU
10 OUT TLEXXXSSXXXS/EXXXS Fus
1

BOYFLP PDU
2 SW WEY PR $1 $2 FUS
3 ELDEV OE a0/8 3xS$ 1Xxs 2xS JL BRAKE WHL
4 18 2xs 1xs 3XxS FUS
5 Re 21-8 3XxS 1Xxs 2xS |R BRAKE WHL
6 os 2xs xs 3XxSs Fus
7 RUD/SPDBK 1Xxs 2xs 3XS ING UPLK
8

IMFAUSSe
9 TIURVE) SPARIERSS MFUS 2
20 ME SEE 7; RIGHT LM tt UPLK
1 GBP UXIXEX'S) XiX/X'S) XX KIS)OXX RIS MG R UPLK
2 OB” XIXEX(S) EXOX/X’S! BXIXiXisH XIXXS Fus3 NG XXXS XXXS XXXS XxxXx5
4

5

6

AXXXS

oy
The HYD THERMAL display is an SM display (DISP 87) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 whichProvides data on the hydraulic systems
PARAMETERCHARACTERISTICS

and tire pressure monitoring.

CRT NAME UNITSDISPLAYEDSTATUS INDICATORS
RANG MH) es eeeHYD: CIRC PMP P i

- psia 0 to 800 MI HYJL LPMPBDYT degF -75104+300 | M]H IL
Foe degF “75104300 |]MJ HI LIT] JHX INT

degt eo [MEE ;
-75toOUTT degF -75to+300 | MT HI L L

|

SW VLV

[1] text ** or blank

pretFRESSLR
oBLe ons 0a500 Male ai emealel

500 MI H in
NG LR

counts, 0 to 500 MI] H t f ICIRC PUMP CONTROL LINE TEMPSELEVON LOB F ~75t0+300 TMP HI LI Tt |gRIB degF ~75104300 }MJ HI LI Tt |] JRO degF 75104300 |}MI HI LIT] YRD/SB PDU degF ~75to+300 MIT HI LI tI YdegF ~75t0+300 |]MJ HI LI] Tt] YBDYFLP PDU degF ~75t04300 IMI HI LIT] IdegF ~75to+300 FMP HI LI TI YLBRAKE WHL degF ~7Sto+300 MI HI LI Tt] YF degr ~75to+300 MPHIL | tT]RBRAKE WHL degr ~75to+300 JM PTH PL| t ] YFUS degF 75104300 MPHIL | t |NG UPLK degF ~75to+300 MI] HI LI] Tt| yMFUS 1,2 degrF 775104300 |M {HPL | t |MGL  UPLK degF ~75104300 TM/HIL It IYMGR UPLK degF -75 to +300 MIH leteelaFus degF ~75t04300 TMT HP co] Tt] ydegF =75t0+300 |M{ HI LCI Tt|REMARK:

[1] An ‘*’
by the ‘0)

Pay
4Ceneere eeeator.Thedenesurfaceactuator indicates which hydraulicsystem isPassive/ st, oes

a
'S performed through comparison of active anddesignation of hydraulic systems is by hydraulic
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(xx)sues S)
The APU/ENVIRON THERM display is an SM display (DISP 88) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which
Provides data on auxiliary power units and the active thermal control system.
PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME UNITS RANGE MIHTLITIT 2
FREON LOOP: ACCUM QTY: percent 0 to 100 MI HIT L tf

FREON FLOW lbnvhr | 730to2700 | M | HH] L 4
PL HX FLOW bbnvhr | 199t01300 |}M | H] L L
AFT CP FLOW lbrv/hr 0 to 500 MI HI L 4
RAD INT degF 0 to 160 MI HI LRAD OUT T degF 25t0130 |M/HIL L
EVAP OUT T degF 25to1i30 |M}H]IL]T ] L

EVAP TEMP: HILOAD INBD degF 0 to 400 0 A Sy a aOUTBD degF 0 to 400 MRE ote
TOPPING FWD degF 0 to 400 MA aate

AFT degF 0 to 400 MOR seaete | ee
g degF 0 to 250 MIH/ILI TI] JL
R degF 0 to 250 MAE ett

EVAP FDLNT FWD degF Oto 160 MIH/JL/T] L
MID1 degF 0 to 160 M/JH/JL/T] L
MID2 degF 0 to 160 MIH/ILITI] IL

AFT degF 0 to 160 M/IH/JLI T/L
TOPPING degF 0 to 160 MIH/JLI TI] JL
ACCUM degF O to 160 M/H/JLIT] L
HI LOAD degF 0 to 250 MIHILITI SL
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PU/ENVIRON THERM

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS (Cont

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNTS | Rance TMTATCT TOTO

H20 LOOP: PUMP OUT P psia Oto 150 MJH{JL{T] 2

OUT T degF 32 to 122 MIH/JLIT] L

AP psid 0 to 60 MIH/ILITI YL
ICH FLOW lbnvhr Oto17100 JM HI LIT] JL

OUTT degF 20 to 70 MJ HYIL L
CAB HX IN T degF 32 to 122 MIH]JLIT] JL

ACCUM QTY percent Oto 100 MIHILIT] IL

APU FUEL T: TK SURF degF 0 to 160 MI] HI L L
TK HTR degF 0 to 160 MIHILIT] L
TEST LN 1,2 degF 0to 250 MIH/ILIT] L
FEED LN degF 0 to 250 MIHILIT] L
PUMP IN degF 0 to 250 MIH PL tye

DRNLN 1,2 degF 0 to 250 MOP HeTMLe pote ee

OUT degF 0 to 250 MIHIJLITIL
BYP LN degF 0 to 400 MIH/ILIT] JL

GG SPLY LN degF 0 to 450 MIHIL]T
H20 LN INJ degF -75t0+300 JM} HI LIT] L
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L R

Osun esisXXXS XXXS

XXXS XXXS OMS CRSFOD L R c
XXXS XXXS| XFD OPXPIXEXYXGS EAXEXXS WUXIXUXES:
XXXS XXXS GiMIB)Ee UGH GeiXaXeXeSimexex XiS
XXXS XXXS| DRN OLX WEXIXIXEST.X°XHXES:
XXXS XXXS

XXXS XXXS FU ox
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XXXS XXXS PCP ABIAWE OXXIXES  FXOKIX'S
XXKXS XXXS Ox Qo XXXKS
MSE ENIXSit gaa Gea a

XXXS XXXS FWD RCS Fu ox

XXXS XXXS LERTEMVESPT LueXyXEXGSy eXeXIX!

XXXS XXXS TTUSEREXEXIX S| XEXPXES

IXSXSXASBeeX:NEARS|eee

XXXS XXXS AYESTs @eR.CrS L R

XXXS XXXS| MANF 1 (OPXGOIXOX: XSL XIXEXES

DORN PNL LXEXEXES HTXPXEXES

ZEPEXIKIXUSPXIXIXGS

WAERRINSRPINE IBPPXXEXES! GXPXEX'S

SMEXEXOXES BEXIXEXES

(xx)

7
The PRPLT THERMAL display is an SM display (DISP 89) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which
provides data on the thermal characteristics of the OMS and RCS propellant subsystems.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRTNAME UNITS RANGE MTHTLCTTT 2

POD: OMS TK OX degF 0 to 160 A TEAfaeae Nast
FU degF 0 to 160 MalaHistaleati til,

ENG I/F OX degF Oto1eo |MYPHILIT] L
FU degF Otoieo |MYPHILITI] L

OX VLV degF Otoieo |MIHILI TI L
FU INJ degF -75t0+300 JM HI LIT] L

WEB KEEL 1 degF Oto16so0 |MPHILITI] L
2 degF | -75to+1I75/M]H]LIT] L

Y  oB degF Oto1eo |MIHILIT] L
UP degF 0 to 160 M/H{ILIT] +

OX DRN PNL 1 degF Oto16o FMI HILIT] L
2 degF Oto16eo JMIHILIT] L

ENG COVER degF Oto1eo |MIHIL IT] L
SERV PNL degF Otoieo JMJHILIT] +

GSE SERV PNL degF oto2c0 |MIHILIT tTEST HE/OX 1 degF | -75t04175 |M]H|L]T
t2 degF | -75to+175 |M|H|L]|T

OMS CRSFD: XFD OX degF 0 to 160 MIH/LIT] ¢
GMBL LN degF 0 to 160 MIH]JLIT] ¢L
DRN OX degF Oto16eo FMJHILIT] L
BLD AFT FUS degF | -75to+I75|/M]H{ILIT] L

PL BAY degF | -75tox175|/M]/HILIT] L
OX QD degF Oto250 JMIHILIT] L

FWD RCS: LINE T1 degF Oto1eo JPMJH]JLIT] L
T2 deer Otoi6o JMPH{|LIT] L

AFT RCS: MANF 1 OX degF otoico PMIH{|LIT] L
DRN PNL1 degF 0to 160 MIH/ILIT] ¢L

2 degF | -75tox175}/M|H{L]T] L
VERN PNL 1 degF 0 to 160 MIH/JLIT] L

2 degF 0 to 250 M/IH/JLIT] L
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Hypavals(elielololiizstalsterfe talonlteistalsen7i5190)iecisuyeosomasaU sucesesoaeee

1 XxXxx/090/ PCS CONTROL XX X DDD/HH:MM:SS
é

DoD/HH:HH=SSJ Me(2 :

3 1 SSE Tt ke XXKKRX SEQ STAT NAME GMT

4 RUXUKIX XOXIXIXIUXIXOXIX,XOXEXAKIXI/AXEKEEX XiEUKIX
(2) - 2

"aPo 2. SEQ)KKK) XXRRRK XKIKIXT OXIKIXRUIXIXERIXIXEX ee aeB

(3-4 3 CUT AAA/AKAAEAKIAKXXXX XXXX XXAXKKK XXX/X
aes

7 7 GLY Sweep AX | XXKX XKKK XKKKKK KKK/XKEXKE

8

(2
10) ENA 8 HOLD 9x

(2 TERM 10 RESUME 11
——

2 TERM ALL lie

3. fC EVAREX TLS,

a SEQ) Suee TEXT —F 5)
(5) 8 KEXPXIXUE |XPXPXGUEXEXIXIXEXIXOXOXXEXEXEXEXEXEX

“6Po SEQ UPDATE XIXEXIX Hn XIXPXIEEXUXIXEXEXIXEXUXEXEXIXIXUXIXIXIX

7 AC SUED iOS XEXEXDXOIE| XEXIXIEXEXIXEXEXEXEXEXIXEX: XEXIXEXEXEX
8 1 SD) ENDIANY xox = XOX XOXEXEXIED)XdXEXMEXOXEXUXAXEXEXEXIKOXOXEXIXEXIIXEX

9 DCPIX IX XPXEXOEXEXEX XIXIEEREXXEXEXIXEXIXGX()~]
20P > CURRENT XXX XOXEXIXX IXEXTIEXE XIUXIXOXEXIXEXIXEXEXEXEXEN
1 ERROR XEXEX/AX KEXOX eXXOX EXEXEXIXEXOXEXIXDXEXEXEXEXOXXOX
2 KEEX HNOXOXEXOXTXEXEXEXEXEXEXOXEEXEXEXEXEX

3 KEKEXIX XEXOXMEXIXEXEXOXEXEXEXEXEXXEXEXEXIXEX
4 NCIXXIXannXEX IEEEEXEXEXEXIXEXEXEXEEXEXEXIXEX

5

6 Ms we
The PCS CONTROL display is a specialist function (SPEC 90) available in SM OPS 2 and 4. It

supports the transfer of Payload Control Supervisor (PCS) sequence sets from mass memory and

provides for control and monitoring of up to 4 PCS sequences at one time.

>
(1) The numeric ID and name of the PCS sequence SET currently in main (GPC) memory is

shown next to item 1. If a different set ID is entered via item 1, the current set name blanks

when mass memory read starts and the new set name appears when it is in memory and

availablefor use. This set will remain memory resident until a different set is requested or

until a memory reconfiguration occurs. If the mass memory read is unsuccessful, the set
name will remainblank. An item 1 selection will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’
message will appear if the selected set is not in mass memory, if the entry is made while a

sequence load is in progress, or when any PCS sequence has been selected but has not

completedexecution.If only one set is defined for a mission, it will be brought into GPC
memory with the SM overlay and item 1 is nonfunctional.

3

(2) ltem 2 allows selection of a sequence for subsequent keyboard control. Initially, a sequence

valueof 1 thru 99is used anditbecomesoneof upto 4 sequencesthatcanbecoieneaat
one time. Each sequence remains in the stack of 4 until it has completed execution or is
canceled. If the value entered is not equal to any sequence ID for the set that is currently in

eedorit4 Sequences are already selected, the entry will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL ITRY’Message willbegenerated. For each valid sequence ID selection, the GPC
assigns a CNTL identifier whichis based on the selected sequence ID and the selection

SonesStatus. If sequence 25 is selected (item 2 +25) twice, for instance, the CNTL
lentifierwill be 2501for the first selection, 2502 for the second. Once a CNTL identifier is

noe fourdigitsmust be entered in item 2 to select a specific ‘copy’ of the sequence

eee
editing (i.e., item 2 +2501). The selection counter is initialized at 01 for all

eye ane a reda range of 01 to 99, and is reset to 01 after reaching 99. A valid

mare - at
e CNTLidentifier,NAME,and default time (GMT) to be written in the table

a sore a : an of the display. The current step number for the selected sequence

enieue te ee tele of the display (nextto CURRENT).If the sequence is in an

Benean ats CURRENedee;adpn error code will be displayed next to ERROR, just
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PCSCONTROL(Cont):
(3)

(4)

(5)

Items 3 thru 7 provide the capability to modify default values of GMT start time (items 3 thru
6) and optional HOLD STEP (item 7) for any sequence which has been selected for
control but is not enabled. Each item number is entered along with the new value for the
parameter. The changes apply only to the specific copy of the sequence selected for

control at the time. Default values apply for subsequent selections item 2. Items 3 thru 7
selections will be rejected and cause an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message(s) to be generated if
no sequence is selected, if the sequence selected is already enabled, if the value entered for
the hold step does not match any steps in the sequence, or if the HOLD STEP value does
not correspond with the predefined legal hold step in the sequence, or if the values entered
for the GMT exceed the following ranges: Days 00-400, Hours 00-24, Minutes 00-60, and
Seconds 00-60.

Items 8 thru 11 are used to alter the activity status of the sequence selected for control. The
current status is indicated below STAT as: ‘blank’ (unenabled), ‘ENA’ (inactive), ‘ACT’
(active), ‘EXCP’ (exception), ‘HOLD’ (hold), ‘TERM’ (terminate), ‘ERR’ (error), or ‘SSPD’
(suspended). Any attempt to select items 8-11 while a TERM ALL (item 12) request is

executing will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will be generated.

If the controlled sequence is unenabled, an item 8 (ENA) entry will make it eligible for
execution and cause the activity status (STAT), and the selected start time (GMT) to appear
in the upper right portion of the display. When the last step of the sequence is executed (or
the sequence is canceled), the data in the upper right section of the display for that

sequence will be blanked. If the controlled sequence is in any state other than unenabled,
an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will be generated and the sequence will be unaffected by an

item 8 entry.

If the controlled sequence is in the active or exception state, an item 9 (HOLD) entry will

place it in the hold state at the next legal hold step. If the sequence is already in hold, the
hold request will take effect after an item 11 (RESUME) entry. An ‘*’ next to item 9 indicates
that a hold request is pending. The ‘*’ is blanked when the sequence goes to the hold or

error state or upon item 10 (TERM), item 12 (TERM ALL),or OPS transition request. If the
controlled sequence is not in the active, exception, or hold state when an item 9 request is

made, the entry will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will be generated.

An item 10 (TERM) entry will initiate cancel processing if the controlled sequence is in the

active, exception, or hold state. If in the unenabled, inactive, or suspended state, all display
items for the sequence will be cleared and the sequence will be deselected. If in the

terminate state, the entry will be rejected.

If the controlled sequence is in the hold state, an item 11 (RESUME) entry will place it in the

active state and begin execution with the step identified as the CURRENT step. If the

controlled sequence is in any other state, the entry will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL
ENTRY’ message will be generated.

A controlled sequence in the active, exception, or terminate state will be placed in the error

State (‘ERR’ is driven in STAT column) when an error condition is encounteredprovided that

safing steps have been defined. The sequence remains in the error state until the last step
is executed or a second error is encountered, at which time it is placed in the suspend state

(‘SSPD' is driven in STAT column). A controlled sequence without a safing step defined, but

in the active, exception, or terminate state, will be placed in the suspend statewhenthe first

error occurs. A sequence in the inactive state will be placed in suspend if a different

selection of the same sequence is in any state except unenabled, inactive, or suspend when

transfer from inactive to active is attempted. It will remain in the suspend state until a

sequence cancel request is processed or an OPS transition occurs.

Any sequence that is selected and not enabled is eligible for updating as long as the two

left-most characters of the selected sequence do not match those of another sequence
which is enabled. Note: Sequence updates affect main memoryandtherefore apply to all

subsequent selections of the sequence unless/until a ‘clean’ version is forced/selected from

the MMU. If a SEQ UPDATE STEP number (item 14) is received and the currently selected

sequence is ineligible for updating, or the entered value does not match the stepnumber of

a DELAY operator in the selected sequence, the entry will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL

ENTRY’ message will be generated. Receipt of a valid STEP entry will make the

appropriate DELAY operator available for editing via subsequent item entry.
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PCSCONTROL(Cont):
If the update step ontal Ir x

The DELAY time is edited using items 15 and 16 which represent minutes

(6)

(7)

is a DELAY, the delay time contained in the operator will appear next to

DELAY (item 15).
and seconds, respective!
ENTRY’ message will be generat
not a DELAY OPR, or if the entered

Item 12 (TERM ALL)entries initiate cancel processing for all selected sequences and clear

all display items for the terminated sequences.

The lower right portion of the display shows TEXT messages from the 10 most recently
processed TEXT OPRs. The step number of the OPR and the CNTL ID of the sequence

containing the OPR is included with each message. The TEXT message stack is blanked

upon OPS initialization and via item 13 (CLEAR TEXT).

ly. Items 15 and 16 entries will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL

‘ed if no update step is selected, if the step being updated is

data for each item is outside the range 00-59.
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{x x)ook °)
The PDRS CONTROL display is an SM specialist function (SPEC 94) available in SM OPS 2 and 4
which is used to input RMS and payload initialization data; initiate communication between SM GPC
and RMS MCIU; input and monitor RMS auto sequence data; enable and inhibit certain GPC
controlled system checks and safety features; monitor the state of RMS rollout and retention latches:
and monitor the end effector operation feedback parameters.

AARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUSINDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGE MIHTLITT &

RMS SEL 1] text See Remarks
RMS PWR [2] text See Remarks
PL ID [3] text 0-5
END EFF [4] text 12
AUTO MODES (1-4) [5] text 1-20
START PT [6] text 1-199
LAST PT [7] text 1-200
END POS [8] | inches
END ATT. [9] | degrees | See Remarks
PL INIT ID [10] text
CMD CK [11] text See Remarks
WR RANGE [12] text 1-6
RMS STO/DPLY [13]

SHLD 1,0
RMS LAT/REL/RDY [14]

AFT 1,0
MID 1,0
FWD 1,0

POR DISPLAY [15] text See Remarks
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PDRS CONTROL (Cont):

REMARKS

fi]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

‘PORT,’ ‘STBD,’ or ‘OFF’ to indicate the RMS selected for use. Field is blank when in

SUSPEND mode (i.e., I/O OFF).

‘PRI,’ ‘OFF, ‘B/U' indicates position of the RMS POWER switch.

Payload identifications are 0 (unloaded arm) through 5 (specific points of resolution).

End effectors are identified as 1 and 2.

Up to 20 automatic sequences may be stored in main memory. Numericalfields indicate

auto sequence assigned to AUTO 1(2,3,4) position of MODE select switch.

Identifies start point of the auto sequence item 13(14,15,16) selectedvia AUTO1(2,3,4)
position of MODE select switch. When AUTO 1-4 entered, start point is initialized to first
point in that sequence. Any other point (1-199) in that sequence may be selected via item

fe

Identifies last point achieved by auto sequence selected via AUTO 1(2,3,4) positionof
MODE select switch. Updates as point of resolution achieves sequence pause point,
intercept sequence flyby point, or reaches sequence final point.

Inputs of desired operator commanded auto sequence end point position in inches with

respect to RMS orbiter body axis coordinates.

Inputs of desired operator commanded auto sequence end point Euler attitude in degrees
with respect to RMS orbiter rotational axis coordinates. Pitch of 0-359 degrees; yaw of
0-90 degrees and 270-359 degrees; and roll of 0-359 degrees.

Payload INIT ID inputs of 0 (unloaded arm) through5 (specific points ofresolution).
If the end point is within RMS reach capability, ‘GOOD’ is displayed when item 25 is
executed. If not, ‘FAIL is displayed. Field is initialized blank and is reblanked when any of
items 18-24 are executed.

NOTE: A ‘GOOD indication does not verify a safe trajectory.
Inputs of 1 to 6 correspond to wrist roll angles:

WR ANGLE (in degrees)
—450 to —360
-360 to —180
-180 to 0

0 to +180

+180 to +360
+360 to +450

Discretes indicating RMS shoulder mechanism position (stowed or deployed).

=

OahOnm—
g

Discretes indicatingthe arm aft, mid, fwd retention latch
i

(REL), or ready—totatch (RDY)position.
ec eee OS

Indicates point of resolution (POR) for current coordin
i i

; ate system: either the orbiter bodyaxis system (ORB), or a system defined by items 18 thru 23(REL).
wh Rs

|
ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTIC:

ITEMS 1 and 2 Select PORT or STBD

ITEM 3

AGO herernti oeceieenre *

selected (‘s' shows sel
10beinitialized. Display is initialized with PORT

: lection). Selection can not be changed it(FLY-CAMR)or item 33 (FLY-PL) is selected,
Reem te

|
Selects the PL ID definingthe point of resolution of the payload to be han-dledby the arm selected by

i

i

£
i

dled b € y item 1 or 2. PL ID will be zero when display isinitialized. Selection can
i

i

(FLY. yi i not
be changedonceitem 32 (FLY-C/ ) or ite

|
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PDRS CONTROL (Cont):

ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS (CONT)

ITEM 4

ITEMS 5 and6

ITEMS 7 and8

ITEMS 9 and 10

ITEMS 11 and 12

ITEMS 13 thru 16

ITEM 17

ITEMS 18, 19, 20

ITEMS 21, 22, 23,

ITEM 24

ITEM 25

ITEM 26

ITEM 27

Selects the ID of the end effector to be used. Display initialized with 1
selected.

TurnON/OFFthe input/output (I/O) between GPC and MCIU. Displayinitialized with item 6 (OFF) selected (‘*’ shows selection).
Enable/inhibit the soft stop. Display initialized with item 7 (ENA) selected
(‘*’shows selection).

Enable/inhibit the auto brake function of the consistency check. Display
initialized with item 9 (ENA) selected (‘*’shows selection).

Enable/inhibit the position encoder check. Display initialized with item 11

(ENA) selected (‘*’shows selection).

Provide assignment of a preprogrammed auto sequence to switch positions
AUTO 1(2,3,4) of the MODE select switch. Display initialized with items 13,
14, 15, 16 blanked.

START PT designates the prestored point in the selected auto sequence,
which is to be used as the starting point. LAST PT shows the last intercept
point that has been achieved by the point of resolution during the auto

sequence (this may be a pause point, flyby point, or the final sequence
point). Both the START PT and LAST PT values are initialized blank.

Provide selection of the point of resolution final position for the operator
commanded auto sequences. Also specify the referenced X, Y, and Z posi-
tions when item 30 (POR REF SEL) is in REL. Selection can not be

changed once item 32 (FLY-CAMR) or item 33 (FLY-PL) is selected. END
POS X, Y, Z are blank when display is initialized and when arm is selected.

Provide selection of the point of resolution Euler rotational attitude for the

operator commanded auto sequences. Also specify referenced pitch, yaw
and roll when item 30 (POR REF SEL) is in ‘REL’, and the orientation of the

command frame when items 32 (FLY-CAMR) or 33 (FLY-PL) are active.

Selection can not be changed once item 32 (FLY—CAMR)or item 33

(FLY—PL)is selected. END ATT P, Y, R are blank when display is initialized
and when arm is selected.

Used with items 18 thru 23 to provide selection of the point of resolution for

the operator commanded auto sequences. Display initialized with ‘0’ se-

lected. For valid entry into operator commanded auto mode, item 24 must

match item 3. Selection can not be changed once item 32 (FLY-CAMR) or

|item 33 (FLY-PL) is selected.

Provides a check of the end point specified by items 18 thru 24 to verify it is

within RMS reach capability. Item 25 is initialized blank and is blanked

when an arm is selected or when any one of items 18-23 is changed.
Item 25 can not be performed once item 32 (FLY-CAMR) or item 33

|(FLY—PL)is selected.

Provides capability to update the wrist roll range. Item 26 initialized at 4.

If a WR RANGE of 1 or 6is entered while the WR encoder ANGLEis _

greater than or equal to 90 degrees and less than 270, the item entry will be

rejected with an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ error message.

Used to verify that the auto brake circuitry will apply the brake, independent
of the consistency check. An ‘*’ indicates selection. To reset the auto

brakes, the brake switch on panel A8U must be cycled ON, then OFF. The

brake switch should be OFF while performing this check.
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PDRS CONTROL (Cont):

ITEM ENTRY CHARACTERISTICS (CONT)

ITEMS 28, 29

ITEM30

ITEMS 31, 32, 33

Provide capability to enable or inhibit the Position Orientation Hold Select
(POHS) controller. The POHS reduces steady-state uncommandedmotion

for nondriven axes. These items are mutually exclusive; an ‘* is driven next

to the item currently selected. When SPEC 94 is first called, the POHS

controller will be ON (‘ENA 28 *’).

Provides capability to display the Point of Resolution (POR) in the orbiter

body axis system for positions, and in the orbiter rotation axis system for

attitudes, or relative to a position and attitude which is specified in items 18

thru 23. Executing item 30 will toggle the POR between the orbiter coordi-

nate system (ORB) and the relative coordinate system (REL). When SPEC

94 is first called, the POR will be in ORB.

Operation:

Used to select one of three types of hand controller responses. Item 31

(NORM) selects the normal mode of operation. If item 32 (FLY-CAMR)is

selected, the directions of RMS controller commands will be associated with

the “fly-camera” axis system defined by the information contained in items

18 thru 23. If item 33 (FLY-PL) is selected, the direction of RHC and THC

commands will be the opposite of the “fly-camera” axis system. A ‘*’ indi-

cates an item has been selected.

Conditions:

e Items 31, 32 and 33 are mutually exclusive

e In order to select either item 32 or 33:

1. Item 25 (CMD CK) must be “GOOD”

2. Item 3(PLID) must be the same as item 24 (PL INIT ID)

3. The orbiter loaded mode must be selected (SPEC 95)

If these conditions are not met, attempts to select item 32 or 33 will
result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

° Once item 32 or 33 is selected, no change may be made to items 1 or 2
(PORT/STBD RMS), item3 (PL ID), items 18 thru 20 (END POS), items
21 thru 23 (END ATT), or item 24 (PL INIT ID); nor may item 25 (CMD
CK) be performed.Attemptsto execute any of these items while item
32 or 33 is selected will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

Initialization:

While not in manual augmented
orbi

i

33 shall be blank.
ug! orbiter loaded mode, items 31, 32 and

¢ Upon entering manual augment
i

i

(NORM)will be seleatede
ed orbiter loaded mode, item 31
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4123.4567890123.456789012365678991734567890123456789)1
a XXXX/095/XxxX rors OVERRIDE XX X DDO/HH:MM: SS
2

XXXXXKXKKKXKKXXKK DDD/HH:MM:SS

QO) Q)—3-+F}—modE sw oven 1x (6)4 MODE SEL IND | JNT SWOVRD 17x | RATE SWoOVRD 26x%
5 CURVE) AU!Nile 21xton X JOINT SEL VERNIER 27x
6 SINGLE BXherex SH YAW 18x COARSE 28x
7 EUNHDIe)ERe/Fom 84)xA10OXI SH PITCH 19x (7)
8 ORB LD 5X Xx EROM PatiTACtH z0x | Auto swoven 29x4
9 PL GrXImeneX WR PITCH 21x PROCEED 30

10 ORR CHO “Dror x WR YAW 22x stop 31
1 AUTO 1 BEX TPOX WR ROLL 23x

(8)
2 AUTO 2 osxard tox EE TEMP 24x | HO AXIS CHE Bi2X
3 AUUQ 8S LOR Chiv VER  eB% THC soy
4 AUTO 4 MeL x RHC 34x
5 TEST TZIX VX MCIU OVERRIDE

6 ENTER 13 SAFING CAN 35X

| ABE OVRD A 36X

8 [-® LOADED RATE 14x ABE OVRD B 37X

(3-9-}—®STOWED OPS 15x ABE OVRD_C38x

20}wSIN/DIR SW

7] REASSIGN 16x

2

3

i mo)

5 (xx)

ote J
The PDRS OVERRIDE display is a specialist function (SPEC 95) available in SM OPS 2 and 4
which provides the following capabilities: override a number of RMS switch inputs in the event a

major switch fails; toggle the loaded rate limit flag; and configure the RMS software for correct

© operation in the MPM stowed position.

(1) MODE SW OVRD. Item 1 provides the capability to override the RMS Mode Select switch
and the Mode Enter pushbutton, both of which are located on panel A8U. The display is
initialized with item 1 deselected (no ‘*’). Items 2 thru 12 (mode select) and item 13 (mode
enter) cannot be executed while item 1 is deselected. An ‘*’ will still be displayed by the

appropriate mode select item to reflect the actual hardware switch position. Likewise, the

data in the IND columns will mimic the mode selected indicator lights on panel A8U.

Once item 1 is selected, the hardware inputs are ignored. Items 2 thru 12 which are

mutually exclusive are used to select the desired mode. Item 13 is used to enter the

selected mode. An ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will result if item 13 is executed with none

of items 2 thru 12 selected.

(2) LOADED RATE. Execution of item 14 toggles the value of the loaded rate limit flag. It is

initialized off (no ‘**’).

(3) STOWED OPS. The crew can enable or disable the RMS stowed operations via ITEM 15.

The display is initialized with item 15 deselected (no ‘*’). When item 15 is executed,the

RMS software uses a different set of arm position constants (for the attach points and

swingout angle) to calculate the appropriate arm position parameters.

(4) SIN/DIR SW REASSIGN. Item 16 reassigns the Single/Direct Drive switch function to the

Auto Sequence Stop/Proceed switch; both of these switches are located on panel A8U. The
display is initialized with item 16 deselected (no ‘*’). Attempting to execute item 16while
AUTO SW OVERRIDE (item 29) has been selected will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY

message.

(5) JNT SW OVRD. Item 17 can be used to override the RMS Joint Select switch on panel
© A8U. The display is initialized with item 17 deselected (no ‘*’). Items 18 thru 25 (joint

select) are inhibited if item 17 is deselected. An ‘*' will still be driven next to the appropriate
joint select item to reflect the actual switch position. Attempting to execute any of items

18-25 with item 17 deselected will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.
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PDRS OVERRIDE (Cont):

:
.

F : 5

Ainitem 17 is selected, hardware inputs from the RMS Joint Select switch are ignore

perilitems 18 thru 25. These items which are mutually exclusive are used to select the

desired joint.

VRD. Item 26 provides the capability to override the RMS RATE Select switch
4 ee KeealA8U. Thediéclayis initialized with item 26 deselected(no ‘*’). Items 27

and 28 are inhibited as long as item 26 remains deselected. An ‘*’ will stillappear next to

either the VERNIER item or COARSE item depending on the actualposition of the hardware
switch. An ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will result if item 27 or 28 is executed without item

26 being selected first.

Selecting item 26 will override the hardware inputs from the switch; item 27 (VERNIER) and

item 28 (COARSE), which are mutually exclusive, will be used to select the rate.

(7) AUTO SW OVRD. Item 29 can be used to override the RMS Autosequence StopProceed
switch on panel A8U. The display is initialized with item 29 deselected (no ‘*’). With item 29

deselected, both items 30 and 31 are inhibited; an ‘*’ will still appear next to the appropriate
item depending on the actual switch position. Attempting to execute items 30 and 31

without first selecting item 29 will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

With item 29 selected, the switch hardware inputs will be ignored and replaced by the auto
select items.

(8) HC AXIS CHG. Item 32 changes the sense of the translational or rotational hand controller.
The display is initialized with items 32 thru 34 deselected (no ‘*’). As long as item 32
remains deselected, both items 33 and 34 are inhibited. Execution of item 33 (THC)
reassigns the THC inputs such that X becomes Y, Y becomes Z, and Z becomes X.
Execution of item 34 changes the RHC inputs so that pitch becomes yaw, yaw becomes roll,
and roll becomes pitch. Reexecution of these items restores the original sense.

(9) MCIU OVERRIDE. Items 35 thru 38 provide the capability to override various
MCIU-detected failures that result in loss of GPC—supported RMS modes due to autobrake
application. Each item toggles its associated Arm Based Electronics (ABE) unit override
between ON and OFF. When an override is ON, a ‘*’ will appear next to its item number;
when that override is OFF, the ‘*’ is blanked. Each override is initialized in the OFF state
when SM software is uploaded from Mass Memory.

(10) This fieldreads ‘INPUTS INHIBITED’ double—overbrightwhen RMS software is not
executing; it is blank at all other times.
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af XXXX/XXX/096 PDRS FAULTS XX X DDD/HH:MM:SS
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2 / BRAKE x Xt Xn X Xe Xo SOMECK CRT :3 Jt ARLES BLE x Kore X, Xaed 1X DC/MCIU Xx4 / DIR DRY x epee Xe eX EXige essa X
5 1)eBBY8USORSESLAY aXe Xe Kean X, RESO EjEvenFatsArGy X
6

EEEU x
7

Sates PEMEIP REYPOWYS R CREE CMDS Xx

8 CONTR ERROR XD Xie bike pk Ahad x HC x
9 CKCRT - POS x x x x x x MCTU HC xX

20 REACH LIMIT Xie RaXna deh aX Xoo X rTM PiexGUKET:—X

1

2 CeeeT = “S'PA: Sy: SP EP we ey. WR

3 B pT ETE Sit, XEXEXEKXSXGXXie BXIXOXIXOEPS KUNNEN weXEXUXXygheXeXeKuX

4

5
(xx)oe S

The PDRS FAULTS display (DISP 96) is available in SM OPS 2 and 4. It provides dataon RMS
failures detected by both old and new SPA hardware. Joint-related failures can be annunciatedfor
any of the arm’s six possible degrees of freedom: should yaw & pitch (SY & SP), elbow pitch (EP),
and wrist pitch, yaw & roll (WP, WY & WR).

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAME UNITS RANGES alin tial eaala

ABE: - OLD JPC BITE [1] in
MDA BITE L
SPA CMTR L
TACH it

NEW MDA O/G [2] L
SPA CMTR L
TAGH PLL i
CPU if
MDA DMND a
A/D CONV L

BRAKE L
POS ENG iDIR DRV
B/U RELAY tMCIU: MADC [3]

;MCPG
1ICF
t

GHECKCHIEDC/MCIU [3 L
EXT FS tEE FLAG
EEEU

iEE CMDS
t

MCIU HG t
CONTRERROR

at

[6 ui
CKCRT - POS Lt

REAGHLIMIT lel See Remarks
CKCRT - SPA: BITE TEST 9 See Remarks
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PDRSFAULTS(Cont):
BEMARKS

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

15]

[6]

[8]

[9]

ABE: - OLD parameters indicate failures detected on the following componentsof the old

Arm Based ElectronicsUnit: Joint Power Conditioner (JPC); Motor Drive Amplifier (MDA);
Servo Power Amplifier Commutator (SPA CMTR), and Tachometer (TACH).

ABE: - NEW parameters indicate the following failures in the new Arm BasedElectronics
Unit: Motor Drive Amplifier overcurrent (MDA O/C); invalid Servo Power Amplifier
Commutator (SPA COMM) pattern; Tachometer Phase Lock Loop (TACH PLL) out-of-lock
condition; Tachometer Total Compensator Output (TACHTCO) current sensor failure or

miscompare between prime & redundant tacho data; Central Processing Unit (CPU)
watchdog timer test or hardware failure; Motor Drive Amplifier Demand (MDA DMND)
voltage BITE fail; Analog-to-Digital Converter (A/D CONV) BITE fail; Brake (BRAKE)
current BITE fail; Position Encoder (POS ENC) BITE fail; Direct Drive (DIR DRV) BITE fail,
and Backup Relay (B/U RELAY) BITE fail.

MCIU parameters indicate the BITE status of the Manipulator Controller Interface Unit

components: the Multiplexer Analog to Digital Converter (MADC);Manipulator Controller
Power Conditioner (MCPC) and Interface Control Function (ICF).

argCOMNMindicates the status of data bus communications between the ABE and the
TU.

Illumination of the CHECK CRT light on panel A8 and a corresponding ‘l’ indicate one of the
following: afailure in communication between panel A8A1 and the MCIU (DC/MCIU);a
loss ofthe external frame sync (EXT FS) pulse to the ABE; an invalid microswitch
combination (EE FLAG); an End Effector Electronics Unit (EEEU) failure; an

out-of-tolerance end effector command (EE CMDS) from the MCIU;a failure in the Hand
Controller (HC); a mismatch between the dual multiplexed hand controlled signal in the
MCIU (MCIU HC), or a failure within the thermistor circuit (TMP CKT).

CONTRERROR(Control Error) indicates that a joint runaway error has occurred or that
Joint position encoder data and tacho data do not agree.

eer POS (Check Circuit Position) indicates that one of the joint position encoders

REACH LIMIT is a waming indication that a joint
i

i
limit

olipt REC ne Ge alae
Joint is near its allowable angular limit. Text

CKCRT - SPA (Check CRT Servo Power Amplifier)BITE TEST indicates the type of SPAhardware failure being announced by the SP)
is

‘ » ES? « q

‘OC, ‘PLL CPU" DD" beigecs e SPABITE. Textoutputis ‘LOSS’, ‘FS’, ‘CMTR’,
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2
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3

4

5 LATCH] LATCH] LATCH] LatcHl| LatcH

6 1 2 3 4 5

7 AB/AB| AB/AB| AB/ABl AB/AB| AB/AB
8 Paws cea

9 RDY-FOR-LAT| xx xXx Xx Xx KX

10 LAT/REL] XX/XX]|XX/XX] XX/KXT XK/XX| XX/ XX

1

2 PE SEL 2

3 RDY-FOR-LAT| xx XX xXx Xx xXx

4 LAT/REL] XX/ XX]XX/XX] XX/KX| XK/ KX XX/ XX

5

6 PCy SEL 3

7 RDY-FOR-LAT] Xx XX xXx Xx XX

8 ERAT)REMENEXX97)XX PKG,/ KIKI) XIXI/XX EXKCX!XXe/Ex'X
9

20

1

2

3

4

5 (xx)

ak J
The PL RETENTION display is an SM display (DISP 97) available in OPS 2 and 4 which provides
the microswitch status for the 15 payload retention latches. Five latches are displayed for each of
the possible payload select rotary switch positions. When one position is selected, the microswitch
status for the other two positions will be blanked. If none of the payload select positions is selected,
the microswitch status for all 15 latches will be displayed. When a payload is latched, or when it is

close enough to be latched, the ‘RDY-FOR-LAT fields display ‘1’s and the ‘REL’ fields display ‘0's.
When unlatched, the ‘LAT’ fields display ‘0's and the ‘REL’ fields display ‘1’s.
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123056 .7189.9123.456789012345672890123 4507 Sa OLS

ee LIXIXINRR DOr, DOCKING STATUS xX x

SE dae
: RNG ALIGN XXX CNTL PNL PWR X/X/X RING DR BUS X/X

4 CONTACT KEXeXHTR/DCU PWR XUeXesax HOOK DR BUS X/X

5 CAPTURE XXX APDS PWR XEXIEX DAMPER BUS x/Xx

6 DAMPING XXX CNTL CMD PWR KXX FIXER BUS XD/OX

7
ApPDS CIRC PROT XXX

8 RING POS XXXX/XXX/KXX HOOK PYRO LOGIC PWR X/1X)[8X

9
DRV CMD XXX psYRLOGoYERYOamsPsRUGLTEamesmeXEXSKS/SXEXIK

10 FIXERS XXX
1 2 3

1 PETAL POS 1 2: 3 BASE T XUXPXOMXOXEX,BOX(XOX)

2
RING KUXIXE EXONNEKSK CHAVA GAY at KOKUXEEX:XEXGPXENEN

3 BASE XIXIRGS SKIXGXREKERER BAYLOR UK Rox Keer XK

4 RDY TO HOOK XXX HOOK DR T XXX XXX

5 HOOK1 DRV CMD XXX RULING oeDy Rieeall XXX

6 pro's XXX VESTIBULE
7 IND XXK/XX DiEIP ae VAC View XOXT/EKX
8 HOOK2 DRV CMD XXX TeStONU Valve (2 XX/XKX

9 POS XXX DsEsPinVeLaVinwe: XX/XX

20 IND XEXI7EXx! TESTOR AVAL Vie: XX/XX

1 UNDOCK CMPLT XXX TUEIMIPManla/ ie) XOXSXE/LXOXEX:

2 CAP LAT CHD XXX EPXOTs ALIRIL 0)C: Kosa; XXX

3 IND XX/XKX EPXGT; CANIORILS01CiKe P. XX.XXKS
4 MAN REL XX AIRLOCK-=-VEST AP XEXUREXOXES:
2

(xx)

sal oe,

The DOCKING STATUS display (DISP 167) is available in SM OPS 2. It provides data on

Shuttle/Mir docking hardware. For now this hardware can fly only on OV—104 and —105, but the

display flies on all vehicles to keep the software load generic. For flights on which the docking
hardware is not installed, all data fields will display an ‘M’.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

STATUS

CRT NAME units | DISEUNYED| __INDICATORS

Re eee

RNG ALIGN ‘ON’ or ‘OFF | M

CONTACT ‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M

oe ‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M

‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M
CNTL PNL PWR [1] see Remarks | M

pipesPWR [1] see Remarks | M
APDS PWR [1] see Remarks | M
CNTL CMD PWR ‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M
APDS CIRC PROT ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’ | M
RING DR BUS ‘1/2’ M
HOOK DR BUS ai M
DAMPER BUS 1/2 M
FIXER BUS mg M
RING

BGsa [2] see Remarks | M
‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M

RING FIXERS ‘OFF or ‘ON’ | M
PETAL POS

ot

ae percent 0to100 |M

RDY TO HOOK
eel

Beeront iyHOOK 1 DRV CMD
‘OFF’oe‘ON’ | M

POS
percent 0 to 100 M
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DOCKING STATUS (Cont):

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

STATUS

©
CRT NAME UNITSDe INDICATORS

MIJH|[L[7][2

HOOK 1 IND ‘OP/CL

HOOK 2 DRV CMD ‘OFF or ‘ON’

POS percent Oto 100

IND ‘OP/CL

UNDOCK CMPLT ‘ON’ or ‘OFF

CAP LAT CMD ‘OFF or ‘ON’

IND ‘OP/CL’

MAN REL ‘OP’ or ‘CL’

HOOK PYRO LOGIC PWR [1] see Remarks

PYRO CIRC PROT ‘ON’ or ‘OFF

BASET degF -138 to 205

CAP LAT T degF —138 to 205

BALL DRT degF -138 to 205

HOOK DR T degF -138 to 205

RING DRT degF —138 to 205

VESTIBULE
DEP VLV 1 ‘OP/CL’

ISOVLV 1 ‘OP/CL

DEP VLV 2 ‘OP/CL’

ISO VLV 2 ‘OP/CL

TEMP 1/2 degF —74 to 174

EXT AIRLOCK T degF 25 to 130

EXT AIRLOCK P psia 0.00to20 J|MJH|ILIT]L
AIRLOCK-VEST AP psia -20.00t0e20 |M|H|L| 7] +

Oo REMARKS

[1] CNTL PNL PWR, HTR/DCU PWR, APDS PWR and HOOK PYRO LOGIC POWER each

have three data fields, represented above as ‘X/X/X’. These three fields will display ‘A/B/C’

if all three busses are supplying power to the systems indicated. If a bus is not supplying

power, its associated field will be blanked.

[2] RING POS data fields read, from left to right, ‘INIT’ or blank, ‘FWD’ or blank, and ‘FNL’ or

blank.
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1

2

3

4

5 (xx)

ow Y

The CRYO PALLET display is an SM display (DISP 168) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which

provides detailed status information on the EDO PALLET cryogenic (CRYO) subsystems.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS
CRT NAM!AME UNITS RANGE MIHILIT I 0

O2TK: P (1] psia 515to1015 |M|H|L|T] L
TKP [1] psia O0to1200 |MIH|LIT] JL
QTY percent 0 to 104 MIHj]L

an degF —425 to+475 |}M} HL
HTRT 1,2 degF 425 1t0+425|}M/]HILIT
HTR CUR SNSR 1A,1B,2A, 2B[2]] —on/trip ‘blank’or‘? | M

H2 TK: P {1] psia 145to305 |MJH|LIT] L
TKP fj psia 0 to 400 MIHVE VTL
QTY percent 0 to 105 MIHIL
i

degF —425to+475 |M | HI LHTRT degF 425 to+475 | MI] HI L | T
PALLET T dea g -75to+175 |MI HILT] LPALLET VOLTS volts 0 to 40 MIHIL L

REMARKS

[1] ‘Pis the tank pressure used by the tank heater controller. ‘TK P’ is measured at
approximately the same point as ‘P’ but is not used by the heater control unit.

[2] ‘V reflects that tank he:
inhibited.

ater current was excessive, and that the appropriate heater has been
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1234 56789012345678901234567890123456789012345678951

1 XEXUXUXG/AXOXORTINE) PORS STATUS XX X DDD/HH:MM:SSne DDD/HH:MM:SS
3 QUIS SELE Keo

© 4 POR GE SEER rere

5

6 x/p Y/y Z/R

7 POMS POS RBER EXXXXKS EXXXXXS ESXXXKXKS
8 PLOUHSSie Avpatees RG E: EX XX oe EiKeKeReais! eK OK eekS
9

10 POSITION EXXXXXS EXXXXXS ESXXXKXS

1 ATTITUDE EXXX.XS EEXIXEXGaiX(S EX XIXXS

2

3 TARPAUNESomRVAUTNE|S) VA'C.T, EXX.XXS EXX.XXS ReaXeXysiXiXeS
4 CMD EXX.XX eNOKFadeX: EXX.XX

5

6 ReOite RAT IES ACT EXOXEXUXGS. EXXOXXS SiXeKSX XS

7 CMD tXX.XX £XX. XX SAXXe XX

&

9 JOINT ANGLES END FFFECTOR

20 SY; See EP RIGID CLOSE CAPTURE

1 EPXeREKeX XS, SEXXX XIXS ESPONCPOASS x x x

2 WP MSY, WR DERIG OPEN EXTEND

3 EXXX.XXS EXXXLXXS EXXX.LXXS x x x

4

5 (xx)

oN S
The PDRS STATUS display is an SM display (DISP 169) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 which

provides data on point of resolution commanded and actual rates, position, and attitudes.

@
PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORS

CRTNAME UNITS RANGE MIHTLITIT oO

RMS SEL 1] text See Remarks
POR REF SEL [3] text See Remarks
POHS POS REF inches M

POHSATTREF deg M

POSITIONS ACT inches M

ATTITUDES ACT deg M
TRANS RATES ACT ft/sec M

CMD ft/sec
ROT RATES ACT deg/sec M

CMD deg/sec
JNT ANGLES [2]} deg M
END EFFECTOR RIGID ‘1’ or ‘0

DERIG ‘1’ or ‘0
CLOSE ‘1’ or ‘0’

OPEN ‘1’ or ‘0’

CAPTURE ‘1’ or ‘0’

EXTEND ‘1’ or ‘0

REMARKS

[1] ‘PORT,’ ‘STBD,’ or ‘OFF’ to indicate the RMS selected for use. Field is blank when in

suspend mode (i.e., I/O OFF).

[2] The angular configuration of the six RMS joints are defined as shoulderyaw (SY), shoulder

7)
pitch (SP), elbow pitch (EP), wrist pitch (WP), wrist yaw (WY), and wrist roll (WR).

[3] ‘ORB’ if orbiter body axis system selected; ‘REL’ if a relative (crew—defined)axis system
selected; see SPEC 94, item 30.
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PL CRT DISPLAYS

PAGE

- 4-52

(SEE SM, PAGE 4-26)
(SEE GNC, OPS G9, PAGE 3-78)
(SEE GNC, OPS G9, PAGE 3-88)
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SM COM BUFF Xxx DDD/HH:MM:

ees COMP SEL

SSX

E XiP 32x

SL COUPLER

[meno oGE nse

B 4X

I——P 5 START ADD XOXUKOX.

6 LENGTH AXAKK

WORDS ACQ XXXXxX

FAVIOL HIN XIX’XOX
AV UX OXIXEX

LIASTi wADID ee XEXIXTX

Ke Nagy
SL MEMORY DUMPis a Specialist function (SPEC 111) available in PL OPS 9. This displayprovides control and monitoring for Spacelab Subsystem (SS) or Experiment (EXP) Computermemory dump during prelaunch checkout.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

J
a

SM COM BUFF. ‘BSY’ is displayed next to SM COM BUFF to indicate that the SMCOMMON BUFFERis in use: ‘RDY’ is displayed when it is ready/available.
SL COMP SEL. Items 1 and 2 select which computer is to be dumped, SS or EXP,respectively. These items are mutually exclusive; an

‘*”

indicates the selected item. Displayis initialized with SS selected. Execution of these items is legal only when SpacelabMemory is not being loaded into GPC or being dumped from GPC.

SL COUPLER.Items 3 and 4 select the MDM Coupler (A and B, respectively) to be used tocommunicate with the selected Spacelab computer. These items are mutually exclusive; an
“"

indicates the selected item. Display is initialized with Coupler A selected. Execution ofthese items is legal only when Spacelab Memory is not being loaded into GPC or beingdumped from GPC,

START ADD. Item 5 Provides the capability to Specify the starting address (0000 to FFFF inHEX) of the Spacelabcomputer selected for dump. Entry of values outside the 0000 -FRFFrange will be rejected and a class 5 error message generated. The display isinitialized with START ADD equal to 0.

LENGTH.ltem 6provides the capabili to
specify

the number ofinning at the STARTADD,
capability to specify the numberof words to bedumped
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SL MEMORY DUMP (Cont):

(6)

(7)

DUMP. Item7 is used to initiate a dump from the selected Spacelab computer through theselected MDM coupler. A successful dump request will set the SM COMMON BUFFER IN

when Spacelab Memory is being loaded into GP
, ‘DUMP’ when Spacelab Memory is beingdumped from the GPC, ‘CPLT’ when the dump is complete, or ‘FAIL if the Spacelabcomputer to GPC transfer for the dump was terminated due to an error. An item 7 dumprequest will be rejected and a class 5 error message generated if the SM COMMONBUFFER is busy or if the sum of START ADD plus LENGTH exceeds 65536.

When an error causes termination of data transfer from the Spacelab computer to GPC, thedata fields below DUMP 7 ‘FAIL’ Provide the following information related to that termination:the total number of words acquired (WORDS ACQ) through the last successful read, thecontents of the Response Header Word (RHW) and Address Word (AW) for the failed
response and the last valid data word address (LAST ADD).
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BACKUP FLIGHT SYSTEM (BFS) DISPLAY:

DISP 18 GNC SYS SUMM1..
DISP 19

SPEC 50 HORIZ SIT

BE:

OPS 3011 XXXXX MNVR YYYYY
OPS 3041 ENTRY TRAJ 1

OPS 3041

OPS 3041

OPS 3041
OPS 3041 5
OPS 3051 VERT SIT 1 (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE
OPS 3051 2 (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE

(SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE
DISP 19 2 (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 50 HORIZ SIT (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE
SPEC 51 OVERRIDE .. (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE

oO
SPEC 55 GPS STATUS (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE

BFS OPS G6 (ABORTS) ....

OPS 6011 RTLSTRAJ2.. ae

OPS 6021 VERT SIT1 ...

.. (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE
OPS 6031

-- (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE
DISP18 GNC SYS SUMM 1.

.-. (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE
DISP 19

:

-- (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE
SPEC 50 HORIZ SIT

... (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE
SPEC 51 OVERRIDE ...

. (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE
SPEC 55 GPS STATUS (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE

BFS SM OPS 0
OPS 0001 THERMAL ....

SPEC 63 PLBAYDOORS .

DISP 78 SMSYSSUMM1 ..
DISP 79 ene
DISP 168 CRYO PALLET
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2

= READ/WRITE

ns i ae 1x Biles © os STE O} di Deo,

po
5 CODE 2x Billet, RiSila 4X WRITE 6

7 6 7 ENG UNITS XX2 HEX 8X

7 AdD ID DESIRED ACTUAL
8 9 XXXKK 10 XXXK $XXXXXXKXKXX

9 Ll XERIKOReR! T29 XEXAIX t+XXXXXKXKKXKKXK
10 1:35 ReN AK 14 XXXX tXXXXXXKXKXKX
1 15 XXXXKX 16 XXXX tXXXXXXKXKXXX
2 17 XXXKXX 18 XXXX EXXXXXXKXKXKX (5)
3 19 XX RK 20 XXXX EXXXXXXKXKXKKXK

(CS

3) =>
6 MEMORY DUMP LAUNCH BUS 1 2).6)x TFL ENA

7 Ov Sulit oh) XXXKXK
2 BPX 29 xeP(6)

8 22 NUMBER WDS XXXXXKX OFF Fi 42 62x.

9 23 WOS/FRAME ke

PK DUMP 24 PASS/BFS XFER ENA 25 X@———4(4)

1

2pors TIME UPDATES UPDATE 38 MISSION TIME

3 30 GMT A[H])XXX/XX=XX=KXAXKK GMT 39X

4 34 MET A [S) KX X/X Xz XK XX XXK MET 40X

5 (5.2))

Aw 7
(8)

(1) BFS MEMORY display. This display is the format always associated with OPS 000 and

SPEC 000. The BFS Memory provides crew controls to: (2) review and change the value

contained in any specified GPC memory location; (3) provide the capability to perform a

main memory dump; (4) transfer initialization data from PASS to BFS; (5) assign the launch

data buses; (6) enable the auto TFL function; (7) update BFS GMT and MET, and; (8) toggle
BFS Mission Time display field between MET and GMT.

(2)* | READ/WRITE. Quantities stored in memory are displayed as follows: The memory
addresses of the parameters are input in the ADD ID column using items 9, 11, 13, ... 19.

Whenthis entry is made, the specified parameter is displayed in the ACTUAL column in the

units specified by item 8 (HEX) or item 7 (ENG UNITS). Execution of item 5 (SEQ ID)
displayssequentialmemory locations starting with the most recently entered ADD ID until
the display is filled. Execution of item 5 or entering individual ADD IDs causes the

congenicDESIRED field(s) to blank. The parameters are scaled according to item 7 or

For item 7 entries of 200 thru 210, the ACTUAL column displays a fixed EU format of
YOOKX.XXXXX.. If the converted value is 100,000 or greater, the high-order digits are not
displayed. In such a case, use of the HEX feature (item 8)

i

contusion.
(item 8)is recommended to prevent

All changesto memory are done in an arm/fire manner. The parameters to be changed arespecified bydisplaying the required memory locations in the ADDID’ column, eee the
new value in the DESIREDcolumn using items 10, 12, 14... 20, and executing item 6

WADEDDESIRED entries are in HEX only. The display is initialized with item 1 (DATA)
selected so that WRITEOperations apply to unprotected areas of memory. If item 2 (CODE)Is executed, the word ‘CODE’ flashes and the next WRITE operation can alter protected
areas of memory. After that WRITE is completed, the mode switches back to DATA.

Individual bits in the unprotected memory area can be set or reset by
using i

C
r

é ¢

y using items 3 (BIT

en ee establish the required mode, displaying the parameter to be
cnangec

jaracter hexadecim:
i

identifyingthe bits to be set or r
‘al word (Mask) in the DESIRED column

t
eset, and executing item 6 (WRITE). Up to si

may be changed with one WRITE. Parameters to beaie pa bedisplayedinHEX
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BFS MEMORY (Cont):

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Items 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 7 and 8, are mutually exclusive and the active item is
designated by an ‘*’ displayed next to the item number.

NOTE: When the BFS MEMORY SPEC is called, the READ/WRITE and MEMORY DUMP.
sections are initialized to DATA, HEX, and all other fields are blank. If the BFS
MEMORY is being viewed on an OPS display and on another DEU driven by the
same GPC or RS the BFS MEMORY SPEC is requested, both displays will be
initialized to the default item selections (DATA and HEX).

MEMORY DUMP. Items 21 (START ID) and 22 (NUMBER WDS) define the main memory
data to be dumped via the downlist. The absolute main memory address in hexadecimal of
the dump is entered in item 21 and the number of sequential 16-bit words of main memory
to be dumped is entered via item 22. The entire main memory may be dumped by execution
of these two item numbers along with the WDS/FRAME (item 23). If the addition of the

starting address and the number of words total beyond the GPC address limit, an error

message is generated.

Item 23 (WDS/FRAME) is provided to define the number of 16-bit words in the downlist
frame to be used for header and main memory data. Entry of this item controls the length of
the data content of the downlist frame so that a subset of the total downlist frame can be
used for the 64 kbps downlink frame. The number of words per frame data entry is limited
to two values, 16 or 32; an entry of any other value will be rejected and result in an operator
error message.

Item 24 (DUMP) selects the dump. Upon entry of this item, items 21 and 22 show the
current values as the dump proceeds to completion, and then are blanked. If no data have
been entered for items 21 or 22, and item 24 is entered, an error message is generated and
the input is rejected.

PASS/BFS XFER ENA. Execution of item 25 enables reception of initialization data from

PASS by BFS and causes an ‘*’ to be displayed. The ‘*’ is cleared when the transfer is

complete. This transfer is valid only in OPS 0. Must be used with the GTS DISPLAY (PFS,
OPS G9, SPEC 100).

BUS CONFIG. Execution of item 26 or 27 assigns the BFS GPC to LDB 1 or 2,

respectively, and initiates polling. Item 28 terminates polling.

item 29 is a toggle control which enables/disables the auto TFL function. If enabled, it will

load and verify the PCMMU whenever a PCMMU switchover occurs. The display is

initialized with this item enabled.

BES TIME UPDATES. Items 30 through 38 provide the capability to update the BFS GPC

GMT and MET.

Items 30 through 33 allow the input of a delta time in days, hours, minutes,seconds and

milliseconds to the GMT of the BFS GPC. Upon execution of item 38 (time UPDATE), the
values loaded in items 30 through 33 are used to update the BFS GPCGMT. The resulting
GMT must be greater than or equal to day 1 and less than day 400. If item 38 is executed,
and the resulting GMT is not within these limits, an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message shall be

displayed, the GMT shall not be updated, all delta time entries shall be reset to zero and

blanked on the display, and the GMT sign shall be blanked on the display. An update of the

BFS GMT shall be legal in OPS 0 only. Therefore, if the BFS is not in OPS 0, an entry of

items 30-33 shall result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message being displayed and the input

rejected.

Items 34 through 37 allow the input of a delta time in days, hours, minutes, seconds and

milliseconds to the MET of the BFS GPC. Upon execution of item 38 (time UPDATE), the
values loaded in items 34 through 37 are used to update the BFS GPCMET. The resulting
MET must be greater than or equal to day 0 and less than day 400. If item 38 is executed,

and the resulting MET is not within these limits, an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message shall be

displayed, the MET shall not be updated, all delta time entries shallbe reset to zero and
blanked on the display, and the MET sign shall be blanked on the display. An update of the

BFS MET shall be legal in MM301 only. Therefore, if the BFS is not in MM301, an entry of

items 34-37 shall result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message being displayed and the input

rejected.
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BFS MEMORY (Cont):
i

i

i
L

ip hall determine
The sign of the lowest item number entered in a set (with a non-zero value)s|

the co of the entire set (i.e., items 30-33 or 34-37). Ifa valueof zero is entered forany of
the items 30-37, that item shall be blanked on the display and its sign shall not contribute to

the determination of the sign of the entire set. ®
30-37 shall be initialized to zero and shall be initially blankon the display. The

OMT/METdelta sign fields shall also be initiallyblank.These items shall be re-initialized

and blanked upon any major Mode transition, including the GMT/MET sign fields.

Item 38 shall be legal in OPS 0 or MM301 only, and is only legal when at least one of items

30-37 has a non-zero value. Therefore, if the BFS is not in OPS 0 or MM301, or if all of

items 30-37 have zero values, an entry of item 38 shall result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’

message being displayed and the inputrejected.

Upona valid entry of item 38, the GMT/MET delta time entries shall be converted to

seconds prior to being sent to MTU Redundancy Management (MTURM), where the actual

update will occur.

(8) MISSIONTIME.Items 39 and 40 are used to select either GMT (item 39) or MET (item 40)
as the source for mission time for all BFS driven displays. An asterisk (*) shall be displayed
next to the selected source, and a blank shall indicate that a source, GMT or MET, is not

selected for driving mission time. Source selection carries forward across OPS transitions

until manually changed. Items 39 and 40 shall be legal in OPS 0, 1, 3, and 6. The source

selection shall be initialized to MET and an asterisk shall be initially displayed next to item

40.

*PROGRAM NOTE:

(2) DESIRED Field Not Blanking. Old data in the DESIRED column of the READ/WRITE
section will not blank when new addresses are entered into the ADD ID columns. Always
reselect a mode (item 1 thru 4, or 7, or 8) to clear the DESIRED column prior to entering
new addresses. ©
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NOTE: [ ] denotes trajectory-dependent data.

(1) XXXXXX TRAJ 1. A GNC operational sequence (OPS) display available in OPS 1 (BFS :

only). The title of this display is dynamic. It is LAUNCH TRAJ 1 for MM101. In MM102 it is

ASCENT TRAvJ 1, except in an abort mode where it reflects the abort mode (RTLS TRAJ 1
or ATO TRAJ 1). It is used to monitor guidance performance until SRB staging.

[2] The central plot is an altitude vs. velocity relative to launch site profile from the mission

trajectory. Tick marks on the curved line correspond to inertial ADI angles of 70, 60, 50, and
40 deg. The current vehicle state from navigation is shown by a moving triangle. The
predicted state for 20 seconds in the future is indicated by a circle.

(3) PC<50 (SRB chamber pressure less than 50 psi) appears on the display whenever that
discrete is sent to the staging sequence.

(4) Tisa

otalreadout of throttle command to the engines in percent. Range is 65 to 109
perce

(6) ‘SEP INH’ is displayed flashing if the SRB SEP inhibit discrete is set by the SRB SEP
sequencer.

(6) BFS-computedToll,pitch and yaw errors are displayed prior to BFS engage for comparisonwithPASS-drivenADI error needles. Each error value is preceded by one of the followingcharacters: ‘U,’‘D,’‘L,’ or ‘R.’ These indicate the fly-to direction of that error. If the roll
error is 100 degrees or greater, an overflow indicator of ‘R > >’ or ‘L > >’ is displayed for a

a,fs
left fly-to error, respectively. These errors and signs are not displayed after BFS

() The scale on the lett is Equivalent Airspeed in knots (KEAS), with
i i

cale
¢

leftis E i a moving overbright,oversize triangle indicating the current KEAS. A ti

ission-
iuicaioe aaieetacedhene op

A tick mark at a mission-dependent value
i © moving

indi
i i

mission-dependent value.
ing indicator will flash if KEAS exceeds a
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(1)

[2]

[3]

(4)

(6)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(xx)

7
(6)

NOTE: [ ]denotes trajectory-dependent data.

XXXXXX TRAJ 2 is a GNC operational sequence (OPS) display available in OPS 1 MM103

(BFS only). The title of this display is dynamic and will be ASCENT TRAJ 2 unless an abort

is initiated. At TAL or ATO initiation, it will indicate the abort mode (TALTRAJ 2 or ATO

TRAvJ 2). This display is used to monitor the guidance performance during the

second-stage boost.

The scale across the top is an inertial velocity (IV) scale within mission dependent, |-Loaded

limits (1,000 fps apart) with a nominal cutoff (CO) tick mark. CO also represents zero AV to

go for a TAL ABORT and will be the TAL MECO indicator. Present IV is from navigation and

TAL AV to go are indicated by a moving triangle.

The central plot is inertial velocity vs. altitude. Abort regions are indicated along the plot as

shown (e.g., RTLS, GO, etc.). The current vehicle state from navigation is shown by a

moving triangle. Predicted states for 30 and 60 seconds in the future are shown by circles.

T is the throttle command in percent.

TMECO is predicted time of MECO (from lift-off) from guidance. ‘SEP INH’ is displayed
flashing if the ET SEP inhibit discrete is set by the ET SEP sequencer.

Q's is total load factor in g’s. The indicator will flash if 3 g’s are exceeded.

His a digital readout of the present radius rate from navigation in fps.

AH is the radius rate from navigation minus the nominal radius rate for the present velocity.
Present AH is indicated by a moving, left-pointing triangle which flashes if off-scale.

BFS-computed roll, pitch, and yaw errors are displayed prior to BFS engage for comparison
with PASS-driven ADI error needles. Each error value is preceded by one of the following
characters: ‘U,’‘D,’‘L,’ or ‘R.’ These indicate the fly-to direction of that error. If the roll

error is 100 degrees or greater, an overflow indicator of ‘R > >’ or ‘L > >’ is displayed for a

right or left fly-to error, respectively. These errors and signs are not displayed after BFS

engage.
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2 BOY FL PX xix

3
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5 WES cK {P. XRXXS KR RAS AK KK Sa SS §

6 REG PW. XRKXS XRXKS] XK KK Si ‘Ss GS ies,

7 BPR KEXS XXX XS, AMIRAS Sears: s s s

8 dP/dT XXXS XX xas: KaXsXss: :

9 WPS. SP NEU THEE Pp

20 ULE PyCae XM eiXESS XX haKes: TK XXXXS

1 Lo2 XX OX SEAM KS a, & XKCOALS. REG XXXXS

2 ACUM XXXXS

3 GH2 OUT P XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS MANE P AHR 2k OKT: S
4 €02 OUT T KARR S) AMR IS!- KMS LO 2 7 XsXeXis.

5 EXeX))}
6X SD

GNC SYS SUMM1is a BFS GNC display (DISP 18) available in OPS 1, 3, and 6 via the SYS
SUMM key. Digitaldata and/or status information which support aerosurfaces, Main Propulsion
System (MPS), Data Processing System (DPS), flight control subsystem channels (FCS CH), and
navigation sensor subsystems are displayed.

PARAMETER CHARACTE IC

DISPLAYED |STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME UNITS RANGE melo
[1] SURF: L(R) OB(IB) POS deg U36.5 to D21.5 pele

MOM percent -99 to +99 fTAIL deg L5.0 to R5.0
RUD

deg L27.1 to R27.1
SPD BRK percent 0 to 100
BDY FLP percent Oto 100

[2] MPS: HE TKP psia 0 to 5000 M LREG P (A,B) [8]]  psia 0 to 1000 M TiedP/dT psi/3 sec 0 to 50 tTULL P

ee ficl psia 12 to 52 M Ty L
psig 0 to 30 M Tid

pe OUTPL,C,R [91] psia 0 to 5000 M Leeeea TLOC,R [91] deg -250to+1000 | M LNEU HE P TK [3]]  psia 0 to 5000 M L

ae [8]| sia 0 to 1000 M Tl L
psia 0 to 1000 M LMANF PLH2 psia Oto 100 M inLo2 psia 0 to 300 M tTDPS MDM FF 1-4 [4] M IFA 1-4

[4] M LPL 1-2

lFCS CH 1-4
[5] M I,[6] NAV: iMU7—3
7TAC 1-3 [1] i

ADTA 1-4 {1] ‘
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GNC SYS SUMM 4 (Cont):

REMARKS

[1] OPS 3, MM602, and 603 only.

[2] OPS 1 and6.

[3] Limit sensing and fault annunciation are terminated at MECO command.

[4] ‘M' status indicates preengage failure of BFS to track PFS.

[5] Only the first actuator failure on a given channel will be annunciated. Subsequent failures of
different actuators on the same channel will not be annunciated unlessthe first failure has
been reset. (UB08324)

[6] ‘V represents failure, missing data, or IMU deselection by item entry on BFS OVERRIDE
display.

[7] OPS 1 and MM601.

[8] OPS 1, 3, and 6.

[9] Limit sensing and fault annunciation begin at MM102 and end at MECO.

[10] _ Low limit sensing and fault annunciation begin at MM102 and end at MECO.
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8 NAV RESID [RATIOAUTINHFOR] TACI XXX|TAC2 XXXTACS XXX

9p wmTAC AZEXX.XXIXX.XS119xI20x121xEXKK-XXSEXXK. KX S/EXXXXX Selo(009)0 RNGEXX.XXIXX.XS EXXX XX S/EXXX.XXSEXKX.XXS

1} ces EXXXXXXX.XS142x/43x/44x] DES 31X DES 32X DES 33x

Dem DRAG HEXXXXX|XX.XxXS|22x123 x/24x GPS

3 ADTA HEXXXXXIXX. xS|25x]26x]27x NA STOR 6HS

4 +apta TO Gac 28 x|2 9 x/3 0 x| RNG xxxx 0x8) has)(2) >

ue ey,
(1) HORIZ SIT display. A GNC SPEC available in BFS OPS sequence 1, 3, and 6. Includes

(2) display of orbiter position and heading relative to heading alignment circle; (3) altimeter
setting control; (4) TAL site, landing site, runway, and TACAN designation controls; (5)
approach indicators and control; (6) entry point indicator and control; (7) NAV update Oocontrols; (8) PFS to BFS state vector transfer controls; (9) delta time state vector update
controls; (10) navigation filter displays and controls; and (11) GPS performance data; (12) air
data to GNC control, and (13) GPS position data.

(2)* The graphicportion of the display contains afixed orbiter symbol, three dynamic position
Predictors,heading alignment circle (HAC), runway touchdown point (circle), and a linear
extension from the touchdown point to the circle intersection point. The predictor symbols
represent the orbiter position predicted 20, 40, and 60 seconds in the future. The headingalignment circle and runway symbol move relative to the orbiter symbol while the orbitersymbol is fixed on the display. Landing site variable data are blanked at beginning of
approach and landing (A/L).

(3) (Sts
is used to input the barometric altimeter (ALTM)setting corrected to mean sea level

(4) Item40 (textis 40 TAL SITE
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HORIZ SIT (Cont):

(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

Item 41 allows the selection of the landing site in OPS 1,3, or 6 froma possible index of 1 to
25 landing areas. Each site consists of 1 primary (PRI) and 1 secondary (SEC) runway, 2
TACANs, and an MSBLS (where available). ‘ATLS’ is displayed throughout OPS 1 and 6
unless a TAL abort has been declared in which case TAL’ is displayed. In OPS 3, ‘LAND’ is
displayed. The display is initialized in MM101 with the Primary (I-loaded) RTLS site
selected. An alternate site can be chosen (which also Specifies the MECO targets) up until
fine countdown (MECO minus 10 sec) in OPS 1 and until powered pitchdown in OPS 6.
After powered pitchdown, the RTLS landing site can be changed but the MECO targets will
not update. Prior to RTLS or TAL abort selection, entry of any TAL site or an erroneous
RTLS site will result in the message ‘TARGET ERR RTLS’ being generated. If a TAL abort
has been declared, entry of an RTLS site will result in the message ‘TARGET ERR TAL’
being generated.

Items 3 and 4 allow selection of either the primary or secondary runway of a selected
landing site. The IDs of the primary and secondary runways are displayed next to items 3
and 4, respectively. Primary is automatically selected (indicated by an “*’)once a landing
Site is specified. Items 3 and 4 are mutually exclusive.

Item 5 provides the capability to select either of 2 TACANs associated with a selected
landing site. When alanding site is selected, the primary TACAN is automatically selected,
and subsequent executions of item 5 altemately select the secondary and Primary TACANs.
The channel ID of the selected TACAN is displayed next to item 5.

Item 6 designates the HAC to be used for targeting during entry or RTLS. ‘OVHD’ or ‘STRT’
is displayed next to item 6 to indicate an overhead or straight-in approach. The display is
initialized in MM101 with OVHD selected and it remains selected unless downmoded by
crew selection of the altemate HAC in MM304, 305, 602, or 603. If anew landing site (item
41) is selected, the approach will be reinitialized to OVHD. If the energy level is too low, but
the range to the runway and the required turn angle are within I-loaded limits, OVHD will
flash and a Class 3 message will be generated. The flashing terminates once a straight-in
approach is selected. Indicators ‘L’ and ‘R’ are also displayed at G&N and HSI! to identify
whether the left or right HAC is the target point. These indicators are initialized upon
transitioning into MM304, 601 after MECO (G&N), or 602 (HSI) and will be blank prior to that
time. Item 6 is only legal in MM101, 304, 305, 602, and 603 and can only be used once in
101.

Item 7 (XEP) allows the crew to alternately select the nominal entry point or the minimum

entry point for guidance targeting. Selection is indicated by ‘NEP’ or ‘MEP’, respectively.
The indicator is initially driven to NEP. Item 8 (AIM)allows the crew to altemately
redesignate the glide slope ground intercept point between nominal and closest to the

runway (for high head winds) until TAEM/Autoland interface. Selection is indicated next to
item 8 by ‘NOM’ and ‘CLSE.’ The display is initialized with ‘NOM’ selected.

NAV UPDATE. Items 10 thru 15 are used to enter desired deltas to each of six NAV STATE
components, AX, AY, AZ, AXDOT, AYDOT, and AZDOT (in runway coordinates). Item 16is
used to update the NAV STATE with the deltas entered by items 10 thru 15. It also provides
the capability to perform a PFS to BFS state vector update using item 17. Upon NAV
UPDATE completion, these items are zeroed.

tem 17 (PASS/BFS SV XFER) allows the crew to command the BFS to read the PFS state

information and display deltas between the PFS and BFS state vectors in items 10-15.
These deltas are in U, V, W coordinates; i.e., an attitude error (AZ in runway coordinates)
will show up in AX slot. Execution of item 16 updates the BFS state vector with the

PFS-BFS deltas.

Item 18 (AT) provides the capability to update state vector downtrack errors by means of

adding or subtracting a delta time in seconds. The update is performed after a time is

entered via item 18 and is followed by the execution of item 16 (LOAD). The delta time
display field is zeroed when the display is first called and will be rezeroed upon completionof

a delta time update by Entry Navigation. Item 18 is legal in OPS 3 only; executing this item

in any other OPS will cause an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message to be generated.
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HORIZSIT (Cont):

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

igation

filter displays and controls for TACAN azimuth (TACAZ) and range

oe) Sanu OHAPyarair data transducer assemblyaltitude(ADTA H)are

provided.For each parameter, the outputfromits selection filter minus the composite NAV

state vector estimate of that data forms the residual(RESID).The ratio (RATIO) of actual

residual to the maximum allowable residual is displayed in the RATIO column. lf the RATIO

is less than one, the data pass the update edit test and are i rporatedinto the state

vector. A status column to the right of the RATIO contains an
*

whenthe | a ameterhas

failed the update edit test a specified percentage oftimes(I-loaded).The ‘V’ disappears

when the parameter passes the test a percentage of the time (I-loaded).Items19, 22, and

25 are used to allow navigation to select data to be used if they pass the edit test. Items 20,

23, and 26 inhibit (INH) the incorporation of measured data into the state vector. Items 21,

24, and 27 override the edit and force (FOR) the navigation filter to use the data if the data

are being processed. An ‘*’ appears next to any item (19 thru 27) that has been selected.

The display is initialized with items 20, 22, and 26 selected. Items 19 thru 21, 22 thru 24,

and 25 thru 27 are mutually exclusive. The residual and ratio data fields are blanked for a

parameter if its data are not being processed.

(10B) The TACAN channel of the ground station that TAC 1, 2, and 3 are locked onto or

attempting to lock onto is displayed. The sign of the channel is determined by the X/Y mode

select bit, X mode being positive. TACAN azimuth and range are displayed for the TACANS

in absolute values only. A status column is provided for the azimuth and range for each

TACAN. A blank in the column indicates normal operation and a
‘Y’

is displayed to indicate

loss of lock or a commfault, a manual deselection using item 31, 32, or 33, a self-test is in

progress, or a power loss. If any of these conditions is reversed, the ‘L is blanked.

This line displays GPS data. Currently these data are not used for navigation; they are

displayed only to evaluate GPS performance. RESID is the difference in feet between the

GPS and navigational software position vectors. RATIO is the ratio of RESID to the

maximum allowable position residual (determined pre-flight). If RATIO is greater than or

equal to one, the GPS data is considered to have failed its edit test, and a ‘L will be

displayed beside the RATIO parameter.

NOTE: The GPS velocity residual is also ratio-tested (though not displayed dueto lack of
CRT space), and if it is greater than or equal to one it will also drive a

‘’

next to
RATIO. So it is possible to have a

‘Y’

next to RATIO even though the displayed
RATIO (range) is within limits, i.e., less than 1.

lf no GPS data are available, both the GPS RESID and RATIO data fields will be blanked.

Items 42, 43, and 44 provide future capability for AUTO use of GPS data in navigation, and
to INHIBIT or FORCEuse of GPS data, respectively. Until a program decision ies to
use GPSdata for navigation, item 43 will always have a ‘*’ beside it, and any attempt to
select items 42 or 44 will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

Items 28 thru 30 provide control over the source of air data
i

3
irc parameters input to GNC. Item

28 (AUT)provides auto transition from NAV-derived air data to ADTA. anes(INH)inhibits the ADTA data. Item 30 (FOR) forces the use of ADTA data. These three items are
mutually exclusive and an ‘’ is driven next

i i is initiali

Witilitnen 28 eakectod
next to the selected item. The display is initialized

GPS-derived azimuth and Tange to the selected TACAN station. Currently these data are
not used for navigation; they are displayed only to evaluate GP Vi

displayed next to either variable if thealrite!determines it is eeu None
ta Eee

*PROGRAM NOTES

(2) BFS Horizontal Si ationDi: Predictors Incorri DuringBFS MM304,if aroll angle of

and 60 second predictors will indicate atumin the 9 peas ae ea
ignore

thi
i

‘

ORae a Predictors when the roll angle is greater than or equal to 90 degrees.
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XG a,
OVERRIDE. A GNC SPEC (SPEC 51) available in BFS OPS 1, 3, and 6. Provides the

following capabilities: selection of the desired switch mode for (2) ABORT, (8) ET SEP, and

(9) ET UMB DR switches; (3) enable/inhibit the OMS/RCS ICNCT function, the OMS dump,
and the (4) AFT and FWD RCS dumps; (5) select the elevon schedule, body bending filter,
and the entry atmospheric model in OPS 3 and control the SSME drag chute repositioning
sequence; (6) selection/deselection of an IMU LRU; (7) open/close vent doorsduringOPS 3

and 6; (10) selection/deselection of the accelerometer (AA), orbiter Rate Gyro Assembly
(RGA), and aerosurface (SURF) feedback.

ABORT MODE (items 1 thru 3) provides a backup for selecting a TAL abort in MM103 and

MM104 or ATO abort in MM102, MM103, and MM104 and then initiating the abort.

Selections indicated by an ‘*.’ These options are available in MM102 and 103. Execution of

these items during any other mode results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY message as does

execution of item 3 before item 1 or 2. Display is initialized with these items deselected

(no ‘*”). MAX THROT (item 4) changes the maximum SSME throttle level. Execution of

item 4 changes the maximum SSME throttle level commanded by guidance from 104

percent to 109 percent (I-loads). Once executed, it is latched and an ‘*’ is displayed next to

the item.

PRPLT DUMP. Items 5 thru 9 allow the crew to enable, inhibit, and control manual or

automatic abort dumps in OPS 1, 3, and 6. Item 5 (ICNCT) is used to enable (ENA)/inhibit

(INH) the OMS/RCS interconnect function. The interconnect is initialized enabled in OPS 1

and inhibited in OPS 3. If a manual dump is initiated, the status of the OMS/RCS
_

interconnect will be determined by item 5. If item 5 is enabled when anintact abortis
selected, item 5 will be set to an I-loaded value by the Abort Control Sequence. If item 5 is

inhibited when the abort is selected, item 5 will remain inhibited. Whenever the Abort

Control Sequence or OMS/RCS Interconnect Sequence terminates the OMS/RCS

interconnect, item 5 will be reset (INH).

‘CPLT’ will be displayed to the right of ‘XXX ICNCT 5’ when the OMS/RCSinterconnectis

completed and will return to blank when the retum to normal configuration iscompleted.

Items 6 (ARM) and 7 (START) allow the crew to manually initiate a dump. ttem8 (STOP)
inhibits or terminates an automaticdump,or terminates a manual dump. An

‘*’ indicates

selection. The display is initialized with items 6 thru 8 reset (no ‘*’). Execution
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OVERRIDE(Cont):

(4)

(S)

i

hen
i

dump and blanks the STOP *. ItemWhwhichcan only be executed w

eae Soin rettartthe dump. Executing item 8 will blank the ARMand START

asterisks and stop the dump in progress. Any automaticdumpsassociated with an abort

selection will be inhibited if an ‘*’ is present next to item 8.

IDE) allows the crew to enter an amount of propellant to be dumped,

LEeee betattquantity per side. Item 9is initializedin OPS 1 to a softwarecalculated
quantity based on a manual dump |-load; thereafter, item 9 reflects crew input. If an intact

abort is selected, the OMS dump time will be set to an |-loaded value by the Abort Control
Sequence, based on the abort selected, and item9 will be computed and displayed as a

function of this I-load. In OPS 3, item 9 isinitializedto the last value from OPS 1, or to an

automatic dump value based on abort selection.

If a new value is entered into item 9 while any OMS dump is in progress, the dump will be

based on the new value. If the quantity entered via item 9 exceeds the MAX QUAN ENTRY,

the entry will be rejected and an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message will be displayed.

Items 5, 8, and 9 are legal entries in all major modes in OPS 1, 3, and 6 except MM104

through 106. Items 6 and 7 are legal entries in MM103, 304, and 601 only.

OMS DUMP TTG (time-to-go) displays the amount of time remaining, in seconds, to dump
OMS propellant, whether or not a dump is in progress. In OPS 1, the OMS dump time is

initialized to the manual OMS dump time I-load value; any changes thereafter to OMS

DUMP TTG will be a function of quantity input by the crew via item 9, an I-loaded value

based on the intact abort selected, or the completion of an OMS/RCS interconnect. The

OMS DUMP TTG value reflects dump time using a scale factor based on a two OMS engine
flow rate. During an OMS/RCS interconnect with RCS jets commanded on, the OMS DUMP

TTG computation will be adjusted by a scale factor to reflect the additional RCS flow rates.

OMS DUMP TTG decrements as dumping occurs until it reaches zero at which time the

dump is terminated.

Items 13 and 15 are used in MM304, 602, and 603 to ENA/INH the aft and forward RCS

dumps, respectively. The dumps are initialized enabled and thereatter will reflect crew

inputs, except in OPS 3 when the TAL flag is not set; then they are initialized inhibited.
Items 14 and 16 are initialized with I-loaded dump times in seconds in OPS 1, and if the
TAL flag is set, in OPS3. In OPS 6 they carry over the last values from OPS 1. Depending
on the numberof jets involved during a dump, these times will decrement accordingly. In
OPS 3 with the TAL flag not set, the times are initialized to 0. MM304 RCS dumps may be

enabled by putting in a nonzero dump time via items 14 and 16, and enabling the dumps via
items 13 and 15, respectively.

ENTRY FCS. Items 17 and 18 allow the crew to command the descent DAP to use a
AUTO or FIXED elevon schedule. The display is initialized with the AUTO schedule
selected. The FIXED schedule will be used for aero PTls. For flights with no scheduled

I's, the aft schedule will be |-loaded into the FIXED slot for use duri
jPT e Fi f ring ano yawjet entry.Items 20 and21canbeused to choose the nomi

i

: FSIAG Sea
minal(NOM)or alternate (ALT)bodybendingfi with the nominal filter (item 20) selected. However, if OPS 3

Bepittedfrom OPS 1, the ALTbody bending filter will be caseiIf OPS 3 is entered

fromPS 0, the NOM filter is selected. An ‘*’ indicates selection during operation in OPS 3.
lems 17 and 18 are mutually exclusive, as are items 20 and 21; selection of one

automatically deselects the other. In OPS 1 or OPS 6, the ‘*’ is blanked as the elevon
schedule and body bending filter are I-loaded i i i

legal in OPS 3 only, and wil result ic
led independent of crew input. These items are

other OPS.
an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message if executed in any

Item 19 oe eas

theSEMce ) allows the crew to enable (ENA)/inhibit (INH) the repositioning of
rs automatically in MM304. The SSME REPOS isinitialized blankuntil OPS 3 when it is set to ENA; thereafter i i

m
5

y *
, the status field will reflect crew inputs. Item 19is legal in MM301, 302, 303, and 304

i
i

‘ Y”
ae

axe inienfio
J

a
only and will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message if

ttems 22, 23, and 24 allow the cre: i

nin/igallonT NG ape eo
Wwto select the atmospheric model used by entry

23 (N POLE)and 24 (S POLE)
These items are mutually exci

se with the nominal model selected, item 22 (NOM). Items
Select northPolarand south polar models, respectively.

lusive, with an ‘*’

displayed next to the currently active model.
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These items are legal in OPS 3 only; execution in OPS 1 or 6 will have no effect.

(6) IMU DES (items 25 thru 27) provide select/deselect for the three IMUs. Display is initialized

9 with the status blank indicating selection of all three. Execution of the item number causes

deselection, indicated by an ‘*.’ A subsequent reexecution of the item causes a reselect and
the ‘*’ is blanked. IMU deselection status is also shown on the GNC SYS SUMM 1display.The IMU attitude (ATT) shall display which IMU (1, 2 or 3) is selected for use as an attitude
source. It shall be blank prior to AS11A event (i.e. Attitude Processor is inactive).

(7) VENT DOOR CNTL. Items 43 (OPEN) and 44 (CLOSE) provide manual Capability to
command the forward and aft compartment vent doors, and/or all vent doors, depending on

the Major Mode these items are executed in. These items are mutually exclusive.
Attempting to execute a command while an operation is in progress will result in an

‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.

An asterisk is displayed immediately adjacent to an item after it is either manually executed
or commanded by an auto control sequence. An ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ character string is displayed
adjacent to the asterisk after the executed sequence has completed. This character string
will continue to be displayed until a subsequent item is commanded, at which time it will be

pate During a manual or auto sequence, the ‘OP’ or ‘CL’ character string field will be
blanked.

Item 43 (OPEN) is legal only in OPS3, and in MM602 and MM603. Item 44 (CLOSE) is

legal only in MM301 through MM304, and MM602, and MM305 and MM603 after the
ROLLOUT FLAG is set true. Execution of these items in any other Major Mode will result in
an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message; in addition, the command will be rejected. Execution of
these items pre-BFS ENGAGE will result in a ‘BFS ILLEGAL PRE-ENG’ message; the
command will also be rejected.

A manual CLOSE (item 44) executed in MM301 will cause all doors to be commanded
closed. Subsequently, left vent doors 1/2 and 8/9 will automatically be reopened. In MM302
and MM308, executing an item 43 or 44 will command all vent doors open or closed,

Oo respectively. A manual OPEN (item 43) in MM304 will cause only the left vent doors 1/2 and
8/9 to open; in MM602, all doors will open. A manual CLOSE in MM304 (or MM602) will
command all vent doors closed. All vent doors are commanded closed, regardless of their

configuration, at the transition to MM304 (or MM602). Finally, a manual OPEN (item 43)
executed in MM305 will command all vent doors open.

Upon transition to MM304 or 602, all vent doors are automatically commanded closed with

the asterisk moving to the CLOSE position if it was not already there due to previous
operations. Also in MM304, only left vents 1/2 and left vents 8/9 will OPEN in response to

an item 43 (OPEN) command with the asterisk moving to the OPEN position.

At MACH 2.4, the vent door software will automatically open the vent doors and the asterisk

will move to the OPEN position.

(8) ET SEP (items 28 and 29) provide a backup for initiating the AUTO MODE and ET

separation in MM102 through 106 and 601. Execution during any other mode or pre-BFS
ENGAGE results in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message. Display is initialized with the items

deselected (no ‘*’).

(9) ET UMB DR (item 30) provides a backup for closing the ET umbilical doors in MM104, 105,
and 106. Execution during any other mode or pre-BFS ENGAGE results in an ‘ILLEGAL

ENTRY’ message. Display is initialized with this item deselected (no ‘*’).

(10) LRU AA/RGA/SURF. Items 31 thru 34, 35 thru 38, and 39 thru 42 provide for

deselection/reselection of accelerometer assembly (AA), rate gyro assembly (RGA),and

aerosurface feedback (SURF) transducer strings as candidates for the selection filter.

This display is initialized in OPS 1 and on transition from OPS 0 to OPS 3 with all of the
LRUs selected (no ‘*’). Execution of any of these items will deselect the corresponding

o LRU; an ‘*’ is displayed next to those LRUs which have been deselected. Execution of any

of these items with an ‘*’ present reselects the corresponding LRU and blanks the ‘*.’ The

status of items 31 thru 42 are maintained across the transition from OPS 1 to OPS 3/6.

At least one LRU has to be selected for each area (AA,RGA, and SURF); attempting to

deselect the last selected LRU will result in an ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ message.
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GPS STATUS is available in BFS GNC OPS 1, 3, and 6. It provides insight into GPS

systems operation and health, as well as GPS-estimated position. These data are for
evaluation purposes only; they are not currently used for vehicle GNC.

(1) The STAT field displays the status of the GPS unit (currently only one is installed). If the
GPS is operating normally, the field is blanked; otherwise, one of the following status codes
will be displayed double overbright:

STATUS | MEANING

M Communication Fault

BIT Built-In-Test in progress
RPT Receiver/Processor Failure

BAT Receiver/Processor Battery Low

(2) tem 1 (DES) is used to select/deselect (toggle) the GPS receiver. The status field next to

‘1’is initialized blank; a *’
appears when the unit is deselected, and disappears when the

unit is reselected.

(3) The MODE field displays the GPS receiver’s current operating mode:

MODE MEANING

blank GPS not in operating mode

INIT GPS in initialization mode

TEST GPS in Self-Test mode
NAV GPS in Navigation mode

GPS automatically enters the initializationmode =

i

navigation mode after initialization or eateieedafter power-on, and automatically enters
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

FOM is the GPS receiver’s Figure of Merit, or estimate of position error. The integer
appearing in this field is related to the error as follows:

n Oo= Estimated receiver error e

e <= 25 meters

25m <e <= 50m

50m <e <= 75m

75m < e <= 100m

100m < e <= 200m

200m < e <= 500m

500m < e <= 1000m

1000m < e <= 5000m

5000m <eOMNOOAWN—
If the FOM exceeds a threshold value (determined preflight) a LVwill appear next to the data
field. This field will be blank if the GPS is not in an operating mode (i.e., anything other than

INIT, self-test or NAV).

ALT displays GPS-derived orbiter altitude in feet. LAT displays latitude in degrees, followed

by an N or S for North or South latitude. LON displays longitude in degrees followed by an

E or W for East or West. All three of these parameters will be blanked if GPS is not in NAV
mode.

The leftmost parameter under CHANNEL is CHANNEL STATE,a single-digit number
between 0 and 7. These numbers correspond to internal GPS status information and are

not intended for use by flight crew. This parameter field will be blank for all channels if GPS
is not in an operating mode.

The rightmost parameter under CHANNEL is SATELLITE NUMBER, which displays the

unique two-digit identifying number of the GPS satellite being tracked by that channel. This

parameter field will be blankfor all channels if GPS is not in an operating mode.
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OPS 3041 ENTRY TRAJ 1

DISP18 GNC SYS SUMM1..

BESOPSG3(ENTRY)

PAGE

OPS 3011 XXXXXMNVRYYYYY .............-..-2-- (SEE GNC, OPS G1, PAGE 3-7)
BettereHi-res Pees teste step betestrecoos oceeel5-22

Qiredes oosgobers 5-24
Sires aes 5-24
Aredia. acheswees 5-25
Dees whcsae aay 5-25

ORS SOSTEVERTISITiltsareeesess-e eee . (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE 3-52)
2 Pao... Prk. . (SEE GNC, OPS G3, PAGE 3-54)

.. (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE 5-10)
2s

. (SEE GNC, OPS G2, PAGE 3-24)
SPEC50 HORIZSIT ................--.--.. .. (SEE BFS,OPS G1, PAGE 5-12)
SPEC51 OVERRIDE ........................ .. (SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE 5-15)

BAPEED AEGoce is ane pectin(SEE BFS, OPS G1, PAGE 5-18)
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Note: [ ] denotes trajectory dependent data.

ENTRY TRAJ 1. A Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) Operational Sequence (OPS)
display of entry conditions with relative velocity from 24 kfps to 18 kfps. Called via OPS
transition from MM303 to 304 (crew keyboard entry ‘OPS 304 PRO’). Includes (2) Angle of
Attack (e<)tape scale and symbols; (3) drag (D) tape scale and symbols; (4) trajectory
guidelines; (5) nominal altitude rates; (6) constant nominal drag acceleration lines; (7) the
orbiter’s current location and previous locations; (8) the orbiter reference location and
Previous locations computed by guidance; (9) phugoid scale; (10), (12), and (14); and; (11)
and (13) control items.

«, Dynamic symbols representingcommanded « (—) and actual (>) move along the
« tape scale (scale range is I-loaded).The symbols flash when they reach the off-scale
Position, and the ‘D>’ flashes if actual and commanded « differ by more than two degrees.
D. Dynamic symbols representing commanded D (<), and actual D (<J) move along the D
tape scale (scale range 0 to 50 fps?)

oe Y :

Nominal trajectory guidelines (solid lines).

Nominal altitude rates correspond to the altitude rat
i i j

bantesh theateinees ae es required to guide the shuttle trajectory
ate

en the actual drag acceleration is matched to the nominal drag

Nominal constant drag acceleration li
i

i

ral ab Ee
n lines (dashed lines) are labeled at the top with the drag

(7A) The dynamic orbiter symbol isl
i i ity

(~t0 18 Kipe) and RANGE (eo i, Fee
on the plot using relative velocity (~24

(7B) Trailers (V) are left b:
the actual trajectory.

y the orbiter every 28.8 seconds on the plot to show the trend of
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(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(8A) The dynamic guidance symbol (0) is located on the plot using relative velocity and
Tange computed by entry guidance. When the guidance has converged to a good solution,
the <4, will be inside the O.

(8B) Trailers (¢) are left by the O every 28.8 seconds on the plot to aid in monitoring of the
convergence of the primary guidance (15.36 sec for ENTRY TRAJ 3, 4, 5).

Phugoid scale. Displays roll error based on achieving a biased reference drag.
D REF and q. Data are displayed for the biased reference drag (D REF) in fps2, and
dynamic pressure (q) in psf.

ltem 1 provides a data entry to bias the reference drag (D REF).

NY, NY TRIM, AIL, RUD, H BIAS, H REF, ROLL REF, and ROLL CMD. Data are displayed
for lateral acceleration (NY) in g's, lateral acceleration trim (NY TRIM) in g's,ailerontrim
(AIL) in deg, rudder trim (RUD) in deg, guidance-computed altitude reference term (HBIAS)
in fps, reference body roll angle (ROLL REF) in deg, and commanded body roll angle (ROLL
CMD) in deg. (‘AIL’and ‘RUD’ values will not be displayed when BFS is in the preengaged
state.)

Execution of item 2 zeroes the H BIAS computed by guidance.

BFS-computed roll, pitch and yaw errors are displayed prior to BFS engage for comparison
with PASS-driven ADI error needles. Each error value is preceded by one of the following
characters: ‘U,’ ‘D,’ ‘L,’ or ‘R.’ These indicate the fly-to direction of that error. If the roll
error is 100 degrees or greater, an overflow indicator of ‘R > >’ or ‘L > >’ is displayed fora

right or left fly-to error, respectively. These errors and signs are not displayed after BFS

engage.
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123.4567899123465678901234567890123456789012345678901
X X DDD/HH:MM:SS

Lied S08 RN

Meal?
Mails

aN onan$5
:

fe a—_—_s—_ 35D 250 200

a

5 ans 1 BIAS [XX

6 ets DRIER) XXieex

7 457 40 7 XXX.X

8 plea Ri XEXEX

9 Bi Ppexixrx

10 oe Y XXX

1 40+ 30

3
aE

3 als
4 —

5 35+ 20

6
+

NY SS EADABS
7 baal NY TRIM X.XXX

8 pt AIL GX =X

9 30+ 10 RUD Kex=X

20
AL

52D ZERO H BIAS 2

1
as

HeBITWAS@eox"x’ x
2 It REF £XXX

3 2sto ROLL REF XXXXS

4 -125 -190 CIM DimemeXeXxXX

5 (5)

a e
ENTRY TRAJ 2. A GNC OPS display of entry conditions with relative velocity from 19 to 14 Kips
(approximately) and range-to-go from 1500 to 500 nm (approximately). See ENTRY TRAJ 1 fora
description of the data on the display.

1 2 3 4 5
123.456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901

a 3041/ ENETARSY TARTAN) EX aX DDD / WH = MMs S'S2 « oD BFS DDD/HH:MM:SS
3 457 50 t+—_ 450 35D 250
4

5 1 BIAS [xx
6 Die RETF wexixex

7 40 & KX Ken
8 Rumexixix

f) Pie XK

1 YX:

NY X.XXX

REY SeeRe Mix ouXoXOX
AIL XK.X

RUD XX.X

ZERO H BIAS 2

H BIAS £XXX

REF XXX

ROLL REF XXXXS

Lesho CMD XXXX
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1 2 3
123 456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678951

a 3041/ ENTRY TRAJ 4 TO PPT NWSE ISN2 = 0
BFS DDD/HH:MM:SS

3 457-50 ——_ 400 300
4

° 7
5 1 BIAS [4]xx &

6 ) REE 5s

7 40740 4G XXX.Xx

8 REE XeXEX

9 PieXeXax

10 Veexexex!

1 35 30

2

3

4 J
5 30720

-210
6

X.XXX

7 Moe RELMsXteexX XEX
8 AIL XeXieex

9 7 10
RUD XX x

20 ZTAESROMMHENNB)IUAyS 2
1 A BIAS EIXEXEX

2 REF XXX

3 20 a oe ROLL REF XXXXS

4 -255 -250 CM/D eXIXixix

5
(xx)

6 yy
ENTRY TRAJ 4. A GNC OPS display of entry conditions during the high-energy portion of the
transition phase. It is forced u p automatically when the ENTRY TRAJ 3 passes out of range in OPS
3, or a PRO is performed from the ENTRY TRAJ 3 display in OPS 3. See ENTRY TRAJ 1 fora
description of the data on the display.

1 2 3 4 5
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901

RVG3041/ EINSTARGYEnS TURUALOIENS: SiXGnEY. SED TMTSTITESI.2 ee
BFS DDD/HH:MM:SS

3 30750 sot 30D 200

4 ZA Z
5 1 BIAS [xXx
6 D REF XX.Xx

7 25 40 q XPXeXeX

8 a Ry exexix

9 BI X

10 i YEXUXIX!

1 20730

2

3

4

5 15-20 -275

6 NY XwsXXX

7 Rives TR TIM:Xo AR

8 AIL XEXseEX

9 10 10 RUD XX.X

20 ZERO H BIAS 2

1 H BIAS Xxx

2 oe REF =a

3 5 aa ROLL REF XXAXS

4 2/45) S137)43 CMD ME REX
5

wee,oN
ENTRY TRAJ 5. A GNC OPS display of entry conditions during the low-energy portion of transition

phase. See ENTRY TRAJ 1 for a description of the data on the display.
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OPS
G6

(ABORT)

(1) 3 {9 4 5

rosaserecdizsesevesbizzess7evee3es67eso12345670901
fP 1 RTLS TRAY 2 KiXeneX DDO/HH:MM:SS

; eee
BFS DDD/HH:MM:SS

2
i y

3 AHe J
4 +4

5 co PD P03

6

X.XX

ns : XX GUID Xxxx@p(1l)
:

4 KaXEXOX PPA 1X<p(10)
9

10 TyMIE|CO)eXeXecaxex’

1 PRPLT XX

2
2 KEXXce XeXT ell
3 0-4
4

c

<7(6)
6 R XXX

PamEXOXex!i 4
Oral

=
ne

; (3)

20 ee
1 0

2 nv 2

3

4

- (xx)

aN )

q)

[2]

(3)

(4)

(6)

(6)

(8)

[9]

(10)

(11)

(8) )

Note: [ ] denotes trajectory-dependent data.

The RTLS TRAJ 2 display is driven during an RTLS abort in MM601. It provides information
to the crew on trajectory, loads, attitude, and critical guidance, trajectory, and attitude
parameters.

The mission-dependent central plot is an altitude vs. horizontal component of relative
velocity. Current vehicle state is indicated by a moving triangle. Predicted states for 30 and
60 seconds in the future are shown by circles. The outside line represents the nominal
ascent profile. The inside line is for an engine out at lift-off. A vertical line intersects the
curved lines where horizontal relative velocity is zero.

The g's scale is the total load factor in g’s. The triangle indicator flashes if the load factor is
39's or greater.

The scale on the left indicates pitch angle of attack («) and altitude change rate (AH).
Predictedtime of MECO (TIMECO)from guidance is displayed, as are yaw angle of attack
(8), pitch angle of attack («), altitude rate (H), percent propellant remaining in the ET
(PRPLT), and ‘SEP INH’ when the ET SEP inhibit discrete is set.

BFS-computed roll, pitch and yaw errors are displayed prior to BFS engage for comparisonwithPASS-drivenADIerror needles. Each error value is preceded by one of the followingcharacters: ‘U,’ ‘D,’‘L,’or ‘R.’ These indicate the fly-to direction of that error. If the roll
error is 100 degreesor greater, an overflow of ‘R > >’ or ‘L> >’ is displayed for a right or leftfly-to error, respectively. These errors and Signs are not displayed after BFS engage.
The commanded SSME throttle Setting (T) is indicated in percent.
Upperline is G=2 (altitudevs. velocityline which, if the vehicle state is on or below this line,

a
> 2). Lower line is q = 10. If vehicle state is below this line, q is > 10 PSF.
© across the top is delta range (AR = glide range potential minus present range to thelandingsite in nm). Powered pitchdown (PD'

i

occu
&

=

sec

engine pitchdown (PDS) we gee
(PD) nominally rs at MECO - 20 sec. Three

!tem 1 (PPA) selection forces the BFS into the
i

i

‘
7 iy it powered pitcharound (PPA) phase during aRTLS abort; an asterisk (*) displayed at item 1 indicates that the BFSfeeterePRAY

delayed due to an
atti

iolation or if qui ;

pitcharoundbeginnigier or if guidance is unconverged. Once the powered‘Awill appear, and the field will be frozen.
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1234656789012345678901234567890123456789012345 678901

1 0001/ / THERMAL XX x DDD/HH:MM:SS

a BFS DDD/HH:MM:SS

5 HYD SYS TEMP BDYFLP RD/SB L OB Ce tee: bh 1g R OB

©
4 PRIME 4XXXS #XXXS #XXXS FXXXS HXXXS EXXKS

5 STBY 1 SX XIXS FIXXXCS)| LEXIXEAES: POXOXOXES)et KUKUAE SEPAEXXE)

6
BRAKE PRESS

7
WiY/D™ SiY'S) 11/3) XEXEXUXGSHEXKIXEXS a XEXEXEXTSeLXOXEASAS:

8 2/3. XUXIXPRUSEXEXIXEXESTLXIXEXIXT SIXERS.

9 HTR TEMP L/A R/B FREON LOOP 1 2

10 PRPLT ACCUM QTY XXXS XXXS

1 POD SSSSSSS| SSSSSSS RAD OUT T XXXS XXXS

2 OMS CRSFD/] SSSSSS H20 SUP Po oXXKXS

3 EVAP eIGRiE@e RIENS!S.

4 HI LOAD] SSS MG LESEat RIGHT

5 TOP DUE WwSS IB XXXS XXXS XXXS XXXS

6 NOZ] S s OB XXXS XXXKS XXXS XXXS

7 FOLN SiSisis) SSSs NG XBXPXTS XeXIXESXENEXOT AES
8 1 2 3

9 HYD BLR/HTR s s s

20 APU

a 6€6/FU PMP HTR}|SSSSS sssss SESESISES:

2 TK/FU LN HTRISSSSSSS SSSSSSS SSSS5SS

3 PUMP/VLV SiS) ss ss

4

5

© wat

The THERMAL display is a BFS display (OPS 0001) which provides the crew data on the hydraulic
system, heater status, Freon/water loop parameters, tire pressure status, and brake pressure
readings. ©
PARAMETER CHARACTERISTCS

CRT NAME Units ||MPRRUNESa recan
HYD SYS TEMP (24 Parameters) [1] | degF -75to+300 |M]H IL L

SnaePRESS. psia 0 to 3000 MIH{ILIT
TEMP: PRPLT POD 2

OMS CRSFD Bi M ql i t i
EVAP HI LOAD [2] MIHILITI] SL

TOP DUCT [2] MIH{ILITI]¢L
eouNo 2] MJH|LITI]¢DLN 2] MJHI CIT] es

HYD BLR/HTR [2] re eee
APU: GG/FU PMP HTR [2] MJHILI TILTK/FU LNHTR [2] MIHILC ITT LPUMP/VLV [3] MJHILIT
FREON LOOP:OOP:cereGry percent 0 to 100 MI HIL L

SEE
degF 25to 130 MJHJLIT]L

psia 0 to 50 MJH{JLITIL
° TIRE PRE
.

SS (12 Parameters) counts 0 to 500 MIH{ILITI]L

& REMARKS

= [1] No CRT message or tone with ‘L,’

2 ,[2]
eae pple denotes normal operation. ‘1’ and ‘’

indicate heater or thermostat ®
and denote datatranetrorsencofaresunatene aT t e

:

R failures unrelated i
:

aligned to panel switches needed to select different healercreas
oe Faab eae
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e HTR TEMP:PRPLT POD - panel Ai4; RCS/OMS HEATERS, LEFT/
RIGHT POD

@
OMS CRSFD -

pene4; RCS/OMS HEATERS, CRSFD

EVAP HI LOAD - panelL1; Hi LOAD DUCT HTR

TOP DUCT — panel L1; TOPPING EVAPORATOR

HEATER, DUCT

NOZ — panel L1;TOPPING EVAPORATOR

HEATER, L-NOZZLE-R
FDLN - panel L2; FLASH EVAP FEEDLINE

HEATER

panel R2; BOILER CNTR/HTR

panel A12; APU HEATER, GAS GEN/
e HYD BLR/HTR -

e APU: GG/FU PMP HTR

FUEL PUMP

TK/FU LN HTR - panel A12; APU HEATER, TANK/FUEL
LINE

[3] A blank display field denotes normal operation. An ‘T’ indicates an overheated APU fuel

pump and/or valve module. Level detection limits are shown on SM displays. ‘M,’ ‘H,’ and

‘VL’denote data transfer or sensor failures. The FU PMP and GGVM HTSK Tstatus

indicator is to remind the crew that the affected APU cannot be restarted until it cools down

below the limit. Both the FU PMP and GGVM HTSK have class 0 FDAs (no crew

annunciation other than ‘T’ arrow).

5 THERMAL DISPLAY

HTR TEMP XK (WK =UA

or F/B)
PRPLT

1-7 Al4 POD SSSSSSS

8-13 Al4 OMS CRSFD SSSSSS
EVAP

14-16 li HI LOAD SSS

17-18 1 TOP DUCT SS

19 1 NOZ S$

20-23 12 FDLN ssss

Xx (X=1,2, or 3)
24 R2 HYD BLRIHTR Ss

APU

25-29 Al2 GG/FU PMP HTR SSSSS

30-36 Al2 TKFU LN HTR SSSSSSS

37-38 PUMP / VLV ss

PARAMETER

1. POD DRNPNL1 fy
21. EVAP FDLN ae 4A2A)23 VERN PNL 1 22.

3. OX DRN PNL HYLuFl
23.

4. 24. WBX pun!
5. ENG SERV PNL) 25. APU X GG BED

6. FDLN OX AFT L(R 26. INJ

7 FULR) 27. PUMP OUT

8. OMS CRSFD BHD MID FU 28. GGVM SPLY LN

9. Ox 29. PUMP BYP LN

10. DRN OX L 30. FEED LN

ate R 31. PUMP IN

12. BLD AFT FU 32. TEST LN

13. OX 33. SERVICE LN

14, EVAP HI LOAD INBD DUCT. 34. PUMP DRN LN 1

15. OUTBD DUCT 35. 2

i"
IG FWD

WF

ar. FUPUMPBDYa TOPPIN :

1
e

AFT 38. GGVM HTSK

19. NOZ L(R)

20. FDLN FWD A(B)
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1234567890123456789012
3 4 5

34567890123456789012345678901

1 XXKX/XXX/078 Snes Se SUNN Mee KEKE DOD HH: MH:SSN
(

BFS DOD/HH:MM:SS

3 SMOKE 1/A 2/8

4 CABIN KIXIEX(S) pc VOLTS 1/A 2/8 3/6

5 L/R FD Kigux SpSXaKeIS FC XEXPAXISH XIXIXSE XIX S
6 AV BAY Lie KexieeX:S, SX MAIN KIXeX SHKoneeR See Rakerexes
7 Bi xt XismexXE S CNTILD AB XXeXiSm XXERXISIEX XiXS

8 3 WIKeax Se XkeS BIC wXOXXISHXIXEEX SIXXOX

9 CABIN
ON WSF MRIS. 2% ousS

10 PRESS Nexex's ESS KixKISHXIXIENXGS) XIXNXES
1 dP/dT SKS Ac

2 BU/EQ #.XXS *.XXS V0)LETamon EXOXi SINNIXEXPXGSTEUIXEX)XIS
3 PPO2 XUERXECSi XUEEXIXES SB) OXKIS BEEXIXIXSPPBCXX'S
4 FAN AP KEeXiXIS) SCH MEAXIXUXISHEMIXEX:XESPMXKIXIS

5 HX OUT T XXXS AUNIPIS) GeUAU axiXe=X1SIXEXEXESIEIXEX)=1XES

6 02 FLOW XiXS ESSE SEMI KISEXIXEXSIXX) =KIS.

7 N2 FLOW RSD SG BIC! XIXIEXS IXIXESKISIXIXKAS
8 IMU FAN AP enng| GURL CELL PL S55 Xxs xxs

9 SVE FiCHlina FACIE EOS AMPS YG PWG MARRS

20 S50 RRS FOSS SROUS REAC VLV XXs Xxs xXxS

1 Sisi2 eXXIXiSmxXIXS | UX S BUeIS 7 REESE COGS LORS

2 Sistayix x xis)oxxix'S) XXX S EX Toe OX KISEMeXOXIXESEEGTXIX’XIS

3 TOTAL AMPS XXXXS cooL P KX XTSI XENTSUXECXIS,

4 KW KXxS PUMP XXxS XXxS xxs

5

st (xy

The SM SYSSUMM1display is an SM display (DISP 78) available in SM OPS 2 and 4 and in BFS

OPS 0, which provides summary data on emergency, atmospheric (cabin), and electrical power
distribution and generation parameters.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

Cannan UNITSDISPLAYED |STATUS INDICATORS

RANGE MJH[LIT][L

SMOKE: CABIN 111] moms Oto 15 MJH]L{

URED [1] | mgmm3 Oto 15 MyJH{[ CI
Y 12,3 [11] mgmums Oto15 MIH| LIT

CABIN:PRESS psia 0 to 20 MJH/]LIT] L
Ip)

zy
[2]] psiimin | +0.45to-0.55 |}M]H | L

BY
[21] —psia -.99104+.99 |M]HIL L

Beep 13]] psimin | -99to+99 |}M]H|L t
aa _

pet Oto5 MIHIL]IT

FANAP
in H2O 0108 MIHILCITIS

Beet degF 4+45to+145 |MJTH]L | T

Sew lbnvhr Oto5 MIH]JLIT

—
lbrvhr 0to5 MIH|LIT

— ae in H2O 0.0 to +7.0 MIH|L]T
2, myvd

TOTAL:AMPS = aota0 "
a

Sena
kw 0 to 60 M

LTSECie volts 0 to 40 MIHI LIT

GNTLAB, 80, cA we | oma [wlaict
"| a

AC: VOLT OA, &B, OC
— ee a :

AMPSOA,as volts 0to 140 MIHI LIT] SL

FUEL CELL: AMPS Enea =a
at

F

Sree 141} text Croror [MIO]! L

ey degF -75to+300 |MJHI LIT] L
COOL P Dee 8 ML Ball TeteltioPUMP text ‘AP’ or blank M ale i
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REMARKS

[1]

[2]

[3]

|

The hardwired smoke emergency alert can also be initiated by smoke rate-of-increase (not
shown on CRT). There is no software triggered emergency alert for smoke rate of increase.

The dP/dT hardware status field shows an ‘H’ for an off-scale pressure leak (greater than
-.5 psi/min). The BU dP/dT numerics blank out and the status shows an ‘L’ for the same

condition.

Loss of power to the CABIN PRESSURE transducer will result in the CABIN PRESSURE

going off-scale—-low (0 psia) and the BU dP/dT will act similarly to an off-scale pressure
leak, going to ‘-.99’ psi/min then blanking out and leaving an ‘L.’ After a short time, the BU
dP/dT will recede back to within limits and proceed to zero. This occurs since no delta

pressure exists once CABIN PRESSURE has gone off-scale-low for a period of time. A

similar phenomenon will occur if the CABIN PRESSURE transducer is repowered, in which
case the BU dP/dT will then operate in an opposite, but similar, fashion.

EQ dP/dT is the equivalent dP/dT at 14.7 for the current Cabin Pressure and dP/dT. EQ

dP/dT parameter data is initiated at MM101 transition and displayed pre/post BFS engage.
If either Cabin Press or dP/dT are missing, the last computed value of EQ dP/dT and ‘M’ are

displayed. The EQ dP/dT field format range is +99. If this range is exceeded, the last

computed value of EQ dP/dT and either an ‘H’ or ‘L’ are displayed.

Either H2 or O2 valve closed causes an ‘L.’
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1236567890123456789012345678901234567890172345678901
Cee eo 6

ahaa a mapene
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: CR ViOlTK 1 2 3 4 5 MANF1l MANF2

4 Hi2? SPuRIESS S) XXOXS XXXs XX XS XOXeXeS:XXX's) XIXOX’S XeXIX'S:
5 o2 PRESS KEK XKKES TOKROKK So XIXIRERES eXXENURES OXAEAOA,SX, NOKIA SKK XIX|S)
6 Ha Re Ta tXXXS EX XXS OLXR XS EX NXS) SXXK’'s

7 Tae XXXS SXXXS SXXXAS +SXK KS EX'S

8 APU 1 2 3 HYD 1 2 3

9 THEMP YEGTe XUXEXXUS#PXEXUNXES XOXXeni) PRESS XOXEXIN So eXCXeXORISH RTALXIX-S)
10 B/W) CEST VXIKS KER KISPXKK RIS||SAVEUTMMaKe!xISerXX NEESXX’ XX'S

1 OPTL  LT)NL.” KOXEXISUOMEXEXIXESIO® MXIXeXES||URISVERIUETiemm oXcXEX) SmmmmEXEXEXESHEEEEX?XEX)S

2 (QIUcris) OXEXUXESTNMIXEXUXESEMEXEXEXES

3 66 BED XIXEXSYPeeXXOXISI Et MEXIXEXES) QUAL FOKKER RIES

4 INU XIXIXXiSeeXeXIXXS MeXEXEXTAUS
5 $)PE/EIDIM mes MmeXIXIXeSEnmXEXOXASHEEUXIXES) w/B

6 FUE Ly CQ), XIX0X)S XOXXESMNEX.XOX.Si|IH]cuOMIMT YENEXEXEX1SNE XEXESIERIEXGXIXES)

? PINIPe ULKE | Promo x.x's XX'S XOXES |B) Pita INVXOXEX’S ee XOXGXTS EEEXEXEXES,

8 OL tp 1) 2086S LOS aS

9 FaUeet: ke VSLAV,

20 AWESTASXIXIX'S eOXPXOXISTRE MEXUXOXES THERM CNTL 1 2

1 BT XX S XXXS XeKKS | N20 PIMP PEP. XXXS XXXS

2 AV BAY 1 2 3 FREON FLOW KXXXS XXXXS

3 TEMP KKK: XXXS KORRES | MENIASP oOUe Ty XXXs XXXS

4 FAN AP XiSKK i KeeeKAS eK RENE:

5

6 ~~ xx

The SM SYS SUMM 2display is an SM display (DISP 79), available in BFS SM OPS 0, which
provides the crew summary level data on cryogenics, auxiliary power units, hydraulics, water boilers,
thermal control, and avionics cooling.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME units | DISPLAYED

RANGE MJH/ILIT]IL
CRYO TANK: H2 PRESS (1]]  psia 145 to 305, Oe ee ee ae

02 PRESS (1]]  psia 515t0o1015 JM | HI LIT] J
HTR

i dee 425 to +475 Fs i f q
MANF 1,2: H2 PRESS pad Te MIHIL +

02 PRESS psia oto1200 |MJHIL t
APU: TEMP EGT dlegF 0to1i500 |MJHI LITB/UEGT degF 0to1s00 |M|HI LITOILIN

der f to ace M HJL t ileg to 4 HJ L

GaBED degF 0 to 500 MIHIL +
degF 0to1s500 |MIHIL uSPEED % percent Oto 167 MIHILIT] JLFUEL QTY percent Oto 100 MIHIL L

.
PMP LK P [21] psia Oto 50 MI] HILT

IL OUT P psia 0 to 200 MITHIJLITI L
FU TK VLVABT degF 0 to 250 MIH]JLITI IL

AV BAY:

ae deg 45to145 [MYTH LIT

FYDT PRESS
in H2O 0to5 MPH PLT R] L

”

ACUM P Psia 0 to 4000 MI HTL L
RSVRT psia 0 to 4000 MIHILIT] L

QTY degF -75t0o+300 |MPHILITI IL

WB: H20 QTY
a aa ae ELS

BYP percent Oto 100 MVLv text ‘BYP’ or ‘W/B’ | M
ae i

THERM CNTL:H20 PUMP P 7

—

FREON FLOW brvir 570102600meleeie tT iEVAROU Ian degF 2510130 |M|H taal
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REMARKS

[1] These pressures also appear at ‘P’ (O2/H2) on the CRYO SYSTEM (DISP 68) display andare used by the tank heater controller. On OV-1 02, tanks 4 and 5 share acommon
pressure sensor. The common tank 4 and 5 heater control pressure is displayed as TK 4 P.TK 5 P will display OSL.

[2] Measured at fuel pump drain line and is representative of leak rate.
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Ve XXXX/XKX/168 CRYO PALLET Kx X DDD/HH:NM:SS
BFS DOD/HH:MM:SS

PyASLALEXTeeK 7 8 9

H2 PRESS XXXxs XIXIXES

T Ke P KIXOXeSXXXS xXx

OF PIES XXXS XXXXS

TK P KXXS XXXXS

HTR Tl XEXEXESMEEKX.XeS
T2 XEXeXES ecbXEXXuS

iN “uy
The CRYO PALLETdisplay is an SM display (DISP 168), available in BFS SM OPS 0, which
Provides the crew summary level data on the EDO cryo pallet.

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS

DISPLAYED | STATUS INDICATORSCRT NAME RANGE BES ecules
CRYO TANK: H2 PRESS 145 to 305

H2 TK P 0 to 400
O2 PRESS 515 to 1015
02 TKP 0 to 1200

HTRT1 —425 to +475
T2 —425 to +475

REMARKS

[1] (Pls the tank pressure used by the tank heater controller. ‘TK P’ is measured at
approximately the same point as ‘P’ but is not used by the heater control unit.
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PROGRAM NOTE

The notes in this section apply to the PASS only unless otherwise indicated. Information in paren-
theses following each note indicates the applicable Software Discrepancy Report (DR XXXXX),
BFS Discrepancy (BXXXXX), or Software Change Request (CR XXXXxX).If no reference is given,
the note describes an ‘as is’ peculiarity of the Data Processing System.

DPS (GENERAL)

INITIAL PROGRAM LOADS (GPC & DEU)

1. Invalid DEU IPL Requests
2. SMOPS 2/4 DEU IPL Failure Due to SM Common Buffer Busy
3. DEU Loaded by BFS

GPC/CRT MANAGEMENT

1. Potential FTS at New GPC Start Up
2. DEU Control Loss with BFC CRT Sel Switch to OFF
3. RS Split and BFS Standalone

4. CRT Assignment Guidelines

OPS AND MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS

OPS Transition Restrictions
OPS Transition with SPEC Request in Progress
Annunciation of FTS During OPS Transition
OPS Transition After MMU Powerup
CRT Assignments During OPS Transition

KEYBOARD/DISPLAY MANAGEMENT

PASS/BFS Item Entry Monitoring
System SPEC Availability
NBAT Updates and Stale Data

Consecutive I/O Resets

Moving Switches to GPC Position
Simultaneous System SPEC Inputs
RESUME of SPEC on Failed DEU
V/O Reset with Failed MTU

ASCENT/ABORT

ASCENT (GENERAL)

is

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
Ta

8.

Erroneous Command Path Failure Annunciation
RHC Status Not Displayed
Incorrect SSME Limit Control Commands Issued

Inappropriate Upmode to Auto After Fast Sep
Unexpected Roll Maneuver in MM103

RTLS (also see ABORT OMS DUMPS)

1. CSS Alpha Recovery/NZ Hold Transition in OPS 6
2. RTLS Delayed Guidance Convergence

ABORT OMS DUMPS (GENERAL)

1. | OMS Propellant Dump Termination Via ARM/PRESS Switches
2. Possible 2nd OMS Pre-MECO Dump Lockout
3. Abort OMS Dumps Inhibited Upon BFS Engagement
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DPS(GENERAL)

INITIAL PROGRAM LOAD PC & DE

1S Invalid DEUIPLRequests. A DEU IPL request using PASS isvalidonly inSM,PL9or post-

IPL OPS 0 and SM OPS 2/4. Requests made at any other time willresult inunpredictablei

problems with that DEU. Ifa “CM BUF BSY CRTX” fault message is annunciated, wait until

the SM common buffer is no longer in use before attempting another DEU IPL request. If an

invalid IPL request is made, deassign the DEU and perform a DEU re-IPL to recover the

DEU. (DR 33643)

SMOPS 2/4 DEU IPL Failure Due to SM Common Buffer Busy. The SM common buffer is

ilized during a DEU IPL and also by other processes running concurrently; the buffer may

osin use hea a DEU IPLis reqiededin SM 2/4. If the buffer is in use, a ‘CM BUF BSY

CRTX’ fault message will be annunciated by the SM GPC and the DEU IPL attempt will fail.

The ‘X’ in the ‘CRTX’ portion of the fault message represents the number of the CRT/DEU

being IPLed. Operations which contend for the SM common buffer are: TFL loads, SM

checkpoint/restore, orbiter mass memory read/write SPEC operations, and crew text uplinks
(TUMMS). Should a ‘CM BUF BSY CRTX’ message be annunciated, wait for thecontending
operation to complete before retrying the DEU IPL. (No DR)

DEU Loaded by BFS. A DEU that has been IPLed by the BFS does not have the critical
format background displays loaded into the DEU to be usable to the PASS. The DEU must

be re-IPLed by the PASS. (DR 37542)

GPC/CRT MANAGEMENT

i Potential FTS at New GPC Start Up. During ICC initialization of a new GPC into a common

set, the following DPS related actions could cause the resulting ICC data to be overlaid by
the initialization ICC data. This could lead to an FTS at common set formation or later at
redundant set formation.

Reassign GSE polling (ground initiated)
Downlist GPC switch
FC/PL string moding
DEU major function switch change
GPCI/CRT key, BFC CRT select switch, BFS CRT display switch
OPS transitions
OPS mode recall
Redundant set to OPS 0

Moding another GPC from STBY to RUN or RUN to STBYrpe>pa9op
The above actions should not be Performed during the time span approximately10 second:
before moding a GPC to RUN until 10 seconds after placing the Baeswitcha RUN

i
the output tb goes gray. (DRs 42433, 46617, 301 38) 2 es

I
ith

B
i

FF, For a BFC CRT SELswitchchan4
‘

7 je

hearecuires,the PASS to resume control of a DEU, that DEU will not be picked up bythe
nea thepreviousPASS commander is unable to assume command. On another PASS

: feassign the dropped DEU to an active PASS GPC to regain DEU control. (DR 37512)
i

k

» A2 on 2 PASS redundant set split normally causes BFSto-

ani lowerpes.However, if prior to the split BES experienced an /O ae due toa BFS
highieepair mnon a forward bus associated withthe lower pair, BFS will track the

i :
pon execution of BFS V/O reset, BFSwill attempt to reinitialize tracking on the

the higherpairdo ;
split,

if

BFS

i
i

RH SB/BO8S31)attempt an V/O reset to the BFS until PASS restringing is complete.

RTAssianment Guidelin

@ Prior to CRT reassignment,
‘RESUME’CRTto release any SPEC so one
Function)will not be allocated to that CRT.
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b. Use a PASS CS keyboard (not a BFS or F-T-S keyboard). Note that BFS will DKlito GPC/CRT keyboard entries.
oar anal

¢. Tomove aCRT from F-T-S GPC to a CS GPC, deassign the CRT with the F-T-S
keyboard, then reassign on a PASS CS keyboard.

d. Alwaysensure that the new GPC is available (running in CS) and that the new CRTs MF
switch matches the new GPCs MF (PL if OPS 0 GPC) prior to ‘GPC/CRT XX EXEC.’

e. Arequest for more than three CRTs to be assigned to the Common Set will result in the
fault message ‘> 3 DEU’ in all OPS. Note: There is no restriction on the number of
CRTs that can be assigned to the BFS.

f. The BFS CRT switch can only be used to assign a CRT to the BFS (preengage) if the
IPL sourceswitch on panel 06 is in the ‘OFF’ position.

g. lf anew NBAT reassigns a CRT which is assigned to the BFS via the BFC CRT switch,
the new assignment will not be made until the BFC CRT switch is tumed off. At that
time, the previous PASS commander will momentarily take that CRT until the new NBAT
assignment is invoked. (If this switch is left ‘ON,’ the PASS cannot see the new NBAT
assignment.) (No DR)

OPS AND MAJOR MODE TRANSITIONS

1.

5.

OPS Transition Restrictions. To ensure a successful OPS transition, numerous DPS related
actions should be avoided throughout the duration of the OPS transition. Perform no switch
or keyboard action at all during OPS transitions. (DR 15620)

OPSTransitionwithSPECRequestinProgress.If a currently active SPEC is requested on

another DEU simultaneously with an OPS transition request, it is possible that the OPS tran-
sition will fail. Therefore, if an OPS transition is desired following a request to bring up a

SPEC on a second DEU, wait several seconds for the underlying SPEC control segment to

get cancelled before keying in the OPS XXX PRO. (DR 52779)

Annunciation of ETS During OPS Transition. Computer Annunciation Matrix (CAM) lights
and software fail votes are cleared as part of any OPS transition involving memory reconfi-

guration in a redundant set. If an FTS occurs, both message and CAM light annunciation
will be generated but the CAM lights (and the associated down arrow for GPC STATUS on

GNC SYS SUMM 1 and GPC/BUS STATUS displays) will subsequently be cleared after the

overlay (successful or unsuccessful). (DRs 55300, 100788)

OPS Transition After MMU Powerup. Failure to allow the MMU to complete its initialization

may result in retention of the old OPS configuration and an ‘OFF/BUSY MMU’ message (if
the other MMU is unavailable). Delay at least 34 seconds before trying an OPS transition
after MMU powerup. (DR 33749)

CRT Assignments During OPS Transition. Prior to OPS XXX PRO, use the GPC/CRT key
to add/delete any desired CRTs (the NBAT can only redistribute currently commanded

CRTs). Ensure the new NBAT is not requesting more than three PASS CRTs. (No DR)

KEYBOARD/DISPLAY MANAGEMENT

1.

3.

PASS/BFS ItemEntryMonitoring. PASS and BFS keyboard item handling cannot be guar-
anteed to be identical. BFS may accept item entries illegal in PASS or may reject item
entries legal in PASS. (Note: BFS does not annunciate ‘ILLEGAL ENTRY’ when it rejects
an item entered via DK listen.) The crew should monitor the BFS display to determine the

BFS response to each DK listen item entry. (DR B03973)

System SPECAvailability. System SPECs are available under only one major functionat a

time. If a system SPEC is being viewed and the major function switch on that DEUis

changed without first doing a RESUME, then the SPEC cannot be requested again under the

new major function switch setting. Therefore, perform a RESUME before changing the

major function switch on DEU. (DR 25396)

DEU assignment changes made via the MF switch, GPC/NBATUpdates andStaleData.
CRT entry, BFC/CRT DISPLAY switch, or BFC/CRT SEL switch do not updatethe NBAT

(items 12-15 on SPEC 0). Be aware that the NBAT will reflect stale data. During an OPS
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G1 to G3, the active G1 NBAT shall be used by the software to determine the

Cee table, but only if the G3 NBAThas not been changed duringOPS 1. If

the G3 NBAT is not updated in OPS 1, the active Gi bus assignment at the time of a G1 to

G3 transition is carried over to G3 as the active bus assignment, and the G3 NBAT is

updated accordingly. If, however, the G3 NBAT is updated in OPS 1 (items 2 thru 19), the

©
new G3 NBAT will be invoked at the time of a G1 to G3 transition. The G3 NBAT was called

up but not changed in OPS 1. For the current G3 bus assignments, reselect ITEM 1+3 on

SPEC 0. (CR 89592, DR 37506)

4. Consecutive /O Resets. An I/O reset takes a minimum of 8 seconds to complete. If subse-

quent I/O resets are requested before the first one is complete, an illegal entry error mes-

sage will be issued. Therefore, consecutive /O resets should be at least 10 seconds apart.

(DR 31435)

5. MovingSwitches to GPCPosition. Multiposition cockpit switches in the GPC position store

hardware commands in FSW output buffers and issue these commands via MDMs. The _

independent ‘hardwire’ manual switch positions mode hardware without the FSW havingvisi-

bility into the mode change. Switching back to the GPC position after a manual moding
reconfigures the hardware back to the last FSW commanded position because the FSW.

commands are not changed to reflect the ‘hardware’ command. Before retuming any switch

to the GPC position, evaluate the desirability of producing a moding change to that hardware

device. If moding is undesirable, verify with the ground the software output command status

to that device. (DR 46513)

6. Simultaneous System SPEC Inputs. Most item entry data on system SPECs (GPC.
MEMORY, TIME, and DPS UTILITY)are ICCed between common set computers. If simul-
taneous item entries are made on system SPECs in different major functions, interference in
the ICC messages between GPCs may result. If this occurs, the item entries from one

SPEC will be ICCed properly but those from the other SPEC will be filtered out and lost.

fous ee inputs from different common set GPCs of system SPEC item data.

7. RESUME of SPEC on Failed DEU. If a SPEC is active on a DEU that fails, the capability to
RESUME that SPEC by normal means is lost. The SPEC may be called on another DEU, QOhowever the failed DEU SPEC is charged to the active MF as one of the two SPECs that are
allowed to be active at one time. The SPEC may be cancelled by doing an OPS transition or

by the uplinkof a DEU equivalent RESUME to the failed DEU if the CRT has not been deas-
signed since the failure. (DR 37503)

8. VO RESET with Failed MTU. After entering an /O RESET in the PASS with a failed MTU, a

message may appear on a BFS CRT indicating that the BFS has downmoded a string(s). To
reinstatethat string(s) forthe BFS, do a BFS /O RESET after the PASS I/O RESET proces-Sing ts complete (approximately10 seconds). (DR 35211)
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ASCENT/ABORT

ASCENT (GENERAL)

1. Erroneous Command Path Failure Annunciation (PASS & BFS). The GPC time base oscilla-
tor and the MEC time base oscillator are not synchronized. When the GPCs send acom-
mand to the controller, an acknowledgement which is present in the MEC engine vehicle
data table (VDT) for only one 40 msec cycle is read by the GPCs. Because of the asynchro-
nous operation it is possible that an occasional VDT frame will be omitted. If the missed
frame is one which contained the command acknowledgement, afailure is annunciated on
the display message line, and the SSME amber light is illuminated even though the engine
received the command. The message line annunciation May not occur if a subsequent com-
mand is processed within 1.92 seconds. The amber light will be extinguished on the next
good cycle of command accepted data. If a command path failure occurs, the crew will see
a CRT message and an SSME status amber light. If the amber light extinguishes, then the
crew could assume that the command path failure was erroneous due to this DR condition.
If the failure is an engine throttling command, engine chamber Pressure can be monitored for
failure confirmation. (DRs 37594, 106180/B22567)

RHCStatus NotDisplayed. Although RHC LRU fault annunciation is possible in OPS 1, the
RHC LRU status fields on the GNC SYS SUMM1display are blanked in OPS 1 preventingdisplay of RHC failure, dilemma, or commfault status. (DR 104639)

imi

mm I . When an engine failure occurs, the soft-
ware inhibits the limit shutdown control capability on the remaining two engines automatical-
ly. If the SSME LIMIT SHUT DN switch is changed from the INHIBIT to the AUTO positionafter an engine has shutdown or had a DATA PATH FAIL, incorrect limit control commands
will be issued and limits will be enabled. If the switch is taken to INHIBIT and if it is desired
to have limits inhibited, do not retum the switch to AUTO once it has been moved to the in-
hibited position. (DR 37678)

Inappropriate UpmodetoAutoAfterFastSep.With the implementation of the Single-
Engine Auto Contingency Abort capability, the flight control system will mode to AUTO after
a FAST SEP. A downmode to manual can only occur after the ZERO_THRUST event and
when the RHC is out-of-detent. When the RHC is returned to detent, the FCS will mode to
AUTO. This discrepancy adversely affects the three-engine-out RTLS contingency abort
yellow procedure.

Unexpected RollManeuver in MM103.If an engine failure occurs in MM102 on missions
that are inertially targeted or have a high inclination with significant yaw steering, the PASS
TAL Droop Logic may be activated in MM103. The Droop Logic modifies the PEG thrust
attitude in pitch to keep the vehicle from drooping below the minimum safe altitude. This

causesthe PASS to command aroll of up to 12 degrees from heads down prior to aborting
RTLS. Since the BFS does not have this capability, there will be a difference between the
ADI attitude error needles and the attitude error on the BFS Ascent TRAJ display. If
‘DROOP'’ is overbright on the TRAJ display, be aware of the possible attitude error differ-
ence. Once RTLS is declared, both PASS and BFS will command a heads-down attitude.
Thus, the vehicle will roll back to wings level at a rate of 1 to 2 degrees/second. If BFSis

engaged prior to declaring RTLS, the vehicle will also roll back to wings level. (DR 105356)
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ph ery/NZ Hold Transition in OPS 6. In MM602, the transition from alpha-
‘os o fet et occurs when either Nz > 1.8G (I-LOAD) or when alpha > 45

for a guidance cycle and less than 45° in a subsequent cycle. Ifthe secondae gocureprematurely for BFS or PASS in CSS, erroneous pitch errors will be displayed on

caen :

Guidance will command an alpha > 50° to attempt to achieve the target Nz. When
aing alpha recovery and guidance prematurelymodes to the Nz-hold phase, the crew

—ignore pitch errors and fly alpha = 50° until Nz = 1.8G. Guidance can then be used to fly the

Nz-hold phase. (DR 46515/B07339A)
i

i

itors the statusRTLS Delayed Guidance Convergence.During second stage, the crew mon

of guidance convergence by the condition of the ADI error needles and the PASS and BFS
ime

to MECO (TMECO). When guidance is unconvergedfor 5 consecutive cycles (10se-

conthe ape oe will stow. When guidance is convergedfor 5 consecutive

cycles (10 seconds), the error needles will unstow. At RTLS initialization, the ADIerror

needles are initialized unstowed and will be visible to the crew. Problemswith guidanceusu-

ally result in an unreasonable or dynamic TMECO, while a good guidance solution will be
stable and agree well in PASS and BFS.

During RTLS second stage, the RTLS PPA solution is indicated by the GUID parameter on
the RTLS TRAJ display. The GUID parameter will indicate ‘INIT during RTLS guidance ini-

tialization, ‘INHB’ if a PPA solution is not converged and a countdown value when a good
solution is computed. At PPA, the GUID parameter will indicate ‘PPA’. Note that the PPA
solution is a function of guidance convergence. When guidance is unconverged the PPA
solution will indicate ‘INHB’. However, it is common to have guidance converged without a
PPA solution.

If an SSME fails early in first stage, delays in guidance convergence and a PPA solution maybe seen when RTLS is selected in second stage. The ground and crew may notice any of
the followingscenarios:

a. Guidance goes unconverged at RTLS selection. This may last approximately 30
seconds.

b. Guidance goes unconverged after initial RTLS guidance convergence. This may last
approximately 14 seconds.

A delay in a PPA solution at RTLS selection. This may last approximately 45 seconds.

d. Guidanceconvergence and a good PPA solution occur at different times in the PASS andBFS. Differences of approximately 30 seconds may be seen.

The crew should be aware of these possible delays in guidance convergence and cross-
checkPASS and BFS guidance with the RTLS Unconverged Guidance Table. If significantdifferencesfrom this table occur, then the crew should check with the MCC or take over
manuallyin a no-comm situation. It is important to remember that the RTLS fuel dissipationattitude is a function of velocity and altitude rate at engine out or SRB SEP. It should begood regardless of the status of the RTLS guidance parameters.

Even though PASS and BFS may get solutions at different times, the final solution should be
oeTDoEeDexception to this is if the PASS or BFS have not been notified of the enginein engine out recognition by the GPC can significantly imi ct RTLS guidanPerformance. (DR 105441, B27583/105429, 46520+)

: esi 7 os

ABORT OMSDUMP. ENERAL

nS OMS Propellant Dump Termination Via ARM/PRESSSwitches.switches are tumed offduring a conti mC
601, 603), ONS

PriceN Ingency dump (MM102, 103, 601, 602), OMS RM willfail vote the OMS engines. Attemptsto reactivatethe dump will also fail. the(contingency)item 8 on SPEC51, not the ARM/PRESS switches.

r
In an abort situation which causesMECO OMS dump (MM103),if an additional OMS dump

i

ring tie

, the dump does not occur, and subsequent ri fi
i

gency OMS dumping are not honored. Th ti fotcan a

Seein MM103 when requesting another crew fetter field ga eld ;
itiated contingency dump during the purge pro-
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cess of a previouscontingency dump. Therefore, contingency dumping should only be

tancesPrior to completion of the original OMS dump or after OMS purge completion.(DR 55217)

Mi Inhibi n BES En ment. During any abort, if PASS fails Prior to
commanding the OMS engines ON, BFS goes standalone and is engaged after its sets itsOMS ignition event, then the automatic OMS dump will be inhibited. If this scenario occurs,the crew should start the OMS dump manually via the BFS override display.(DR 108524/B22592)

MM104/MM105

Uo OMSTargetGuidanceConvergence.In OPS 1 and 3, the only positive indication of guid-ance convergence after performing a target LOAD (ITEM 22 EXEC) is a nonzero target HA/HP. The time for guidance convergence is generally proportional to how far in the future TIGis. When atarget LOAD is performed in the PASS, the guidance computation cannot be
interrupted until convergence except by doing an OPS transition. (Note that this would not
help in OPS 1 because, once moded out of OPS 1, return to OPS 1is not possible.) This
means that, if the targets are wrong, loading them could tie up the PASS for an indefinite
Period of time. Ensure that OMS targets are correct before loading to preclude being locked
out of the PASS. (DR 37573)

OMS1 Attitude Errors Induced by MPS Dump. The MPS dump started at OMS 1ignitionresults in bum attitude errors because of the change in the total body thrust vector. Guid-
ance commands the vehicle attitude based on sensed acceleration and operated correctly.Expect up to 6° of transient error at ignition and about one degree of pitch and yaw error
after stabilization during and auto (DAP) OMS 1 burn. For a manual (CSS) OMS 1 bum,
centering the needles throughout the burn will result in small bum residuals and minimal fuel
wasting. (DR 101774)

Engine Response to the ARM/PRESS Switch (In All MMs). The OMS engine ARM/PRESS
switch in the OFF position commands OMS cutoff. However, if this switch is moved fromOFF to ARM or ARM/PRESS before OMS FDI detects a failure, the engine attempts to
retum to steady state thrust conditions, possibly causing engine damage. If the switch is
inadvertantly moved to the OFF position during an OMS bum, no attempt should be made to
recycle the switch immediately back to ARM or ARW/PRESS. ffit is recycled to ARM or

ARM/PRESS, the switch should be taken to OFF immediately to minimize the chance of
engine damage. (DR 37555)
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PS 2 OMS Bum ADI Guidance Error Requirement. InOPS 2, the ADI attitude error
t referenced to the PEG guidance solution unless an AUTO MNVR is

eeoneienithsMM202 MANEUVER display. Before executing a MM202 OMS/RCSburn,
perform an AUTO MNVR (item 27) to reference the ADI error needles to the guidance com-

puted thrust solution. (DR 46512)

Universal Pointing Pitch Angles at Yaw = 270. Foryawanglesof 270 +/- 0.3° on the UNI-

VERSAL POINTING display, the current and required pitch angles are very nearly the nega-
tive of the correct angles. These are display parameters only. Reverse the sign of the indi-

cated pitch parameters on the UNIVERSAL POINTING display for yaw angles of

270 +/- 0.3°. (DR 58926)

Improper COASOperation. Current software makes no check to ensure a COAS mark has

been taken as a condition for processing an ACCEPT item selection. Therefore, erroneous

data could go into the star table. This might only be apparent to the crew after a second

(valid) star is sighted and the ANG DIF shows asignificant error from the expected angular
separation. If an ACCEPT command is inadvertently entered without a mark, complete cur-

rent processing by entering the second ACCEPT command, reinitialize by entering a star

table clear (item 20), and then perform the normal sight mode procedure. (DR 35151)

Multiple Commands Via. a PSP. Item entries for commands to a payload via a PSP should
be entered one at a time. When multiple commands are entered simultaneously, all com-

mands except the first one will be rejected. (No DR)

ADI Freeze at 90°/270° Yaw. Any time the ADI YAW angle command is within 1.7° of 90° or

270°, the PITCH and ROLL axes of the ADI are frozen because of the indeterminate nature
of PITCH and ROLL at high YAW angles. For example, if an ADI is in the INRTL mode with
YAW near zero, but the vehicle attitude is such that in the LVLH mode YAW would be 90°,
the ball will freeze in the last PITCH and ROLL INRTL attitude if the ADI select switch is
taken to LVLH. The YAW will, however, read the correct attitude. Yawingthe vehicle more
than 1.7° away from 90° LVLH will unfreeze the ADI in this situation as will retuming to the
INRTL mode. (No DR)

VRCSFailure. If one or more of the four down-firing vernier RCS jets fail with the ORBIT
DAP in VERNmode,thejet fire outputs to all vernier jet drivers are inhibited. However, the
DAP continues to compute required jet commands. The VERN PBI Stays on and the RCS
command lights on F6 continue to reflect DAP or RHC command activity. (No DR)

NotchFilters. If available for a flight, Notch Filters will automatically enable after the GNC
major function Passes through OPS 0. Examples of this occurring are OPS transitions, re-dundant set expansions/contractions, and manual PRO to OPS 0 (DR 107999).
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DEORBIT/ENTRY

OPS 3/6

1.

DEORBIT BURNS

1.

DEORBIT/ENTRY (OP:

ENERAL

COAS Operation in OPS 3. In OPS 3, COAS switch processing does not occur for the aft
station, so that marks from the aft station are not detected by the flight software. In OPS 3,
perform COAS operations from the forward station. (DR 35151) Oo

ErroneousAttitudeDisplaysforYawNear+/-90°. If a bum solution results in a yaw attitude
near +/-90 degrees, the bum attitudes (R,P,Y) on the PASS Maneuver display are blanked
and remain blanked during cyclic guidance. Additionally, if the burn attitudes are displayed
and yaw enters the +/-90 degree region, the crew will see stale bum attitudes during cyclic
guidance. The burn solution and the ADI error needle readings are still good, and guidance
will function as normal. In this scenario, the crew should use standard procedures to maneu-
ver to attitude via the auto maneuver capability or by nulling the ADI error needles. Once the
burn attitude is achieved, the ADI REF option can be used for attitude reference during the
burn. (DR 37585)

NOTE: The pitch and roll axes of the ADI will freeze up if the ADI yaw angle is within 1.7° of
90°. This is due to the indeterminate nature of pitch and roll at high yaw angles. For exam-

ple, if an ADI is in the INRTL mode with YAW near zero, but the vehicle attitude is such that
in the LVLH mode YAW would be 90°, the ball will freeze in the last PITCH and ROLL INRTL
attitude if the ADI select switch is taken to LVLH. The YAW will, however, read the correct
attitude. Yawing the vehicle more than 1.7° away from 90° LVLH will unfreeze the ADI in this
situation as will retuming to the INRTL mode. (DR 106915)

Yaw Error Needle Sensitivity During Deorbit Burns. During OPS 3 deorbit burns with fuel
wasting, the ADI yaw error needle will appear sensitive, especially when Time-To-Go (TTG)
is small. Typically, the yaw error needle will diverge or jump suddenly near a TGO of 6 se-
conds. In this scenario, the crew should not attempt to follow the yaw error needle near cut-
off. (DR 37559)

Pitch Error Needle Sensitivity During RCS Bums. During +X RCS maneuvers (OPS 1,2, or oO3) the ADI pitch error needle becomes very sensitive as Time-To-Go (TGO) gets small.
Error needle jumps of several degrees can occur as TGO approaches 6 seconds. In this
scenario, the crew should not attempt to follow the pitch error needle near cutoff, since a

divergent situation can be created. (DR 37562)

Y.

HAC Radius Position Uninitialized in MM304. The HAC is displayed with its center beinglocated on the extended runway centerline on SPEC 50 during MM304. This is due to the
HAC radius not being calculated until TAEM, after which the displayed HAC position is cor-
rect. (DR 50085)

BFS Horizontal Situation Display Predictors Incorrect. During BFS MM304, if a roll angle of
90° or more is performed below 200K feet, the horizontal situation display’s 20, 40, and 60
second predictors will indicate a turn in the opposite direction. The crew should ignore the
HSD predictors when the roll angle is greater than or equal to 90°. (DR B08297)

DPS/ALL/GEN |



FLIGHT DATA FILE

Distribution
DPS GEN I

** JSC **

AP3/BRANCH DISTRIBUTION (3)

CA44/BERTRAND, O.J.

DA8/4N3006/CONSULTANT GROUP

DAS2/ACTION CENTER

OF22/OPS FOF REP (5)
DF24/INCO FOF REP (3)
DF44/ROBOTICS SECTION (4)
DF5S4/CREW SYSTEMS

DF62/GNC SECTION HEAD

OF7/POCKET C/L BOOK MGR

DF73/EGIL LIBRARY

OF82/EECOM LIBRARY (2)
DM/OM OFFICE LIBRARY

DM43/HEAD (5)

002/SALINAS, L.

0035/BO0K MANAGER DPS (5)
0035/FOF LIBRARY

DO35/SECTION HEAD

DO4/SHUTTLE FLT PLANNING (3)
DO6/LIBRARY (6)

OT23/DPS/NAV SECT (4)
OT27/SHUTTLE COMM SECTION (2)
OT48/TRAINING SYS SECTION (4)
DT66/CONTROL PROP (4)
DT67/RMS LIBRARY

EG/LIBRARY

EG2/STRAHAN, A.

EG23/SMITH, N.C.

EV3/LEONARD,A.L.

EV44-ASD/ASD-44-LIB
FA22/MER-30 LIBRARY

FA22/WAGSTER,L.R.

NS23/DICKERSON,O.T.

NSG/LIBRARY (2)

NS44/GOFFNEY,B.

PS33/STI LIBRARY (3)

R12A/BDG16/WHITE,T. (2)
SP34/MC KAY, T.

ZR1/USAF TECHNICAL LIBRARY

ee

** JSC OFFSITE **

LORAL (OBS) HOUSTON

3700 BAY AREA BLVD

SUITE 600

P O BOX 58487

HOUSTON, TX 77258

6402A/PROJECT OFFICE (2)

LOCKHEED-MARTIN-HOUSTON

C70/KEENER, J.F.

RSOC-HOUSTON

R1I2A/SMITH, W.E.

R12B-16/SAIL/GN&C
R16E/NAVIGATION LIBRARY

R19A/BORES, J.

R20B/MERKLE, T.S.

TRW- HOUSTON

H5-303/LEE, R.

CALSPAN/JOHNSON OPERATIONS

P O BOX 580668

HOUSTON, TX 77258-0668

F6E25/COOPER, C. (2)

HONEYWELL-HOUSTON
2525 BAY AREA BLVD
SUITE 200

HOUSTON, TX 77058

GEDERBERG, T.

ROCKWELL-HOUSTON

WG4/KALUZA,T.R.

ZCO1/ASUNCION,C.

ZCO1/HIPPS, D.L.

ZCO1/WOODALL,J.W.

2C03-17/BRYAN, L.W.

** PRIORITY MAIL **

NASA KSC

IBM HH3/WOODSIDE,W.

KSC/KSC TECH LIBRARY-D

LSO-214/NUTTER, W.T.

LSO-217/POTTEIGER, W.

LSO-247/HOOPER, J. (2)
TP-PED-3/VITT OFFICE

TP-PED-3A/CREW QUARTERS

TV-GDS-23/CHANDLER,S.

ZKO7/CHERMANSKI,D.

NASA MSFC

CN31D/TECH DOC REPOSITORY (2)
EO02/MELTON, T. (2)
E022/BRANCH CHIEF

£022/PFDF MGR (2)

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL DOWNEY
SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION

12214 LAKEWOOD BOULEVARD

DOWNEY,CA 90241

AC28/HARPER, L.

AD60/CRESPIN, C.S.

AD75/STS DATA MGMT

AE70/GALLARDO,J.A.

AEB5/BRYON, K.

FA19/FERGUS, E.M.

FA25/CMELAK,R.J.

FA35/GULSBY, J.A.

FAG3/SMITH, C.W. (2)
FA99/LARSON, J.J.

FB13/FRANK, G.

FB14/1TO, J.K.

FB22/KENNEDY,J.

FB75/CASON,K.W.

FC94/GOOSSENS,M.H.

DRAPER LABORATORIES
555 TECHNOLOGY SQUARE

CAMBRIDGE,MA 02139-3539

81/SARGENT,D.

Ks

GB TECH
2200 SPACE PARK DRIVE
SUITE 400

HOUSTON, TX 77058

ATTN:/GB TECH LIBRARY

—$—$$$<$_<<_____

HERNANDEZ ENGINEERING-CO
SUITE 1120
600 CHERRY STREET

DENVER, CO 80126

HIOH-115/ATKINS, V.

INTERMETRICS, INC.
1750 112TH AVE NE

SUITE 0-151

BELLEVUE, WA 98004

NIKKEL, G. (2)

LOCKHEED MARTIN, WEBSTER, TX

FORGE RIVER ROAD

SUITE 100

WEBSTER, TX 77598

ATTN:/MIC LIBRARY (3)
ATTN:/POST LIBRARY (2)
ATTN:/POST LIBRARY-CREW TRNR

SPAR AEROSPACE

9445 AIRPORT ROAD

BRAMPTON,ONTARIO

CANADA L6S4J3

WOODLAND,C. (2)

** U.S. MAIL **

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS-HUNTSVILLE

689 DISCOVERY DRIVE

HUNTSVILLE, AL 35806

21A1/SPACELAB LIBRARY

23D5/BERGESON, A.L.

32C2/SPACEHAB LIBRARY

TELEDYNE BROWN ENGINEERING

CUMMINGS RESEARCH PARK

300 SPARKMAN DRIVE, NW

P. 0. BOX 70007

HUNTSVILLE, AL 35807-7007

MS 172/GILCHRIST, M.

UNISYS-HOUSTON

600 GEMINI

HOUSTON, TX 77058
MC MILLER, R.

Total 148
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